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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1994

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Environment, Energy,

AND Natural Resources,
Committee on Government Operations,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 11 a.m., in room

2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Karen L. Thurman pre-

siding.
Present: Representatives Thurman and Mica.

Staff present: Sandra Harris, staff director; David Berick, profes-
sional staff member; Elisabeth Campbell, clerk; and Charli Coon,

minority professional staff member.
Mrs. Thurman. The hearing will come to order. The chairman of

the subcommittee, Mr. Synar, is unable to be with us today, so

without objection I would like to enter the chairman's statement in

the hearing record.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Mike Synar follows:]

(1)



STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN MIKE SYNAR, CHAIRMAN
Subcommittee on Environment, Energy and Natural Resources

Hearing on the Mismanagement of Government Property

by U.S. Department of Energy M&O Contractors

September 19, 1994

In 1983, this Subcommittee held hearings on series of management problems involving the

Department of Energy's Strategic Petroleum Reserve. One of the more serious problems was

property management. DOE's contractors were missing over $700,000 worth of property. An
additional $2.09 million worth of property on hand was not in the contractors' inventory data

bases and millions of dollars worth of equipment was being stored outside, exposed the elements,

and literally rusting and corroding away. Property management was simply not a priority with

DOE or its contractors.

Here we are more than a decade later. And the property management problems at the

Strategic Petroleum Reserve may have improved, but in today's hearing the Subcommittee will

once again hear about millions of dollars worth of government-owned property that is missing.

Once again, we will hear about millions of dollars worth of government-owned property that is

literally rusting and corroding away. And once again, we will hear evidence that the

management of property purchased with taxpayers money is simply not a priority with DOE or

its contractors.

DOE's fifty management and operations (M&O) contractors are currently responsible for

$1 1.5 billion worth of personal property from personal computers to automobiles to one-of-a-kind

scientific or nuclear weapons production equipment. Additional billions of dollars worth of

property have passed through their hands over the last decade. And untold amounts of property
-

-
apparently in the hundreds of millions of dollars - are unaccounted for, lost, stolen, or written

off at the taxpayers expense. Hundreds of millions of dollars more sit unused in contractor-run

warehouses, laboratories, and outside storage lots depreciating and deteriorating.

Throughout, DOE has been at best disinterested, and at worse, culpable in this waste and

abuse. The DOE Inspector General, the General Accounting Office, and DOE's own property

management auditors have repeatedly reported problems throughout the DOE complex with little

result.

To make matters worse, the end of the Cold War has brought about the end of many DOE
missions and resulted in numerous project terminations. Some DOE facilities now have only one

mission, to decommission and decontaminate themselves. The result is a dramatic increase in

the amount of government-owned property that needs to be processed, reutilized, and sold. As

we will hear today, DOE lacks procedures to insure that our economic and national security

interests are protected in the process.

The recent disclosure that DOE contractors at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory sold

nuclear fuel reprocessing equipment in the absence of safeguards to prevent its export to a

foreign country, along with other examples we will hear about today, arc indeed signs that the

property management at DOE is on the verge of being out of control.



Mrs. Thurman. This morning the subcommittee will be examin-

ing management problems with Government-owned property by
U.S. Department of Energy management and operation contractors.

The DOE management and operations contractors are responsible
for procurement, maintenance, and disposal of billions of dollars

worth of property on DOE sites—everything from file cabinets to

sophisticated nuclear weapons production equipment. This property
is purchased with taxpayers' dollars.

Almost all of DOE's scientific and nuclear weapons research and

production at civilian energy facilities is run by contractors. Simply

put, the Department of Energy's contractors' property management
systems are riddled with serious problems. The most troubling as-

pect of the situation is that we may never know how much prop-

erty is missing because DOE contractors' inventory control systems
have proven to be woefully inadequate and incomplete.
This will be one of the main areas we will be studying this morn-

ing. The DOE inspector general recently concluded that more than

100 million dollars worth of property is missing from just one DOE
site alone, Los Alamos National Laboratory. The General Account-

ing Office also has studied this problem.
In a recent study the GAO analyzed 20 DOE contractors and dis-

covered that the contractors reported $74.2 million in missing prop-

erty from their most recent inventory reports. This is inexcusable

waste of taxpayers' money. At DOE sites throughout the country,

surplus Government-owned property, which could be resold on the

open market is destroyed or placed in inadequate storage facilities

left to be forgotten and eventually ruined.

Even more disturbing is a recent case of DOE property mis-

management that would have posed a grave national security
threat. The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory sold surplus
nuclear reprocessing equipment and related technical manuals to a

scrap metal dealer. The dealer then attempted to resell the pack-

age overseas.

We will certainly be asking questions about this matter. We will

also examine all phases of the contractors' property management
system and whether there is adequate protection for taxpayer-pur-
chased property. In addition, we will see if the Department of En-

ergy is fulfilling its responsibility to review and approve contrac-

tors' property management systems.
Our first witness today will be Congressman Skaggs, who along

with Chairman Synar and Senator Campbell requested that the

General Accounting Office study the property management system
at DOE's Rocky Flats site at Colorado. GAO reported that a sub-

stantial amount of Government-owned property at the Rocky Flats

plant is missing.
We will also be hearing from John Layton, the inspector general

of the Department of Energy, and Victor Rezendes, director of en-

ergy and science issues at the General Accounting Office.

Our last witness will be Archer Durham, Assistant Secretary for

Human Resources and Administration at the U.S. Department of

Energy. We look forward to the testimony from today's witnesses

and hope that we can begin to identify solutions to prevent further

waste of the taxpayers' money.



Mr. Skaggs, we are very pleased to have you here today. I know
you have a very busy schedule and have been actively involved in

some other issues the last couple of days, so we especially appre-
ciate you taking this time and certainly appreciate your interest in

this issue.

STATEME^^^ of HON. DAVID SKAGGS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO

Mr. Skaggs. Thank you very much, Madam Chairman. I am
pleased to be here this morning, grateful to you and the sub-
committee Chairman, Mr. Synar, for deciding to hold these hear-

ings. I am an alumnus of this subcommittee, so it is nice to be back
before you. I will have prepared testimony which I ask to be made
a part of the record.

Mrs. Thurman. Without objection.
Mr. Skaggs. I am reminded in all of this about my first experi-

ence with Government property and responsibility when I was
going through boot camp in the Marine Corps and learning my gen-
eral orders, and the first general order, I think I still recall, was
to take charge of this post and all Government property in view.

Fundamental, No. 1, take charge of this post and all Government
property in view. What we have here is a failure—and a systematic
failure—on the part of the Department of Energy until relatively

recently to live up to the first general order, and that is our respon-
sibility, whether as a private in the Marine Corps or as manager
of a multimillion dollar nuclear weapons facility, to see that the

taxpayers' investment in equipment, machinery, and property is

protected.
I originally requested and secured Mr. Synar's and Senator

Campbell's cosigning of the request for the General Accounting Of-
fice to look into the problems at Rocky Flats after hearing many
anecdotal stories from workers about how much property was being
neglected at that plant site. Stories abounded about computers, re-

cently purchased office furniture being stockpiled in trailers and
out in the open weather—and even though we are proud of our Col-

orado climate, it is not exactly the place to leave things. Equipment
of all types was being lost, perhaps in some cases stolen or other-
wise misplaced, and poor or little control was being exercised over
all of it.

I felt this was something that warranted a complete and inde-

pendent investigation, and the results of that investigation by the
General Accounting Office were stunning—millions of dollars in

Government property were missing from the facility; failure of the
then contractor EG&G to properly manage Government property,
or even initiate a written property management system as was re-

quired by its contract; and DOE's failure itself to properly oversee

property management by its contractors at the facility and evi-

dently elsewhere around the nuclear weapons complex.
What did all of this amount to? Well, among the missing items

were, "thousands of pieces of computer-related equipment as well

as numerous cameras, pagers, radios, typewriters and even heavy
equipment such as forklifts," according to the GAO. In all, they re-

ported close to 13 million dollars' worth of property missing, an-
other 16.5 million dollars' worth that couldn't be physically located.



Obviously, this investigation's results were deeply troubling and
completely unacceptable. After reading that report, I became trou-

bled also by the much larger problems of how the Department of

Energy had managed, or more accurately I guess, not managed the
Nation's weapons plants over the years in this respect. The report
made it clear that EG&G and its predecessor at the plant, Rockwell
International, had failed to live up to their contracts and that DOE
hadn't done very much about it.

This has implications well beyond the property management
issue of the Rocky Flats plant, and it indicated to me an institu-

tional problem that really was affecting all the activities through-
out the complex. This has to change, had to have changed, and I

am glad that the DOE seems to have now recognized this fact and
is actually doing something about it. The Secretary earlier this

year announced a package of contract reform measures that I think
will go a long way toward cleaning up the abuses as new M and

contracts are phased in throughout the complex and tighter man-
agement and control can be imposed.
One of the early tests of this will be rebidding the Rocky Flats

contract, which is currently scheduled to end at the end of next

year. I think it is likely to be accelerated somewhat. The changes
that this Department intends to make in its contract at Rocky
Flats and around the complex is going to be a step forward, but in

order to ensure that these reforms really work, it is not going to

be enough just to change contract language. Contractors must
know that they will be held accountable for their actions under the
law and under the contracts they have entered into.

I contacted the Secretary after the GAO investigation was re-

leased to express my view that EG&G and Rockwell had to be held
accountable for their mismanagement of Government property.
DOE responded by looking at every legal avenue that seemed to be
available to them. Ironically and unfortunately, the management
problems that led to all of this, including the failure of the Depart-
ment to adequately enforce its contracts in the first place, seems
to insulate the contractors from any substantial liability, although
1 believe the Department is still pursuing some too small but im-

portant symbolically recovery in this matter.
I want to acknowledge that EG&G has done a better job lately

at the plant in this respect, no doubt because there has been con-
siderable scrutiny brought to bear. We simply cannot let this hap-
pen again, and if I may be permitted again to recall my days in

the military service, nothing fixed one's attention more firmly on
responsibility to take care of things than when as a young lieuten-

ant you sign for property and know full well that if you can't ac-

count for it at the end of your tour that it is going to come out of

your paycheck. That is the kind of accountability and the kind of

responsibility that is induced by knowing that you are on the line,
that we simply have to instill in the Department and in its contrac-
tors.

The time that we lived with for years and years and years in

which production came first and management either of property or
the environment took the backseat is over. As the DOE implements
its contract reform proposals, it is going to be important for Con-
gress, for this subcommittee, for each of us individually to track



their efforts to make sure that we fulfill our oversight responsibil-

ities, and I again congratulate you and the subcommittee for taking

a major step this morning in doing just that.

[The prepared statement of Hon. David Skaggs follows:]



TESTIMONY OF REPRESENTATIVE DAVID E. 6KAGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT, ENERGY, AND NATURAL RESOURCES

OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

ON MISMANAGEMENT OF HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF
DOLLARS OF GOVERNMENT-OWNED PROPERTY BY U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY CONTRACTORS

September 19, 1994

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, i appreciate this
opportunity to testify on the Department of Energy's (DOE)
property management problems, including those that have been
uncovered at the Rocky Flats Plant — now the Rocky Flats
Environmental Technology Site — which is located in my district.
It's been my pleasure, Mr. Chairman, to work with you on the
property management issue as it relates to Rocky Flats, and I

appreciate your leadership in holding this important hearing.

I originally requested that the General Accounting Office (GAO)
look into property management problems at Rocky Plats after
hearing anecdotal evidence from workers about how much property
was being wasted at the plant. Stories abounded about computers
and recently-purchased office furniture being stockpiledSln
trailers or out in the open; equipment of all types being lost,
stolen, or otherwise "misplaced"; and poor or little control over
all of it. I felt this was something that warranted a complete
and independent investigation.

The results of that investigation were stunning « i) the millions
of dollars in government property missing from the facility; 2)
the failure of EG&G, DOE's current contractor at the plant, to
properly manage government-owned property, or even to initiate a
written property management system (as is required by its
contract); and 3) DOE's failure to properly oversee property
management activities by its contractors at the facility.
Department of Enerav: The Property Management Svstem at the
Rocky Flats Plant Is Inadequate (GAO/RCED-94-77 , Mar. 1, 1994).

Whet did all of these problems amount to? Among the missing
items were "thousands of pieces of computer-related equipment as
well as numerous cameras, pagers, radios, typewriters, and even
heavy equipment such as forklifts." Id. at 4. In all, the GAO
reported $12.8 million worth of property missing and another
$16.5 million that couldn't be "physically" located. The
investigation results troubled me greatly and are obviously
unacceptable. Id. at 2-3.

However, after reading the GAO's report, I also became troubled
by the much larger problem of how DOE has managed the nation's
nuclear weapons plants over the years. The report made it clear
that EG&G and its predecessor, Rockwell International, failed to
live up to their contracts and DOE_didn't do much about it. This
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has Implioatlons beyond property management at Rooky Flats. It
Indicates an institutional probleta that affects all of the
activities at RocXy rlats and every other DOB facility as well.

This has to change — and I'm pleased to say that DOE seems to
have recognized this fact and is doing something about it.

Earlier this year, Secre^ry O'Leary announced contract reform
proposals that will go a long way toward cleaning up the^abuses
that have plagued Doe's contract management and operations system
for years. One of the early teats of contract reform will be at
Rocky Plats, where the current M&O contract expiree at the end of
1995. A request for proposals has already been issued, and the
process of securing a new contractor is well underway.

The changes DOE intends to make in its contract at Rocky Flats,
and in its contracts at other facilities, will certainly be a

step forward. However, in order to ensure that these reforms
really work. Its not enough just to alter the contracts.
Contractors roust know that they will be held accountable for
their actions under the law and under the contracts they've
entered in to. I think that contractors would be a lot less
likely to misplace forklifta and computers if they know that they
are going to have to foot the bill for missing property.

1 contacted Secretary O'Leary in March, just after the GAO report
was released, to express my belief that EG&G and Rockwell must be
held accountable for their mismanagement of government property.
DOE responded by examining every avenue of recovery xinder the
contract, the False Claims Act, and other legal theories.
Unfortunately, the management problems that led to all of the
property loss — and the failure of DOE to adequately enforce the
contracts in the first place — seems to also insulate EG&G and
Rockwell from any liability. To be sure, EG&G has done a better
job of overseeing the property in its care over the course of its
tenure at Rocky Flats. But the oontract reform proposals, and
more diligent oversight by DOE now and in the future, is still so

very necessary. We oan't let this happen again.

DOE has to make a greater effort to ensure that the companies it
hires to manage public facilities take better care of the
public's property. And those companies have to do a better job
in carrying out their mission, or we have to look for new
companies to run these facilities. The time for a "production
first" culture that allows for poor management practices and the
loss of millions of dollars worth of property is now over.

As DOE implements its contract reform proposals, it will be

important for Congress, and this Subcommittee in particular, to
continue to track DOE's efforts to Improve oversight of property
management. I look forward to continuing to work with you on
this.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for your leadership on this issue.



Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Skaggs, we certainly appreciate the role you
have played in this, and thank you from the taxpayers, too. In fact,

in asking for the report and certainly then meeting with the Sec-

retary to even better acquaint her with the idea that this is some-

thing we are going to continue to watch and make sure those

changes are made because I agree with you, while I may not have
been in the military, I was a teacher, and I remember at the begin-

ning of every year I was responsible for every desk and book and
everything that was in that room, and we had to inventory and re-

inventory—and I was held accountable and responsible for those

things. It may not seem like the same thing as a nuclear weapon,
but to some it was very, very important, so I can certainly appre-
ciate your position.
Mr. Skaggs. Madam Chairman, also it occurs to me that as we

have struggled mightily to deal with the crime problem in this

country and we passed a major piece of legislation a few weeks ago,
if the Government itself is not strictly adhering to principles of re-

sponsibility and accountability in its own business and of the way
it oversees contractors in these major, major operations, the signal
that sends is awful, and we have got to set the example in this re-

spect if we are going to expect the citizens of this country to live

by the rule of law themselves.
Mrs. Thurman. I will pass on to Mr. Synar as well that we will

try to keep you informed of the answers to the tough questions that
we have prepared for today and certainly look forward to working
with you in providing continued oversight.
Mr. Skaggs. Thanks very much.
Mrs. Thurman. Thank you.
Mr. Mica.
Mr. Mica. Thank you. I will just take a minute. I'm sorry I got

here late. I didn't hear all of your testimony, but I appreciate your
initiative in prompting at least one of these reports. Unfortunately,
being in the minority, you get these a little bit late and you have
to stay up real late looking through them, which I did over the
weekend and last night. I will enjoy majority status when I can get
a little bit more rest.

I want to thank you for that. What I found was interesting both
in what you had reported as far as the property management sys-
tems procedures, et cetera and lack thereof, and also the followup,
which Mr. Synar had requested. I am anxious to see the status of

implementation of some changes and also some protections for tax-

payer dollars which this sends up. It is quite shocking.
I guess part of the totals here were in the multimillion dollars

of equipment missing, lost, or stolen, some of it we are not sure if

it has been stolen. I am anxious also to ask questions about that
to some of the witnesses, but I commend you for that.

The other part of the hearing and the information that was given
to me that is most disturbing is some of the Department of Energy
policies relating to disposal of some of our nuclear production
equipment, and that is also very disturbing. I guess since the fall

of the Soviet Union we have had probably the biggest arms sale in

history, and that has always been of concern to me, but it sounds
like there is one with deadly potential within the Department of

Energy without proper oversight, but again commend you for initi-
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ating at least part of this study and report. Hopefully we can get
into some of the possible solutions to these problems and see what
actions have been taken by the agency. Thank you.
Mrs. Thurman. Thank you.
Mr. Skaggs. Thank you very much, Madam Chairman.
Mrs. Thurman. Do you have an opening statement?
Mr. Mica. That was it.

Mrs. Thurman. Good. Then we would like to call Mr. Layton and
Mr. Rezendes. They told me I could just call you Victor because you
have been here before. As you may know, in order not to prejudice

past or future witnesses, it is the longstanding policy of the sub-

committee to swear in all witnesses.

Do any of you have any objections to being sworn? If you don't,

would you please stand and raise your right hand.

[Witnesses sworn,]
Mrs. Thurman. Your full testimony will be made a part of the

record so if you would like to summarize testimony, we would ap-

preciate that. I think we will start with Mr. Layton.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. LAYTON, INSPECTOR GENERAL, U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Mr. Layton. Thank you. Madam Chairperson and members of

the subcommittee. I am here at your request to testify on the De-

partment of Energy's management of personal property. With me
today I have Lauren McDermott, an auditor from our office, and
Charles Jackson, an inspector from our office. They have been in-

volved in the reports we have issued on this subject.
The Department of Energy has $13 billion of personal property,

including motor vehicles, aircraft, laboratory equipment, office

equipment, and computers. Nearly 90 percent of this property is in

the possession of contractors. Therefore management of this prop-

erty is fundamentally an issue of contract administration. The De-

partment's contractors are required to establish personal property

management systems that provide for basic accountability, control,

and protection of Government property entrusted to them.
The Department is responsible for assuring that the contractor's

property management systems work. Over the last 10 years the Of-

fice of Inspector General has issued over 25 reports addressing per-
sonal property management. These reports underscored the need
for improved management of personal property and the adoption of

best business practices by the Department and its contractors.

Today I will discuss some of our recent reports that highlight the

property management challenges faced by the Department. At both

the Rocky Flats plant in May 1993 and at the Sandia National

Laboratory in March 1994, we reported that excess furniture, ma-
chine tools, computers, and computer components were stored out-

side, exposed to the wind, rain, Sun, moisture, and dust for ex-

tended periods of time. By storing this property outside, the con-

tractors did not preserve its value for other valid users, including

Department facilities. Federal agencies. State, and local govern-

ments, educational institutions, and charitable organizations.
At Rocky Flats most of the property stored outside had not been

properly tagged to show whether radiological monitoring had been

completed. Similarly, at Sandia commingled property that was not
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radiologically screened with property that had already gone
through the screening process creating the potential for contamina-
tion.

At the Fernald Environmental Management Project, the contrac-

tor commingled contaminated equipment with clean equipment and
then shipped the items to the Nevada test site for burial as low-

level waste. The Department concurred with our recommendations
to improve management at Fernald and indicated that corrective

action had been completed at the end of 1993. However, a followup

report issued in June 1994 found that Fernald continued to dispose
of property as low-level waste and did not minimize the volume of

waste shipped to the Nevada test site. This practice was substan-

tially more costly than other disposal methods and used limited

burial space available for contaminated waste unnecessarily.
We also found that the Department has not ensured that con-

tractor inventory management practices require contractors to

know the number of items on hand by category, where items were

located, and their value or cost. For example, at the Rocky Flats

plant, the site management and operating contractor changed in

1990. EG&G, the successor contractor, was required to perform a
wall-to-wall inventory within 2 years of contract initiation. This
was to be the baseline against which EG&G's property manage-
ment performance would be evaluated.

EG&G's initial inventory performed in 1991 disclosed that over

5,900 items, worth over $33 million, could not be located. Because
of departmental concerns about the property that was unaccounted

for, a second inventory was initiated in July 1992. As of the date
of our May 1993 report, a satisfactory inventory and reconciliation

had not been completed.
According to the Department, as of March 1994 over 4,000 items

valued at $11.5 million remained unaccounted for at the Los Ala-

mos National Laboratory. The contractor was responsible for Gov-
ernment personal property with an acquisition cost of about $1 bil-

lion. In 1989 the contractor conducted an inventory that identified

over 5,000 items valued at $13.8 million which could not be ac-

counted for.

During our audit 4 years later, most of the items still could not
be located. Our statistical sample concluded that the contractor

could not account for $100 million in Government property. In re-

sponse to our audit work and a DOE review, the laboratory director

issued a memorandum to all employees stressing the importance of

sound property management and emphasizing contractor respon-

sibility and accountability for Government property.
Our reports have also disclosed concerns with DOE approval of

contractor property management systems. We found that some of

the Department's largest facilities operated for extended periods
without fully approved property management systems. We were in-

formed by the Department that as of March 1994 over 25 percent
of the Department's major facilities were operating without fully

approved property management systems. The Department, in its

1993 Federal Manager's Financial Integrity Act report, concluded
that personal property management deficiencies resulted from in-

adequate oversight of contractor property management systems.
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Our reviews have included numerous recommendations for cor-

rective actions in all aspects of personal property management. For

example, we have recommended that contractors and employees be
held accountable for inadequate management of Government prop-
erty. We have also recommended that the quality and timeliness of

reviews of personal property management systems be improved,
and that the Department prepare for increasing amounts of excess
and surplus property as the Agency's missions change.
We recognize that implementing the necessary changes will not

be an easy task. In this regard. Secretary O'Leary initiated con-

tract reform efforts to identify contracting problems and propose
corrective actions. In its February 1994 report, the reform team's

findings paralleled issues raised in our reports. Deputy Secretary
White also emphasized in testimony earlier this year that the De-

partment should ensure that contractors are held accountable for

loss or damage to Government property, including failure to exer-

cise prudent business judgment.
In conclusion, while I support the Department's recent initiative,

the Office of Inspector General will continue to evaluate the De-

partment's personal property management practices. Madam
Chair, this concludes my remarks. I have a full statement I would
like entered into the record. I would be glad to answer any ques-
tions you or your colleagues might have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lajdon follows:!
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee/ I am here at your

request to testify on the Department of Energy's management of

personal property.

The Department's $13 billion inventory of personal property

includes motor vehicles and aircraft; heavy mobile equipment;

office furniture and equipment; laboratory equipment; security

and shop equipment; and computers and software. Management of

this property is fundamentally an issue of contract

administration. The Department spends over 70 percent of its

budget on contractors supporting its mission, and places heavy

reliance on the use of management and operating contracts.

Nearly 90 percent of the Department's personal property is in

the possession of these contractors who manage and operate most

Department facilities. The American taxpayer, who provides the

Department with the funds to buy this personal property, expects

the Government to properly manage and protect this property.

Over the last ten years, however, reports issued by the Office

of Inspector General have disclosed that the Department and its

contractors did not adhere to sound business practices in

managing the Government personal property entrusted to them.

Further, the Department's administration of these contracts did

not ensure that contractprs were meeting their responsibilities

in this area.
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The need for effective contract administration, including the

appropriate handling of personal property, has become even more

acute as the Department enters into a period of transition and

mission change. Recent Departmental initiatives have emphasized

that responsible stewardship over Government property is an

important aspect of contractor performance. In 1991, the

Department changed its procurement regulations, implementing the

Accountability Rule. The Rule provided for increases in award

fees, in return for increased contractor accountability and

improved contractor performance. The Rule also provided that

contractors could be held accountable for the costs associated

with negligence or willful misconduct involving personal

property. More recently, the Department's contract reform

effort recognized that contractors did not always properly

manage, control, or account for Government property, and called

for corrective action to establish effective contract

performance measures for property management and accountability.

Office of Inspector General reports have underscored the need

for improved management of personal property and the adoption of

"best business practices" by the Department and its contractors.

Over the last ten years, the Office of Inspector General has

Issued over 25 reports addressing personal property management.

These reports recommended Improvements in all phases of the
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Department's personal property management process, including

acquisition, inventory, utilization, reutilization and disposal.

In March 1994, we issued a summary report highlighting concerns

in three areas that are key to sound personal property

management: control of excess and surplus property; inventory

management; and property management systems. These are areas

where the Department has experienced continuing problems, which,

in our opinion, require the attention of senior Department

management. Today, my testimony will illustrate the challenges

the Department faces by citing recent work at the Rocky Flats

Plant, Sandia National Laboratory, Los Alamos National

Laboratory, and the Fernald Environmental Management Project.

Excess and Surplus Personal Property

Sound business practices dictate that the Government obtain

maximum benefit from its property. However, our. reports have

disclosed that the Department has not ensured that contractors

properly identify, store, and dispose of excess and surplus

personal property.

At both the Rocky Flats Plant and Sandia National Laboratory, we

found that excessed furniture, machine tools, computers, and

computer components were stored outside, exposed to sun, wind.
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moisture, and dust for extended periods of time. By storing the

property outside, the contractors did not preserve the value of

this property for other valid users, including other Depart.r.Gr.t

facilities. Federal agencies, state and local governments,

educational institutions, or charitable organizations.- Federal

and Departmental policies are designed to ensure that excess

Government property is protected, maintained, properly screened

and made available to others. To illustrate the potential

impact of failing to implement these policies, the computers and

computer parts which we found stored outside at Rocky Flats and

Sandia, while perhaps obsolete for use at these sites, could

have been of significant value to other users, such as local

school systems. In total, at the time of our reviews, these two

sites were responsible for over $35 million in excess Government

personal property.

We also found that at Rocky Flats, most of the property stored

outside had not been properly tagged to show whether

radiological monitoring had been completed. Similarly, Sandia

commingled property that was not radiologically screened with

property that had already gone through the screening process,

creating the potential for contamination. Sandia did not use

property histories to determine which excess property items

required radiological screening, to ensure that all property was

subject to such screening prior to sale or reutilization.
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During site cleanup at the Fernald Environmental Management

Project, the contractor mixed contaminated equipment x*lth clean

equipment and shipped the items to the Nevada Test Site for

burial as low-level waste. This practice was substantially more

costly than other disposal methods, and used limited burial

space unnecessarily. The Department concurred with our

recommendation to improve operations, and indicated that

corrective action had been completed at the end of 1993.

However, a followup report, issued in June 1994, found that

Fernald continued to dispose of property as low-level waste and

did not minimize the volume of waste shipped to the Nevada Test

Site. This practice, and the practices at Sandia and Rocky

Flats, are contrary to the Department's efforts to minimize

contaminated waste, rather than generate waste that requires

subsequent cleanup and disposal.

At Fernald, the contractor also disposed of Department equipment

valued at over $246,000 without obtaining required Departmental

approval. Further, the contractor sold Government property

without applying sound business practices such as establishing

minimum prices, advertising public sales, and obtaining proper

sales contract modifications. As a result of these actions, the

Department incurred unnecessary costs and lost revenues

totalling over $117,000. More importantly, these findings
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raised doubts as to the Department's ability to effectively

dispose of $27.8 million in excess equipment during the

continuing Fernald site cleanup.

In addition to these issues, the publicized July 12, 1993, sale

of nuclear fuel reprocessing equipment for $154,000 by a major

contractor at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory is

fundamentally a property management issue, and concerns the

process for disposal of surplus Government property. The buyer

of this equipment also received from DOE and its contractors,

supporting documentation for the equipment. This technology is

on the Militarily Critical Technologies List and, therefore,

may require an export license. This matter is currently under

review by my office.

Inventory Management

A second area of continuing concern is management of personal

property inventories. Sound management practices require that

the Department and its contractors know, at a minimum, the

number of items on hand by category, where items are located,

and their value or cost. However, reports issued by my office

since 1986 have shown that the Department has not ensured that

contractor inventory management practices met these basic

objectives. Several reports issued during 1993 indicate that
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shortcomings continue to exist in contractors' ability to

properly manage the inventories of Government personal property

entrusted to them.

At the Rocky Flats Plant, the site management and operating

contractor changed in 1990. EG&G, the successor contractor, was

required to perform a wall-to-wall inventory within two years of

contract initiation, which was to become the baseline against

which EG&G's property management performance would be evaluated.

EG&G's initial inventory, performed in Fiscal Year 1991,

disclosed that over 5,900 items worth oyer $33 million could not

be located. Because of Departmental concerns about the property

that could not be accounted for, and the fact that the Inventory

was conducted by property custodians, rather than property

management specialists, a second inventory was initiated in July

1992. As of the date of our May 1993 report, a satisfactory

Inventory and reconciliation had not been completed. According

to the Department, eis of March 1994 over 4,000 items valued at

$11.5 million were unaccounted for.

The Los Alamos National Laboratory contractor was responsible

for Government personal property with an acquisition value of

about $1 billion. A 1989 inventory conducted by the contractor

disclosed that over 5,000 items acquired for $13.8 million could

not be accounted for. We audited personal property management
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at Los Alamos during 1993, four years later, and found that most

of' these items still could not be located. Our statistical

sample of Los Alamos personal property concluded that the

contractor may not be able to account for $100 million of

Government personal property. In addition, the audit disclosed

that the personal property records contained incorrect

information on the location of property valued at $22.2 million,

and contained $61.7 million in property that could not be

Inventoried. For example, groups of items were given a single

identifying number.

In response to our audit work at Los Alamos, and a Department

Headquarters review, the Laboratory Director issued a memorandum

to all employees, stressing the importance of sound property ,

management, and emphasizing contractor responsibility and

accountability for Government property.

Property Management Systems

The Department's contractors are required to establish effective

property management systems, subject to approval by the

Department. The purpose of the property management system Is to

provide assurance that Government personal property is

adequately protected and managed. Such systems, when

8
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functioning as designed, provide for basic accountability,

control, and protection of taxpayer-provided assets.

We found, however, that some of the Department's largest

facilities, including Rocky Flats, Sandia, and Los Alamos,

operated for extended periods without fully approved property

management systems. We were informed by the Department that, as

of March 1994, 39 contractor systems were approved, 5 had

conditional approval, 8 were pending approval, and 1 was

disapproved. Thus, over 25 percent of the Department's major

facilities were operating without fully approved property

management systems.

The Department, in its 1993 Federal Managers' Financial

Integrity Act report, concluded that its personal property

management deficiencies resulted from inadequate oversight of

contractor personal property management systems. The Department

acknowledged that despite having processes in place to monitor

contractor property management practices, the processes had not

functioned effectively.

The need for fully functioning property management systems has

become more critical as the Department implements the 1991

Accountability Rule. Under this Rule, contractors may be liable

for negligent or willful misconduct resulting in damage.
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destruction, loss, or theft of Government property. However,

under terms of the Rule, if the Department has not taken

sufficient action to ensure that the property management system

is adequate, the contractor may be able to avoid liability for

property losses resulting from inadequate management pjfactices.

Thus, the absence of fully approved property management systems

may result in increased costs to the taxpayer.

Departmental Initiatives

Office of Inspector General reports issued during the past ten

years included numerous recommendations for corrective actions

in all aspects of property management. We have recommended, for

example, that:

o the contractor establish policies and procedures to

improve employee accountability for missing, damaged, or.

destroyed Government property;

o Department headquarters study the ability of property

management organizations to effectively handle the

potential Increase in excess property that may result

from the Department's changing mission; and

10
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o the Department Improve the quality of contractor

property management system reviews.

In some cases, findings and recommendations were repeated at

several Department facilities. For example, at four sites, our

recommendations centered around Improvements In the

Identification of excess property for reutlllzatlon or disposal.

At five sites, recommendations were made to management for the

timely review, approval, and Improvement of property management

systems.

In our summary report, we highlighted the need for additional

Headquarters emphasis to ensure that contractor property

management systems are reviewed In a timely manner. We also

concluded that Department field officials should be encouraged

to take aggressive action In fulfilling their contract

administration responsibilities by using existing contract

clauses to hold contractors accountable for management of

Government personal property.

We recognize that implementing the necessary changes will not be

an p«sy task. The management practices of the Department and

its major contractors have evolved over many years. In this

regard. Secretary O'Leary initiated a contract reform effort.

11
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currently chaired by Deputy Secretary White and Under Secretary

Curtis, to Identify contracting problems and propose corrective

actions. As part of this effort, a report was Issued in

February 1994, identifying ways to make contracting work better

and cost less. Many of the findings of the Department's

contract reform team parallel issues raised in our reports.

Specifically, the report recognizes that improving overall

management of personal property is one of many significant

challenges that must be addressed. The Department,

acknowledging the significance of our findings, reported

"property controls" as a new material weakness under the Federal

Managers' Financial Integrity Act for 1993, stating that the

Department's goal is to hold contractors accountable and

financially liable for Government property through improved

property management practices. In addition. Deputy Secretary

White emphasized in testimony earlier this year that the

Department should ensure that contractors are held accountable

for loss or damage to Government property, including failure to

exercise prudent business judgment.

Conclusion

The Office of Inspector General supports the Department's

contract reform Initiatives. Nonetheless, the Office of

Inspector General will continue to evaluate the Department's

12
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I

contract administration policies and practices, including the

sound management of its personal property inventory.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I will be

pleased to answer any questions you and your colleagues might

have.

13
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Mrs. Thurman. Is there any objection to the full testimony?
Mr. Rezendes.

STATEMENT OF VICTOR REZENDES, DIRECTOR OF ENERGY
AND SCIENCE ISSUES, RESOURCES, COMMUNITY, AND ECO-
NOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

Mr. Rezendes. Thank you. I would like to introduce my col-

league, Bob Baney, who is in charge of a lot of the work we are

talking about here today. It is always a pleasure to be here, espe-
cially to discuss property management at the Department of En-

ergy.
As you know, we have issued several reports on this subject, in-

cluding two recently to this subcommittee. Overall, we found a sub-
stantial amount of Government property is missing, probably more
than the $74 million identified in our most recent report. This has
occurred because numerous weaknesses exist in the contractor

property management systems and insufficient DOE oversight of

the contractors. We recognize that DOE has taken and is in the

process of taking steps to improve property management.
With regard to missing property, our recent report of 20 of DOE's

major contractors show that Government-owned property worth
about $74 million was missing. Missing items include, as Congress-
man Skaggs said, computers, pagers, typewriters, the kinds of

things you would expect, attractive items, in addition some heavy
equipment, such as a forklift and even a semi trailer were also

missing. But let me emphasize that while the $74 million worth of

missing property is high, the amount represents only what the con-

tractors reported to DOE as missing.
We believe that figure probably understates the actual amount

of missing property. Property is missing because of weaknesses in

DOE's contract property management systems, including inad-

equate employee training, incomplete reporting of property, inad-

equate storage of property, and lack of physical security. Our work
at the Rocky Flats plant found several significant weaknesses—the
contractors property tracking system data base was incomplete,
some property was never entered into the data base. Some of the

property actually in the data base contained inaccurate serial num-
bers, and inappropriate changes were made to the data, including
the erasure of evidence that some property ever existed.

In addition to system weaknesses, we believe that DOE has not

provided sufficient oversight. It has not reviewed and approved
contractor property management systems as required, and it has
not assured the timely correction of problems identified in its own
reviews. In our view, DOE has not given property management
adequate attention. In response to our work, DOE officials com-
mented that the Department is committed to improving property
management controls and has undertaken a number of initiatives,

including, one, headquarter's independent property management
review of selected projects; two, strengthened surveillance of the

contractors; and, three, a centralized personnel property tracking
system to catalog problems and to track corrective actions.
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These changes certainly would help, but it will take many years
of continual management attention to adequately address all of the

complex property management issues that DOE faces. With that,
Madam Chairman, I am delighted to take any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rezendes follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We are pleased co be here today to discuss property

management at Departm'^nt of Energy (DOE) facilities. As you

know, we have issued several reports on DOE's property

management, including two recently issued reports for your

Subcommittee. The first of those two reports, issued in March

1994, was an in-depth examination of property management problems

at DOE'S Rocky Flats Plant. ^ The second report, issued in April

1994, provided summary details regarding the property management

activities of 20 major DOE contractors, including the contractor

at Rocky Flats.'

Our property management work has led us to several

observations. First, a substantial amount of DOE's property is

missing, probably more than the $74 million identified in our

April 1994 report.^ Second, numerous weaknesses exist in DOE

contractors' property management systems. Those weaknesses

include inadequate property-tracking data bases and a lack of

physical protection of DOE's property from theft. Third, DOE has

^Department of Energy; The Propertv Management System at the
Rocky Flats Plant Is Inadequate (GAO/RCED-94-77, Mar. 1, 1994).

'Department of Energy: Status of DOE's Property Management
Program {GAO/RCED-94-154FS, Apr. 7, 1994).

^DOE has accumulated more than $12 billion in property, most of
which is in the possession of its contractors.
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not provided sufficient oversight of the contractors' property

management activities. For example, many contractors do not have

approved property management systems. We recognize that DOE has

taken, and is in the process cf taking, steps to improve property

management. Given the numbe of problems DOE faces as well as

the complexity of those problems, it will take years of continual

management attention for DOE .o address all of the problems. At

this time, I would like to discuss each of our observations in

greater detail.

A SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT OF

DOE'S PROPERTY IS MISSING

DOE'S contractors are required, by departmental regulations,

to periodically inventory and report on government -owned property

in their possession. In our April 1994 report, we presented

information on DOE's most recent inventory reports from 20 of its

major contractors. These reports, which were completed over the

last few years, showed that government -owned property worth

approximately $74 million was missing. The items of missing

property span a wide variety of equipment categories . They

include computer equipment, such as monitors and keyboards; shop

equipment, such as lathes and drill presses; office equipment,

such as desks and typewriters; electronic equipment, such as

radios and pagers; and photographic equipment, such as cameras.

49-514 98-2
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Finally, some heavy equipment such as forkllfts and a semi-

trailer are also missing.

Let me emphasize that while the $74 million worth of missing

property is high, this amount represe..ts only what the contractor

reported to DOE as missing. We believe that the $74 million

figure probably understates the actua] amount of missing

property, particularly in light of our detailed review of

property management at the Rocky Flats Plant. In that review, we

found that in addition to the nearly $13 million worth of missing

property reported by the contractor, the contractor could not

physically locate another $16 million worth of property. The

contractor said that it had documentation indicating what

happened to this property. However, we found that much of the

documentation was incomplete and that some of that property may

have to be classified as missing. We also noted that the

contractor, during a 1-year period, inappropriately deleted over

500 items from the property-tracking data base without

maintaining any historical record of the items' existence. Some

of these deleted items may have been lost or stolen and DOE would

never know that that occurred.
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CONTRACTORS' PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS HAVE NUMEROUS WEAKNESSES

Over the years, we have pointed out weaknesses in DOE

contractors' property management systems. DOE has also found

weaknesses in its own review of contractors' property management

operations. Some of these weaknesses have pers sted for years.

The latest DOE reviews of the 20 contractors included in our

April 1994 report identified over 400 weaknesses requiring

corrective action.

The weaknesses identified by DOE relate to nearly every

element considered critical to an effective property management

system. They include the following:

-- Lack of operating procedures. For example, at one site,

DOE found that the contractor did not have policies and

procedures for the plant that address the responsibility

of employees to ensure the proper control, use, and

protection of government property.

Inadequate employee training. For example, one DOE

contractor review sampled the training records for

selected property management personnel and determined

that none of the individuals had ever attended formal

inventory management training.
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Incomplete reporting of property. For example, at one

DOE site, there were significant errors in the property

inventory reports to DOE and a significant overstatement

of the value and volume of personal property in the

possession of the contractor.

Inadequate storage of property. At some sites, heavy

equipment, office furnishings, materials, and machines

not designed for outside use were being left outside

unprotected from the elements .

Physical inventories not being conducted on time. At

some sites, an inventory of special equipment such as

office equipment, photographic equipment, radio

equipment, and automotive equipment had not been

conducted on schedule, and some inventories were

conducted years late.

Lack of physical security. For example, at one site,

DOE reported that the significant losses of sensitive

items such as computers and photographic equipment,

indicate a lack of adequate physical protection or

responsible oversight.

Improper utilization and disposal of equipment. One DOE

contractor review showed, for instance, that items such
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as copy paper, fluorescent light bulbs, and truck

mufflers were being scheduled for surplus sale while the

contractor was buying new, similar items from vendors.

In our work at DOE's Rocky Flats Plant, we found another

significant weakness—the contractor's property-tracking data

base was incomplete because some property was never entered into

the data base. In addition, the data base contained inaccurate

serial numbers for some property, such as fire trucks, which made

locating them for inventory purposes difficult. Further,

inappropriate changes have been made to certain data in the data

base, including the erasure of evidence that some property ever

existed at the plant. Without a well-maintained and properly

working data base, good property management control is

impossible.

Because of reports of theft at the Rocky Flats Plant, our

Office of Special Investigations has begun looking into the

matter. Both DOE and contractor officials have confirmed that

the theft of government-owned property has occurred and has

contributed to the contractor's inability to account for millions

of dollars worth of missing equipment. This investigation has

also surfaced a possible instance of bid-rigging on the purchase

of automotive parts. When completed, the results of our

investigation will be forwarded to the appropriate agency for

further investigation and possible prosecution.
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DOE'S OVERSIGHT OF CONTRACTORS' PROPERTY

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS HAS NOT BEEN SUFFICIENT

In addition to weaknesses in contractors' property

management systems, we believe that DOE has not provided

sufficient oversight. In this regard, DOE has not reviewed and

approved contractors' property management systems as required by

departmental regulations. Further, DOE has not ensured the

timely correction of contractors' property management weaknesses

Identified in DOE reviews. Insufficient oversight, in our view,

is a strong indication that DOE has not given property management

the necessary attention.

DOE regulations require the Department to review and approve

or disapprove a contractor's property management system within

the first year of the contract and every 3 years thereafter.

DOE'S approval represents a determination that the contractor's

system will adequately protect, maintain, utilize, and dispose of

government property in accordance with federal and DOE property

management regulations. Of the 20 contractors included in our

April 1994 report, only 7 had DOE-approved property management

systems. The situation at the Rocky Flats Plant, we believe,

illustrates the inadequate attention that DOE has given to

approving contractors '

property management systems . In our March

1994 report, we noted that DOE was required to review and approve

or disapprove the contractor's property management system by the
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end of 1990 but still had not done so by the time we issued our

report--more than 3 years later. In September of this year, DOE

disapproved the Rocky Flats contractor's property management

system.

DOE'S oversight in ensuring that property management

problems are corrected is also weak. For instance, our March

1994 report noted that DOE had not required the contractor to

implement timely corrective action on problems DOE identified

during the Department's previous review of property management at

the plant. Some problems have remained unresolved for years.

DOE has also not required the contractor to take adequate

corrective action in response to DOE-identif led problems. For

example, in a February 1993 report to DOE, the contractor claimed

to have ensured that (1) all necessary property had been tagged

and that serial numbers were recorded in the property data base

and (2) all property management, accounting, and other personnel

directly involved in property management-related activities had

been properly trained. However, as our March 1994 report

discusses, serious deficiencies continued to exist in these

areas .
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DOE HAS UNDERTAKEN NUMEROUS

INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE CONTRACTORS'

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

In response to our work, DOE officials commented that the

Department is committed to improving its controls over

contractors' property management systems. According to these

officials, evidence of DOE's commitment can be seen in the June

1992 establishment of the Office of Contractor Management and

Administration in headquarters to tighten DOE's stewardship over

contractors' property management systems and to undertake

numerous initiatives. Those initiatives have included the

following: (1) headquarters' independent property management

reviews of selected projects, (2) strengthened DOE surveillance

of contractors, and (3) a centralized personal property tracking

system to catalog the findings from each DOE review and to track

corrective actions. DOE officials also commented that the

increased emphasis that the Department has placed on property

management and the need for its contractors to establish reliable

property data bases may have contributed to the significant

amount of missing property shown in our April 1994 report.

SUMMARY

In summary, by all indications, a substantial amount of DOE

property is missing, probably more than the $74 million worth
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identified in our April 1994 report. The apparent reason why

property is missing is that contractors' property management

systems contain numerous weaknesses and DOE has provided

inadequate oversight. DOE is in the process of making numerous

changes. While we believe that these changes may help, it will

take the Department many years of continual management attention

to adequately address all of the complex property management

problems it faces.

This concludes our testimony. We would be pleased to

respond to any questions that you or the members of the

Subcommittee may have.

(302134)
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Mrs. Thurman. Thank you. Mr. La3^on and Mr. Rezendes, the
subcommittee requested that you provide copies of several of the

photographs accompanying your reports to illustrate the property
management problems your offices found, Mr. Layton. I would ask
unanimous consent that these photographs be made part of the
record and without objection we would like to ask Mr. Layton
would you please describe these photographs for us.

[Note.—The photographs referred to may be found in sub-

committee files.]

Mr. Layton. We essentially have three panels of photographs
here. These are from our Sandia report. These are from our Rocky
Flats report, and that panel is from our Fernald report.

In this first photograph, which was taken in February 1993 at

Sandia, you can see a fabric-covered wall divider in the foreground
with snow laying on top of it, upholstered office furniture, and a

drafting table. Here we have an IBM P/S2 50-Z computer hard

drive, monitor, printer, a digital VT 240B computer in the fore-

ground on that pallet. Here we have some shop-type lights. We
have nine igloos, four of which contain contaminated property.
This is another view taken at the same time in the same lay

down area at Sandia. It is a row of pallets containing computers.
These computers have been here for 2 to 4 months when this pic-
ture was taken. These are seven pallets of brand new plastic bags,

many of the boxes have never been opened. There is also office fur-

niture and other miscellaneous industrial-type furniture in that

picture.
This picture was taken in November 1992. It appeared in our re-

port on the Rocky Flats operation. The photograph is a landscape
view of the west lay down area. It has property that has been there

from 2 months to 3 years. The property did not contain condition

codes.

I might add that all this property had its property tags removed
so it made tracing the time that it had been there more difficult.

This property did not contain condition codes. It also has office

furniture, some desks, some wall dividers that are still in the origi-

nal cartons, and a hydraulic jack, and it is a general picture of an
area of property that appears to be neglected.
Here we have a closeup from the same yard, and in this box are

25 red beacons, 22 of them have never been used, three of them
were placed on a building temporarily. They didn't like them, and
so they excessed all of them. Here are wall dividers, here are three

computer tape drives, which have been in this lot for approximately
2 months when we visited it. There is some other industrial-type

equipment in that picture.
Here the top photo was taken in December 1993, and it rep-

resents the Fernald excessing of pallets. Fernald has approximately
40,000 wooden pallets, and expects to acquire another 20,000.
These have been slightly contaminated.
The point of this picture is that these pallets are packaged in an

8-foot square box, container that is 20 feet long, and they are being
shipped to Nevada for low-level burial at a cost of $18,600 a box.

If these pallets were to be shredded, which is what our rec-

ommendation was, we estimate that $6,500,000 could be saved in
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the shipping of these low levelly contaminated pallets to Nevada
for burial.

This photograph was taken in June 1993, and it shows movable
walls. It is also an 8-foot square box, 20 feet long. These containers,

by the way, are capable of holding 40,000 pounds of material and
the average has been running around 17,000-19,000 pounds, so

they are not filled up by weight. These are movable wall dividers

that were not contaminated, but are being shipped to Nevada for

burial as contaminated low-level waste. That is the six pictures we
have brought with us today.
Mrs. Thurman. Mr. La3d;on, while you are there, the subcommit-

tee also asked you to provide us with an additional photograph, ex-

hibit G in the Fernald report, and which is the subcommittee's ex-

hibit 1. This photo shows one of the containers being sent to the

radioactive waste dump in Nevada, and what we are looking at is

the front of an automobile.
Mr. Layton. We have that photograph. Jack is getting it.

Mrs. Thurman. The license plate was still on this vehicle which

is, I understand, in direct violation of DOE's vehicle management
regulations.
Mr. Layton. Yes. This is a similar 8 by 8 box. It is my recollec-

tion that some 30 vehicles that were all contaminated with low-

level contamination were shipped to the Nevada test site for burial

in these types of containers. We happen to have a picture. I believe

this is in the December 1993 timeframe.
We checked and found that this vehicle was properly excessed

from the automobile inventory. It is not included in the inventory.
We also checked the vehicle maintenance records to determine if

maintenance was performed on the vehicle after it was determined
to be scrap, and we found no indications of maintenance. But once

again this whole box of material could have been compacted, and
if you accept that this vehicle is low-level waste, it is on its way
to Nevada for disposal.
Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Lajrton, of these 32, which supposedly were

contaminated, could they have been decontaminated and maybe
used elsewhere?
Mr. Layton. Well, I asked the same question, and I was told that

it couldn't be, that the contamination was in the fender wells and

places that it was difficult to get to to decontaminate.
Mrs. Thurman. However, we didn't have any records to show

that.

Mr. Layton. That is correct.

Mrs. Thurman. We thank you. Mr. Rezendes, we would like you
to do the same.
Mr. Rezendes. We don't want to glaze everyone over with the

same kind of pictures, but just to add a little different dimension,
if I can, the first two pictures we brought are, you see the top one
here it says, "new electrical components damaged by weather at

Oak Ridge." This was at the Y 12 facility.

The reason we brought this one is—these are DOE pictures, by
the way, and this is of new equipment. This is not old equipment
that is being surplussed. This is new stuff that is being held, as

you can see, outside in the open environment and being damaged.
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The next picture, if we can get that flipped down again, is of new
insulation bricks destroyed by weather, again because they are

being held outside and damaged by the weather. This, again, was
at the Y-12 facility at Oak Ridge. I can quickly go through the last

two, if we can.

The last two basically show similar equipment to what Mr.

Layton had, which is basically surplus equipment sitting around
outside about to be disposed of. You can see here the top photo is

one of a desk that has been damaged by water, and the actual desk

top has rolled up.
The last one is, again, another graphic description of how surplus

equipment is just held outside in the open environment. Again, this

is at the K-25 facility at Oak Ridge.
Mrs. Thurman. Without objection, I would like to make these

pictures a part of the record as well. There is no objection.

[Note.—The photographs referred to may be found in sub-

committee files.]

Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Rezendes, one of the most troubling aspects
of the entire DOE property management issue is the handling of

excess or surplus property. You both have just discussed the situa-

tion where contractors are storing usable equipment that still has
economic value, computers, photographic equipment, electronic test

equipment, furniture outside where it is all being destroyed or in

warehouses where it has been forgotten. The problem has been re-

ported over and over again, yet it is still going on. Do either of you
know why?
Mr. Rezendes. I can give you a little bit of background. I will

put this in a historical perspective for you, which is basically the

way the Department of Energy has done business, which is over-

reliance on the contractors, giving them total indemnification for

everything they do at the facility and not holding them accountable
as you would in a normal Government contractor relationship as

you have in the Department of Defense.
Let me give you a quick example. A few years ago we did a re-

view of property controls at Lawrence Livermore. We found that a
substantial amount of property was missing, 40 some million dol-

lars' worth. After we finished the review, rather than fixing the

problems, Lawrence Livermore critiqued the report and said that

basically we were wrong and that most of the property had been
identified. We went back and we did a second report.
We found that most of the property had not been recovered, it

was still lost, but worse yet, the controls in place were worse the

second time 1 year later than they were the first time. They were

supposed to inventory and control property at $1,000, anything
over $1,000 if it fit a certain category had to be inventoried and

managed. When we went back the second year, they had raised

that level to $5,000, and we objected saying that increasing the

threshold doesn't eliminate the problem. It doesn't demonstrate

controls, but really I think the point I want to get to in all this is

that the contractor at that facility was the University of California.

Their property that this university had at Lawrence Livermore,

they controlled at the $500 level, which shows pretty much a con-

tractor culture of not being held responsible for Government prop-

erty, that Government property is considered not their concern, but
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if it is their own property it was held to a higher standard than
Government property.
Mr. Layton. Could I give a little additional insight?
Mrs. Thurman. Please.

Mr. Layton. Without boring the committee about the history of

DOE, DOE has operated on the premise that contractors managed
everything. There was little accountability, a lot of indemnification,
little risk to the contractors, so that unless senior management was
involved in a particular transgression, the contractor was not held

financially accountable for failures. That translated into the con-

tractors saying if the corporation is not being held liable, we are
not going to hold our employees liable.

It also translated into an atmosphere in which if we don't have
it, we will get a new one. Now, Representative Skaggs, in his open-
ing remarks, talked about the general order, you are accountable
for your property. It seems reasonable to me. It is not reasonable
in the DOE matrix as it existed in the past.

Individuals were not held accountable. Individual accountability
was not part of the paradigm that they operated under. Once you
don't have individual accountability, once you don't have an indi-

vidual say I can't find my desk, then all the rest of it isn't worth
the powder to blow it to kingdom come.
Mr. Rezendes. I don't want to belabor this, but I think John's

point is exactly right. It was only up until a couple years ago that

employee thefts of Government property was an allowable cost by
the contractor. It was only in the Department of Energy. That has
since changed, but that gives you a flavor of historically where the

Department has been and where they have to go yet.
Mr. Layton. There are a couple of bright spots. I might point out

that we issued a report about Los Alamos, and the director of that

laboratory reacted in a letter to all employees. One of his opening
sentences in that is this is a very serious matter, referring to our
observations, and the Department of Energy's own review of the

situation, and it said it is indicative not only of poor business prac-
tice, but it has called into question at DOE our ability to properly
manage and operate the laboratory. This gentleman took this seri-

ously and has attempted to cause change in the paradigm they op-
erate under.
Mrs. Thurman. So you do see some bright spots?
Mr. Layton. That is a bright spot. I have not gone back to verify

that.

Mrs. Thurman. We will look forward to when you do. I know
that both the IG and GAO are conducting investigations of the
Idaho lab sale last year of excess reprocessing equipment to private
salvage dealers. On the plus side, Idaho didn't ignore its respon-
sibilities to preserve and recover the economic value of this equip-
ment, even though they only got $154,000 for equipment costing
millions of dollars, but on the minus side no one at Idaho or within
DOE for that matter identified the nuclear proliferation potential
presented by this equipment, even after DOE was informed that
the purchaser intended to export it overseas.
Mr. Rezendes, GAO has repeatedly raised concerns about DOE's

lack of controls on nuclear information and technology. In 1989, for

example, the GAO issued a report entitled, "Nuclear Nonprolifera-
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tion, Better Controls Needed Over Weapons-Related Information
and Technology." That included recommendations concurred in by
DOE to promulgate better controls. As we have seen in the Idaho
case, DOE still doesn't have adequate controls, does it?

Mr. Rezendes. Actually, the short answer is, no, but, you know,
in addition to the sale of the actual equipment the salvage dealer
received information from the Freedom of Information Request Act
to get information, including blueprints and diagrams and various
other kinds of more descriptive information other than just the

equipment.
You mentioned our 1989 report. In 1987, 2 years prior to that,

we had a report entitled, "Department of Energy Needs Tighter
Controls Over Reprocessing Information." In that report we pre-
dicted that people could receive information on reprocessing tech-

nology from the Freedom of Information Act.

We urged the Department then in 1987, again in 1989, to seek
an exemption from the Freedom of Information Act, so this kind of
information could not be released to the public. We have seen in

this report, we talked about in 1989 that they had draft guidance
to the field which they needed to finalize implementing regulations
to tighten controls over this kind of release of information. I think
DOE will be testifying today, and we saw in their recent report
those guidelines were never finalized.

Mrs. Thurman. DOE's testimony today and in its special inquiry
report say very little about the role of DOE headquarters in the
Idaho case except to say they responded sluggishly. Given GAO's
efforts over the years to get DOE to develop stronger nonprolifera-
tion controls within DOE, how would you characterize DOE's head-

quarters efforts in this regard? As sluggish?
Mr. Rezendes. That would be very generous. As I said, I can go

back to the 1987 and 1989 reports which document that problems
existed then. We alerted them to them then, and corrective action
wasn't taken.
Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Mica.
Mr. Mica. Thank you. I have a couple of questions. First of all,

let's see, we have Mr. Layton as our Inspector General, and how
do you pronounce that again?
Mr. Rezendes. Rezendes.
Mr. Mica. Mr. Rezendes, GAO, looking through your report here

it looks like the big three offenders, according to your report of

April 1994, were Los Alamos Lab, Weapons System, and Rocky
Flats. You got $12.4 million with Los Alamos, $18.1 million with

Weapons System, I guess that is Reynolds Electric Engineering,
and Rocky Flats taken over by EG&G, $12.8 million, which is kind
of interesting. Then you turn the page of this report, let's see, and
it says to what extent DOE has approved the contractor's property
management system, and this is, I guess, February 1st or the end
of January. Of the three big offenders at this stage, Los Alamos
was disapproved. Rocky Flats was unapproved, and Weapons Sys-
tems was conditional.

What is the current status—you talked a little about Los Ala-
mos—of the big three? Are there systems in place now with all of
these?
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Mr. Rezendes. Right. The Los Alamos is still disapproved as of

the latest that we have.
Mr. Mica. It is still disapproved as of today?
Mr. Rezendes. The Rocky Flats has been disapproved.
Mr. Mica. It is still disapproved.
Mr. Rezendes. It has moved down a category rather than being

not approved.
Mr. Mica. Then we have got our last one, the Weapons System,

the big one. It says conditionally approved. The contractor's prop-
erty management system has been renewed by DOE and deter-

mined to have deficiencies that must be corrected within the time
established. What is the status of that one?
Mr. Rezendes. Of the Nevada test site?

Mr. Baney. Still conditional.

Mr. Mica. Still conditional. So basically we haven't come too

much further than this report, have we?
Mr. Rezendes. No. In fact you mentioned the
Mr. Mica. Those are the big bananas, so to speak, if you add

these up, by your reports. It doesn't appear that much has come
from this. Now, let's look at Rocky Flats for a minute, and Rocky
Flats is included in this report. Was this marked? OK. Here was
a review of the situation, I guess in 1991, where you saw that there
was terrible abuse here.

I forget the exact amounts, but it was in the tens of millions both

missing and unaccounted for. Thirty million you added up, OK. So
then we get to 1993 and we didn't learn anything by 1993. The
same things happened. Now, that was with Rockwell, I guess, and
now
Mr. Baney. EG&G.
Mr. Mica. So the same thing basically has repeated itself. Who

was in charge? Who is in charge of this at DOE specifically?
Mr. Layton. Let me try to help understand that transition.

When Rockwell left, there was a requirement that EG&G conduct
an audit. They did a wall-to-wall inventory to establish their base-

line, and they were off. They couldn't find $33 million worth of

property.
DOE said this is outrageous. We don't like the way you did it,

go back and do it again, and that is when they located some of that

property, and I think they whittled that $33 million number down
to about $7.9 million, that they couldn't find when they went back
to do it again.
Now, part of the reason that they didn't do a very good job, cor-

rect me if I am wrong here, Charles, the reason they didn't do a

very good job is they didn't have the right people to do the job.

They had folks who were unfamiliar with the property manage-
ment system. They had people who didn't really go looking for the

property. They looked around their offices, didn't see it, said I can't

find it, and moved on. So they spent more time working on it.

In the meantime, another $3 million that was acquired and
inventoried during EG&G's tenure there couldn't be located. That
gets us backed up to about $11.5 of property that can't be located.

Then you start into the world of the explanations of where did it

go.
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Mr. Mica. Some is missing and some may have been stolen. That
is my next question.
Mr. Layton. Right. Perpetual inventory records for property re-

quire attention to detail. They require people to be accountable for

property, and when they are not accountable for property, all kinds
of strange things happen. It goes to the dump, they don't care, they
don't worry about the property book because that is some guy or
woman in an office that has got to worry about that at the day of

reckoning, but the person who had custody of it doesn't care; ship
it out to a lay down area like these pictures here. Just get rid of
it because I got important things to do, and I don't want that prop-
erty around me, get it out of here, and they know they will never
be held accountable.
Mr. Mica. If I may, let me interrupt and ask another question.
Mrs. Thurman. Do you really feel strongly about this?

Mr. Mica. I am sort of on a roll, too, but if you go back now,
1991, before I read the report, it looks like they are not going to

seek any liability or go back on the contractor according to this.

However, I understand from 1993 you are going to seek some liabil-

ity. Are you going to go after that? What is the status of that?
Mr. Rezendes. Well, basically it is still in process.
Mr. Mica. So the taxpayer gets hosed?
Mr. Rezendes. Well, we have historically.
Mr. Mica. Now, the next question, then, is I read this also. It

says as a result, we are conducting a separate review. Now, there
is property that is missing and there is property that can't be ac-

counted for, and there may be some recovery through liability.
We will keep our fingers crossed there. This report also said that

we are conducting a separate review of the possibility of property
thefts because you conclude some of this might have been five-fin-

gered. And then down here there is a little footnote No. 4. It says
this review is scheduled to be completed in early 1994. What hap-
pened?
Mr. Rezendes. It is still going on. It had taken some twists and

turns.

Mr. Mica. Has anybody been indicted? Is anybody going to jail?
Is there criminal activity here that we are going to go after or are
we just spinning our wheels?
Mr. Rezendes. No, we are talking criminal activity.
Mr. Mica. I am sorry?
Mr. Rezendes. We are talking criminal activity.
Mr. Mica. We are talking criminal activity.
Mr. Rezendes. The investigation is not complete. The Federal

Bureau of Investigation is involved, in addition to property thefts.

It also has taken a twist in terms of bid rigging as well.

Mr. Mica. So there is bid rigging. You have the FBI involved. I

am not familiar with how you go after this. Is this internal through
the IG?
Mr. Rezendes. The Department of Justice.

Mr. Mica. You have their full cooperation? Is this a priority with
them now?
Mr. Rezendes. Our investigation is still ongoing. They have been

apprised of it, that is basically, that is all I can talk about right
now.
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Mr. Mica. A couple of weeks ago, we had this Tiffany robbery,
and they walked off with a couple—or a little over a million. It

sounds like we have a Tiffany robbery taking place almost every
week in DOE. It is probably better to have a DOE contract than
a mask and a gun. But—what is disturbing to me, you also pointed
out, it got worse when you went back and looked
Mr. Rezendes. At Lawrence Livermore, yes, that is correct. The

property controls had, in fact, deteriorated. We understand now
that Lawrence Livermore has tightened up those controls consider-

ably. I don't know the current status of them, but they have made
progress on those.

Mr. Mica. The other thing I read are the recent steps that have
been taken, at least in press releases and things by DOE, that it

does look like there has been some action, at least in the form of

press releases.

Are there changes to the way this Department is actually doing
business? As a businessman, I understand that, you know, you
have contract and employee accountability and liability. Do we
have in place secure and adequate rules? Do you need to come to

us—do you need more legislative authority to clean this mess up
or is everything hunky-dory at DOE?
Mr. Rezendes. They are making progress.
Mr. Mica. Do you need additional legislative authority
Mr. Rezendes. No. I don't think that
Mr. Mica. It is there. It is just that they are not listening.
Mr. Rezendes. Correct. I think part of the problem was the type

of contracts they entered into with these contractors where they in-

demnify them, didn't hold them responsible. Mr. La)rton mentioned
the contract reform team, which I view as a historic change in how
DOE is going about its contract. If they implement that effectively,

they'll have a lot better control.

Mr. Mica. Now, I've been in business, and when you have got
people that aren't doing the right thing, can you give us a little

chart and say who is responsible and who oversees this at DOE?
You know, we've changed secretaries, and I'm not going to bash
Ms. O'Leary or the former Administrator/Secretary. But can you
give us a flow chart and let us see who is responsible, who has
oversight responsibility and then what is lacking as far as the next

step in how we, as legislators, if the laws are in place that we can
ensure that the individuals and the rules and all that are function-

ing? Can you
Mr. Rezendes. Sure.
Mr. Mica [continuing]. Supply us with that?
Mr. Rezendes. We can walk you through it. Basically, it is the

headquarters office that has the—I forget the exact title. They have
a new group that is responsible for overseeing property manage-
ment.
Mr. Mica. Is it a new group?
Mr. Rezendes. That's correct.

Mr. Mica. Who was in charge before?
Mr. Rezendes. Actually, it came under Cy Fisher, who was

the
Mr. Layton. I think property m.anagement is in the Office of Pro-

curement. But the next panel, the Assistant Secretary for Adminis-
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tration has the ultimate responsibiUty, and it has been in that of-

fice all along.
Mr. Rezendes. Let me get to the first part of your question.
Mr. Mica. I have run out of time.

Mrs. Thurman. Would you like them to provide a list for the
record?
Mr. Mica. If you could provide a list for the record—two lists.

[The information referred to follows:]

In June 1992, DOE established the Office of Contractor Management and Admin-
istration to tighten the Department's stewardship over contractors' property man-
agement systems. This DOE office is responsible for conducting periodic contractor

property system reviews, as supplemented locally with DOE Operations Office staff.

In regard to your questions as to what Congress can do to ensure that things are

functioning as intended, I believe that Congress should monitor the improvements
that DOE intends to make to its property management program. Specifically, Con-

gress should examine whether DOE is reviewing and approving contractor property
management systems and whether Government property is being physically pro-
tected and properly accounted for.

Mr, Mica. You know, I think we need to go back and look at how
things were done and who was responsible. You know, if I was in

business, I would go back and sue the son of a gun that was in

place when he did certain things and also see if there is liability
—

not only contractor liability but liability as far as Federal oversight
and Federal employees who are responsible. So let's look at this

historically like what was there and what they've got now. And,
also, if you could give us any of the rules and how it refers to

law
Mr. Rezendes. Sure.
Mr. Mica [continuing]. Or whatever. So we can follow through

and, hopefully, make something out of it rather than a dog and
pony show out of this hearing. I have—I haven't even gotten
into

Mrs. Thurman. You will get another round.
Mr. Mica [continuing]. The latest new nuclear bit, but I will

yield back to the Chair.
Mrs. Thurman. Actually, Mr. Mica, so you will know, we have

broken this into segments, so the audience and panel have talked
about this, too. Since you have talked about the missing property
I would like to continue on your same line. And we will go back
to the Idaho one, and we have a couple more segments to just get
on the record at this time.

Mr. Rezendes, in your recent report for the subcommittee you ex-

amined only 20 of DOE M&O contractors—although they were
some of the larger ones. You report that the contractors themselves
have declared $74.2 million worth of property missing in their most
recent inventories. In your testimony today, you've said that you
believe that this figure underestimates what is actually missing.

First, would you please explain why you think that this—the re-

ported amount is understated?
Mr. Rezendes. Sure. Basically, the simple answer, some of the

records are just horrible. They are not accurate. For example, when
we looked, they had an additional $16 million just at Rocky Flats.

That was in a category of that they had documentation as to how
it had been disposed. It had either been sold, buried someplace or

salvaged or something or other. We found that the records weren't
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there to support that, only a fraction. We know some of that $16
milHon will now fall into the missing property category.

In addition, when they were at Rocky Flats looking for the inven-

tory property in question, EG&G found close to $7 million of prop-
erty that was never in the inventory to begin with. So if you had
$7 million and who knows how much more had been at the site

that never got into the records
And the last reason why we feel very comfortable making that

statement is that everyone who has looked at this problem in any
of the facilities that they have gone to—EG&G, GAO, DOE them-
selves, their contract procurement group—anyone that's been at

these facilities always has found problems, always have found more
property missing than has been reported.
Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Layton, do you generally agree with the

statement?
Mr. Layton. I do.

I would like to finish on the thought I had with Mr. Mica and
that is that perpetual inventory records are difficult to maintain,
and you have to have everybody playing on the same team to main-
tain them. For example, if property is purchased and it never ends

up on the perpetual inventory records when do you an inventory,
you have items that weren't in the records. Mr. Rezendes just

spoke to those.

Likewise, if you conduct inventories and people haven't removed
the property correctly from the perpetual inventory records, you
have big shortages. Ajid when folks are throwing stuff out in yards
like this and not worrying about the perpetual inventory records,

you provide the opportunity for millions of dollars of missing prop-
erty when inventories are conducted.
And we've seen all of those examples in high dollar value in

DOE. The perpetual inventory records are not maintained properly.
Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Rezendes, DOE only looked at 20 of the con-

tractors, and you only examined the most recent inventory reports.
Mr. Rezendes. Right.
Mrs. Thurman. Do you have any estimate of what the overall

amount of missing property would be for all of the DOE contractors
for the past year or say even for the past 5 years?
Mr. Rezendes. It is almost impossible to tell. As Mr. Layton

said, unless they have really good inventory records, unless you
have the proper oversight and you do some actual inventories of

that, there is no way to really tell. Since the data was never in-

cluded in the systems, there is no way to go back historically and
try to figure that out.

Mrs. Thurman. But we might conclude there was more than the

$74.2 million.

Mr. Rezendes. It is more than that. What portion more than
that or, I guess, what percentage more of that $74 million is any-
one's guess.
Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Layton, has anybody ever, when we've done

these reports
—because you bring up this issue of the inventory

part of it. Has there ever been—have either one of you seen any
corrections in the way they have done the inventory?
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Mr. Layton. There have been attempts to improve it. We've seen
that with EG&G at Rocky Flats, and then you get another inven-

tory.
But I hold that it is personal accountability. You tell the individ-

ual that if they can't account for the property that's assigned to

them, they're going to pay for it then this problem goes away in

a heartbeat.
Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Layton, your office conducted an investiga-

tion of property management at Los Alamos which you discuss in

your testimony. You indicated they may not be able to account for

somewhere up to 100 million dollars' worth of property. DOE and
Los Alamos took issue with that estimate. Would you please ex-

plain how you came up with this figure?
Mr. Layton. The inventory at Los Alamos is approximately a bil-

lion dollars. We stratified that inventory into nine strata based on
value.

We found that there were, for example, 44 items in the inventory
over $1 million in value. This is in our report. We found that we
could not account for a significant number of those items worth
about $11 million. We projected that out. We looked for every item
over—of those 44. We couldn't find 11 million dollars' worth of it.

We looked for approximately 30 items in each of the other cat-

egories. Then we used statistical projections to determine the $100
million number.
That does not include, by the way, 13 items worth about $61.7

million, which they said they couldn't account for, and they were
in a lump sum accounting—numerous items accounted for with one

property identifying number.
Mrs. Thurman. You also found—let's see, 22.2 million dollars'

worth of property incorrectly recorded and 61.7 million dollars'

worth of property that could not be identified at Los Alamos?
Mr. Layton. $61.7 million represents 13 items that were a lump

sum—one number assigned to a lot of different pieces of property.
And they had, therefore, lost their unique identifying capability for

those groups of items.
How many were the most in one of those categories? About $6.7

million, for example, and one of those items was in construction

funds.
Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Mica, I'll yield to you.
Mr. Mica. Thank you. I appreciate that.

I'm going to run over to the floor and then right back. But I have
a couple of questions, some I may submit to the record if they get
a little bit too touchy.

Well, this committee also has been looking at waste, fraud, abuse
and other things in other agencies. It seems to be sort of our full-

time job.
But in another incident that was somewhat similar, the question

of complicity came up as far as individuals, say, in DOE, both in

administrative or employee capacity, checking off on certain proce-

dures, and allowing things to go on. And I hauled in the IG and
folks, and I said, well, why isn't somebody going to jail? Why isn't

somebody prosecuted? They said, we have the problem of complic-

ity.
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I'm not an attorney. I'm wondering if we may have a similar situ-

ation here as far as liability and going back or seeing that some-

body pays a penalty.
Mr. Layton. On an individual basis, you have a situation where

few people have reported that the property in their custody has
been stolen. Many people have reported it as missing; I can't fmd
it. Exercises are conducted to locate it. But very few people have
come forward and said, "My property has been stolen." And if they
do, it isn't timely.
Mr. Rezendes. That's a—that's a fundamental issue here of what

the employee reports to the contractor, what the contractor reports
to DOE as missing property. And we think that system is breaking
down, also.

But I think your basic question relates to the liability in terms

of, well, who should be responsible for this? And, again, I want to

put this in historical context, which it is only in the last couple of

years that we're holding contractors and the employee liable for

thefts of Federal property. That was an allowable cost. We indem-
nified them because of the work they did at the weapons complex.
So this is a new change or mindset.
Mr. Mica. Have any disciplinary actions been taken against any

DOE employees in regard to any of these?
Mr. Rezendes. I'm not aware.
Mr. Layton. I'm not aware of any.
Mr. Rezendes. You may want to ask the DOE witness.
Mr. Mica. But you are not aware of anyone being disciplined.
The other thing I found, people get lateral promotions, almost re-

wards when they get in trouble. Nobody gets fired. God forbid any-
body should get fired.

One of the other areas, Mr. Layton, in your testimony, you noted
that in 1991 DOE implemented an accountability rule. You stated

that the rule provides for increases in award fees in return for in-

creased contractor accountability and improved contractor perform-
ance. Why should we pay these contractors extra money to do what
they already are supposed to do?
And a further question is, are there adequate contract penalties

if they fail to perform according to the terms of their contract?
Mr. Layton. This answer gets back to the historic construction

of the DOE management and operating contract. The theory has
been that the contractors received a smaller award fee because of

the reduced risk and greater control by the Department of Energy.
In the accountability rule, the theory was that we, the Depart-

ment of Energy, will put a carrot in the contract, enrich the poten-
tial award, but also increase the risk that the Department will hold
the contractor accountable and that will become an easier exercise.

We have written a report on that. We've testified on that before

another committee of Congress. And the cost of administering that
seems to, historically, now have exceeded the value of the benefits

gained from the accountability rule in the property area. It is still

too early to tell on a long-term basis how that will work out, but
the initial results are not very promising in this area.

Mr. Rezendes. I want to add to that.

You know, the accountability rule and how much award fee we
pay contractors is a function of, oh, tens of different items, maybe
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close to 100 different items of progress that they make at the facil-

ity, managing the facility.

Obviously, property control is not one that's weighted heavily in

the award fee. Take, for example, EG&G at Rocky Flats. In 1991,
based on the inventory, they had $33 million of missing property.

During that year, year 1991, we paid EG&G $17.8 million in a
bonus award base fee and award fee for managing that facility. So,

obviously, DOE must have had something else that they were

doing other than property management.
Mr. Mica. We paid them a bonus almost equal to half of what

was unaccounted for?

Mr. Rezendes. For 1 year.
Mr. Mica. That's interesting.
Madam Chair, I have to scoot over to the floor. I have additional

questions. I ask unanimous consent that they be submitted.
Mrs. Thurman. Without objection.
Mr. Mica. We'll get back to you in written form.

Thank you, gentlemen. If you will excuse me, I will be back.

Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Layton, contractors that lose or damage Gov-
ernment property or from whom Government property is stolen are

responsible for reporting, investigating those losses or thefts.

DOE's recent review of the Sandia property management system
found that there was no routine investigations of theft, and, in fact,

Sandia didn't even have procedures for conducting these investiga-
tions. That is not how it is supposed to work, is it?

Mr. Layton. No. The contract—as I said in my testimony, the

contractor is responsible for the management of the property. They
are required to look for the property when they can't find it. They
generally conduct a preliminary investigation or review to try to

determine if somebody else has, if it was excessed and wasn't re-

moved from the property records.

And, as I said, we have very few people come forward and say,

"My property was stolen." We have some incident reports, some fa-

cilities we have more than others.

The contractors then have an option. They can report it generally
to local authorities, to the FBI, to my office, in which case inves-

tigative merit is determined. If there are serial numbers and the

property is of substantial value, it is entered in the National Crime
Index Center computer.

Traditionally, local police departments are one of the best places
to report stolen property to. They know the fencing operations, the

pawn operations. They stand a very good chance of recovering sto-

len property in the community. We have not seen a lot of people

backing up trucks to DOE facilities returning stolen property.
Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Baney.
Mr. Baney. Yes. The nonreporting of thefts and losses appears

to be a common problem throughout the Department. In our April

1994, report, we talk about a couple of other contractor installa-

tions beyond Sandia where reports of loss and thefts of DOE prop-

erty were not being submitted. Those locations are Idaho and Sa-

vannah River. So it does appear to be a widespread or a common
problem.
Mrs. Thurman. When the subcommittee requested records of

property theft investigations, the Albuquerque operations office ini-
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tially responded that it did not have any records of criminal inves-

tigations and that Albuquerque is not notified by the OIG or any
other office of the existence or status of any ongoing or closed

criminal investigations of Government property by contractor per-
sonnel.

I would like to ask unanimous consent that exhibits 2 and 3, Al-

buquerque's response, be made a part of the record without objec-
tion.

[Exhibits 2 and 3 follow:]
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United States Government Department of Energy

memorandum Albuquerque Operations Office

JUN (I 3 WW
DATE:

"attHof. FPMD : PMB : DAG

SUBJECT: Questions From Congressman Synar' s Staff (HR-525.1 Facsimile

Request on June 2, 1994)

^°- John Carpenter, HR-526, DOE HQ

In resp>onse to subject request for information pertaining to
Rockwell Rocky Flats, our responses are as follows:

Question 3b) - The 1989 Review of the Rockwell Rocky Flats

system states that a prior review was conducted in 1984 by
Albuquerque. Please identify if this is true and if so,

please provide the 1984 review. Confirm if there were any
intervening reviews and provide those if they were
conducted.

AL Response : Although previous p>ersonal property
management reviews of Rockwell Rocky Flats were
conducted by AL, all of the official personal property
files pertaining to those reviews were transferred to
the Rocky Flats Office in January 1992. AL does not
have any official or other files pertaining to personal
property management reviews at Rocky Flats .

Question 3c) - What is the current status of the corrective
actions recpjired by the 1989 report?

AL Response : Since all of the official personal
property files pertaining to the 1989 review were
transferred to the Rocky Flats Office in January 1992,
AL is not in a position to know the current status of
the corrective actions required by the report. We

suggest that Rocky Flats be contacted for this
information .

Question 4b) - Identify any other criminal investigations of
theft of DOE property by contractor personnel which have
occurred in the past ten years or which are currently
pending and describe the outcome of such investigations.
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John Carpenter -2-

AL Reaponaa ; This offica requires contractors to have
policies and procedures to ensure that (1) all
incidents involving loss of Government property in the

custody of contractor personnel are prc«trptly reported
to the appropriate contractor Security organization,
(2) the security organization conducts investigations
contmensurate with the value of the property and other
factors, ond (3) the offiaial property management
records are updated to reflect the status of the

property .

Generally, when a loss is reported, the contractor's
Security organization is responsible for conducting
preliminary investigations to determine whether the
loss was the result of theft. If the loss was the
result of theft, the case is turned over to the DOE
Office of Inspector General. However, this office is
not notified by the OIG or any other DOE office of the
existence or status of any ongoing or closed criminal
investigations of theft of Government property by
cantractor personnel .

David A. /tskllegos
Organizatironal Property
Management Officer

Facilities and Property
Management Division

cc:
E. Pietsch, RFO
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United States Government Department of Energy

memorandum Albuquerque Operations Office

OATC: JEP «9 IW

'f^^^. FPMD:PMB:DAG

wwfCT: Questions from Mr. Berlcic (HQ-526 Facsimile Request dated

July 28, 1994)

^- John Carpenter, Acting Director, HR-526, BQ

In responfie to the follow-up questions in subject request

pertaining to criminal investigations of theft of Government

property by contractor personnel, the Albuquerque Operations
Office (AL) response is provided as follows:

"Please confirm that:

Question 1) Albuquerque does not have any records of theft

or criminal investigations of thefts nor is required to have

any records.

AL Response to Question 1 ; Clarification. AL has and

is required to have records of theft. AL receives incident

reports pertaining to loss of Government property by
contractors including those that may have resulted from
theft. AL reviews the reports to determine the exiatenoe of

trends, and if so, directs contractors to take specific
actions to prevent or minimize future losses. However, if a

loss is considered to be the result of theft, AL refers the
case to the Office of Inspector General (OIG) in accordance
with DOE Order 5639.3 (Violations of Laws, Losses, and
Incidents of Security Concerns) . When a case is referred to

the OIG, AL is not normally notified (I) whan a referral
results in a criminal investigation, or (2) of the reaults
of a criminal investigation.

Finally, Mr. Berick's original request was for DOE to

'identify any other criminal investigations of theft of DOE
property by contractor personnel which have oeeurrad in tho

past ten years or which are currently pending and describe
the outcome of such investigations." In early June 1994, AL
oontaoted the Western Region Znvestiyation Office of the OIU
(located at AL) to request that such information be provided
to AL to send to Mr. Beridc. The OIG denied our request due
to the sensitivity of the information.
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Question 2) Albuqudrqui» has no knowlddgd of any th^ffcs or
criminal investigations of thefts . . ."

AL Response to pueation 2 ; ClarlTicatlon. AL does
have knowledge of thefts. However, as mentioned above, when
a case is referred to the OIG, AL is not normally notified
(1) when a referral results in a criminal investigation, or
(2) of the results of a criminal investigation.

*... Question 3) Contractors are not required to report such
thefts or investigations to Albuquerque or any field
office."

AL Response to Question 3 ; Clarification. Contractors
are required to report all incidents involving theft of
Government property to DOE in accordance with DOE Orders
5639.3 (Violations of Laws, Losses, and Inoldonts of
Security Concerns) , 5000. 3B (Occurrence Reporting and
Processing of Operations Information) , the Federal
Acquisition Regulations (48 CER Chapter I) , the DOE
Acquisition Regulations (48 CFR Chapter 9) , and the DOE
Property Management Regulations (41 CFR 109). However, as
mentioned above, criminal investigations of theft of DOE
property are handled by the DOE OZG.

We hope that this information is fully responsive; however,
if you have any questions or need further clarification on
this subject, please contact David A. Gallegos of nv
personal property staff at (SOS) 845-5849.

^ Gerald L. Brownlow
Director, Facilities and Property
Management Division
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Mrs. Thurman. Now, Albuquerque's second response reiterates

that it does not receive notification of criminal investigations or the
results of these investigations. Mr. Layton, do you know why or

why not?
Mr. Layton. I don't know why they responded in that fashion.

When we complete an investigation, they are aware of prosecutions
if we obtain them. We've had very few prosecutions. Mr. Baney
mentioned Savannah River. One of our biggest successes was in

Savannah River. The Wackenhut Security has been very good
about reporting cases to us in the past there.

If we determine that we've investigated a possible theft and we
determine that we can't identify a subject, we would write an ab-
stract report of the investigation, an administrative report, if there
is something to write one about. Generally, there is not.

It would be a rarity, probably, where we would write one of

those. We have on occasion, when they are big dollar value items
that have been reported to us, we have written such a report.
So for a facility to say that they have gotten few or none may

be accurate because they haven't reported anything that we have

investigated that resulted in a conviction or that there was a sub-
stantial administrative issue that they were not aware of.

Mrs. Thurman. Then are you familiar with the second memo
from the western region?
Mr. Layton. I'm not sure. What
Mrs. Thurman. They were just saying that the request was de-

nied.

Mr. Layton. How do I find it here? What am I looking for?

Mrs. Thurman. Exhibit 3.

Mr. Layton. Got it.

Mrs. Thurman. It is two and three.

Mr. Layton. Which part of the memo am I

Mrs. Thurman. Actually, on
Mr. Layton. I think they are referring to Rocky Flats in these

memos, aren't they?
Mrs. Thurman. No. It says Albuquerque.
Mr. Layton. I think that's because Albuquerque had a mentoring

relationship with Rocky Flats at the time.

In response to subject request for information pertaining to Rock-
well Rocky Flats, our responses are as follows. That's in your ex-

hibit 2. Then exhibit 3 is apparently a followup to that. Albuquer-
que is not
Mrs. Thurman. I believe it goes back to on the second page
Mr. Layton. Which one?
Mrs. Thurman. Exhibit 2. Policies and procedures, all—the last

sentence of that, of the second page.
Mr. Layton. I think that's what I responded to. "However, this

office is not notified by the OIG." And I think I just explained how
that works.
Mrs. Thurman. Then, on three, it is my understanding that the

second Albuquerque memo also states that your western investiga-
tion office denied Albuquerque's request for information on theft in-

vestigation.
Mr. Layton. I think what happened there. I'm told

Mrs. Thurman. OK.
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Mr. Layton [continuing]. Is that the office told the Albuquerque
folks, contact our Washington office. They will provide that. They're
working with the staff of the committee coming up with a list of

their own. They understood that request was of Albuquerque, not
of the IG's office, and that the purpose of that request was to find

out what Albuquerque had reported.
And, as it turned out, Albuquerque came to the IG and said, will

you tell us what we've reported to you. I think my person must
have said, why don't you contact Washington if that's the answer
that you're looking for. So that sounds like an intramural dispute.
Mrs. Thurman. Would Albuquerque know what they had re-

ported or would they now know?
Mr. Layton. I think that was the problem. They didn't know

what they had reported. You will have to ask them. I don't know
the answer.
Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Layton, the subcommittee analyzed the re-

ports from those field offices that provided reports of theft inves-

tigations. What is your explanation as to why a field office like Oak
Ridge would report 50 investigations of theft over the past 5 years,

yet Idaho reported that it had none? In fact, Idaho reported that
there were no criminal investigations of theft in the past 10 years
involving any of its contractors. I would note that the tabulation

you provided to the subcommittee did not identify any Idaho refer-

rals to your office.

Should we believe that just the folks in Idaho are just more hon-
est than they are anywhere else in the country? That's what I'd

like to believe. Or are thefts just not being reported, investigated?
Mr. Layton. We have conducted investigations of stolen property

in many places that are not the results of referrals from manage-
ment. They are aware of those taking place and in which case I

would assume they don't report it. They know we're working it.

And that could be true at Idaho. I don't know the answers. It could
also be true in Albuquerque's case. We do receive reports of stolen

property, and our investigations are not the direct result of man-
agement referrals.

Also, back on that question of Albuquerque, as the process has
evolved contractors are responsible for the property. DOE officials

exercise administrative oversight over that or they are responsible
for administering the contract. It is possible that a contractor
would report directly to the IG and copy the—the field office or
that they would report it to the FBI and copy the field office. Some
places that seems to happen more often than at others.

But it is all contingent on the fact that somebody believes that
the property was stolen, not misplaced. We don't have a lot of peo-
ple standing up and saying, "My property was stolen." That has to

prime this whole system. And then when you arrive at the end and
you can't find a lot of property and people start to speculate that
it's been stolen, that is not a very good investigative lead.

Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Baney, you have something?
Mr. Baney. I can add some information on that with respect to

the Idaho situation. Idaho, the contractor there in 1992 admitted
to DOE that it was not submitting reports of loss and thefts to

DOE, and, similarly, it was not interfacing with investigative agen-
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cies as far as trying to investigate those losses. This was an admis-
sion on the part of the contractor.

The contractor similarly pledged to correct this by July 1992.
Given that there have not been any further referrals of thefts or

losses, one can only assume that the contractor did not meet that
deadline as far as correcting its program there.

Mr. Rezendes. I might add that was a self-assessment by the
contractor.

Mr. Baney. Right.
Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Layton, at our request you provided us with

a tabulation of thefts of Government property reported to your of-

fice which shows 232 reports involving over $500,000 worth of Gov-
ernment property. Are these all of the thefts that occur or just the
ones that are being reported?
Mr. Layton. These are just the ones that have been reported to

us.

Mrs. Thurman. What percentage of total thefts do you believe
are actually reported to you?
Mr. Layton. I don't have a clue.

Mrs. Thurman. Finally, Mr. Rezendes, your testimony indicates
that GAO believes theft of Government-owned property is a signifi-
cant problem at some of DOE's sites, including Rocky Flats. I real-

ize that GAO has an ongoing investigation of thefts at Rocky Flats,
but what can you tell us about how serious a problem this is at

DOE?
Mr. Rezendes. It is very difficult to quantify, either at Rocky

Flats or throughout the complex, because of the lack of record

keeping, the lack of reporting, the lack of inventory, the lack of

oversight. I can give you anecdotal information that the senior
EG&G official responsible for property inventory at Rocky Flats
had his own personal computer stolen.

But what this says to me, if you look at what Mr. La3rton and
I are both talking about from the historical perspective of all the
work we've done, all the work that's going on, all the work that
DOE has done, is that the environment out there is ripe. It is more
difficult than perceived beyond the environment and demonstrates

that, in fact, these thefts are occurring or who, in fact, is stealing

anything. But certainly the environment is ripe, which gives us

great pause.
Mrs. Thurman. Can we go back to Idaho for just a second?
Mr. Rezendes. Sure.
Mrs. Thurman. And then we'll wrap up this panel. We have

some other questions, but we will submit them for your answers,
if you don't mind.
Mr. Layton, DOE concedes it didn't have adequate procedures for

evaluating the nuclear proliferation potential of the reprocessing
equipment. In August 1993, they were told the purchaser was try-

ing to export the equipment. Is that not correct?

Mr. Layton. I missed the date you said.

Mrs. Thurman. August 1993.
Mr. Layton. That is—in August 1993, DOE learned that the re-

cipient of that property was attempting to sell it overseas. That's
correct.
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Mrs. Thurman. And DOE's special inquiry concluded that DOE
was not informed of this problem until August 24, 1993, after the

sale was made and after the first set of technical information was

provided. Do you agree?
Mr. Layton. No, I don't agree with that.

Mrs. Thurman. Do you have another opinion?
Mr. Layton. When DOE was first

Mrs. Thurman. Uh-huh.
Mr. Layton. There were faxes from the State Department to

NRC dated August the 9th that were received in the Department
of Energy at that time which explained that this property was at-

tempting to be sold overseas. There apparently was telephone traf-

fic before that date.

Mrs. Thurman. And even after DOE was informed, technical in-

formation continued to be provided, I understand correctly, by DOE
contractors without obtaining any DOE clearance. Is that correct?

Mr. Layton. I am not certain—yes, that is correct.

Mrs. Thurman. OK. We appreciate all the time and energy that

you've spent from far back. I certainly hope that, as you have laid

out some of the issues here, both of you, and how they can be cor-

rected, it seems so simple and—just in some of the terms of inven-

tory and oversight and the kinds of things that can be done. We
will certainly pass the information on from this hearing to the
Chairman and certainly to Mr. Skaggs and to Senator Campbell.
We would like to think that your work is not done just for the

pleasure of doing but that there are results that government can
take to take your recommendations seriously. And I think that

that's what this oversight is about, is to figure out how we can get
on this track. Because I'll be honest with you. It is very alarming
to me to see these kinds of pictures.
As I mentioned in my opening statement and with Mr. Skaggs

being a teacher, I can tell you there are a lot of students out there
that would love to have had computers sitting in their classrooms.
I could name several teachers that would have appreciated divid-

ers.

And there are a lot of things out here, whether it went to them
or not—the point of it is there are billions of dollars out there that
could have been better used in this country instead of sitting on
some open field being ruined by weather. I appreciate what you
have done and certainly will look forward to finding solutions.

Mr. Layton. Thank you.
Mr. Rezendes. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Thurman. We will take a 5-minute break.

[Recess.]
Mrs. Thurman. We'll bring the hearing back to order.

General Durham, we're glad to have you. Miss Dedik?
Ms. Dedik. Dedik.
Mrs. Thurman. Dedik. As you know, in order not to prejudice

past or future witnesses, it is the long-standing policy of the sub-
committee to swear in all of the witnesses. Do you have any objec-
tions to being sworn?
General Durham. No.
Ms. Dedik. No.

[Witnesses sworn.]
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Mrs. Thurman. Thank you.
Mrs. Thurman. General Durham, we're very pleased to have you

here today. We do have your full testimony. If you would like to

summarize, we'd appreciate it.

General Durham. Right. And I appreciate it if I could have my
prepared statement placed in the record.

Mrs. Thurman. Without objection.

STATEMENTS OF MAJ. GEN. ARCHER DURHAM (USAF, RET.),
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HUMAN RESOURCES AND AD-
MINISTRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, ACCOM-
PANIED BY PATRICIA DEDIK, DIRECTOR, EXPORT CONTROL
OPERATIONS DIVISION, OFFICE OF NONPROLIFERATION
AND NATIONAL SECURITY; AND STEPHEN J. MICHELSEN, DI-

RECTOR, OFFICE OF CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT AND AD-
MINISTRATION, OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT AND ASSIST-
ANCE MANAGEMENT
General Durham. Madam Chair, I appreciate this opportunity to

appear before you to discuss the ongoing initiatives in the Depart-
ment of Energy to improve our business practices and oversight of
our management and operating contractors in the area of personal
property management.

Before I begin. Madam Chair, I would like to thank you person-
ally and the other Members of the Subcommittee on Environment,
Energy and Natural Resources for your continued interest and sup-
port as the Department continues the journey charted by President
Clinton and Vice President Gore to reinvent our Government, a
Government that works better and costs less.

Madam Chair, I have carefully reviewed the findings and the ob-

servations of the General Accounting Office and the Inspector Gen-
eral regarding contractor problems pertaining to personal property
management by our DOE contractors, and such results are totally

unacceptable.
In addition, I have studied the Department's special inquiry

team report on the sale of processing equipment at the Idaho Na-
tional Engineering Laboratory. My review of these reports reveal

that, while the charges are hard-hitting, I am convinced they are

appropriate and justified. Quite simply, all the evidence indicates
that due to poor information and control systems and the lack of

effective incentives in place, both legal and administrative, that the

Department does not know what personal property is in its inven-

tory, doesn't know where it is, what condition it is in, the degree
to which it is needed, or the steps being taken to dispose of that
which is no longer needed.

I can assure you that the Department is committed to correcting
these deficiencies and will insist on responsible property account-

ability and control systems from the Department's contractors that
will ensure the Government's interests and taxpayers' interests is

protected.

Accompanying me today is Miss Trish Dedik, Director, Export
Control Operations Division, Office of Arms Control and Non-
proliferation. Miss Dedik is here today for the purpose of address-

ing questions regarding the Department's procedures and practices
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relating to releasing property which may have national security or

nonproliferation value.

I mentioned the need to improve our business practices. Contract
reform is a case in point. Contract reforms already underway or

planned will profoundly affect how the Department will do busi-

ness, not only at some future date but also in the near term. In

short, we are changing the way we do business in managing per-
sonal property within the Department of Energy.

In the past, the Department's principal focus was on the mission
critical areas of weapons research, production and testing and on
facilitating technical advances and energy science. There was not
a balanced focus which included the maintenance and improvement
of business and administrative support systems. With a frank ac-

knowledgment that, in the most part, the Department has not paid
adequate attention to the management of Grovemment-owned per-
sonal property, we are now meeting these challenges head on.
These challenges include: a lack of reliable contractor inventory

systems and practices; the failure to conduct property inventories
at the time of contract changeover; insufficient priority given to re-

aligning Federal staff resources to property management; the fail-

ure to integrate personal property management with other contrac-
tor information systems; a lack of comprehensive departmental pol-
icy and guidance; and the absence of detailed performance-based
standards and measures in our contracts.
And perhaps of overriding significance, there has been a lack of

discipline in the operation of our prior systems of property manage-
ment, oversight and assessment. People were simply not doing the
things they were supposed to be doing and when they were sup-
posed to be doing them.

Well, what are we doing to correct these deficiencies and what
needs to be done? First, we are attacking the problem on three

major fronts: The first front, there must be focused management
attention to bring the Department's personal property management
systems back into balance with the rest of the Department's prior-
ities. Second, the Department's personal property management re-

quirements and expectations must be clearly communicated to our
contractors in our policy and procedure documents, in our regula-
tions, as well as in our contracts. And we need to do a significantly
better job of property administration.

And, on a more specific level, I personally met earlier this spring
with our personal property managers from our sites, headquarters
and our contractors. We reached consensus on several governing
principles that will shape our personal property management pro-
gram in the future. Adherence to these principles will be a condi-
tion of doing business with the Department and will be required in
our contractors' personal property systems.
These systems must have cradle-to-grave coverage. In other

words, identification of the requirement through its life cycle, all

the way to final disposition; clearly establish and maintain em-
ployee personal responsibility and corporate liability for Govern-
ment-owned property; establish the liability of the ongoing contrac-
tor and the base line for the measurement of the incoming contrac-
tor; be fully integrated into the contractors' other administrative
and financial systems; maintain a reliable capability for processed

49-514 98-3
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benchmarking with best-in-class performers and to implement con-
tinuous improvements; and to include personal property manage-
ment performance standards and measures in all of the Depart-
ment of Energy contracts.

The Department, as part of the Secretary's contract reform ef-

forts, will be restructuring our contracts to bring our contractor

personnel property systems more into line with the Federalwide

approach that is now set forth in the Federal acquisition regula-
tions, the FAR. DOE will be requiring comparable financial liabil-

ity from our contractors for loss, damage or destruction of Govern-
ment property as is present in all other Federal cost-reimburse-
ment contracts. For example, in the first contract, competition and
award under these reforms, the Lockheed contract at Idaho con-
tains the FAR property requirements.
As is the case with contract reform, we are examining all aspects

of our property management operation to find ways to do things
smarter and more effectively. In this regard, we have set up a best
commercial practices clearinghouse where examples of innovative

systems and approaches to personal property management can be
shared on a Departmentwide basis.

And, finally, the contractors, employees assigned government
property must care for that property as if it was their own, and our
Federal managers must stay personally involved to ensure that
their programs are properly administered.

I would like to focus on another aspect of personal property man-
agement that has raised concerns regarding the recent sale of sur-

plus nuclear fuels reprocessing equipment by our Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory, the sale of the reprocessing equipment
and the subsequent release of associated documents to a Pocatello,

ID, salvage dealer.

After extensive analysis by a special inquiry team, the Depart-
ment is concerned about the potential for proliferation risk that
could result from the export of such equipment to foreign countries.

Even though the equipment and data involved in the Idaho inci-

dent are unclassified and the data has been in the public literature

for approximately three decades, the Department shares the con-

cerns expressed by both the NRC and Chairman Selin and the De-

partment of State regarding the potential for proliferation and pos-
sible adverse impact on our national security interests.

The Secretary has directed that a comprehensive review of the

Department's overall systems be conducted on information that

may pose proliferation risks. As part of this review, they will ad-

dress: First, developing Department-wide policies on sensitive prop-

erty control; second, rapidly establishing certifiable controls; third,

improving DOE and contractor communications; and fourth, ensur-

ing environmental safety and health concerns are satisfactorily ad-

dressed.

Finally, there will also be conducted a review of all DOE nuclear-

related property and associated information sold or released to the

property since 1989 to ensure that we understand the degree to

which there was compliance with existing requirements.
In conclusion, the Department is committed to enhancing the De-

partment's business practices, information systems and program
execution. We are aggressively undertaking these improvement ini-
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tiatives because they are the proper activities if we are to re-estab-

Ush the pubhc trust in our stewardship over Grovemment personal
property.
That concludes my statement.

[The prepared statement of General Durham follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to appear before

you to discuss ongoing initiatives in the Department of Energy

(DOE) which will improve the quality of business management

Oversight of our management and operating (H&O) contractors and

specifically to address our actions to istprove DOE oversight of

the property management functions.

Before I begin, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you

personally, and the other members of the Sxibcommittee on

Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources, for your continued

Interest and support as the Department continues the journey,

charted by President Clinton emd Vice President Gore to

reinvent our government. We are particularly aware of our

responsibility to Improve the conduct of our business

management oversight processes if we are to meet this critical

commitment.

I. ISSUES RAISED

Mr. Chairman, I have carefully reviewed the findings and

observations of the General Accounting Office (GAO) contained

in its report entitled "The Property Management System at the

Rocky Flats Plant Is Inadequate." The purpose of the GAO
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investigation was to determine whether (1) property is missing

at Rocky Flats, (2) the bnsite contractor has eui adequate

property management system in place, and (3) DOE has been

providing effective oversight of the property management
9

system. I have also reviewed the 6A0 "Fact Sheet" that

provides Inventory results at 26 of the Department's M&O

contractors. This "Fact Sheet" shows that millions of dollars

of DOE capital and sensitive property has been identified as

lost or missing during the last physical Inventory. I have

also reviewed the recent 6A0 report on problems Identified In

the management, control and tracking of government-owned

property in the possession of sxibcontractors at DOE's facility

in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and a lack of responsiveness by the

site management contractor Martin Marietta Energy Systems to

correct these problems Identified over many years. Such

results are totally xinacceptable.

The GAO provides many examples of problems with the property

management system throughout the DOE system. To a large degree

the GAO's observations reflect similar findings of DOE's

Inspector General (IG) and DOE's Office of Contractor

Management and Administration (OCMA) . These findings have been

communicated to the Department in various 16 reports and as

summarized in the IG's "Summary Report on the Department of
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Energy's Management of Personal Property" and several OCMA

conducted Contractor Personal Property System Reviews.

I read with great concern GAO's findings of substantial amoxints
f

of property missing and DOE's lack of effective oversight of

the contractor's property management system. Our review of the

GAO data reveals that, while the charges are critical, I am

convinced they are generally appropriate and justified. Quite

singly, all the evidence indicates that poor information and

control systems design and operation resulted in the Department

not knowing what personal property is in its inventory, where

it is, what condition it is in, the degree to which it is

needed, or the steps being taken to dispose of that which is no

longer needed. I can assure you that the Department is

committed to correcting the problems reported by GAO and

insisting on Increased property accountability and control

systems from the Department's contractors.

Accompanying me today is Trisha Dedik, Director, Export Control

Operations Division, Office of Arms Control and

Nonproliferation, who is prepared to address questions related

to the Department's procedures and practices related to

property, the release of which may involve national security or

nonproliferation issues.
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Hy testimony will address DOE'S ongoing major efforts to reform

its business memagement practices, and the general situation of

concern to the Committee regarding the sale of surplus nuclear

fuels reprocessing equipment by the Idaho National Engineering

LcJsoratory and, more broadly, how the Department is responding

to this event.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE DOE REFORM EFFORT

In responding to the questions raised in the 6A0 report, I

believe it is importsoit to provide you and the Committee with

an overview of why the business management problems already

identified by the GAO, the 16, and the Secretary of Energy

exist at DOE, and what has been done and what needs to be done

to create efficient processes and quality results. The

findings and observations that are contained in the GAO "fact

sheet" and reports exemplify the continuing problems the

Department faces as it moves to modify the practices of the

past. We believe that the continuing occurrence of reported

examples of Inefficient and wasteful practices justifies the

rather dramatic shift in operational practices the Department

has made in its movement toward reform. Changes already

underway and planned will profoundly affect how the Department

will do business, not only at some future date but in the near-
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term.

Personal Property Management Problems Exist at DOE

There has been a long-standing lack of focused management

attention to the Issues of how to efficiently and effectively

meuiage and control personal property in the hands of our

contractors. In the past, the Department's principal focus was

on the mission critical areas of weapons research, production

and testing, and on facilitating technical advances in the

basic and applied sciences. The focus was not balanced to

include the maintenance and improvement of business and

administrative support systems. Given the critical national

Importance of the Department's endeavors, scarce resources were

not always made available to activities that did not directly

contribute to mission accomplishment.

With a frank acknowledgement that, in the most part, the

Department has not paid adequate attention to the management of

Government-owned personal property, nor adequately addressed

the serious problems and deficiencies catalogued by GAO, the IG

and our own internal assessments, we are now meeting these

challenges head on. These challenges include:
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(1) a lack of rellcibie contractor Inventory systems and

practices needed to determine what property Is

charged .to the contractor, where it Is located, and

Its present condition and usage;
>

(2) the failure of the contractors to conduct acceptcJ^le

property Inventories at the time of contract

changeover to clearly determine the liability of the

outgoing contractor and the responsibility and

accountability to assign to the new contractori

(3) insufficient priority given to realigning Federal

staff resources to property management;

(4) a lack of personal property m2uiagement information

system integration into other administrative systems,

such as purchasing, finance, human resources, and

site security;

(5) a lack of cootprehensive Departmental policy guidance

establishing the guiding principles and requirements

needed to ensure a coa^rehensive contractor personal

property system acceptable to DOE; and
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(6) no detailed perforxaance-based standards and measures

which clearly communicate DOE's expectations and

related perfoirmance Incentives and disincentives.

There has been a distinct lack of discipline In the operation

o£ our prior systems of property management, oversight and

assessment. People were simply not doing the things they were

supposed to do, when they were supposed .to do them. We are

concerned about whether the right type and levels of management

controls are in place, and these issues are being addressed;

but even where we had the necessary internal controls, they

were not being operated effectively.

What Needs To Be Done;

We have underway a resolution of the above problems on three

distinct, but Integrated, fronts:

(1) There must be focused management attention to bring

the Department's personal property management system

back Into balance, so that we have business

credibility with Congress and the American public;
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(2) nie details of the Department's personal property

aianagement approach cmd requirements must be clearly

doctimented in our property management policies,

regulations and contracts; and

(3) We need to do a significantly better job of contract

administration to ensvire that the contractors are

' held accountable and are meeting the Department's

performamce expectations. Including: (1) more and

better trained property staff; (11) fully

Integrated/user-friendly support systems; (ill) a

reliable program to benchmark "best i.jx class" systems

and practices for continuous ia^rovements; and

(iv) reimbursement for the improper loss or damage of

government property.

Where Are We Wow and What is Kexti

Z would like to discuss our present accoo^llshments and our

goals for continued improvements:

o We are overhauling our Departmental Personal Property

Kemagement Regulations to strengthen guidance and

la^lementlng contract clauses to clearly set forth

the critical elements required in a contractor

8
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personal property management system, without which

DOE will not approve the system. In order to be

satisfactory to DOE, the contractor's personal

property system must:

(1) have "cradle to grave" coverage, e.g.,

management from acquisition to final

disposal;

(2) clearly establish, assign and maintain

appropriate employee personal

responsibility euid corporate liability for

Government-owned property entrusted to

them;

(3) facilitate site transfer activities by

establishing the liability of the outgoing

^responsible contractor and the baseline for

the measurement of the incoming contractor;

(4) be fully integrated into the contractor's

other administrative and financial systems;

(5) maintain a reliable capability for process

benchmarking with "best in class"

performers and to implement continuous ^

is^>rovements ; and

(6) have personal property management

performance goals and measures incorporated
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In their contracts.

This policy redesign has been provided. In draft, to

a Process Improvement Teeun o£ senior DOE Headquarters

and Field Office Property Managers for further

improvements, cuid we are expecting to Issue "Interim

final" guidance for Inclusion In our contracts by

December 1, 1994.

Personal property management performance criteria are

being developed. The Associate Deputy Secretary for

Field Management has been designated as lead for the

Contract Reform Team Action to "establish performsmce

measures for real and personal property management

and accoiintablllty." Together with my office, a

Quality Improvement Team has developed a draft matrix

of performance criteria and measures. Upon

resolution of stakeholder comments, these criteria

and measures will be published, and we will begin

incorporating them Into Departmental operations and
>

oversight duties. We expect this guldeuace to be

available by November 1, 1994.

I would like to highlight one specific operational

10
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change that has been made in the Department's

contract administration program. We are gratified

that our efforts are recognized by both 6A0 and the

IG as having had a positive impact on current

procurement and property management in the

Department. In response to a recognized need, the

Department established the Office of Contractor

Management and Administration to provide

Headquarters* oversight of contractors* purchasing

and property systems. Through the Intensive efforts

of this newly created unit at Headquarters, and

predicated on teaming arrangements established with

our Operations Offices, a significantly higher

standard of contractor oversight has been achieved.

The Secretary has supported the recently created

Office of' Contractor Meinagement- €md Administration to

increase its efforts to tighten the Department's

stewardship over contractor property and purchasing

maoiagement systems. Initiatives associated with the

recent work of the Office of Contractor Hemagement

and Administration include: (1) requiring that

contractor system determinations receive

Headq[uarters * concurrence; (11) Headquarters'

independent validation of Operations Office

11
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activities; and (111) a strengthened contractor

surveillance program.

o One o£ the most promising business management

initiatives that the Department has entered into is

the "Best Commercial Practices" Clearinghouse. This

project, created as a logical outgrowth o£ the Office

of Contractor Kamagement emd Administration's

analysis of corporate purchasing and personal

property m2uciagement practices, established a forum

for the identification and dissemination of the best

commercial practices and system solutions to

contractor purchasing and property problems emd

deficiencies. The Office of Contractor Management

and Administration serves as the facilitator suad

catalyst for Federal and contractor exchanges of

identified needs and potential methods and approaches

which promise to provide:

(1> improved property acco\intablllty and

control J

(2) Improved performance;

(3) reduced cost and cycle time; and

(4) more responsive and effective mission

12
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accomplishment.

o A National Personal Property Management Improvement

Steering Committee was established within DOE to

manage personal property improvements through Quality

Improvement Teams formed. The Associate Deputy

Secretary for Field Management and the Deputy

Assistant Secretary for Procurement eind Assistance

Msuiagement will co-chair this committee which will be

made up of senior field, program, and headquarters

property experts and managers. Some of the areas

which the Quality Improvement Teams will address are

inadequate personal property information systems,

lack of standard data elements, data inaccuracies.

Incomplete data, and Tintimely reporting. The net

result will be the estedslishment of a National

Inventory Data Base which will standardize data

elements for the Department; standardize reports;

provide timely updates to the system; and provide the

aJsllity and data necessary to perform review and

-nalysis.

13
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o The Department has also recently begun Integrating

the personal property systems review findings Into

the Energy System Acquisition Advisory Board process,

the 0££lce of Field Management's Business Systems
9

Reviews, and the programs* planning and monitoring

activities. This allows the senior managers of the

Department to better factor into major program and -

project decisions the condition of business

• memagement systems, including personal property

systems, and their eibillty to satisfactorily support

our mission. This process has already been

effective, . as the sharing of OCMA review findings on

the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center proi^pted a

recent major Business Management Review of the

$170 million B- Factory Project.

o Finally, emd perhaps most importantly, the ultimate

accounteUdility for the control and condition of

property must be personal in nature. The contractor

employees assigned Government property must care for

that property as if it were their own personal

property In addition, there must be some

repercussions for those entrusted with Government

property when they do not care for that property in

14
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an agreed to manner. We are sensitive to the

existence of pure accidents and the need for clear

standards of reasonsdsle care, as well as Issues of

due process. We are working with our General Counsel

to explore the range of alternatives available to DOE

in holding contractors and their employees personally

and financially accountedale for lost or damaged

Government property in their control .

ExaiBple of a Property Improvement Initiative Success Story

As I previously stated, I called in the senior property

managers from our Operations and Field Offices, emd from ten of

our major contractors to discuss the Department's personal

property io^rovement initiatives and the contractors role in

these initiatives. At this meeting, held on April 21, 1994, I

was impressed with the personal commitment to improvement

evident in these professionals. While the discussions centered

around problems and potential solutions, there were a n\jmber of

impressive success stories communicated at that meeting. I

would like to briefly highlight one of these efforts, which I

feel is both notcJsle on its >wn merits, as well as generally

indicative of some of the overall improvements already begun by

the Department's contractors.

15
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As you are probably aware, audits conducted by the General

Accounting 0£flce and the Office of Inspector General In April

1990 and February 1989, respectively were extremely critical of

the meinagement cuid control of Government-owned property at the

Ziawrence Llvermore National Leiboratory (Llvermore) .In
particular, the April 1990 6A0 report entitled "Nuclear

Security, DOE Oversight of Llvermore *s Property Management

System Is Inadequate, " resulted In Congressional hearings

before the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs In 1991.

These reports and hearings resulted In Increased Federal cuid

contractor management attention to personal property Issues at

Llvermore .

This heightened awareness of property management deficiencies

resulted In an operational philosophy change and a conscious

commitment by the Department's Oakland Operations Office and

the University of California to correct deficiencies and

inclement an effective property management program. Llvermore

has changed its property management philosophy wherein personal

property is now managed by clearly assigning employees with

personal responsibility for property when it is first acquired,

and then by maintaining a distinct trail of accountability

16
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during each stop of its life cycle. Llvermore has established,

in both the specific Laboratoiry's scientific directorate and in

the Individual custodian, responsibility and account^lbillty for

property, and tracks any changes in organizational
»

accountcdsility with an "electronic handshake, " which documents

in the automated system who has released property and to whom

it was released. The tracking and "electronic h£uidshake" are

accoii%>lished through the Llvermore Property Information System,

a new property management data base.

We recognize that many of these changes and innovations are

recent and must be tested and compliance evaluated. A

Eeadc[uarter8 Contractor Personal Property Systems Review of

Llvermore will be performed in January to determine the current

status of the personal property management system. These

reviews will validate progress made to date by Llvermore in

correcting previously identified deficiencies, and will assess

the effectlvieness of the Innovations piloted at Llvermore.

IV, Huclear Related Bouipment Sale

I would like to now focus on amother aspect of personal

property memagement that has raised concerns regarding the

17
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recent sale of surplus nuclear fuels reprocessing equipment by

our Idaho National Engineering Lsiboratory. The sale of the

reprocessing e<xulpment and the sxibseguent release of associated

documents to a Pocatello, Idaho, salvage dealer has been widely

reported In the media. The circumstances surrounding the sale

were evaluated by a Special Inquiry Team which was convened by

the Secretary of Energy. The Team reported Its findings and

conclusions to the Secretary of Energy on September 9, 1994,

and a Special Inquiry Report of the Department's findings was

released to the public on Monday, September 12, 1994.

After extensive analysis of the situation by the Special

Inquiry Teeun, the Department remains- concerned about the

potential for proliferation risk that could result from the

export of such equipment to foreign coxintries. Even though the

equipment and data Involved in the Incident In Idaho are

unclassified, emd the data has been In the public literature

for approximately three decades, the Department shares the

concerns expressed by both Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

Chairman Selln and the Department of State regarding the

potential for proliferation and for possible Impact on national

security Interests.

18
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Lessons -Learned

This incident has proven to be an embarrassment to the

Department and has exposed a general failure o£ the systems

developed to preclude such Incidents. There was generally a

lack o£ effective oversight exercised at the Idaho Operations

Office and at Headquarters directly related to the sale of the

equipment and release of associated documents. In addition,

DOE Headquarters was sluggish in its response to concerns

ea^ressed by the Department of State smd the NRC on the sale of

reprocessing equipment. Moreover, the Department lacks a clear

and conyrehensive policy emd set of procedures that address the

handling and control of sensitive equipment and information.

We recognize that systems failures of this type could have much

more severe consequences in the future.

Our interest in solving this problem extends beyond the

policies to be developed, the training to be conducted and the

"cradle to grave" oversight to be performed by the Department

of Energy. It extends to the establishment of strong working

relationships with our coxmterparts in the Departments of

State, Defense, Commerce, the NRC and the General Services

Administration. The Department's policy is to cooperate with

all Departments and agencies charged with responsibility for

19
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controlling nuclear-related property and data.

The Secretary of Energy directed the Under Secretary to develop

of new policies and procedures to better control surplus

Depeurtment of Energy property. To ensure that no further

^^vents similar to the Idaho sale occurs, the Under Secretary

directed the suspension of all declarations of surplus,

disposition or release of nuclear- related equipment, materials,

or associated documentation xintil the Department could be sure

that systems were in place to address the identified

deficiencies.

As part of the process that will lead to new and more

appropriate policies and procedures, there will be conducted a

comprehensive review of the Department's overall system of

property controls with emphasis of the disposition of surplus

materials euad related information that may pose proliferation

risks or fall under export control restrictions. As part of

this review, we have formed four teams to address:

(i) developing Departmentwide policies and procedures regarding

sensitive surplus property; (ii) rapidly establishing

certifiable controls; (iii) improving DOE and contractor

communications; and (iv) ensuring environmental, safety and

health concerns.

20
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Finally, there also will be conducted a review of all

Department of Energy nuclear-related property and associated

information sold or released to the public since 1989, to

understand the degree to which there was compliance with
9

existing requirements.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the Department is committed to enhancing the

Department's business practices, information systems and

prograua execution. The development of these many initiatives,

through a collaborative partnership between the Operations

Offices and Headquarters, will result in a focused and

coordinated approach to improving property management. I

believe the end product from this effort will enable the

Department to exercise better controls over our contractors and

their property management prograuns. We are aggressively

undertaking these improvement initiatives, because they are the

proper activities if we are to re-establish the public trust in

our stewardship over Government personal property. We must

have reliable and credible business systems to support our

mission activities. I believe that actions being undertaken

will significantly improve the Department's property management

program.

21
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Mrs. Thurman. General Durham, we appreciate your comments,
and we do have a series of questions that we would like to ask. I

would like to say that it sounds like you've gotten some ducks in

order here, but we also have some things that have happened that

we're not sure that they're working as well as they should be. So,

hopefully, this will be a good exchange from what we've heard from
the former personnel as well as those things that we continue to

see based on some other reports, too. But we do appreciate your in-

terest.

What I'd like to do in the first segment is to look at procurement
issues to highlight current problems, to demonstrate that, regard-
less of DOE's efforts to date, serious problems still exist across the

spectrum of property management requirements and contractors.

As you know, the subcommittee has reviewed the property man-
agement experience of DOE and M&O contractors for the past 10

years. As GAO pointed out in its recent report to us, and as you
acknowledged in your testimony today, contractors continue to en-

gage in serious abuses of DOE's property management require-
ments, despite what the Department characterizes as stepped-up
efforts to oversee contractor property management through the Of-

fice of Contractor Management and Administration. Let's examine
some of those problems.
As Mr. Layton pointed out, the contractors are responsible for en-

suring that taxpayers' assets are protected from cradle to grave,
from purchasing to disposition of excess property. So let's start at

the beginning—purchasing and receiving.
Contractors are supposed to determine if there is any existing

equipment onsite or within DOE or the rest of the Federal Govern-
ment that would fulfill their needs before they go out and purchase
new equipment, and there are computer systems and catalogs to

accomplish this task. It is obvious that a large number of contrac-

tors simply don't follow this process.
For example, the recent April 1994, property management review

of Sandia National Laboratory, which was transmitted to the direc-

tor of the laboratory on August 9, states that Sandia does not have
an effective system for determining if any item is available within
the laboratory, DOE or the other Government agencies. Why not?
General Durham. Well, that's an excellent question. I think, as

you indicated, the systems are in place. In fact, we do have an
automated system right now departmentwide which is providing
visibility over all the equipment that is declared excess that should
be available to the entire community so that they can go to that
before they go out and buy new equipment.

In my judgment, since I've been looking at this issue, I think it's

really one of not having the incentive to really do so. And that's

where I think the fixes that we are going to apply to the process
will make a significant difference. We have to install incentives to

make the contractor want to use these systems, and we are going
to do that by installing performance measures, among other things,
into the contract. Where if the contractor is not taking advantage
of the systems that are available, not taking a hard look at equip-
ment that is out there, opposed to going to other procurement
sources, that they will be penalized and penalized perhaps in a va-

riety of ways.
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For example, when extend-compete opportunities come up again,
depending on what their track record has been in the management
of personal property, what will the Department want to do in re-

gard to extending that contract? We can take a look, for example,
at the contractor senior leadership's salary review and maybe we
can dock the salary as one way to give an incentive for them to do
a better job in this particular area.

There's a lot of things that we can do in a more innovative way
that we have not done in the past through the contract, legal ways,
through administrative means, as I just mentioned now, to encour-

age the contractor to do a better job. I think the reason they
haven't used these systems is because the incentive hasn't been
there for them to benefit by.
Mrs. Thurman. I guess, General Durham, the problem has

been—not to disagree with you. Maybe there are ways to provide
incentives. At the same time, it is a requirement of theirs. They
knew that going in and should have taken steps to fulfill that re-

quirement.
Taxpayers may not be able to understand everything that goes

on at a national laboratory like Los Alamos or Sandia, but they can
understand how much it costs to buy cellular telephones or lease
automobiles or throw away usable furniture in the trash.

The June 6, 1994, phase 3 report on Los Alamos reports that the

University of California Los Alamos contractor has purchased 922
cellular telephones at taxpayer expense or one for every seven em-
ployees at a cost of over half a million dollars per year. And it's

all charged to the U.S. Government. When DOE examined the pur-
chase after a sample of 90 cellular phones it found that 40 percent
had no procurement justification. Where are the controls on these

purchases?
General Durham. I'm not personally familiar with that particu-

lar issue. But accepting the information that you have just por-

trayed as being factual and accurate, obviously, the controls are not
in place.
One of the things that we found out doing our review, at least

during the tenure since I have had the responsibility for oversight,
is that we do not have good inventory systems in place. We don't

have good computer systems in place. We really don't—as I made
in my opening comments
Mrs. Thurman. I know where you can find some computers.
General Durham. As I indicated in my opening comments, we

don't really have a good handle on where everything is. And this

is an information systems issue, in my judgment. We just have to

do a better job of accountability and control so we can preclude the

type of issue that you just described from happening.
Mrs. Thurman. Let me just go on and let you know some more

information so maybe you can come back to this committee and

give us, after further investigation, some answers. When DOE ex-

amined the property management data base, 26 of those phones
weren't even entered into the Los Alamos system property manage-
ment system. Again, we've asked why, but we will give you at least

that question to come back to this subcommittee.
General Durham. Be happy to provide that.

[The information referred to follows:]
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Prior to 1992, justifications for the purchase of cellular phones were not required.

Many of the 90 sample cellular phones that the Department examined during the

phase three review were purchased prior to 1992. However, since 1992, Los Alamos
has implemented stricter controls requiring written justifications for the purchase
of cellular phones. The Albuquerque Operations Office is monitoring Los Alamos's

new justification practices and procedures for adequacy and compliance.
In addition, during the review, a cellular phone listing from the Los Alamos com-

munications group showed 26 more cellular phone than were included in the prop-

erty management organization's listing. Los Alamos officials believes that the dif

ference in numbers was the result of a difference in the nomenclatures used in both

listings. For example, property management's listing of cellular phones resulted

from a data base query for the key word "cellular;" whereas, some of the phones

may be described in the property database as "mobile." Los Alamos officials will de-

termine the reason for differences in the number of phones included in the two list-

ings.

Mrs. Thurman. The DOE's 1993 property review of the K-25 site

at Oak Ridge found that the contractor Martin Marietta was pur-

chasing Hght bulbs, truck parts and other suppHes while at the

same time selling these items as surplus. That is not the way the

system is supposed to work, is it?

General Durham. No, it is not. And I think it's back to my re-

sponse to the first question. There are systems in being that should

provide information to that contractor that those items were avail-

able in the current inventory. And, again, it's an issue of incentive

for them to use that, and we're taking action to make sure that

that's going to happen in the future.

Mrs. Thurman. Not to be redundant, but, once again, it is a re-

quirement that they—contractors—are responsible for vehicle pur-
chases and complete management. The 1989 review of Pantex
found that the contractor was not managing its motor vehicle fleet

effectively. DOE reviewers questioned the contractor's purchase of

a large number of motorized carts and required the contractor to

conduct a study of whether it would be more effective to use the

GSA fleet program rather than continue to purchase some vehicles.

During the next review in 1993, DOE found that even though the

study of using the GSA fleet was done and it concluded that it

would be more cost effective to use the GSA fleet, the contractor

had ignored the study and continued to purchase vehicles, includ-

ing an additional 165 motorized carts. Can you explain to us why
this happened and why DOE's oversight of the contractor allowed
it to happen?
General Durham. Again, on that particular issue, I'm going to

have to provide that answer for the record. I'm not familiar at all

with that incident.

[The information referred to follows:]

Based on 1990 actions identified by Mason & Hanger (M&H), DOE anticipated
that the contractor was complying with its own internal recommendations. However,
in conducting an in-depth review of the Pantex Plant motor vehicles fleet in 1992/

1993, we found that the motor cart problem persisted. DOE then issued another rec-

ommendation directing M&H to institute policies and procedures for the acquisition
and control of carts. This was further reinforced by the Amarillo Area Office (AAO)
Manager in a letter to the Pantex Plant Manager in June 1992. It is, also, impor-
tant to point out that the general purpose motor vehicle fleet at Pantex was con-

verted from a DOE-owned to a more economical GSA-leased fleet in FY90.
We do have an on-going effort at Pantex to address the overall cart management

issues. We anticipate that these issues will be resolved by the end of FY95. In the

interim, the AAO has directed the contractor to cease all purchases of motor carts

unless approved on a case-by-case basis by the DOE Contracting Officer.
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Mrs. Thurman. I noticed in the beginning of your statement you
said you have been in your position for a year, since 1993. But we
would appreciate answers on any questions that you can answer.

Greneral Durham. I certainly will.

Mrs. Thurman. I know Mr. Mica has got some other things pend-
ing today. So I'll jdeld his 5 minutes to him.
Mr. Mica. Thank you.
Greneral Durham, a couple of questions. First of all, I think you

probably were here when I asked the previous panelist the status
of management systems or management provisions in place to cor-

rect some of the situations. Their response—and as I took here
three bad examples, the biggest examples, Rocky Flats, Los Alamos
and the Weapons Test Support Services Project, is it correct thai
the situation is such that we still don't have corrective measures
in place? Are these still disapproved or conditionally approved for

one of them? Were their statements to me correct? Is there any
new change?

Greneral Durham. There have been inventories made at all three
of those sites, and, obviously, there's work in progress.
Mr. Mica. But we don't have a system in place, approved system,

I guess it is called for under this. We basically have the same situ-

ation,

Greneral Durham. Where it is identified that it is disapproved,
that is correct.

Mr. Mica. It is still in the same situation?

General Durham. That is correct.

Mr. Mica. OK, Now, I also want to know if we have adequate
law and adequate legislation in place for you all to ensure that
there is some enforcement. Is there some follow-through to see that
these management systems are put in place, to see that contracts
have some protection for the taxpayer as far as loss, misuse, abuse,
theft of the property? Is it correct that you already have adequate
authority or do we need to do something?

Greneral Durham. We feel that the law provides adequate author-

ity. We do believe, though, that we need to change our business

practices in the way that we
Mr. Mica, I am sorry, I didn't hear that.

Greneral Durham. To change our business practices, to change
the way that we construct our contracts, for example, like the ac-

countability rule is one. We feel that we need to move away from
the accountability rule and go to the FAR. That would not require
new legislation, but it would be a change in business practice be-

cause we feel that the FAR would allow us more opportunity to do
a better job.
Mr. Mica. When do you think we can have things in place that

will protect us from the types of problems that we have had? Is it

going to take another 3 months, another 6 months, another year?
Can you give me a date when you can come back before this sub-

committee and report to us that these actions will have been taken,

implemented and will have turned the tide?

General Durham. Mr. Mica, let me answer your question this

way. We started our contract reform process last September and
came out with a report in February, and started to implement con-

tract reform this past spring. Once we started to implement our
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contract reform, we identified the contract opportunities that would
be available to us where we could make the changes that you are

talking about. We anticipate that over the next 18 months, we will

have 20 opportunities in our M&O contracts to go from an award
fee type contract to one that is performance-based, that will allow

us to include the property management controls and clauses that

you are talking about.
Mr. Mica. So how long? When do you think

General Durham. I would say over the next 18 months, we
should effect 20 different contracts with the type of changes, the

type of clauses that would bring about the changes that you are

talking about.
Mr. Mica. And are you also confirming to us today that no one

who has been involved in any of these problems as far as a depart-
ment official, administrator or employee has been reprimanded,
terminated or we have had any criminal proceedings against them?
Did I take anything out of context, again with the previous pan-

elists? Is that the situation as you know it?

General Durham. I am not personally aware of any that have
been criminally prosecuted.
Mr. Mica. How about fired or reprimanded? Do we have letters

of reprimand in the files that we can see? Has anybody been dis-

ciplined?
General Durham. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. Mica. Not to your knowledge, OK.
Well, again my job isn't to come here and just beat up on you.

I am trying to find some ways to see that we can implement some
protections from here forward. I have only been here a short time,
this is my first term, but I can guarantee you, you develop a little

bit of institutional memory, and we need to make certain that we
work with you to correct these things.

If I may, since I am going to leave, I want to switch to another

subject. I was chuckling a little bit during your testimony. I was
listening to you but also reading for the first time some of this in-

formation about the sale of nuclear processing equipment. I guess
there was an Idaho firm. I have a couple of questions, if I could
ask you about that.

One of my questions, and the Chair spoke to it briefly, I guess,
in previous comments, is why did it take from August 3, 1993 until

March 1994, I guess 5 months, for the agency to act? Well, first of

all, they sold—I have serious questions about selling this equip-
ment in the first place, and then selling it without any caveats as
to who the end user could be. Why did it take so long? Also, I guess
we found out about it from the British, who have a rather humor-
ous fax here.

General Durham. If I may, sir, I would like to ask Ms. Dedik to

respond to that question.
Ms. Dedik. I think that we first learned of this sale in August

1993. At that time, the Department of Energy was in contact with
both the Department of State and the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion which was the licensing agency. We learned from the NRC
that they would issue a letter to Mr. Johansen advising him of the
fact that much of this equipment was probably export controlled

under the export control
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Mr. Mica. It took 5 months.
Ms. Dedik. No, the letter from the NRC was issued on August

25, I believe, 1993, from the NRC to Mr. Johansen.
Mr. Mica. The first letter I have here from the Department, from

DOE is March 3, 1994.

Ms. Dedik. That is correct. However, we had been in constant
conversation with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Mr. Mica. Then why did you sell them the blueprints on August

9? There is a letter in here that says you were notified on August
3. On August 9 you not only sold them equipment but you did a
rush order on the drawings and the blueprints.
Ms. Dedik. I have no knowledge of being notified on August 3.

Our records, a review of our records in my office indicate that on
or about August 9 was the time that the DOE was informed by a

copy of the fax that was sent from Department of State to the Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission.
Mr. Mica. Well, I am a little bit concerned about this whole mat-

ter, as I said in my opening comments, and you know we have ex-

port control legislation pending before the Congress. We are trying
to get the private sector to comply with restrictions on the export
of some equipment, some that I even question whether we should
have foreign availability, such as transistor radios, when our De-

partment of Energy is selling nuclear processing equipment. It

looks like we are swatting at the flies and missing the elephants,
and the elephants are in our own zoo, so to speak here. Do we have

any protections in place now within the Department to protect us
from this recurring?
Ms. Dedik. I think the Department of Energy is in the process

of developing guidelines to control both equipment and information,
and as General Durham said, we have a number of task forces

which have been developed that would develop a departmentwide
policy.
Mr. Mica. Has something been sent out? What are we doing

right now? I notice he also mentioned that we are going to go back
and look at everjrthing we sold since 1989. Are there a lot more of

these Idaho sales out there or is this the only one that is going to

pop up and bite us?
General Durham. That is the only one that we are aware of.

Mr. Mica. The only one that you are aware of. When did you
start your process? It says DOE is now reviewing sales of nuclear

processing equipment from 1989. That just started?

General Durham. No. I think
Mr. Mica. Is that what you said?

General Durham. No. I think what they wanted to do is to have
a representative period of time to go back to get some confidence

level whether this problem is systemic or not or whether this is an
isolated incident.

Mr. Mica. But are we going back and reviewing what we have
been doing here? I thought that is what you were referring to.

General Durham. I understood it to go back to ensure that this

is not a systemic problem, that it was isolated, and to take a look

at it, so 5 years is representative.
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Mr. Mica. Two questions. What is the status of that, and then

when will we see a rule? Has there been any type of a Department
advisory put out?
General Durham. Yes, there has. In fact, the Secretary has di-

rected a moratorium on all future sales until we get a better under-

standing of this issue, until these four task groups, if you will, re-

ports are in.

Mr. Mica. A moratorium is in place now?
General Durham. Is in place now.
Mr. Mica. You are going to go back and see what has been sold?

General Durham. That is only part of the process. The four task

groups, as I mentioned in my testimony, are going to take a look

at what procedures we should put into place to make sure that we
have proper coordination, for example, that there is a good sensitiv-

ity level among our people in regard to nonproliferation issues, and
a variety of other aspects of the problem. The 5-year look back is

only just one aspect of it.

Mr. Mica. Now, we didn't answer the question of how long it is

going to take to get something permanently in place. We do have
a moratorium. But what about selling the plans through Freedom
of Information Acts. Do you need additional protection there or has
this also been embargoed? Can I order up my set of plans for a nu-

clear processing facility now? I mean, if Saddam Hussein gets one
of these high-priced Washington firms to do an FOIA, can we still

do that with DOE?
Ms. Dedik. I believe the policy, we would envision the policy ad-

dressing both the equipment and the information or technology re-

lated to

Mr. Mica. Did your moratorium cover what I am talking about
as far as ordering blueprints?
Ms. Dedik. Obviously, the moratorium cannot reach to the Free-

dom of Information Act.

Mr. Mica. Do we need to revise that? Do you need additional au-

thority or should I just put my order in for my nuclear processing
plant now, blueprints?
Ms. Dedik. I believe if you make an offer to help us get addi-

tional authority, we would be most thankful.
Mr. Mica. So you are saying that it might be helpful. I think

that we should probably meet with you and our staff and see if

something needs to be done to make sure that we protect export
controls for companies for foreign-available products. There is a big
debate going on here, and you are selling the store out, again
through tools that are available and a legislative process that per-
mits it. We need to work with you on that.

The question that I have to revert to, is your timetable for some-

thing permanent in place as far as protection?
General Durham. One more
Mr. Mica. This will be part of the record, and I will be back at

least one more term.
General Durham. In regard to the four working groups that I

mentioned earlier, the first report is 1 November, and we will take
the results of that effort and then develop a timeline in regard to

implementation, but it is the Secretary's view and opinion that we
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need to move out smartly on this issue, and that is our intent to

do just that.

Mr. Mica. OK. So 1 November 1994, we will expect something.
Then you said in 18 months we will be through the balance of the

contracts, and we are
General Durham. I mentioned on the 18 months that we will

have an opportunity to influence 20 contracts. Three, I might add,
this fall. But over an 18-month window, we will have an oppor-
tunity to influence, recompete 20 contracts in which we intend to

incorporate within those contracts the clauses that will give the
Government better control over personal property.
Mr. Mica. Finally, you are assisting in every way possible the

Department of Justice, the FBI, the IG, whoever is going after

some of these folks where they said there may be criminal activi-

ties. Is there anj^hing else you need there as far as enforcement

powers or assistance?
General Durham. I don't think there is anything more that we

need in regard to enforcement powers, but I think it is clear that
we do need better controls, we need to have better access to infor-

mation, and we need better oversight, there is no question about
that.

Mr. Mica. Well, I thank the Chair.
I do have additional questions I will submit for the record and

apologize that I must leave.

Mrs. Thurman. We will leave the record open for a period of
time.

Mr, Mica. Thank you.
Mrs. Thurman. Let me let you all know that in the blue book

that is there before you on the desk, are the exhibits that we will

be asking to be put in the record just so you will have them over
the next lines of questioning. The subcommittee has been examin-

ing the sale and the events around what we have just been talking
about in some detail. It appears that DOE's testimony today and
the internal investigative report released on September 2, 1994, for

some reason, don't begin to tell the whole story.
Before we begin, I ask unanimous consent that exhibits 6-19 and

the special inquiry report be made a part of the record.

Hearing no objections, so ordered.

[Exhibits 6-19 follow:]
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437

Mr. Fygi. They did. The bill was crafted and circulated and the
comments were received. This was some months after the meetings
had occurred, I believe, early in 1989 that prompted them.
Mr. DiNGELL. So they had requested that this be done. Now, Mr.

Wade had also communicated with you. He is the Acting Assistant
Secretary for Defense Programs.
He is rather higher in the pecking order. He said this to you. "I

am writing to request that the Office of General Counsel [OGC]
seek statutory authority to allow the Department of Energy [DOE]
to exempt export controlled information [ECI] with a military or
space application for public release under the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act [FOIA]," on January 12, 1989.

Was anything done about that?
Mr. Fygi. There was. That is the letter that prompted the effort I

just described that did result in a staff draft and reset of staff level
comments through some quarters of the Department later that

year.
The year 1990 is where it dropped off the track. I think that is

the real year from what the records are that I have looked at that
indicates that nothing more happened on this.

Mr. DiNGELL. Would I be fair if I say I am driven to the conclu-
sion that it is your position that it is not DOE's job to protect the
sensitive interests of the United States, but rather that the Con-
gress must do so?
Mr. Fygi. Well, when that task requires enacting new laws, I

think ultimately what you have said is correct.
Mr. DiNGELL. You have no responsibility to make suggestions or

proposals?
Mr. Fygi. I am not sure that this particular approach to legisla-

tion would have been the best means to get to the best destination,

particularly when staffed through the normal process.
Mr. DiNGELL. I have no objection to having legislation introduced

up here. But I cannot read the minds of everybody down there and
see what has to be done. That is one of the reasons I request a
great deal of information. I apologize to the gentleman.
Mr. Tuck. I commit to you we will take this matter to the top

and we will get resolution, not a year from now, but a hell of a lot

sooner.
Mr. DiNGELL. I am comforted to hear this.

Mr. Wyden. I want to ask about another situation that the sub-
committee h£is learned is forthcoming. The subcommittee learned
that another conference on high explosive detonation has been
scheduled for Boston in 1993. I guess the question is: Are the tax-

payers again going to be paying to have proliferant countries

mingle through our hotels, restaurants with U.S. laboratory scien-

tists, who have the knowledge of how to build nuclear bombs. Is

that correct information, Mr. Tuck, and if so, what does the De-

partment intend to do about this?

Mr. Knuth. I am just not aware that such a conference is

planned. I would like to close out the previous question regarding
the previous witness panel.
The guidelines on export controlled information issued January

1989 were reissued this week. It basically issues the same kind of
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ASSISTANT SECflETARY OF STATE

HVASHInOTON

August 24, 1993

Dr. John G. Keliher
Director
Office of Intelligence and National Security-
Department of Energy

Dear Dr. 4cMiher:

Recently the British Ministry of Defense brought to our
attention an attempt by a U.S. company to sell nuclear fuel
reprocessing equipment, purchased as scrap from the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory, to British Nuclear Fuels
(BNFL). The British noted that BNFL was not interested in the
equipment but "wondered if Saddam Hussein et al might be".

At our request, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission advised
the U.S. company. Frontier Salvage of Pocatello, Idaho, of the
need for an NRC license for export of this equipment and the
sensitivity regarding the export of reprocessing equipment. We
also provided copies of the documents received from the British
Government to the DOE Office of Nonproliferation Policy. The
NRC advised DOE'S Idaho Processing & Special Activities
Division of the matter and asked that office to check into
contractual conditions that govern disposition of surplus
nuclear equipment.

We understand that the equipment in question has never been
used and includes many essential components of a reprocessing
plant, including slab tanks, concentrate tanks, evaporator
vessels, extraction columns, wash columns, anular tanks,
decanters, etc. We believe that DOE management should review
the question of disposal of sensitive nuclear equipment from
DOE facilities and consider measures to be taken to ensure that
such items are not misused.

Sincerely,

Robert Einhorn, Acting
Bureau of Political-Military
Affairs

Attachment: Documents from UK MOD
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United States Department of State

JFashington, D.C. 20520

DATE: August 9. 1993

J NUMBER OF PAGES (INCLUDING COVER SHEET)

TO: Betty Wright

OPA/IP
NRC

TEL. NO: 301 504 2342

FAX NO: 301 504 2395

FFi.OM: Robin DeLaBarre

POUTING SYMBOL: PM/NEC ROOM 4333 MAIN STATE

TtLEFHONE: (202) 647 2245

FAX NUMBER: (202) 647 0776

SUBJEOT: FAX From UK on DOE Scrap Reprocessing Equipment Export

Aitached for your info and action is a package received from the British

Government concerning a U.S. firm's offer to sell salvaged DOE reprocessing

eruipment. It appears That these items would reauire an NRC license for export if

incised EDP for reprocessing. The NRC may wish to advise the U.S. company
regarding export requirements. DOE has received copies of these documents
and concurs in this approach.

/.
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FACSIMILE COVER SHEET

OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, DC 20555

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS FAX NO.

301/504-2395
FTS: 964-2395

USNRC MAIN FAX NO. (24-HOUR) : 301/492-7617
VERIFICATION NO.: 301/492-7000

DATE: August 10, 1993 PAGE 1 OF 10

TO: BETH BILSON FAX NO. : (301)903-6282
U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY
IDAHO PROCESSING & SPECIAL
ACTIVITIES DIVISION

GERMANTOWN, MD TEL NO. : (301)903-6114

FROM: BETTY L. WRIGHT TEL NO. : (301)504-2342

EXPORT/ IMPORT LICENSING OFFICER
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

BETH: FAXED FOR YOUR INFORMATION IS A COPY OF THE FAX WHICH I

RECEIVED FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE REGARDING DOE SCRAP

REPROCESSING EQUIPMENT EXPORT. PLEASE CALL ME AFTER YOU HAVE HAD

AN OPPORTUNITY TO REVIEW THE INFORMATION. THANKS
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ORM £040-3018
4«« 12-82)

J^^EEiiE^6t NOTICE OF AWARD -

(SALE OF GOVERNMENT OWNED PERSONAL PROPERTY)

ing Agency or Reporting Office

EGSG Idaho, Inc.

Property Management, CFA-614, MS/4135

P, 0. Box 1525

Idaho Falls, ID 83415-4135

Seller Permit #127868-5

2. Date of Award
July 12. 1993

3. Invitation No.

EGiG 25-93

4. Date of Opening

July 8, 1993

5. Storekeeper Acl<nowledgement

6. Purchaser

Frontier Car Corral

P. 0. Box 4081

Pocatello, ID 83205

7. Acknowledgement Date

8. Title of Contracting Officer

Property Administrator

9. Signature of Contracting Officer

niVistThe high bid for this property has been accepted. Payment of balance due, when indicated below, m\ist be received prior

to removal of the property. Property must be removed by dates as specified in this contract.

10.

Item No.

11.

Description

12.

Quantity

13.

Unit

14.

Unit Price

15.

Amount

Material as advertised on Invitation to Bid

No. EG&G 25-93, lot n.

Material as odvertised on Invitation to Bid No

EG«G 25-93, lot #2.

Material as advertised on Invitation to Bid No.

EG4G 25-93, Lot #3.

Material as advertised on Invitation to Bid No.

EG«G 25-93, lot #4.

Material as advertised on Invitation to Bid No.

EG4G 25-93, lot #5.

Material as advertised on Invitation to Bid No.

EG&G 25-93, lot 6.

GROUP BID - ALL OR NONE - LOTS #1 THROUGH 6

TAX EXEMPT #152101-5
ALL LT 153999.00 153999.99

20. Total 153.999.99

s 153999.99 -0-

16. Deposit Received

S 46200.00

17. Balance Due Government

$ 107,799.99

18. Refund to Purchaser

(if any)

19. Final Payment-Date

21. Purchaser Must Remove Property By

•just 12, 1993

22. Signature of Purc+iaser
y

23. Date

7^7^ Icy/uutCin/n Su,/i/?y
A valid Resale Certificate for this purchaser is on file with this Seller
and the merchandise listed on this Av(a«d is, being purchased for resale.

Purchaser Signature

1 Case P>l« CCDY
Z/
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Department of Energy
Idaho Field Office

785 DOE Place

Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401-1562

August 9, 1993

Mr. Tom Johansen
Frontier Salvage
3725 Poleline
Pocatello, Idaho 83205

SUBJECT: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request - Copies of
Vendor Data (Drawings) on Sale 25-93 for Lot #1

Through #6

Dear Mr. Johansen:

Please be advised that we have received your fax in which you listed the

drawings you wanted copies of.

The following drawings are enclosed:

I.
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ij
TOM OR SANDRA JOHANSEN

^ FBONTIER CAR CORRAL/FRONTIER SALVAGE
3725 POLELINE 237-3030

fe,
POCATELLO. 10 83201

I rirSZ Fint Sictinn- Bank of liliiho (j ( \ 1

1326 I
92-6/1241

13'

Security 'OO S. Anlmr Sircfi

fZ^nt^ Pocairllo. Idaho S^in-i

FOR.

n •: 1 51, loOD&uiioou ism
- • • ' - ' • '-

iSii"
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!0 Ao^T;" T-.Pepartment of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

^^'
SEP2 2 1S93

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION

FROM: JOHN G. KELIHER/^WECTOR, OFFICE OF INTELLIGENCE
AND NATIONAL ^CURITY

SUBJECT: NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION RISKS IN SURPLUS DISPOSAL

The Office of Intelligence and National Security has recently
learned of instances in which Department of Energy disposal of

surplus equipment has raised potential nuclear proliferation
concerns. The purpose of this memorandum is to heighten the

awareness of such concerns among Departmental employees who may
become involved in surplus disposal.

Whenever the Department sells or otherwise disposes of materials

or equipment from its nuclear activities, the responsible

Departmental personnel should:

Thoroughly familiarize themselves with the U.S. export
control laws and regulations that may apply to the items

being disposed of.

Make sure that those acquiring the surplus property are

aware of the export control requirements.

Such exports may be subject to licensing by the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission or the Departments of Commerce or State, or

may require authorization by the Secretary of Energy. Bear in

mind that even though the Department's surplus materials or

equipment are being disposed of domestically, the U.S. buyer may
intend to sell them abroad and, therefore, may need an export
1 icense.

Obtaining the required license or authorization is the legal

responsibility of the exporter. But in the case of materials or

equipment that could be of use to a potential nuclear proliferant,
the Department has a responsibility to fulfillment of U.S. nuclear

nonproliferation objectives. We must ensure that the buyer of

surplus Department materials or equipment is aware of export
control requirements.

If you have export control questions regarding surplus materials

or equipment the Department is disposing of, the answers can

usually be found in the Nuclear Technology Reference Book , which

is available in Classification Offices. If you need further

guidance, contact Mr. Zander Hollander of the Export Control

Operations Division, Telephone (202) 586-2112.
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Distribution:

Manager, Albuquerque Field Office

Manager, Chicago Field Offi^ce

MarTTgeT^IdahcrXi ild lOff i ce S-^

Manager, Nevada Field Office

Manager, Oak Ridge Field Office

Manager, Richland Field Office

Manager, San Francisco Field Office

Manager, Savannah River Field Office

Manager, Amarillo Area Office •

Manager, Kansas City Area Office

Manager, Pinellas Area Office

Manager, Rocky Flats Office

Assistant Secretary, Defense Programs

Director, Office of Nuclear Energy

Director, Office of Naval Reactors
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March 3, 1994

Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20S8S

Mr. Tom Johanson
Frontier Salvage
P.O. Box 4081

Pocatello, Idaho 83205

Dear Mr. Johanson:

It has recently come to my attention that in July 1993, your firm

purchased from EG&G Idaho equipment that was to have been used in the Tlew

Fuel Processing Facility at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. It is

our understanding that the equipment you purchased was especially designed
and fabricated for use in this plant and consisted of slab and

concentration tanks, evaporators, columns, and decanters. We also

understand that you purchased blueprints, flow charts, x-rays, and

operating manuals, among other things, relating to this equipment's
installation and operation.

You should be aware that the export of nuclear fuel reprocessing
facilities, specially designed components therefore, and related

technology, including technical information (i.e operating manuals,

blueprints, etc.), are closely controlled by the United States Government

for nuclear nonproliferation reasons. . Should you wish to sell or dispose
of any items of this equipment or technology including the operating
manuals and blueprints in a manner constituting an export, specific

approvals would have to be sought from the U.S. Department of Energy

pursuant to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations Part 810, or the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission pursuant to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations
Part 110, and possibly from the U.S. Department of Commerce pursuant to

their Export Administration regulations (Title 15, Code of Federal

Regulation Parts 730-790).

If this equipment is to be scrapped and sold' within the continental limits

of the United States, no U.S. Government approvals, as noted above, would

be required.

Should you have any further questions regarding this matter, please do not

hesitate to contact Mr. John Boyd at 202-586-2143.

Sincerely,

John H.

Director
Office of Export Control

and International Safeguards
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DiparliiMnt of Entrgy
WuMn«ien. 00 20Wft

Mr. Robert Einhom
0«Mty Atilstant Merttiry fpr llon-Prol1f«r»t1o«

U.S. DcpirMMt of Stito

Mashlnflton, D.C. tOltO
{,..k

Ooir Hr. Clnhom:

Or. Killhor h«i aikod m to roipend to your August 14, IHS.
lottor brlnfllAo to Mt attontlon tho offtr by • U.S. flni to m11
Dopartaont of tnorgy (DOE) lurplui nueloar fuol roproeoaalna
ooulMont to British Nueloar Fuols Ltd. This is aest dlsoulotlng,
and I thank you for tho Infonutlon. As tho British notad, tho

eustoaor could hava boon a prollfarant. theuah m btllovo \i.l,

expert control review would have prevented this.

Nevertheless, the Incident highlights a potential Makness In ODE

surplus disposal eractlcei that «y office had already been

addressing. In this case, Frontier Salvaoe of Pocatollo, Idaho,
should have been ude aware that export of the surplus equlpaent
It had acquired was subject to Nuclear Regulatory Cooilsslen

licensing. Had It sought the license, the resulting Interagency
review would have quickly disclosed the sensitivity of the

equlpaent and barred Its export to any sensitive country.

However, ODE officials should have been aware that this oqulpaont
was subject to expert licensing and should have Inforaed

purchasers of the export licensing requlroMnts.

To guard against such dangerous lapses, my office Is cautioning
OOE Headquarters and field offices that say become Involved In the

disposal of surplus froa U.S. nuclear activities to be alert to
the potential Inpaet en U.S. nuclear nonprel Iforation objectives.

They are being roalnded that officials handling such Batters MSt
faalllarlxe tneiselves with the export control requlreawnts that
ay apply to surplus oqulMont end uke sure that buyers are fully
cognizant of their obligations to obtain required licenses for any
exports.

Again, thank you for bringing the Idaho case to qy attontlon.

Sincerely,

\j

John N. Reoney,
Director
Office of Export Control

end International Safeguerda
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TIw S«cratary of Energy
• •

Washinstan..OCa0S35

;
• • Augusts. 19&4--

ME^TORANDUM. FOR

.FROM: .'••••
'

SUBJECT:
.

'•

SECRETARIAL OFFICe^S
MANAGERS. OPERATIONS OFRCES

: MANAGER^ OHJO HELD OFFICE .

;
MANAGER ROCKY FLATS

HAZEL Ft O'LEARY

Conffol of tfi« Depanmi
Materials

Surplus Equipment and

The redsntdisdosura regarding the sate, of reprocessing equiprriertf to a private party
at trie Departnjent^ Idaho .Naflonal Engineering Laboratory underscores the

. inadequacies of departmental poDdes.and pracficas regarding surplus property.

Appareritly. the decisions, to render the equipment at Idaho National Engineering

Lafcoratory were based on whether or not tha equipment and related documarcfation

was- classified- This is an inadequate form of control because' a great deal of nuclear

producfion processes have been'undassrfied for several years. A more appropriate
form of control wodd utilize infonmatJon regarding tha'prorrferation sensifivity of the

equipment maisriafs, iarid related documentation. In this regard, the.Department'of

Energy has developed, a .Nudear Technology Reforanee Book, which ia part of a
. laiger Military Critical Technology Ust maintained by the Department of Defensa.

Therefore. I am dirscfing that-the Nuclear Technology Reference Book be immediately
• used to provide guidance wttft respect to deslgnatJon .and sale of surplus equipment
that may pose ppDOferafion risks. \ .. .

•

'

This situation also raises serious question^ about the adequacy of the Department's
overall system isf property controls. .With the end of the Cold War and the subsequent

'

closure of.-Department of Energy production fedlifles. large amounts of excess

equipment and materials-are accumulating ttiat rrjay haveccmmerdal value. The
'

controls over Department equipment, materials,' and. related Tnfonnafion need to be ..

Strengthened to reduce risks of nudear proKferafion, to assure the government
recovers ari appropriate cosi.for its jsurplus property, and to protect the environment,

safety and health.. AddJifonalJy,' the Pr&sfdenfs nonprofiferaticn poUcy of September .

fSSS, which discourages ctvi,nanTepn3CssiB[ng,mu«t ba integrated into Department of.

Energy property control and management practicas. Therafars, 1 .am also directing, the

.Under Secretary to develop new policy and prodadures to better control the
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f "'o UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. O. C. 20S5S

February 25. 1994

CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Hazel R. O'Leary
Secretary of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary O'Leary:

A situation has come to my attention which, if left unattended,

could undercut our efforts to control exports of sensitive

nuclear equipment and technology.

I am told that a great amount of reprocessing equipment purchased

for use in the Fuel Processing Restoration Facility at the Idaho

National Engineering Laboratory was sold last year as excess

Government property. As described to us, the equipment appears

to be specially designed and prepared for reprocessing use and

should be strictly controlled for export purposes.

The sale was made to two U.S. salvage companies, with no

restrictions on resale or use of the equipment. The NRC export

licensing staff has received telephone calls from one of the

salvage companies and from prospective buyers of the equipment

concerning its possible export. Our staff has also learned that

blueprints and technical manuals were sold to the salvage

company .

Even though the NRC export control ^^oup has exchanged informa-

tion with counterparts in your Department and in the Department

of Staters Bureau of Politico Military Affairs, we are concerned

that someone may export sensitive items without authorization.

We recommend, therefore, that the Department of Energy take

prompt and direct steps to prevent any diversion to unauthorized

use, including repurchasing the equipment from the salvage

companies, if necessary.

Sincerely,

Ivan Selin
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Oepartmant of Energy
Wuhin0on. DC 20585

/^e lo
y^ IHl^J

U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Arms Control and Nonprollferatlon

1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington . D.C. 2058S
Unclassified Fax: (202) 566>1348

To: few IhuJ^'ee^ ^c4 23^^
From: .- TT^UhdL^ Q^i^

Subject py^h^^L.
62-l\/^^ /tz/^A^Ct^*-

Comments :
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On July 8, 1993, Frontier Salvage, purchased items from a cancelled Fuel

Processing Facility at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. The
biggest share of surplus equipment was transferred to DOE sites at Los
Alamos and Oak Ridge. Frontier Salvage Is estimated to have purchased
about 10 percent of the total equipment surplused. The equipment
consists of slab tanks, concentrator tanks, evaporators, columns, and
decanters -- all of which is arguably especially designed or prepared
for nuclear fuel reporcessing operations and would require an NRC
license for export. Associated piping, valving and instrumentation was
retained at the site. It Is unclear at this time If Frontier Salvage
has obtained construction drawings or design reports. The company noted
that the purchase was made without restrictions and has solicited the
views of the British and Japanese as to their possible Interest In the

equipment. The British are not interested. Japanese views are not
known. We are coordinating with NRC and DOS to ensure that U.S.

nonproliferation policy Is not violated and that all

licensing/regulatory obligations are met.

(J. Boyd, IS-40.4A. 6-2143)
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SPECIAL INQUIRY

THE SALE OF REPROCESSING EQUIPMENT AT THE
IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY

September 2, 1994
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Special Inquiry made by the Office of the

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Security Evalua-

tions was the result of a request by the Under

Secretary of Energy to examine the circum-

stances surrounding the sale of nuclear fuel

rqjrocessing equipment to a Pocatello, Idaho,

salvage dealer. The incident has raised ques-
tions about the propriety exercised by Depart-
mental employees and the Department's policy,

or lack of policy, on export control and nonpro-
liferation issues.

Although it was determined that the equipment
and associated documents in the salvage dealer's

possession are of limited utility, a more impor-
tant determination was the apparent lack of

vigilance at all levels for the potential impacts of

releasing sensitive, nuclear l\iel reprocessing

equipment and information to the public. An-

other disturbing development was that the sale

was facilitated by a number of DOE and DOE
contractor employees located in Idaho and at

DOE Headquarters, whose activities, though

possibly well meaning, were contrary to the best

interests of the Department. The Department's
failure to provide effective policy in this area is

of particular concern in light of Congressional

pressure to implement legislation on export

controls and the fact that a draft order on export

controlled information has existed since 1988.

Finally, it is disturbing to discover how slowly
the Department reacted to this incident, since

Headquarters was notified of genuine concerns

by the Department of State and the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission in August 1993 (a

detailed chronology is contained in the report).

Along with these issues uncovered by the Special

Inquiry team, the salient points contained in the

report are summarized below.

The nuclear fuel reprocessing equipment was

sold to the salvage dealer for approximately

$154,000 on July 12, 1993. The equipment,

primarily 57 large components, was originally

acquired by the Department at a cost of about

$10 million. In addition to the equipment.

associated documents were obtained by the

salvage dealer. The total documentation in the

possession of the salvage dealer is not yet fully

known; however, the equipment and documents

were related to the discontinued Fuel Processing
Restoration projea envisioned to support die

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant in safely

processing and managing spent fuel. The pro-

ject was designed to close the Navy's recov-

erable irradiated fiiel cycle and recover uranium

that could be used by the Department of Energy.
In April 1992 the DOE ended its mission to

reprocess spent itiel, and the project was halted

when it was 50 percent completed.

The largest items of equipment are the separa-

tion columns and the critical ity safe slab tanks

used to store material at various steps in repro-

cessing and of interest only in nuclear applica-

tions. According to former International Atomic

Energy Agency safeguards inspectors who were

interviewed in the course of this inquiry, large,

unusually-shaped items such as these colunms

and tanks are normally procured on a special-

order basis. However, without other integral

components and ancillary equipment they are of

limited utility for nuclear processing purposes.

Likewise, the documents do not significantly

increase the utility of the equipment and do not,

in themselves, represent a significant value

relative to nuclear fuel reprocessing, since the

process they represent is well known and over

30 years old. More importantly, the equipment
is only useful for nuclear weapons programs if

the groups or countries have nuclear weapons-

capable material, such as plutonium or highly
enriched uranium, to process. Also, similar

equipment could be obtained from legitimate

commercial sources (although such equipment
would have to be special ordered, is expensive,
and would require a significant time to procure)
and the reprocessing technology is well known.

In certain circum.sLances (e.g., a country that has

nuclear fuel that they wish to process for use in

weapons or reactor programs), acquiring the

unique tanks and columns could shonen the time
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necessary to develop and implement a repro-

cessing operation. For countries without ad-

vanced metal manufacturing industries, acquiring

unique equipment could represent a significant

time savings.

In the sale of this equipment, there was a failure

by the Idaho Operations Office to implement

guidance received earlier firom Headquarters and

a failure by the contractor to follow the policies

and procedures that were, in fact, in place. In

addition, individuals working for the Operations
Office and its contractor organizations contrib-

uted to the resulting problems by facilitating the

efforts of the salvage dealer without due consid-

eration for sensitivity, export control require-

ments, and nuclear proliferation issues.

Retaining ultimate responsibility, DOE Head-

quarters failed to incorporate existing, relatively

informal guidance on export controls and non-

proliferation into a DOE order to ensure fiill

compliance throughout the complex. Also, a

draft order on export controlled information,

which has existed since 1988, was never pub-

lished, although Congress questioned DOE in

1991 for its failure to implement the order.

There is no DOE order implementing Atomic

Energy Aa and Export Control Act restrictions

on nonproliferation issues.

After being notified of the export control restric-

tions, the salvage dealer also received assistance

from DOE Headquarters in his attempt to solve

his problems. This assistance came in the form

of suggestions relative to the letter the salvage

dealer wrote to the Manager of EG&G Idaho,

Inc., dated May 5, 1994, in which the salvage

dealer demanded a $1.5 million payment.

Again, this was done with no apparent regard
for the potential impacts surrounding the sale of

the reprocessing equipment, and without atten-

tion to the control of proliferation-sensitive items

and an appreciation for the best interests of the

Department. The facts surrounding this matter

were provided to the Office of the Inspector

General.

Although actual damage in this case may be

limited, the incident resulted in an appearance of

ineptitude on the part of Departmental elements.

More importantly, system breakdowns of this

type could have more severe consequences in

other similar situations where the equipment and

documents involved may be extremely sensitive

or even classified. Although this inquiry had a

relatively short airnaround and not all of the

circumstances surrounding the sale have been

determined, there are indications of systemic

weaknesses within the Department's property

disposal system that require attention. Unless

immediate and definitive action is taken by

Headquarters and appropriate field elements, it

is likely that similar activities will cause the

Department future embarrassment.
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SPECIAL INQUIRY

THE SALE OF REPROCESSING EQUIPMENT AT THE
IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY

1.0 INTRODUCTION

On August 5, 1994, the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Security Evaluations was tasked by the Under Secretary of

Energy to conduct an independent Special Inquiry into the circum-

stances surrounding the sale of reprocessing equipment and release

of associated documents to a Pocatello, Idaho, salvage dealer at the

Department of Energy (DOE) Idaho National Engineering Labora-

tory (INEL) at Idaho Falls, Idaho. The inquiry was conducted

August 15-19, 1994, at INEL, with subsequent interviews con-

ducted at DOE Headquarters, August 22-26, 1994. In addition to

this inquiry, an examination of this occurrence was initiated by the

DOE Office of the Inspector General.

The inquiry primarily involved an assessment of the reprocessing

equipment that was sold and the release of associated documents,

including factors relative to sensitivity, classification, nuclear

proliferation, and export control. The inquiry also included an

assessment of policies and procedures pertaining to these activities,

an evaluation of the participation of DOE and DOE contractor

employees, and an examination of the direction and management
provided in this instance by all appropriate Departmental elements.

Information about the utility of the reprocessing equipment for

nuclear applications was reviewed by former International Atomic

Energy Agency safeguards inspectors in order to provide an

independent viewpoint. Issues identified in this report will be

subsequently addressed as part of a larger effort to determine

actions needed to ensure that policies and procedures concerning
the release of equipment and documents associated with nuclear

activities are adequate throughout the Department.

2.0 BACKGROUND

The equipment and related documents obtained by the Pocatello

salvage dealer were associated with the Fuel Processing Restora-

tion (FPR) project that was originally envisioned to support the

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant OCPP) in its mission to safely

process and manage recoverable irradiated nuclear fuels.

The Office of the Deputy Assb-

tant Secretaryfor Security Eval-

uations conduaed an inquiry

into the sale of reprocessing

equipment August 15-26, 1994.

The inquiry evaluated the sensi-

tiviry of the equipment and

documents involved, as well as

the policies and procedures

governing equipment disposi-

tion.

The equipment in question was

originally intended to reprocess

irradiated huclear fuels at the

Idaho Chemical Processing

Plant.
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The core of the FPR concept was to make available, starting in FY
1996, a fuel reprocessing facility that would substantially enhance

the ICPP's ability to provide all fuel reprocessing services for

recoverable irradiated naval fuels through the year 2030. Thus,

the FPR project was designed to close the Navy's recoverable

irradiated fuel cycle, while at the same time recovering uranium

that could be used by DOE.

On October 8, 1982, a contract was awarded to the Ralph M.

Parsons Company (RMPCo), an ardiitectural and engineering

firm, to provide the concq)tual design for the facility. Prior to

final approval of design documents, Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear

G)n]pany, Incorporated (WINCO) reviewed all design packages

prepared by RMPCo to ensure that they met the facility's func-

tional, safety, and environmental requirements. Conceptual design

began in FY 1983, definitive design in FY 1985. Significant

construction (the site building foundation work) began in FY 1986.

Long-lead equipment procurement began in FY 1987, with hot

startup scheduled in FY 1996. RMPCo provided WINCO with all

associated architectural and design documentation at the comple-
tion of their contractual obligation.

In April 1992, the Department ended its mission to reprocess spent

fiiel, and construction on the $500 million FPR project at the ICPP

halted in mid-stream. Approximately $22 million of the project's

equipment was distributed within the DOE community through

informal aaions taken by WINCO. It was not determined by the

inquiry team whether the proper procedures were followed by
WINCO during this distribution. In April 1993, the remaining
FPR equipment (acquisition cost of approximately $18 million)

was declared excess and released by WINCO to EG&G Idaho,

Incorporated (EG&G). EG&G advertised the equipment for sale

in June 1993 in the Conunerce Business Daily.

On July 12, 1993, lots 1 through 6 of the remaining reprocessing

equipment were sold through competitive bidding to a salvage

dealer (Frontier Car Corral/Frontier Salvage) in Pocatello, Idaho,

for approximately $154,000. The equipment consisted of slab

tanks, annular tanks, decanters, separation columns, and evapora-
tors with externa] tube sheet heat exchangers (original acquisition

cost of approximately $10 million). Lot 7 (rotary disc pulser

motors) was purchased by Rocky Mountain Recycling of Nampa,
Idaho.

In early August 1993, the salvage dealer received copies of

architectural engineering design drawings on lots 1 through 6

through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request. The

Design for the rqirooessing

fadlity began in 19S2, with

completion scheduledfor FT
1996.

However, the reprocessing
mission ended in 1992. The

equipment already purchased

for the reprocessing facility was
declared excess and offeredfor
sale in June 1993.

Six of the seven lots of equip-
ment were purchased by a

salvage dealer in Pocatello.

Idaho, in July 1993.

The dealer also obtained design

drawings through a Freedom of

Information Act request.
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salvage dealer paid $280 for these copies,

returned for insufficient funds.)

(His check was later

On August 24, 1993, the DOE Office of Intelligence and National

Security was informed by the Department of State of an attempt by
Frontier Salvage to sell nuclear fuel reprocessing equipment to

British Nuclear Fuels. The Department of State requested that the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) advise the salvage dealer

of the need for an NRC license for export of this equipment and

of the sensitivity regarding the export of reprocessing equipment.

Both the Department of State and the NRC expressed concerns to

DOE on the sale of the rqjrocessing equipment without restrictions

on resale or use. On August 25, 1993, the NRC informed the

salvage dealer and Rocky Mountain Recycling of export licensing

requirements.

On September 15, 1993, the Office of Export Control and

International Safeguards responded to the Department of State's

concerns, indicating that DOE officials should have been aware

that this equipment was subject to export licensing and should have

informed the purchasers of the export licensing requirements.

On September 22, 1993, the Office of Intelligence and National

Security published a memorandum that advised Departmental

employees who may be involved in surplus disposal to be aware

of potential nuclear proliferation concerns. The memorandum
indicated that even though the Department's surplus materials or

equipment are being disposed of domestically, the U.S. buyer may
intend to sell them abroad and, therefore, may need an export

license.

In January 1994, the salvage dealer obtained additional documents

associated with the equipment. TTiese were provided by the

WINCO technology transfer representative, not through FOIA

channels, and included radiographs, blueprints, a world-wide

directory of nuclear facilities. Chapters 1 and 6 of the Final Safety

Analysis Report (FSAR) (only part of Chapter 6 was provided:

sections 1 through 8, sections 5, 6, 7, and 8 being only partially

developed), and other documents.

On February 25, 1994, the Chairman of the NRC wrote to the

Secretary of Energy expressing concern over the sale and urged

that the Department take steps to prevent diversion or unauthorized

use of the equipment.

When the dealer offered to sell

the equipmera to British Nuclear
Fuels in August 1993, the

Depanmeru of State, the

Nuclear Regulatory Commis-

sion, and the Department of

Energy were informed.

Departmental employees were

advised to be aware of nuclear

proliferation concerns involved

with surplus disposal.

The dealer obtainedfurther

documents in January 1994.
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On March 3, 1994, the DOE Office of Export Control and Inter-

national Safeguards informed the salvage dealer by letter that 'to

sell or dispose of any items of this equipment or technology

including the operating manuals and blueprints in a manner

constituting an export, specific approvals would have to be sought

from the U.S. Department of Energy. . .or the Nudjear Regulatory

Commission. ..."

On May 5, 1994, the salvage dealer wrote a letter to EG&G

demanding payment of $1.5 million for return of Ae documents

and for retention of the salvage rights to the equipment. This

request was declined in a r^ly made by the General Counsel for

EG&G on May 13, 1994.

On May 16, 1994, the salvage dealer wrote a letter to the D^uty

Assistant Secretary for Procurement, DOE Headquarters, outlining

problems relative to the sale, questioning the adequacy of EG&G's

sale practices, and requesting assistance in resolving the matter.

On July 5, 1994, the Secretary of Energy replied to the

February 25, 1994, letter from the Chauroan of the NRC

explaining that the Department put the salvage dealer on notice

that to sell the equipment and technical information "abroad would

require a Nuclear Regulatory Commission export license, a

Department of Energy specific authorization, a Department of

Commerce validated license, or a combination of these." The

Secretary also informed the Chairman that DOE offices and

laboratories were cautioned on the need for sensitivity to U.S.

nuclear nonproliferation objectives in disposing of surplus

equipment.

On August 3, 1994, the Wall Street Journal reported that at

Frontier Car Corral, the proprietor was offermg for sale "the

major components of a nuclear reprocessing plant that makes

bomb-grade uranium." A number of other publications subse-

quently reported the news item.

On the same day, the Secretary of Energy published a Department-

wide memorandum du-ecting that the Nuclear Technology

Reference Book be immediately used to provide guidance on

designation and sale of surplus equipment that may pose

proliferation risks. The Secretary suessed the need to strengthen

controls over materials and related information to reduce risks of

nuclear proliferation and directed the Under Secretary to develop

new policy and procedures to better control the Department's

surplus property.

Also on August 3, 1994, the Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Procurement and Assistance Management arrived in Idaho for

In March 1994, she Department

informed the dealer of the

requirements for export

approvals.

In May 1994, the dealer

requested and was denied pay-

mentfor return of the docu-

ments, and then contacted

Headquarters.

The VJall Street Journal

reported the attempted export

on August 3, 1994.

In a Department-wide memoran-

dum, the Secretary of Energy

stressed the need for strong

controls.
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meetings with Operations Office representatives and with the

salvage dealer. At the meeting with Operations Office staff, it was

concluded that the property was being protected by Operations

Office security personnel, associated documents were in the

salvage dealer's possession, and the property did not represent a

complete reprocessing system. The Operations Office conducted

a classification review of the property and related documents but

did not review the sensitivity of equipment for foreign use prior to

the sale. At the meeting with the salvage dealer, a tentative agree-

ment was reached that included the following: (1) the equipment

would remain under DOE control; (2) the salvage dealer would

render the equipment unusable (under DOE supervision) and

would then be allowed to sell the equipment as scrap; (3) docu-

mentation would be returned to DOE; and (4) the salvage dealer

would be appropriately compensated. These negotiations and

considerations relative to the salvage dealer's claim for equitable

adjustment were continuing at the time of the writing of this

report.

On August 5, 1994, the Under Secretary of Energy directed that

all declarations of surplus, disposition, or release of nuclear-related

equipment, materials, or associated documentation be suspended

until assurance is received that the Nuclear Technology Reference

Book is being used to properly guide these kinds of decisions.

Also on August 5, 1994, the Office of the Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Security Evaluations formed a Special Inquiry team

under the leadership of the Director, Office of Plans, Technology
and Certification. The Security Evaluations Special Inquiry team

arrived in Idaho Falls on August 15, 1994.

A complete timeline of these events is provided in Appendix A.

Purchased components are shown in Appendix B. The agreement
reached in the meetings described above are provided in Appen-
dix C, and Appendix D provides Security Evaluations' tasking

memos.

3.0 CONDUCT AND RESULTS

The Special Inquiry included document reviews and interviews

conduaed at various locations. Interviews of responsible DOE
and contractor managers and personnel were conducted at the

Idaho Operations Office (DOE-ID) in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and at

DOE Headquarters. Those interviewed included the DOE-ID
Classification Officer, Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information

(UCNI) Reviewing Official, FOIA Officer, and staff members.

Interviews were also conducted with the FPR project staff, EG&G
and \\TNCO staff, contractor classification analyst, and authorized

derivative classifiers from the DOE Office of Declassification.

On the same date, Headquaners

representatives met with Idaho

Operations Office staffand with

the salvage dealer. They tenta-

tively agreed that the equipment
and documents would remain

under Departmental control,

that the equipment could be sold

as scrap only, and that the

dealer would be compensated

for not being allowed to sell

usable components.

On August 5, 1994, the Under

Secretary ofEnergy suspended

disposition and release of
nuclear-related items and initi-

ated a special inquiry.

The special inquiry included

interviews ofDepartment and

contractor managers and staff

and reviews of documents

pertaining to the reprocessing

equipment andfacility and to

Departmental policy and proce-

dures for disposition and export

control.

49-514 98-5
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Documentation examined included FPR project documentation,

including design drawings, the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report

(PSAR), the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), classification

guides, the Nuclear Technology Reference Book, DOE-ID proced-

ures, and DOE orders.

Additionally, a 1 .5 inch to 1 foot scale model of the FPR system
was examined and photographed, and appropriate parts of the

model were marked to indicate which items of equipment were in

the salvage dealer's possession. Design drawings and transparen-

cies were obtained and marked to confinn those items of equip-

ment. Finally, a complete computer printout of FPR equipment
was obtained to show what FPR equipment was distributed

throughout the DOE complex upon completion of the project, and

what equipment was sold.

3.1 Reprocessing Exjjutpment

Procurement of reprocessing equipment began in early 1987 and

included a number of different manufacturing sources. The

concentrate tanks (annular vessels) were manufactured by Mark

Steel of Salt Lake City, Utah; the slab tanks and decanter vessels

by Mittemight Boilerworks of Satsuma, Alabama; the evafwrators

by Amer Industrial Technology of Wilmington, Delaware; and the

rotary disc puiser motors by Accra Machine of Shelley, Idaho.

Lots I through 6 of the reprocessing equipment, purchased by the

salvage dealer, represent 57 major components (worth approxi-

mately $10 million when acquired by DOE) out of the thousands

that make up an entire reprocessing system. Lot 7, purchased by

Rocky Mountain Recycling, was primarily made up of the rotary

disc puiser motors. The components in the possession of the

salvage dealer are essentially:

• Slab taiJcs

• Annular tanks

• Decanters
•

Separation columns
•

Evaporators with external tube sheet heat exchangers.

Each piece of equipment has a unique alphanumeric designation

(e.g., VES-PF4-1I5, where VES means vessel; PF4 means #4

cell; and 115 is a sequential number provided by the designers,

Ralph M. Par.sons Co.). TTie equipment is identified by alpha-

numeric description in Chapter 6 (sections 1 through 4) of the

draft FSAR, dated February 1993, which is titled "Process

Systems."

Models, drawings, and com-

puter priruouts were used to

determine what portions of the

complete system had been sold

to the salvage dealer.

Equipment procurement for the

Fuel Processing Restoration

project began in 1987.

The salvage dealer bought 57

major components out of the

thousands that make up thefull

system.
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This particular equipment was designed for a specific facility and

for a specific, low flow separation process. It represents compo-
nents from 7 of the 12 hot cells designed for the FPR facility (10

components from cell 2, 8 from cell 3, 8 from cell 5, 8 from cell

6. 9 from cell 7, 8 from cell 8, and 6 from cell 9). The arrange-

ment of the cells and the components purchased by the salvage

dealer are shown in Appendix B. The equipment was specifically

engineered and fabricated for the FPR facility, which was never

completed. The facility was designed for low throughputs and

recovery (kilograms per day) of enriched uranium, with some

detailed improvements in flowsheets and equipment. It was also

designed to use entirely safe configuration geometry vessels (slab

tanks and annular tanks) to prevent criticality accidents, and to

minimize waste (solvent recovery) and enhance efficiency (uranium

salvage). However, without the ancillary equipment, building,

control diagrams, and complete instructions, the equipment sold to

the.salvage dealer is of limited value for nuclear application.

However, it must be recognized that the tanks and separators are

large and unusually shaped. Such equipment is expensive, difficult

to fabricate, and normally procured on a special-order basis.

Delivery times are often many months and can be more than a

year. In certain circumstances (e.g., a country that has nuclear

fuel that they wish to process for use in weapons or reactor

programs), acquiring the unique tanks and columns could shorten

the time necessary to develop and implement a processing opera-

tion. For countries without advanced metals manufacturing indus-

tries, obtaining the equipment could save considerable time.

It is important to note that although the FPR design represents an

improvement with advanced safety features and enhanced efficien-

cies, the equipment purchased by the salvage dealer can be

obtained from legitimate commercial sources. However, for many

years the U.S. Government has maintained a policy to not repro-

cess commercial nuclear fuel, therefore greatly limiting the market

for such equipment. Additionally, the actual reprocessing tech-

nology that was destined for the FPR facility is well known. The

FPR design is based on the PUREX process (circa 1960) for

extraaing fissile material of high purity from dissolved spent fuel.

For non-nuclear applications, the equipment is also limited. For

example, the slab tanks and annular tanks have limited volume for

the'u" size. The extraction columns and evaporators are also small

in volume despite their large size, and thus are limited in through-

put for a non-nuclear application. In principle, the equipment may
have some utility in the food processing, fertilizer, or pharma-

ceutical industries for liquid storage, liquid solution extraction, or

liquid evaporation/condensation, or in the food and heavy metals

The components were to have

been installed in 7 of the 12 hot

cells in the facility. Appendix B

of this report indicates'whidi

components the salvage dealer

bought.

Although the equipment is of
limited value, it could be used

by another country to accelerate

a nuclearfuel reprocessing

program.

The equipment can be obtained

commercially, and the repro-

cessing technology is well

known.

Today, the value of the pur-

chased equipment is primarily

in the material of which it is

construaed.
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industries where toxic and corrosive products require high grade
stainless steel equipment. Since the vessels are of such special

design and are not volume efficient (about 2-1/2" deep), they are

of limited value for non-nuclear processes. Most of the equipment
is of value only for die salvage of the raw materials of which they
are constructed.

According to DOE-ID and WINCO personnel who visited the

Pocatello wardiouse, the equipment has been consolidated and the

slab tanks have been stacked horizontally on top of each other,

with the smaller decanters and extraction columns stacked on top
ofdie slab tanks. This configuration may have degraded die utility

of the equipment for its original purpose.

The actual sale of the equipment reflects die problems that can

result when there are no definitive policies in place and when

individuals, though possibly well meaning, participate in activities

that run counter to the best interests of the Dqjartment. When the

FPR project was terminated as die result of a decision by DOE in

April 1992 to end its mission to reprocess spent fiiel, the project
was approximately 50 percent complete. In August 1992, DOE-ID
developed a property utilization and disposal plan that provided for

a Materials and Facilities Disposition Task Force to guide disposal
of the remaining FPR project property. Members of the Task
Force included personnel from DOE-ID and the WINCO FPR
project. The plan did not address sensitivity, proliferation, or

export control considerations.

In the plan, DOE-ID was responsible for providing funding,

approving the plan, and providing oversight, general guidance, and

direction for the Task Force. WINCO FPR was responsible for

providing die Task Force lead, the day-to-day management of FPR

property issues, records management, and preparing reports on
FPR property. WINCO Procurement and Administrative Services

was responsible for handling, storage, and disposal of excess

equipment from the FPR project.

The plan called for extensive efforts to achieve maximum re-

utilization. These efforts were assigned to the FPR project, to be

accompli.<;hed prior to declaration of excess. Property not required
for the FPR project layup or not retained for future missions was
to be excessed and disposed of in accordance with established

ICPP and INEL procedures and with Federal Property

Management Regulations.

The equipment is now slacked in

a warehouse in Pocatello.

In the absence ofdear guid-

ance, plansfor disposition of
this property did not address

sensitivity, nonproliferation , or

export controL

Disposition responsibilities were

definedfor the Operations

Office and the projea contrac-

tor.

Disposition of excess property
was to be guided by established

procedures and the Federal

Property Management Regula-
tions.
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According to the plan, WINCO and FPR project personnel took

informal actions to redisUibute the equipment within the DOE

community—approximately $22 million of the available equipment

was distributed—before WINCO and the FPR project took action

to declare the remaining equipment excess. The remaining

equipment (approximately $18 million acquisition cost) was

declared excess by the Manager of the FPR Transition Project on

AprU 27. 1993, and transferred from WINCO to EG&G on the

same date.

After unsuccessful attempts to place the equipment with Sute and

other Government agencies, EG&G declared the equipment excess

and advertised the equipment for sale on June 9, 1993, in the

Commerce Business Daily. The equipment was not represented in

the newspaper or in the invitation to bid as "scrap," but as

complete items of equipment. EG&G received approval from

DOE-ID that the equipment could be sold in place (in the Pocatello

warehouse where it was being stored). On July 12, 1993, lots 1

through 6 of the equipment were sold to the Pocatello salvage

dealer.

Although the DOE-ID plan indicated that property disposal was to

be accomplished in accordance with the Federal Property Manage-

ment Regulations (FPMR), there was no indication that a review-

ing authority was appointed to determine whether the sale was in

accordance with esublished policies and procedures, as required

in the FPMR. In fact, the Operations Office Organizational

Property Management Officer was unaware of this provision.

Since the equipment was not advertised as scrap, it was not exempt

from the provisions "for property other than scrap" in the FPMR.

The FPMR (41 CFR, Chapter 101) states:

Approval by a reviewing authority of the agency effecting the

sale shall be required for each proposed award when the

contrart value (actual or estimated based on fair market value)

for property other than scrap exceeds the dollar thresholds

listed below by method of sale:

(a) Negotiated sale of surplus property—$15,000 or more;

(b) Negotiated sale at fixed price of surplus or exchange/sale

propeny—$25,OOOor more; and

(c) Competitive bid sale—$1(X),000 or more.

The DOE Property Management Regulation supplement to the

FPMR adds:

Approximately $22 million of

equipment was placed within the

Department.

The remainder was declared

excess and offeredfor sale on

June 9. 1993.

There is no indication that a

reviewing authority was

appointed to review the sale, as

required by the Federal Prop-

erty Management Regulations.
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The reviewing authority required under FPMR . . . may
consist of one or more persons designated by the head of the

field office who will be responsible for providing and adequate
and independent review of proposed sales for the purpose of

determining whether—

(a) The method of sale is in accordance with established

policies and procedures; and

(b) Proceeds constitute a reasonable return for die property
sold.

Interviews revealed that the salvage dealer had special relationships

with a number of individuals working for DOE who facilitated the

sale of die equipment and who may have unwittingly, or know-

ingly, contributed to die problems that were created. EG&G
property sales personnel indicated that the salvage dealer received

information on this sale as well as odiers in the past and was in

contact with a number of individuals from DOE-ID, WINCO,
EG&G, and DOE Headquarters. Although it is not unusual for a

salvage dealer to have numerous contacts with DOE personnel

engaged in processing and selling excess material and responsible
for promoting the efforts of the small business community, these

contacts may have aggravated the problems resulting from this

particular sale, rather than serving to prevent them.

Examples of these contacts included a number of die EG&G
property sales staff. One of the staff members, now retired and

allegedly a friend of the salvage dealer, was involved in preparing
the equipment for sale, including dividing it into lots. This

individual also had knowledge of the bidding details of the sale.

Also, the WINCO Technology Transfer Manager discussed the

sale with the salvage dealer in September 1993 and agreed with

him that he would get considerably more money if he sold the

equipment as it was, not as scrap. Although the Manager
explained to the salvage dealer that he might not be able to sell the

equipment abroad because of export control restrictions, the

Manager loaned the salvage dealer a directory of world-wide

nuclear facilities containing points of contact and phone numbers,
and recommended that the ecfuipment be advertised in the chemical

processing trade journal .

Additionally, an interview revealed that the salvage dealer obtained

suggestions from an individual at DOE Headquarters pertaining to

the May 5, 1994, letter that the salvage dealer wrote to the

Manager of EG&G. There were also indications that the salvage

dealer may have received assistance from the field in writing the

letter to the DOE Deputy Assistant Secretary for Procurement.

77k longslanding relationship
between the dealer and property
sales personnel may have ag-

gravated problems in this case.

'

The dealer received consider-

able help from Operations

Office, contraaor, and Head-

quarters staff.
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The Special Inquiry team provided this information to the Office

of the DOE Inspector General.

The Special Inquiry team found that the equipment purchased by

the salvage dealer has limited utility for nuclear applications since

it r^resents only a small part of a complete reprocessing system.

However, it was determined that the circumstances surrounding

this particular sale were charaaerized by poor judgment and

culp^ility on the part of a number of DOE and DOE contractor

en^loyees. Although this was the first sale of equipment of this

type and the first sale of material off-site at DOE-ID, there seems

to have been almost total indifference to the fact that the equip-

ment is designed for the reprocessing of nuclear fuel and should

have received due consideration of sensitivity, export control

requirements, and nuclear proliferation concerns.

3^ Associated Documentation

The DOE-ID property utilization and disposal plan included the

provision that "available documentation on all materials or equip-

ment being excessed will be offered to potential users" and that the

"project records system will be purged of all documents related to

the materials or equipment removed and excessed from the

project.
"

Interviews and document reviews indicated that the salvage dealer

made a FOIA request on July 20, 1993, to obtain copies of design

drawings for lots 1 through 6. The drawings that were released

depicted slab tanks, decanter, wash columns, strip columns, scrub

column, extraction column, evaporator vessel, and concentrate

tanks— 14 vessels in all. This request was processed through the

ID Freedom of Information Officer and the Freedom of Informa-

tion Specialist in early August 1993 and then released to the

salvage dealer. The design drawings depict approximately one-

third of the equipment purchased by the salvage dealer.

In addition to the design drawings obtained through FOIA, the

salvage dealer obtained other documents including radiographs, a

world-wide directory of nuclear facilities, and Chapters I and 6 of

the FSAR. (As noted, Chapter 6 was only partially developed.)

These documents were provided by the WINCO Technology Trans-

fer Manager, who stated in the cover memorandum transmitting

copies of Chapter 6 to the salvage dealer that;

The information on the excess Fuel Processing Restoration

(FPR) equipment you purchased for resale and/or salvage is

enclosed. 1 am glad the information on potential customers

for the equipment that I supplied last September has been

The sale was characterized by

poorjudgment andfailure to

consider the sensitivity of the

equipment.

Disposition plans providedfor

offering documentation to

purchasers of excessed equip-

ment.

Through the Freedom of Infor-

mation Aa, the salvage dealer

obtained drawings of about o

third of the equipment he

bought.

The salvage dealer obtained

additional documents from the

contraaor Technology Transfer

Manager.

11
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helpful in identifying potential buyers who may have beneficia]

uses for the equipment. Sale for use should result in higher

profits for you than just selling as scrap. I hope the enclosed

information is useful to you and your potential customers and

will ultimately lead to some sales.

Three pallets of radiographs of the equipment sold were also

released to the purchaser. Radiographs are x-rays of welds and in

this instance are part of the quality assurance record. The

radiographs provide technical data and are normally required for

all weldments. For nuclear equipment, 100 percent of the weld is

normally radiographed and certified by quality assurance as being

in compliance with NQA-1 procedures. The total documentation

that the salvage dealer possesses relating to the FPR project or to

the ICPP is not known at this time.

It is customary for the contractor at a DOE facility to develop a

PSAR early on to identify the design and conduct a hazard

analysis. Once the PSAR is approved by DOE, the contractor

continues with engineering design, construction, and concurrent

development of an FSAR. The FSAR contains all pertinent design

and accident analyses for the facility, as well as the Technical

Safety Requirements, thus comprising the authorization basis for

the contractor to operate the facility in a safe manner and within

its prescribed production capabilities.

The PSAR for the fuel processing facility was prepared by
WINCO in October 1986 and approved by DOE in November

1987, following extensive review by WINCO, the Idaho Opera-
tions Office, Los Alamos National Laboratory (independent

reviewer), and DOE Headquarters. It was originally issued as an

UCNl document. It is now considered as of only historical

interest, since much of the information is outdated.

The FSAR was scheduled for formal WINCO review in September

1992, but was never completed. It was in draft form, 70 percent

complete, and not officially reviewed by anyone. The FSAR
consists of twelve chapters and a separate set of technical specifi-

cations and standards. The chapters are: Chapter 1 -Introduction,

2-Summary Safety Analysis, 3-Site Characteristics, 4-Principal

Design Criteria, 5-Facility Description, 6-Process Systems,
7-Waste Management, 8-Radiation Protection, 9-Safety Analysis,

10-Conduct of Operations, 11 -Operational Safety Requirements,

and 12-Quality Assurance.

These included x-ray records of
weldmentsfor quality assur-

ance.

Also included were the Prelimi-

nary and draft Final Safety

Analysis Reports for the facility.

The Preliminary Safety Analysis

Report is of only historical

interest.

The draft Final Safety Analysis

Report was never completed.

12
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Chapter 6 gives a detailed design description of the equipment and

the functioning of a three-cycle separation of fissile material from

fission products of a spent nuclear fuel solution. Specifically,

Chapter 6, sections 1 through 4, defmes the process with flow

diagrams, process chemistry and physical principles, description

of process e<iuipment, and process support systems. These four

sections are fully developed. An additional four sections (5

through 8) briefly describe the distributed control system, control

rooms, sampling system, and product handling and storage.

Chapter 6, sections 1 through 8, were copied and made available

to the salvage dealer through WINCO. There is an additional,

well developed Section S on the distributed control system, 143

pages long. This section was not provided to the salvage dealer.

For comparison purposes, the section S in the salvage dealer's

possession is only one paragraph in length.

Although previously reviewed by the DOE-ID Classification

Officer, examination of available documentation indicated that

there was a possibility that the material copied from the FSAR

might have contained UCNI, since this information had been

released to the salvage dealer prior to appropriate review. The

copied pages from the FSAR were sent to the Office of Declassi-

fication at DOE Headquarters for confirmation, and it was deter-

mined that Chapter 1 and Chapter 6 (sections 1-8, sections 5-8

undeveloped) were, in fact, not classified and not UCNI.

33 Nuclear Proliferation and Export Control

The EG&G procedures manual Section 10 (Information Resources

Management) covers EG&G export control requirements. Section

10 includes the statement that "failure to comply with U.S. export

laws and regulations may result in civil and criminal penalties

against EG&G Idaho and its individual employees. Additionally,

failure of employees to comply with these policies may constitute

grounds for disciplinary action up to and including dismissal. Any

questions concerning this policy should be directed to a group or

unit manager or the EG&G Idaho Classification Officer, who acts

as the EG&G Idaho export control administrator.
"

Section 10 also includes general definitions of technologies that are

likely to require some form of control, which include nuclear and

nuclear related materials technology and other technologies sensi-

tive for reasons of national security or nuclear proliferation.

Section 10 also describes EG&G's export control review process

and states that "the authorized export control reviewers within the

company have been trained to conduct these reviews and have

developed internal procedures, as necessary, to ensure the

requirements are met."

However, the portions of the

Final Safety Analysis Report
released to the dealer contain

detailed information on the

process and equipment, and

they were not reviewedfor

sensitivity prior to release.

This inquiry determined that the

released information was nei-

ther classified nor Unclassified

Controlled Nuclear Information.

Local procedures address export

control requirements and iden-

tify penaltiesfor noncompli-

ance.

They also define technologies

likely to require such control

and describe the review pro-

n
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Additionally, Section 10 identifies an EG&G export control

committee. The EG&G Classification Officer is to serve as the

committee administrator and is to be assisted by representatives

from legal, technical publications, traffic management, software

support, security, and procurement. Seaion 10 was revised as of

September 30, 1993; however, the September 30 revision pertains

to Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADA)
information, indicating that the export control requirements were

in place prior to the revision.

In addition to the EG&G procedures manual containing export

control guidance, guidelines on Export Controlled Information

(ECI) were provided by the Assistant Secretary for Defense

Programs (Office of Classification and Technology Policy, DP-32)

in a memorandum dated January 19, 1989. These guidelines were

specifically designed to bring DOE and its contractors into

compliance with U.S. obligations under the Non-Proliferation

Treaty and with the spirit and intent of export control laws and

regulations.

The guidelines assist in protecting against the inadvertent transfer

of sensitive unclassified information to nuclear proliferants or to

other foreign interests potentially inimical to the U.S. They are

applicable to all unclassified DOE-produced scientific and technical

information in the possession or control of DOE or its contractors

which a private person could not export lawfully without a license

under the Arms Export Control Act, the Export Administration

Act, the Atomic Energy Aa, or the Nuclear Non-Proliferation

Act. The principal focus is on information about nuclear and

nuclear-related design, engineering, development, construction,

operation and other activities pertinent to technological advance.

Where it appears that ECI scientific or technical information may
be involved, the guidance recommends use of the Nuclear

Technolopff Reference Book (NTRB).

One of the categories addressed in this guidance is 'nuclear and

nuclear-related materials technology," which includes reprocessing

of irradiated fuel. The technologies discussed all contribute to

acquisition or enhancement of nuclear weapons capability and thus

are of concern for both proliferation and national security, the

more sensitive aspects of which are classified. Areas of concern

include information on the chemical and physical processing of

spent fiiel elements, design of automated equipment for remote

handling in quantity, and development of process components

capable of enduring high-radiation environments.

Recent revisions of the proce-
dures did not affea these re- .

quiremems.

The Assistant Secretary for

Defense Programs issued export
control guidelines via memoran-

dum on January 19, 1989.

These guidelines are intended to

protect against inadverteiu

transfer of nuclear and nuclear-

related information to nuclear

proliferants or otherforeign

interests potentially inimical to

the United Slates.

Technologies associated with

reprocessing of irradiatedfuel

were addressed in this guid-

14
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The guidance sutes that DOE and contractor employees and their

supervisors are responsible for the proper designation and control

of information being released by publication or other means. As

a rule, information judged to fall into one of the information

categories (such nuclear and nuclear-related materials technology)

should be carefully reviewed. If determined to be ECI, it should

be released domestically only to a controlled distribution (such as

Nuclear Energy's Applied Technology lists) and should not be

released to foreign countries, organizations, or individuals unless

authorized by the appropriate Headquarters program manager or

by a reviewer to whom the program manager has delegated the

authority.

The guidance indicates that reviews can best be accomplished by

usmg existing review mechanisms (such as classification offices)

in contractor organizations, operations offices, and DOE Head-

quarters program offices. The guidance also indicates that the

classification offices should have copies of the NTRB, the

congressionally
maniiatftd Militarily Critical Technologies List

(MCTL), and the pertinent export control regulations: DOE's

regulations 10 CFR Part 810, "Assistance to Foreign Atomic

Energy Activities"; the Department of Commerce's Export

Administration Regulations, especially 15 CFR Part 378, "Special

Nuclear Controls," and .15 CFR Part 379, "Technical DaU"; and

Department of State regulations 22 CFR Parts 121-130, "Interna-

tional Traffic in Arms Regulations."

As stated m the guidance, a reviewer who determines that

information constitutes ECI should indicate the permissible

dissemination. This is intended to prevent release of information

to unauthorized foreign governments, firms, and individuals

without first being referred to and reviewed by the Headquarters

program office. A review finding that a proposed release of

information is likely to result in technology transfer inconsistent

with the intent of export control regulations may necessitate

revision of the content or distribution. In the case of transfer of

DOE technology to a U.S. private firm for purposes of commer-

cialization, contracts should restrirt retransfer of the technology to

foreign firms.

The guidance states that when no review mechanisms exist, it is

the responsibility of Headquarters program managers to arrange

their esublishment in contractor organizations, operations offices,

and Headquarters program offices, as necessary. If differences

emerge regarding facility guidelines or tiieir application, or if

review bodies in contractor organizations or field offices are

unable to make a clear determination regarding a planned publica-

Requirements for review and

distribution of information prior

to release were defined.

Review mechanisms and other

appropriate guidance documents

were discussed.

Conditionsfor transfer or

retransfer of export-controlled

information were established.

15
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tion, presentation, or distribution, they should refer the matter to

the appropriate Headquarters program office.

There was no indication that WINCO, DOE-ID, or EG&G fol-

lowed any of the ECI guidelines provided by the Assistant Secre-

tary for Defense Programs. Additionally, there was no indication

that EG&G followed its own export control guidelines or review

procedures (such as use of "trained" export control reviewers or

use of the EG&G export control committee). DOE-ID indicated,

however, that the design drawings provided to the salvage dealer

through FOIA were reviewed by WINCO for export control.

3.4 Policies and Procedures

A review was conducted of applicable regulations and statutory

guidance for the export control of DOE-owned surplus property.
Guidance for the control of nuclear-related equipment and data,

including export control, is found in many references unique to the

various agencies and departments involved. However, the

guidance has not been incorporated into a DOE order, and the

sensitivity of nuclear issues has caused some of the guidance
available to be closely controlled within the nuclear community.

The NTRB, dated September 1993 and prepared by Los Alamos
National Laboratory, is not a requirement document. It identifies

technology and equipment that is considered sensitive relative to

nonproliferation. Although it does not mandate or prescribe

specific performance, it is helpful in identifying the restrictions on

equipment and data that are subject to disposal or sale. However,
it appears that the NTRB is not formally distributed to some of the

DOE operations offices, including DOE-ID; nor has it been gener-

ally applied within the DOE property disposal system, since it is

not generally available to property managers (it is classified

Secret).

The correct reference for many of the items involved in sale to the

salvage dealer, as defined in 22 CFR, Chapter 1, Subchapter M,
Part 120.21, is "Information, in any form, which is directly
related to the design, engineering, development, production,

processing, manufacture, use, operation, overhaul, repair, main-

tenance, modification, or reconstruction of defense anicles. This

includes, for example, information in the form of blueprints,

design drawings, photographs, plans, instructions, computer
software and documentation." 15 CFR Chapter VII (1-1-94

Edition), Part 778 - Proliferation Controls, establishes the

relevance of export controls to the disposal of DOE nuclear-related

equipment. Part 778.2 identifies nuclear-related commodities (The
Nuclear Referral List), and Part 779.4(c) describes certain related

There is no indication that

either local or Departmental

guidelines werefollowed in the

sale of equipment to the salvage
dealer.

Guidancefor control of nuctear-

related equipment, including

export control, may not always
be readily available to property

managers.

A primary document, the

Nuclear Technology Reference

Book, is classified.

Other relevant guidance is not

formally implemented within the

Department 's property disposal

system.

16
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technica] data subject to these controls. However, there appears
to be no DOE order or guidance that implements or supplements
the framework created by CFRs 15 and 22.

Although ECI guidelines were provided by memorandum from the

Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs on January 19, 1989,

the guidelines were never incorporated in a DOE order to ensure

fiili compliance. A draft order. DOE S6S0.4, dated 11/7/88,

Identification of Export Controlled Information, was discussed and

passed around for comment from 1987 to 1989, but was never

published, apparently since it was not approved by the Office of

General Counsel. Although Congress questioned DOE in 1991 as

to why the Department bad not implemented legislation on export

controls, a DOE order was still not forthcoming.

Finally, no EKDE order implements Atomic Energy Act and Export
Control Act restrictions on nonproliferation issues. Current

classification and UCNI guidance does not address nonproliferation

and export control issues.

3^ Direction and Guidance

When a project is terminated, the property administrator is

responsible for ensuring that all property and data identified as

classified or otherwise controlled is disposed of properly. In some
cases these items will be used by the Government or other

authorized organizations; in other cases they will be sold or

destroyed. In each circumstance, the property administrator

contributes to protection against the unauthorized public release of

property and associated data. Finally, the property administrator

usually works with the project manager to ensure that property or

information being released for public sale is not classified or

otherwise sensitive.

However, property administrators cannot do it alone; decisions

concerning sensitivity and restriction are beyond the scope of their

authority. Improving the control of sensitive and restricted

property and data requires the efforts of fop DOE managers,
individual project managers, security officials, and property

administrators.

There seemed to be a breakdown in the coordination of the secu-

rity and sensitivity considerations within DOE-ID as well as at

DOE Headquarters. Tliis breakdown resulted from individuals

being unaware of or choosing to ignore established procedures.

As a direct consequence, many of those same individuals assumed

authority to make determinations regarding the sensitivity of the

equipment that was dispositioned.

Responsibilityfor ensuring

proper comrol ofproperty after

a project is terminated rests

with property administrators.

However, they alone cannot

make decisions about sensitivity

and restriction.

In the current case, lack of
coordination resulted in inap-

propriate determinations about

sensitivity.

17
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After a classified or otherwise restricted project is established, the

project manager is normally assigned overall responsibility for

execution of the project in accordance with all administrative

controls. The project manager sets the suge during the adminis-
tration of the project by complying with designated functional

security responsibilities. In turn, management and operating
contractors are responsible for compliance with classification

guidance firom the Department and for ensuring that guidance is

passed to their subcontractors. Ultimately, it falls to the desig-
nated property administrators to determine whether guidance
requirements relative to classified or controlled materials have
been satisfied prior to the final disposition of property.

In this case, there was a lack of DOE-ID management attention

and bvolvement in this important area. More importantly, how-
ever, there was a lack of management attention at DOE Headquar-
ters. Headquarters did not follow up the ECI guidance published

by the Defense Programs memorandum in 1989, and a draft order
on export controlled information was never published. No DOE
order implements Atomic Energy Act and Export Control Act
restrictions on nonproliferation issues. Current classification and
UCNl guidance does not address nonproliferation and export con-
trol issues. DOE does not have a nonproliferation policy, and did
not have a nonproliferation policy at the time of the sale of

property.

Finally, DOE Headquarters was notified by the Department of
State on August 24, 1 993, of the sensitivity of exporting reprocess-

ing equipment. Both the Department of State and the NRC
expressed concerns to DOE on the sale of the reprocessing

equipment without restrictions on resale or use. Even though
these concerns were made clear, DOE Headquarters took no action

until March 3, 1994, when the Office of Export Control and
International Safeguards informed the salvage dealer that any
attempt to export the equipment would require approvals from the

Department and from the NRC.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The equipment acquired by the salvage dealer primarily consists

of 57 large components: slab tanks, annular tanks, decanters,

separation columns, and evaporators. The largest items are the

critically safe slab tanks used to store material at various steps in

the reprocessing process and of interest only in nuclear applica-
tions. Without the other integral components and ancillary

equipment they are of limited utility for nuclear processing

purposes. Obtaining the equipment could, however, reduce the

Various levels of authority must
be coordinated to assure appro-

priate disposition ofproperty.

In the case under investigation,

management attention at both

the Operations Office and

Headquarters was insufficient to

assure that transfer require-
ments were met.

The Department was also slug-

gish in responding to clearly

expressed concerns about the

sale.

The eguipmeru purchased by the

salvage dealer is of limited

utility but could accelerate

another country's nuclear

reprocessing program.

18
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time necessary to develop a processing operation for countries that

have spent fuel to process.

The documents obtained by the salvage dealer (primarily the

design drawings. Chapters 1 and 6 of the FSAR, and the radio-

graphs) do not significantly increase the utility of the equipment

and do not, in themselves, represent significant value relative to

nuclear fuel reprocessing, since the process they rq)resent is well

known and over 30 years old. Additionally, die equipment and

documentation together are insufficient to construct a reprocessing

system, since they represent only part of a compile system.

Although another country might achieve some savings in time and

cost if it obtained this equipment and associated documents, their

usefulness is limited. They rqjresent only part of a unique

system—a refinement of earlier systems that were easier to

construct. The advanced safety features of the FPR system

decrease its attractiveness as a system that could be quickly

assembled and placed into operation.

Therefore, the potential for a country or group to use the equip-

ment to further a nuclear weapons development program is mini-

mal because it is incomplete, requires special nuclear material, and

lacks full documentation. Also, similar equipment can be obtained

from other legitimate commercial sources, and the reprocessing

technology involved is well known.

Nevertheless, a number of things went wrong during this incident,

both at Idaho and at Headquarters. There was generally a lack of

effective oversight exercised at DOE-ID and at DOE Headquarters

directly related to the sale of this particular equipment and release

of associated documents.

There was a failure by DOE-ID to implement the guidelines on

ECI provided by the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs and

to follow the policies and procedures that were, in fact, in place

(e.g., the Federal Property Management Regulations, the DOE

Property Management Regulation supplement to the FPMR, and

the EG&G procedures manual addressing export controls). Addi-

tionally, individuals working for the DOE and its contractor

organizations contributed to the resulting problems by facilitating

the efforts of the salvage dealer without due consideration of

sensitivity, expon control requirements, and nuclear proliferation

issues.

The documentation b not of
significant valuefor a repro-

cessing program.

The overall system was a highly

refined version of a reprocess-

ing system, and would be more

difficult to assemble and operate
than other types of reprocessing

systems.

Thus, even a complete system of
this sort would be of relatively

little interest to a courary or

group intending to develop
nuclear weapons.

However, the Department 's

failure to consider export con-

trol b causefor concern.
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In addition, DOE Headquarters has failed in a number of impor-
tant areas. Headquarters failed to follow up the guidelines

provided by Defense Programs by incorporating the guidelines on

export controls and nonproliferation in an appropriate DOE order.

In fact, a draft order, DOE 5650.4 on export controlled informa-

tion, was never published, although Congress voiced its concerns

in 1991 to DOE for not implementing legislation on export con-

trols. Also, there is no DOE order implemeoting Atomic Energy
Act and Export Control Act restrictions on nonproliferation issues.

Headquarters should ensure that all operations offices have the

appropriate documents addressing these issues, such as the Nuclear

Technolo^ Reference Book and the Militarily Critical Technolo-

gies List .

To complicate matters, the salvage dealer received assistance from

Headquarters in his attempt to solve his problems. This assistance

came in the form of suggestions relative to the letter the salvage

dealer wrote to the Manager of EG&G. This was done with no

apparent regard for the potential impacts surrounding this issue.

As indicated earlier, this information was provided to the Office

of the Inspector General.

DOE Headquarters also was somewhat sluggish in its response to

the concerns expressed by the Department of State and the NRC
on the sale of the reprocessing equipment. Even though these

concerns were made clear in August 1993, Headquarters took no

action until March 3, 1994, after the Chairman of the NRC
informed the Secretary of Energy on February 25, 1994, urging

that action be taken.

Improvements need to be made to prevent recurrence of similar

events by providing current policy guidance, preferably in the

form ofDOE order, to Departmental field elements involved in the

disposition of sensitive equipment and associated documentation,

especially that related to nuclear materials and reprocessing

activities. It is vital that the guidance include procedures neces-

sary to protect against the inadvertent or intentional transfer of

sensitive unclassified information to the public, to nuclear prolif-

erants, or to foreign interests potentially inimical to the United

States.

Although actual damage in this case is minimal, the incident

resulted in an appearance of ineptitude on the part of Departmenial

elements. More importantly, system breakdowns of this type

could have more severe consequences in other similar situations

where the equipment and documents involved may be extremely

sensitive or even classified. Unless immediate and definitive

action is taken by Headquarters and appropriate field elements, it

is likely that similar activities will cause the Department future

embarrassment.

Current guidance must be

formalized and the appropriate

references and regulations made
available to those responsible

for property disposition.

Poorjudgment was evident in

some contacts with the dealer.

Headquarters was somewhat

sluggish in its response to

export control concerns.

Improvements are needed to

assure appropriate disposition

ofproperty in the future. .

Although this case caused little

damage, recurrences could have

severe consequences.

70
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Mutual Agreement
Between

The U.S. Department of Energy
and

Frontier

This Mutual Agreement is by and between^ the U.S. Department of Energy (Department) and

Tom Johansen and Sandra Johansen, husband and wife, individually, and doing business as

Frontier Car Corral and/or Frontier Salvage (collectively referred to as Frontier) and is

effective upon signing by the parties.

Witnesseth That:

Whereas, on June 11, 1993, the Department of Energy (Department) through its management
and operating contractor EG&G Idaho, Inc., offered for sale under Invitation No. EG&G
25-93, certain lots of surplus property identified as lots 1-6; and.

Whereas, on July 12, 1993, Frontier was awarded a contract for sale for lots 1-6 of said

property, a copy of which is attached and made part hereof by this reference; and.

Whereas, the subject invitation did not contain a notification as to export or resale

restrictions, or any other limitations on resale or use of the subject property; and,

Whereas, the subject property is subject to export controls prescribed by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission; and,

Whereas, Frontier has represented that it has received offers up to $8,300,000.00 for

purchase of the subject properties by foreign-owned companies, but because of export

controls, it has been unable to fmalize such sales; and,

Whereas, Frontier has submitted a claim for compensation for its investment, marketing,
time and effort, storage costs, loss of sales, and other expenses; and.

Whereas, the Department and Frontier mutually agree that, in the interests of the national

security and public health and safety, the referenced personal property should be rendered

unfit for use for any purpose other than for scrap; and.

Whereas, the Department has determined that it is in the public interest to provide for the

maintenance and the safeguarding of the subject property, and to oversee the reduction of

said property to scrap; and,
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Whereas, this Agreement is executed by the Department under the authority of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended (including sections 3(c), 43, 161(g) and 161(j)), the

Department of Energy Organization Act (including section 646), and other applicable law.

Now therefore, it is agreed by the parties as follows:

ARTICLE I

1. The Department shall be given and shall assume direct responsibility, as determined

appropriate by the Department, for the maintenance, supervision and safeguarding of

the subject property from the date of this agreement until such time as the Department
determines that the subject property has been reduced to a form unfit for use except as

scrap.

2. The Department shall be permitted to monitor all work performed by Frontier to

reduce subject property to a form unfit for use, except as scrap, for the purpose of

ensuring that such work has been performed and such status has been achieved to the

Department's satisfaction. The Department shall provide Frontier a written

determination that the subject property has been rendered unfit for use. The manner,

techniques, and conduct of the work shall be the sole responsibility of Frontier.

ARTICLE n

1. The Department shall provide a representative to review the subject property with

Frontier to assess Frontier's plan for an initial cutting and follow-on cutting and shall

mutually agree as to the nature and extent of such cutting. Within ninety-six hours of

the delivery of all documents as required by Article II. 3, Frontier shall render the

equipment unusable for its originally designed purpose by cutting using a plasma torch

or similar technology. Frontier shall then, at the earliest possible date, commence
follow-on work to reduce all of the subject property unfit for any use, except as scrap.

2. Frontier shall complete the work described in paragraph 1 above on or before

August 25, 1994. Frontier shall assume sole responsibility for reducing the subject

property to scrap, and will indemnify and hold harmless the Department and its

contractors and subcontractors with respect to any liabilities resulting from such

activity.

3. Frontier shall immediately return to the Department all documents, papers, books,

manuals, technical drawings and any other materials received by any means from the

Department or any of its management and operating contractors or any other source

that relates to the functioning, repair, testing, maintenance, use, manufacture, or

transportation of the subject property, or for any other purpose associated with the

subject property, and any copies or reproductions thereof. Frontier shall provide an

inventory of all such documents upon execution of this agreement and a certification to
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the Department to the effect that all such materials have been returned before payment
under Article m. 1(a).

ARTICLE m
1 . In consideration for the foregoing, the Department shall pay to Frontier the following

amounts, according to the following schedule:

(a) upon the execution of this agreement and the delivery to the Department of all

documents, including the certification referred to in Article 11. 3, above,

-
(b) upon the initial rendering of the property unusable for its originally designed

purpose by cutting as described in the second sentence of Article H.l; and

(c) upon provision by the Department of the written determination described in

Article 1.2 that all the subject property has been reduced to a form unfit for any
use, except for scrap.

2. Upon completion of the work to render the subject property unfit for use, except as

scrap, and upon receipt of the written determination that such work has been completed
and that the subject property has been reduced to scrap. Frontier may dispose of the

subject property and retain any monies received from such disposition, subject to any

export or resale requirements or proscriptions as may be imposed by applicable law.

Frontier shall provide advance notice of its intended disposition of the property to the

Department and provide a certification that the property will be sold only as scrap to

domestic scrap dealers or domestic primary metal producers.

In consideration of the execution of this mutual agreement and performance of the obligations
contained herein, each party, for themselves, their agents, successors, heirs, or assigns,

releases the other party (including contractors or subcontractors of the Department) of all

claims, demands, actions, responsibilities and liabilities arising out of the July 12, 1993

contract for sale.

FRONTIER U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

By: By:
Tom Johansen Contracting Officer

By:
Sandra Johansen

Date: Date:
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The Under Secretary of Energy
Wasfwngton. DC 20585

August 5, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR;

FROM:

SUBJECT:

GLEMN S. PODONSKY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR SAFEGUARD EVALUATION,
OFHCE OF ENVIRON?v!ENT, SAFETT AND
HEALTH

CHARLES B. CURTIS (2^^-^^.CL.u:^
An Inquiry into the sale ofReprocesdng Equipment at

the IdsJu) National Enpneering Laboratoiy

The Secretary has tasked me to supervise an inquirv into the drcumstarices surrounding tf» sale

of reprocessing equipment at tf>e Department's Idaho National Etxgineering Laboratory. I am
asking you to conduct this inquiry. 1 am also requesting that you coordii^ate this effort with
Steve Midtelsen at the Office of Human Resources. Tom Todd, my Staff Director, will be

lesporuible for the day-to-day coordinaticat of this inquiry on my behalf. Finally, I have

requested Tom to arrange a meetii^ with you and Steve Michelsen on Monday, Augtist 8, 1994,
to set out a coordination process for this inquiry and to place this inquiry in the broader context
of how this Department should be organized to better control matters related to surplus
property.

cc Tara OToole, EH-1
Steve Michelsexv HR

•^
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United States Government. Department of Energy
; '-^k^Jrii', ,';xt^- 'Tr^ >i
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DATE: August 10, 1994
HEPLYTO
ATTN OF: EH-4

SUBJECT; An Inquiry into the Sale of Reprocessing Equipment at the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory

^ Charles B. Curtis, Under Secretary of Energy

Thru: Tara O'Toole, Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety and Health, EH*ltj^

As directed in your memorandum of August 5, 1994, we are prepared to conduct
an independent inquiry into the circumstances surrounding the sale of
reprocessing equipment at the Department's Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory. Planning for the inquiry is currently under way. The on site
phase is scheduled for August 15-19, 1994. The Department of Energy
Headquarters and other agency interviews, as necessary, relative to the
inquiry will be conducted August 22-26, 1994.

The inquiry will focus on the policies and procedures associated with the
July 1993 sale of the equipment and the subsequent release of related
information. The inquiry team will operate under established protocols of
the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Security Evaluations.
Details of the inquiry will be provided daily to Tom Todd of your staff by
telephone conferencing.

As the result of discussions with Tom Todd as well as Bob Alvarez on

August 8, 1994, the special inquiry will review:

• all specifics relative to this particular sale of equipment to assess
rationale, appropriateness, and surrounding impacts

the adequacy of procedures for determining the sensitivity and/or
classification of equipment designated for release or sale to the

public

the adequacy of procedures relative to the release of documents
(drawings, manuals, flow-sheets, blueprints, and X-rays) associated
with the reprocessing of nuclear fuel, with emphasis on information
that is released to the public through the Freedom of Information
Act

the implementation of those procedures in the sale of equipment and
release of documents relative to this event.

A written report will be provided to your office on September 1, 1994.
If you have any questions, please contact me (30J-903-3777)

rf'S. Podonsky
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Security Evaluations

Environment, Safety and Health

cc:

Thomas Todd, US
Robert Alvarez. PO-9
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The Secretary of Cnergy
Washington. DC 20585

Augusta. 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SECRETARIAL OFFICERS
MANAGERS. OPERATIONS OFFICES
MANAGER. OHIO FIELD OFFICE

MANAGER. ROCKY FLATS OFFIC

HAZEL R. 0'LEARY_J^ / ^fjy..
Control of the Department's Surplus Equipment and

Materials

Tfie recent disclosure regarding the sale of reprocessing equipment to a private party

at the Department's Idaho National Engineering Laboratory underscores the

inadequacies of departmental policies and practices regarding surplus property.

Apparently, the decisions to render the equipment at Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory were based on whether or not the equipment and related documentation

was classified. This is an inadequate form of control because a great deal of nuclear

production processes have been unclassified for several years. A more appropriate
form of control would utilize information regarding the proliferation sensitivity of the

equipment, materials, and related documentation. In this regard, the Department of

Energy has developed a Nuclear Technology Reference Book, which is part of a

larger Military Critical Technology List maintained by the Department of Defense.

Therefore. I am directing that the Nuclear Technology Reference Book be immediately
used to provide guidance with respect to designation and sale of surplus equipment
that may pose proliferation risks.

This situation also raises serious questions about the adequacy of the Department's
overall system of property controls. With the end of the Cold War and the subsequent
closure of Department of Energy production facilities, large amounts of excess

equipment and materials are accumulating that may have commercial value. The
controls over Department equipment, materials, and related information need to be

strengthened to reduce risks of nuclear proliferation, to assure the government
recovers an appropriate cost for its surplus property, and to protect the environment,

safety and health. Additionally, the President's nonproliferation policy of September
1993, which discourages dvilian reprocessing, must be integrated into Department of

Energy property control and management practices. Therefore, I am also directing the

Under Secretary to develop new policy and procedures to better control the
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Department's surplus property. This effort will be done in coordination with the Offices

of Defense Programs, Human Resources. Policy. Environmental Management,
National Security and Nonproliferation, General Counsel. Re(d Management, Nuclear

Energy, Energy Research and Environment. Safety and Health.

The goals of this policy are to: .

establish a Department-wide property inventory tfiat identifies surplus

equipment, materials, and related information that could be used by a

potential nuclear proliferant;

provide the Department's programs and field offices with clear and

uniform guidance regarding the designation of excess equipment,

materials, and related information that is proliferation-sensitive;

assure that environmental, safety, and health is protected;

assure that the taxpayer is receiving appropriate value for property either

sold or used;

assure close coordination between the Department and its contractors

regarding designation and sale of excess property; and

provide adequate safeguards on the release of equipment, information,

and materials based on consistent proliferation controls.

This new policy will be developed within the next 90 days and will be done in

coordination with the Departments of State, Commerce, and the Treasury and the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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The Under Secretaiy of Energy
Washington. OC 20585

August 5.1994

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIAL OFFICERS
MANAGERS. OPERATIONS OFFICES
MANAGER. OHIO FIELD OFFICE
MANAGER. ROCKY FLATS OFFICE

FROM: CHARLES B. CURTIS"-^'*''^ •^^yJ*^.^^

SUBJECT; Near-Term Actions for Control of the Department's

Surplus Nuclear-Related Equipment, Materials, and

Associated Documentation

In the attached memorandum to you of August 3. 1994, the Secretary
directed me to develop new policy and procedures to better control the

Department's surplus property. Several actions are warranted to assure

proper control of certain surplus property until the new policy and

procedures are in place.

Effective immediately, you are directed to suspend all declarations of

surplus, disposition, or release of nuclear-related equipment, materials,

or associated documentation until I am assured that the Nuclear

Technology Reference Book is being used to properly guide these

decisions. Each cognizant Federal or contractor official in Headquarters
or the field who has authority to declare as surplus, dispose of, or

release nuclear-related equipment, materials, or documentation must

certify by memorandum to me that they have personal confidence that a

system is in place that properly employs this guidance to reduce the

risks of nuclear proliferation as a result of the disposition or release of

surplus property. The certification should make clear the scope of

relevant responsibilities and specific authorities vested in the individual.

Heads of Contracting Activity should assure contractor implementation of

this direction. The suspension will be released on a location by location

basis by memorandum from me only upon receipt of satisfactory

certifications and the following:

o For Field Offices reporting to Field Management, the Associate

Deputy Secretary for Field Management and the Assistant Secretary

for Human Resources and Administration will validate in writing the

system readiness at each Field Office.
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o For all other Field Offices, the cognizant Secretarial Officer will

similarly validate readiness in conjunction with the Assistant Secretary
for Human Resources and Administration.

In order to assist you in meeting this certification requirement, the

Department is establishing a team of technical experts to provide help in

using the Nuclear Technology Reference Book. A list of these experts to

assist DOE facilities in meeting the above certification requirements and

to address specific questions relating to declarations of surplus, disposal,

or release will be provided to all offices from the Director of the Office of

Nonproliferation and National Security within the next few days. Until this

expert guidance team is established, any questions pertaining to the

implementation of the Nuclear Technology Reference Book as a review

device should t>e directed to Ms, Trisha Dedik, Director, Export Control

Operations Division, Office of Arms Control and Nonproliferation

(202) 586-2112, fax (202) 586-1348.

Attachment
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Mrs. Thurman. First of all, the special inquiry report and the

Department's testimony today concede that DOE lacks adequate
controls and procedures to properly control information and equip-
ment that result in the proliferation of nuclear weapons; isn't that
correct?

General Durham. I wouldn't say it was totally correct. There is

no question that there has been a breakdown in the process. Guide-
lines were implemented on this issue back as far as 1989, and they
are in place now and were also in place at the time of the incident,
but it was also clear to us that there was not proper coordination.
Mrs. Thurman. Were those guidelines followed in this case?
General Durham. Trish.?
Ms. Dedik. I think certainly not for the information side of the

house. They may not have reached the equipment side, but on the
information side, no.

Mrs. Thurman. Are there any formal sets of DOE orders and
procedures in place requiring the screening of information and ma-
terial for its proliferation potential? In addition
Ms. Dedik. There are no DOE orders. However, there are official

DOE policies and guidelines which were first implemented in 1989,
redistributed in 1991. We also had a letter from Dr. Keliher in Sep-
tember 1993 after finding out of the Idaho sale, which indicated

again that people ought to take account of the export control proce-
dures that were in effect, that they ought to—that in particular,

property management folks ought to familiarize themselves with
that.

We have done training on this subject, we continue to have a

nonproliferation seminar which we do on a quarterly basis which
is open to folks in the Department and other agencies which have

nonproliferation responsibilities.
Mrs. Thurman. The question, though, is there now any formal

set of DOE's orders or procedures in place today?
Ms. Dedik. Procedures and guidelines, yes.
Mrs. Thurman. But no orders?
Ms. Dedik. But no orders.

Mrs. Thurman. OK. Unfortunately, this is not the first time the
need for these procedures has been raised by Congress. As recently
as April 24, 1991, Mr. Dingell's Oversight and Investigations Sub-
committee held an extensive hearing on the failure of the Depart-
ment to address this problem—in particular with regard to Iraq.
Mr. Dingell's investigation found the DOE had drafted an order

on the control of the information in 1988, but that opposition from
within the Department, including Mr. Eric Fygi, then Deputy Gen-
eral Counsel at DOE, prevented those orders from being promul-
gated. On April 24, 1991, Mr. John Tuck, then Under Secretary of

DOE, with Mr. Fygi present, committed to taking care of this prob-
lem, "not a year from now but a hell of a lot sooner," and that is

in Exhibit 7.

Now, Mr. Tuck is no longer at DOE, but Mr. Fygi is; is he not?

Is he still there?
General Durham. Yes.
Mrs. Thurman. What is his position at DOE?
(General Durham. Mr. Fygi is the Deputy General Counsel, No.

2 in the Greneral Counsel's job.
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Mrs. Thurman. OK. So 3^2 years have gone by, if I have got this

right. Specifically, what steps have then been taken since Mr. Din-

gell's April 1991 hearing to promulgate those orders and proce-
dures?
Ms. Dedik. I think we would be best advised to provide that for

the record so that we could provide you a detailed set of informa-
tion in terms of what the Department has done and what steps
they have taken.
Mrs. Thurman. We would like you to do that since 1991, to tell

us what those procedures are, because we find this to be very seri-

ous, that it was brought before Congress and still yet here we are
in another situation in 1994.

[The information referred to follows:]

Although there is no Department of Energy (DOE) order, there are Guidelines on
Export Controlled Information which were first issued in 1989 and redistributed in

1991. The guidelines were issued and reinforced with orientation briefings at the
various field offices. The Export Control Division also provides a Nuclear Non-
proliferation Seminar on a quaqrterly basis which is open to field representatives,
and has published a DOE Technology Security Guide. This guide is designed to edu-
cate DOE and contractor personnel of the Department's responsibilities in the non-

proliferation area. Additionally, John Keliher, Director, Office of Nonproliferation
and National Security, distributed a memorandum on September 22, 1993, to DOE
program and field offices concerning nuclear proliferation risks in surplus disposal.
Tne Export Control Division has updated and expanded the Export Controlled In-

formation Guidelines to encompass material and equipment. These guidelines on

Export Control and Nonproliferation were issued by the Under Secretary on Novem-
ber 10, 1994. An initial training program for field personnel has been scheduled for

December 15, 1994. Additional briefings for the field will take place as well. In addi-

tion, the Department is reviewing the scope of its legal authority to control the dis-

semination of Export Controlled Information.
The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Procurement and Assistance Management

issued on November 10, 1994, "Interim Guidelines for the Control of High Risk Per-
sonal Property." These guidelines have been distributed to the managers of Oper-
ations and Field Offices, as well as responsible contractor personnel and will be the

subject of training as well.

Mrs. Thurman. The recent special inquiry report found there
was no indication that DOE in Idaho or Idaho contractors them-
selves followed any of the January 1989 expert controlled informa-
tion guidelines that actually did exist; isn't this correct?

Ms. Dedik. I really could not address that in terms of what
Idaho did or did not. I think we should provide that for the record
as well.

[The information referred to follows:]

As written in the special inquiry report, it is correct that there was no indication
that Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Corp., Department of Energy Office at Idaho, nor
EG&G Idaho, Inc., followed any of the export controlled information guidelines pro-
vided by the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs, Office of Classification and
Technology Policy, DP-32. However, guidelines were followed in the case of the
Freedom of Information Act request; prior to suppljang the drawings to the Depart-
ment of Energy Office in Idaho for release, the information was reviewed against
the Militarily Critical Technologies List by the Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Corp.
Classification Officer, and determined not to be Export Controlled.

Mrs. Thurman. I believe it is at page 16 of the report. An Idaho

story is that because the material wasn't actually exported, no laws
or regulations were broken; correct?

Ms. Dedik. That is correct.

Mrs. Thurman. Even if the Department did not have proper pro-
cedures then in place, it did learn in August, and this is going to

take us back through some of the line of questioning before, that.

49-514 98-6
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in August 1993 that an attempt was being made to export the ma-
terial. On August 3, 1993, the British Defense Ministry Depart-
ment informed the U.S. State Department that Mr. Johansen, one
of the two successful bidders, was attempting to export reprocess-

ing equipment.
As stated in their fax to the State Department, which is again

in exhibit 8, "British Nuclear Fuel wasn't interested. I wondered if

Saddam Hussein might be. I thought you or your colleagues might
wish to check it out if you haven't already." Have you done that?
The Department's position and the special inquiry report states

that DOE learned about the British communication on August 24,

1993; is that correct?

Ms. Dedik. It does state that.

Mrs. Thurman. And that date is based on an August 24 letter

Dr. Keliher, DOE's Director of Intelligence and National Security
from the State Department, which is exhibit 9; is that correct?

Ms. Dedik. Yes.
Mrs. Thurman. OK. The subcommittee's review indicates that

contrary to what DOE would have us believe, the State Depart-
ment did not wait 3 weeks before informing DOE. Exhibit 10 is a
fax transmission sheet from the State Department to the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission dated August 9, 1993. The message on the
sheet says that it appears that the equipment would require the
NRC export license and that NRC may wish to advise the pur-
chaser of this. The message then concludes by saying DOE has re-

ceived copies of these documents and concurs in this approach.
Note the past tense "has received."

It appears that DOE was informed of the British communication

prior to the afternoon of August 9, so when precisely did DOE learn
of the British communication?
Ms. Dedik. I think there is no subterfuge intended in terms of

what the report indicates is the date and what we might say here.

As best we can recollect, we did find out on or around August 9,

whether or not we learned of it August 8 or the morning of August
9, or indeed at the same time that the Department of State was
faxing this to the NRC, we cannot say. We have all tried to recon-

struct that, but we know it was very, very close to that date.

Mrs. Thurman. OK. However, the fax that was done on August
9 suggests that DOE has received copies of these documents and
concurs in this approach.
Ms. Dedik. That is correct.

Mrs. Thurman. Now, why is it important to know when DOE
knew about this information from the British? It is important be-

cause it is DOE's story that the sale of the equipment had already
been made by the time it found out that anything might be amiss.
DOE's special inquiry report says that the equipment was sold on

July 12, 1993.
In fact, what DOE did on July 12 was to award the bid, but the

actual sale was not completed until August 11, 1993, which is ex-

hibit 12, after DOE was informed that the purchaser was trying to

export this equipment; isn't that correct, Mr. Durham?
General DURHAM. I cannot personally say whether that was cor-

rect or not.
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Mrs. Thurman. OK. What we would like you to do, then, as you
get an opportunity to look through these to provide this back to us
for the record.

Likewise, DOE's response to the purchaser's Freedom of Informa-
tion request was dated August 9 and the check and receipt for the
information in the amount of $280 are dated August 10, which is
exhibit 13, so again DOE proceeded to provide the drawings even
after it was informed that the purchaser intended to export this
material. Is that correct?

[The information referred to follows:]

It is correct that the Department of Energy's Office in Idaho responded to the pur-
chaser's Freedom of Information request on August 9, 1993, which included provid-
ing the drawings. As written in the special inquiry report, there is no basis under
the Freedom of Information Act guidelines to refuse the purchaser of these draw-
ings. The drawings neither contained classified information nor unclassified con-
trolled nuclear information.

If the Freedom of Information Act Officer had been aware of the fact that the re-

questor was planning to export the information or related equipment, and that the
equipment or information was export controlled as sensitive, then the Freedom of
Information Act Officer would have been obligated to identify this to the requestor
when, as the law requires, the information was sent.

General Durham. Again, personal knowledge, no, but for the
record, we would like to go back and take a look at that and pro-
vide you an answer for the record. But on personal knowledge, I

do not know the answer to that question.
Mrs. Thurman. If you will, just go through these with me be-

cause I want to make sure that you have the questions, that this
committee is extremely interested in finding out those answers. I

understand from what I can gather here that maybe you don't have
that knowledge. However, we need the answers to these questions
because we feel they are very important, particularly based on even
as far back as 1991.
On September 22, 1993, Dr. KeUher finally responds to the infor-

mation received from the State Department by sending out a memo
to the field, which is in exhibit 14, stating that his office has re-

cently learned of instances in which Department of Energy disposal
of surplus equipment has raised potential nuclear proliferation con-
cerns. This memo was received by Idaho on October 1. Again, did
Mr. Keliher contact Idaho directly concerning the Idaho sale at
that time, and was there any other guidance provided to Idaho?
General Durham. I haven't seen that document and am not

aware.
Mrs. Thurman. Notwithstanding the September 22, 1993 memo

from Dr. Keliher, Idaho contractor personnel continued to provide
Mr. Johansen with documentation informally and without even
classification review; didn't they?
General Durham. Same answer.
Mrs. Thurman. Notwithstanding Dr. Keliher's memo of Septem-

ber 22, 1993, Dr. Keliher's organization didn't formally notify the

purchaser that he must obtain an export license until March 3,

1994?
Ms. Dedik. I would like to respond to that, just a point of clari-

fication.

While we did not inform him in writing until March, we were
aware of the NRC informing him of his obligations, and since NRC
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was the licensing agent, we felt that was the appropriate method
to take. It only became clear after we had conversations with him
that we thought he needed to be told again that he was obligated
to obtain an export license.

Mrs. Thurman. This guidance actually was issued on September
22, 1993.
Ms. Dedik. The Dr. Keliher memo, yes.
Mrs. Thurman. So the question is. Why did you wait those 6

months?
Ms. Dedik. Basically, I think the simple answer—we may want

to provide further clarification for the record—but I think the sim-

ple answer is the NRC had already informed Mr. Johansen of his

obligation to obtain an export license, and also had informed him
that an export license was very unlikely to be granted.
Mrs. Thurman. So why did they send a letter then in March or

send it at all, at that point?
Ms. Dedik. At that point, we sent it only because Mr. Johansen

then in February began calling my office fairly frequently. The
tenor of the conversations seemed to be one of, won't you help me
get this license? You know, how can I get this license?

I guess it was our analysis that he didn't quite get the message,
and so we thought it important again to officially document that
he did indeed need an NRC export license, that he might also need
a Department of Commerce license, and that now that we knew of

the information side of things that he may also need a DOE au-

thorization.

Mrs. Thurman. The March 3 letter signed then by Mr. Rooney
states that "it has recently come to my attention that in July your
firm purchased from EG&G Idaho equipment that was to have
been used in the new fuel processing facility."

Let me again direct your attention to exhibit 16. This is a letter

dated September 15, 1993, signed by Mr. Rooney, acknowledging
the receipt of the August 24, 1994, State Department letter for-

mally transmitting the British Defense Ministry information.
Mr. Rooney's September 15, 1993, letter to the State Department

specifically discusses the fact that Frontier Salvage of Pocatello, ID,
should have known an export license was required. Mr. Rooney's
letter also says that DOE officials should have informed the pur-
chasers of this requirement.
So what is the basis for Mr. Rooney's assertion in March that he

only recently learned of this sale and for not ensuring that Mr. Jo-

hansen was informed of this requirement 6 months after he wrote
to the State Department?
Ms. Dedik. I would like to respond for the record.

Mrs. Thurman. OK.
We are going to conclude at least on this part of it. We are going

to keep going on the reprocess, but this will be the last of those

questions.
We discussed Mr. Rooney's lack of memory regarding when he

learned—I guess we haven't discussed much of anything here at

this point
—but learned of the Idaho sale, but unfortunately, Mr.

Rooney is not the only person at DOE who doesn't seem to be able
to recall being informed about the sale or to think that responding
to the possible export of reprocessing equipment was priority. After
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the situation was reported by the Wall Street Journal on August
3, 1994, a year to the date that the U.S. Gk)vernment learned of the

attempts to export this material, Secretary O'Leary issued a memo-
randum concerning what she termed the recent disclosure of the
Idaho sale, which is exhibit 17.

Exhibit 18 is a February 25, 1994, letter from Ivan Selin, the
Chairman of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, to DOE
Secretary of Energy O'Leary, informing her of the sale of this

equipment and recommending that DOE take prompt and direct

steps to prevent any diversion to unauthorized use, including re-

purchasing the equipment from the salvage companies, if nec-

essary. So even if Mr. Keliher and Mr. Rooney did not bother to

inform the Secretary of this problem, she was informed by the
Chairman of the NRC in February 1994, 6 months before the Wall
Street Journal article. Isn't that true?
Ms. Dedik. That is correct.

Mrs. Thurman. But, in fact. Chairman Selin's letter of February
25 was not his only communication of this information to Secretary
O'Leary and her staff; was it? NRC has confirmed to us that on

February 11, 1994, before his formal letter was sent. Chairman
Selin met with Secretary O'Leary and her staff.

Among the other issues discussed at that February 11 meeting,
Mr. Selin raised the NRC's concerns about the Idaho equipment
sale. So, in fact, even if they didn't see Chairman Selin's letter, the

Secretary and her staff should have known about this problem well

before they read about it in the Wall Street Journal. Do you believe

that that is correct?

Ms. Dedik. No knowledge of that.

General Durham. Was not at that meeting.
Mrs. Thurman. OK. All of these questions that we are going

through right now, I think I have made myself clear, we would like

you to provide for the record later on.

The bottom line is that the NRC and the State Department re-

peatedly attempted to inform DOE officials of this situation all the

way up to the Secretary, and it was not until it showed up on the
front page of the Wall Street Journal that anyone at DOE thought
it was important enough to even remember.

In fact, Ms. Dedik, NRC repeatedly raised concerns with your of-

fice with continued inquiries, which indicated that Mr. Johansen
was continuing to try to export this material, and you have kind
of said that is true?
Ms. Dedik. That is correct. I am not sure that I would character-

ize the NRC as repeated. We did have conversations, and we had
our own concerns based on the February telephone calls with Mr.
Johansen.

Mrs. Thurman. But according to a fax you sent to the NRC on

February 4, which is exhibit 19, you still didn't know whether or

not Mr. Johansen had in fact received construction drawings or de-

sign reports. Of course, he had.

Why, 6 months after your office learned from the State Depart-
ment of the attempts to export this material and 6 months after

those drawings were provided under a FOIA request by DOE
Idaho, did you not even know what information had been released

to Mr. Johansen?
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Ms. Dedik. We did have some difficulty putting the pieces to-

gether and determining exactly what had been sold. Not that we
didn't have a list, for example, but a list was not terribly descrip-
tive as to what that particular component was or what the impor-
tance of that component may be, and we wanted to do a thorough
job of looking at it and determining the importance of a particular

component.
Mrs. Thurman. Could you provide for the record a chronology of

all of these events?
Ms. Dedik. Yes.
Mrs. Thurman. We need to move on, but it is clear that DOE has

not told the whole story about this matter. And it is also clear, that
all of the rhetoric notwithstanding, when it comes to DOE's own
nonproliferation controls, there are serious longstanding problems,
problems which this subcommittee will want to examine further.

For example, there still doesn't seem to be any recognition that this

equipment and related technical information could be valuable to

a country like Iraq that is trying to develop nuclear weapons capa-
bility.

It is also fortunate that Mr. Johansen started his marketing ef-

forts with an ally like the British, because otherwise it is entirely

possible that DOE would still not have any concerns about this

sale.

We are going to jump back now. We only got into that because
Mr. Mica had brought it up. We have a series of questions to go
through on several other issues, but I will remind you, and we will

make sure that you get copies of all of this so that we can get an-
swers to these questions.
We are going to talk about some of the current problems in the

receiving and loans area next. Contractors are responsible for the

receipt and safeguarding of equipment they purchase.
The 1994 Sandia Lab's review found that the contractor was

dropping off equipment at various unsecured loading docks result-

ing in losses of over 75,000 dollar's worth of equipment just in the
last year. This DOE report contains pictures of Government prop-
erty paid by the taxpayers, just sitting there for the taking.
The report describes one instance where an employee was going

through a shipment while it was under surveillance by the review
team. This is not an isolated problem. The problem occurs at nu-
merous other DOE contractor sites. The 1994 report on Los Alamos
stated that Los Alamos lost 5,000 dollar's worth of equipment this

way in just 2 months. Why is this allowed to go on?
General Durham. Well, it shouldn't be allowed to go on, and that

is one of the primary reasons that we are taking the actions that
we are taking in changing our business practices, which include
more controls, more oversight, more accountability to conclude that

type of activity from going on.

Mrs. Thurman. It is my understanding that you just signed this

contract in 1993, so there should have been some of these controls

put into place at this time. Can you give us any assurance that
that is happening? According to the report we have, it is not.

General Durham. I do not believe that the controls we are talk-

ing about were incorporated in the 1993 contract. The controls that
I have been talking about here that stem from our contract reform
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activity have just been put into place in our first contract at Idaho,
for example, with the Lockheed Corp., and will be in the other 20
contracts that I mentioned to Mr. Mica over the next 18 months.
So the 1993 contract was under the old rules, rules that we know
are flawed, clauses in that contract that we know do not do a good
job for administration and oversight.

Mrs. Thurman. General, will you have the opportunity to go
back and do Sandia again?
General Durham. I don't know where Sandia is in regard to

being recompeted or where it is on its contract expiration date. Our
general approach is to take advantage of putting our new proce-
dures into the contract at the time that the contract is going to be

recompeted or expires.
Mrs. Thurman. Now, you said you had been working with 20,

and I think in earlier testimony you said over this 18 months you
are going to have an opportunity to do with how many
General Durham. Twenty, that we know of.

Mrs. Thurman. How long before we—can you give us the infor-

mation as to when we get to the final or all of the 50? Do you know
or can you provide us that information?
General Durham. That would be an extrapolation. We could try

to figure that out for the record, if you will. They are all on dif-

ferent time lines. Some are 5-year contracts.

[The information referred to follows:!

Because the personal property system improvements represent changes to the cur-

rent contracts, these changes will have to be negotiated into the contracts as they
are renewed or recompeted. Therefore, the overall cycle will take five or more years,

though we will seek bilateral agreement to negotiate these changes prior to the re-

newal or recompetition of these contracts.

Mrs. Thurman. But, general, you can certainly see why that
would be important for this committee to know that. Because, as

you know, we are going to be having more reports and things of

that nature and we need to see the differences on what is going on
out there between those that have been renegotiated or negotiated
and to what kind of things have been implemented into your better
business practices or management.
Government equipment is also loaned to employees, educational

organizations, and others, without adequate justification, and in

some cases, in direct violation of Gk)vernment regulations. At
Sandia, 5.4 million dollars worth of equipment such as personal
computers and printers has been loaned to Sandia employees with-
out adequate justification or controls.

To quote from the report itself, employees have frequently more
than one personal computer and printer on .loan. This equipment
is loaned out even when it is claimed by the laboratory to be in

short supply and additional purchases are requested. Is this true?

General Durham. I don't have personal knowledge. For the

record, we will make that determination for you.
[The information referred to follows:]

The Department's April 1994 property review of Sandia revealed that $5.4 million

worth of equipment was loaned to Sandia employees without adequate justification,
and that some employees have more than one personal computer and printer at

home. Sandia's corrective action plan dated September 13, 1994, stated that man-

agement believed the existing procedures for relocating property to off-site locations

was adequate to cover relocation of personal property to employees homes for busi-
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ness use. However, Sandia's new policies and procedures will now hold managers
responsible for (1) minimizing the relocation of computers to employee homes by en-

couraging the use of portable computers for temporary home use, and (2) ensuring
that complete and adequate justification exists before approving home use of govern-
ment property.

Finally, the report is not stating that Sandia claimed to be in short supply of per-
sonal computers or printers—it stated that of the personal computers reported as

inventory shortages (i.e., not found during a physical inventory), a large number of
them had been on loan to Sandia employees for home use. As a result, Sandia's new
policies will also provide for termination of employee home use privileges for em-

ployee's who fail to provide adequate protection of government property relocated for

home use.

Mrs. Thurman. At Los Alamos, almost 10.5 million dollars' worth
of equipment has been loaned out to employees. The Los Alamos
1990 report found that 68 percent of all property loans were to em-
ployees and that not all loans to employees were even being re-

ported by the property management system.
Four years later, the 1994 DOE review of Los Alamos flatly

states that the employee loans were not adequately justified, and
the IG found that Los Alamos was not even following its own proce-
dures in justifying loans. Forty percent of tools loaned out at the
K-25 Oak Ridge site could not even be located according to the
1993 review by DOE. Are you familiar with these reports, Mr. Dur-
ham?
General Durham. No, I am not.

Mrs. Thurman. Well, the 1993 review of Mound, another Albu-

querque-managed site, found that the contractor was loaning
equipment with an estimated value of $238,000 without first deter-

mining if there were other DOE or other Federal agencies that had
a need for that equipment, as required by DOE regulations. Yet,
DOE's local office had approved this procedure and approved the
loans themselves.
Not surprisingly, there were problems with the way in which

DOE's own local office was overseeing property management at

Mound. In fact, the 1993 review team separately criticized the way
in which the DOE's local office, the Dayton area office, adminis-
tered the property management requirements. Are you familiar
with any of these situations?
General Durham. I am not familiar with that particular incident,

but I know that we have had problems at that site.

Mrs. Thurman. The 1991 review of the Ames Laboratory, a Chi-

cago field office-managed contractor, found that loans were being
made without any prior approvals or justification, including one

prohibited by regulation to a for-profit company. Two years later,
DOE found Ames still making loans without proper approval and
that the equipment loaned to the for-profit company was still there.

Ames also abandoned equipment on loan without DOE approval
after deciding it was too old to be useful, even though DOE and
Federal regulations require screening and excess property proce-
dures to recover any residual value for the government.
We could go on and on with additional examples, Mr. Durham,

but why, when these problems have been in existence for so long,
do you believe they continue to occur?
General Durham. I think in some regard that they do, but I

think I would be less than honest if I didn't tell you that I think
that that is changing. I think the record is now mixed.
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There was a time, at least through my review, when we really
didn't have adequate controls at all, but now there has been more
attention being paid to this process. Our Office of Procurement, our
Office of Contract Management Administration, for example, is

doing a better job in surveys, better job in surveillance, better job
in oversight, that we have better accountability and that we are

improving in this area. So, yes, I think the reports are basically ac-

curate. But at the same time, I think that we are seeing improve-
ment. And hopefully when we institute all of the business prac-
tices, that I had mentioned to you earlier, that we are going to see

a trend toward total reversal of the way that we have done busi-

ness in the past vis-a-vis personal property, and have a lot better

accountability than we have had in the past.
Mrs. Thurman. I guess. General, the problem that we are having

is because these reports are so new, as of April 1994, and it would
seem that with those—and June 6, 1994, one was on the contractor

personal property system review at Sandia National Laboratories,

April 1994, and then the Los Alamos National Laboratory again on
June 6, 1994. So I would just suggest that these are frequent or

early or recent reports that we should have been or should have
seen some correction in those since we have been here now since

1993 in trying to work through some of these.

Numerous contractors have loaned property to their subcontrac-
tors without adequate justification or controls. In some cases, prop-

erty transferred to a subcontractor or purchased under the sub-

contract is converted to a permanent loan after the contract has ex-

pired. The 1993 review of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory found ex-

pired subcontracts dating back to 1985 that never had government
property recovered or reconciled. We have plenty of other examples.
Do you know why this occurs?
General Durham. I do not, but again, the same answer as before.

[The information referred to follows:]

In general, where final property disposition had not been completed for expired
subcontracts, it is primarily due to poor coordination between the cognizant contrac-

tor contracting and contractor property management organizations during the close-

out process. This was the case with Berkeley.
It is necessary that procedures be in place which clearly assign responsibility to

the contracting organization for ensuring that the contractor's property management
office is informed when a subcontract is in the close-out phase, in order to ensure
that final property disposition actions can be initiated.

The Department's Contractor Purchasing and Personal Property Management Re-

views ascertain, among many other things, the quality, currency, and completeness
of contractor policies and procedures, including the need to coordinate between the

contracting and property management functions.

As a result of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory review, conducted by the Oak-
land Operations Office in 1993, Berkeley developed procedures which clearly delin-

eate the responsibilities of both organizations for the coordination of subcontract

close-outs.

Mrs. Thurman. The M&O contractors are legally responsible for

Government property in the hands of their subcontractors, yet con-

tractor after contractor is unable to demonstrate that they even
know which subcontractors have taxpayer-owned property, much
less control over that property.
One example, GAO released a report on July 11 documenting the

fact that DOE property management reviews have found that Mar-
tin Marietta's Oak Ridge operations have lacked adequate proce-
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dures to safeguard Government property in the hands of its sub-
contractors going back to 1988. These problems have never been
corrected.
Martin Marietta couldn't even provide GAO with a list of which

subcontractors had Government property, and Martin Marietta is

not alone. The 1993 review of Pantex found that the Pantex con-

tractor had no method for tracking subcontractor property.
The 1993 review of Mound found that it was not possible to iden-

tify any sensitive property items, those costing under a $1,000 and
easily stolen and resold, that had been furnished to subcontractors.
Brookhaven was cited for inadequate control of subcontractor prop-

erty in 1987, and in the next review in 1991, and then in the most
recent review in 1993.
The recent review of Sandia found that subcontractors have $36

million worth of Government property, yet DOE's property manage-
ment review found numerous cases where there was no justifica-
tion for such possession.

Control of property by subcontractors is simply not a priority; is

it? Why not, and what specifically have you done to make it a pri-

ority since you have been there?
General Durham. Well, I think it is a priority and will be a spe-

cial subject area in regard to the reforms that I have talked about
before. Clearly, the reports that you have cited which have gone
over the last 5 years or so, which predate a lot of the initiatives

that I have been describing here, and certainly predate contract re-

form, highlighted the deficiencies the Department had with our

subcontracts, but this is an area that we are going to focus on.

As I mentioned before, the performance standards that we are

going to be placing into our new contracts will zero in, among other

things, on this subcontractor's responsibility to do a better job to

have control systems, information systems so that we can have a
handle on their responsibility for personal property.
Mrs. Thurman. General, in those that we have mentioned, be-

cause these were July 11, but more importantly, of those that were
kind of mentioned here, which one of these contracts will you be
able to review and implement your changes?
General DURHAM. Well, there are three that perhaps this fall we

might be able to make—that would be immediate, and I think that

is the implication of your question. The West Valley contract,
which is Westinghouse Environmental Management, the Hanford,
which is also Westinghouse, and the WIPP contract down in New
Mexico, Westinghouse, all three of those will be within the next 90
to 120 days, assuming that we do in fact compete those and nego-
tiate those.

The condition of doing business with the Department of Energy
in those three contracts will be integrating the contract reform pro-
visions I have talked about, the performance measures that I have
talked about for doing a better job with personal property manage-
ment. Now, we are also going to do this, as I mentioned before, on
all subsequent contracts, not only when they come due, but there

may well be opportunity for renegotiation. But we feel that the best

tool that we are going to have, the best wedge that we are going
to have to be effective on this issue, is having it a legal part of the

contract, something that we don't have today.
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Mrs. Thurman. Cjeneral Durham, I guess part of me—when I

have run through these Usts of things that seem to be violations
of requirements, tell me, I mean, I am a freshman here in Con-
gress, tell me why we don't go back and make some of them re-

sponsible? I mean, is there something that you don't have available
to you as a tool in enforcement?
And if there isn't, I certainly would like to know about it. Be-

cause, you know, you talk about 20 over an 18-month period, we
have got 50 out there, we have talked about hundreds of millions
of dollars that taxpayers are just kind of getting sucked up here—
and I am real curious to know at this point, with all of the viola-

tions, and our questions go on and on and on—and certainly not
all that you have been responsible for in the last year, and I under-
stand that, but we have these reports, we have GAO's, we have in-

spector generals to give us this information, we find this informa-
tion. At least tell me how do we go back and correct those things
that you may not even be able to touch in 18 months? It is very
frustrating.
General Durham. Well, it is frustrating to us, too, Mrs. Thur-

man. I think the best way to answer that question is the clauses
that are now in our contracts, for example, the pre- 1991 clauses
that require the top management to be held accountable, for exam-
ple, for willful misconduct or neglect, we just haven't been able to

provide a test that would be credible that we could bring to top
management, if you will. I am not talking about the lower people
who actually have hands-on control, to bring them, hold them ac-

countable, for example, for the loss or the disappearance of prop-
erty.

Now, the accountability rule again did not provide us the tool

that we needed. It had a cap, for example. It was one of the things
that we really didn't like about it. It had administrative costs that
made it not a good tool for us to use.

The award fee was not really a good incentive because of the size

of the fee in regard to making it a good tool to use. So what we
plan to do is to change those clauses, introduce the FAR that will

give us language, will give us teeth, if you will, to do a better job
of contract management.
Now, in regard to incentives in the future, that I touched on just

a few moments ago, we think that we need to have something a
little more innovative. Also, in addition to the clauses in the con-

tract, and some of the things that we are thinking about doing,
let's talk about the Federal side, the Federal manager, for example,
other than just the contractors, the Federal manager who has re-

sponsibilities.
Mrs. Thurman. Absolutely.
General Durham. For oversight and to make sure that the con-

tractor is following the provisions of the contract. One of the things

you asked me personally what have I done in the last year, one of

the things that I have done is instituted a performance system for

Senior Executive Service, which is our managers out in the field,

they all belong to the Senior Executive Service, where we could

hold them accountable by putting performance measures in their

performance rating that apply to personal property, for an example,
and if they are not doing the right job of oversight, we can affect
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their rating, we could affect their bonuses which has an effect on
further promotion or schools or benefits that they may well accrue
if they don't get a good rating.
Another thing that we can do is, I mentioned to you earlier, our

senior contract officials, we have the authority to review their sala-

ries on an annual basis. We can hold them accountable by docking
those salaries, if you will, if they are not doing a good job in con-
tract administration.

I have also mentioned about extending and competing the con-
tracts. For example, if a given contractor doesn't have a good track

record, when the contract extension time comes up again, we are

going to take that possibly into account.
Another carrot that we can put out there, or an incentive, is to

reduce the amount of times that we come around and do surveys.
If, in fact, they are doing a good job, and they have demonstrated
that they are taking a responsible approach to property manage-
ment, we won't show up as often and won't be a burden to them,
for example, which I think is an incentive that they would like to

have.
Another thing, we can showcase those that are using best prac-

tices, for an example, which should be attractive in their business

community or in the community that they represent in regard to

property management. So there is a series of things in addition to

the clauses that we want to put into the contract that I think we
can do to get better performance. And those are some of the things
that we are looking at, those are some of the things that we plan
to introduce in the future.

We share your frustration that we have not had the proper tools

in the past to do a good job. As I indicated in my opening com-
ments, I don't believe the incentives have been there. I think the
fee that we withhold has been very, very small and has not been
a deterrent at all.

I don't think we have had adequate contract clauses, with teeth
in them, and I just don't think we have had a means to get to the
contractor to make them want to do a better job in property man-
agement.
Mrs. Thurman. But, General, when they got these contracts,

they had to meet requirements; whether we get another dollar or
not out of all of this of the past, I mean, they had requirements
to meet. Whether you get a dollar or not at this point

—although
I would love to see us recover some of this, I mean, the incentives
are not—I mean, I understand future, but we need to figure out
how we are going to get back to these other contracts where they
have been required to do something and are not doing it, we have
lost equipment, whatever the situation is out there, and how are
we going to get those practices in place?
General DURHAM. Well, I think we can get the practices in place,

and we can do that through our personal property review process,
by looking over the contractor's shoulder, if you will, and making
sure that they have the right systems in place.
Mrs. Thurman. I know it's hard, but I have to do this.

General Durham. That's right.
Mrs. Thurman. Keep going through these questions.
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Contractors are supposed to maintain physical and inventory
control over Government property. Both the IG and DOE and
EG&G's own property managers have noticed defects in contrac-
tors' inventory systems.
For example, the Los Alamos M&O contractor, the University of

California, is responsible for approximately $1 billion worth of per-
sonal property owned by the taxpayer. DOE's 1990 review of Los
Alamos found that the contractor hadn't completed the entire phys-
ical inventory process in at least the past 10 years.
Consequently, it is no surprise that in the December 1993 DOE

IG report, Los Alamos stated that Los Alamos could not account for
$100 million worth of Government property, in part because of

problems with the way its inventory control system is operated.
The IG also estimated that another $207 million worth of property
was incorrectly recorded in the system, and $62 million could not
be inventoried at all because of the lack of adequate records.
We—earlier we discussed the fact that the IG and GAO have doc-

umented inaccurate entries, unsubstantiated data base deletions
and other inventory control errors at Rocky Flats, and the sub-
committee investigation found numerous other examples of poor in-

ventory control. Can you tell us why?
General Durham. I think it goes right back to my original an-

swer to that whole series of questions. I don't think we have a good
information system. I don't think we have a proper accountability.
I don't think we have good business practices, good management.
All of those things that we are now changing, which is work in

progress, that I've told you about in the earlier part of my testi-

mony are all designed to correct those deficiencies.
But there's no doubt—for example, at Rocky Flats, where the

GAO went in, and we found they initially thought they found $33
million of property that was lost, and they went back again and
that went to $29 million. They did a wall-to-wall inventory. That
reduced it $6 million.

That doesn't—the point I'm trying to make, it doesn't mean that
we should be pleased that we can't account for that amount of

property, but the truth of the matter is the property is there. We
just don't know where it is. We don't have the property—the proper
controls. It wasn't going out the gate. It wasn't being stolen. But
we couldn't put our hand on it. And that creates an atmosphere,
if you will, or creates a vulnerability that lends itself to the poten-
tial for theft.

But I keep harking back that we got to have a better information
system. We have to have better data and better control, tagging,
bar coding, all of that, so we can have better control of our prop-
erty. I think once we have that in place, a significant amount of

disappearance, if you will, or unaccountability on our property is

going to take care of itself. I really believe that it is a control issue.
Mrs. Thurman. I know that, obviously, you weren't there in

1990, but one of the reviews in 1990 of Los Alamos things were just
simply written off. I mean, so what? You know, we can't find it.

And to some of us, that may seem like the screwdriver or the, you
know, the desk or something. But one of the things that they men-
tioned in there was a pumper fire truck.
General Durham. A what?
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Mrs. Thurman. Pumper fire truck, which seems hard to just kind
of lose. I mean, I have a real problem with that. How does a con-

tractor just lose something like this and then write it off without

finding out where it went?
And, you know, since you may not have been responsible in 1990,

though, for our information, I mean, how do we—or how would you
take care of that and why did it seem nobody just even cared about
it? That's a pretty expensive piece of equipment.
General DURHAM. Again, I believe it is a control issue. It seems

every time that we get these examples—there was one of a boat,
for example, and a tractor-trailer, et cetera—when we go out there
and look for them, we always find them.
And not to make excuses, but I think it's right back to the same

issue again. We're not doing a good job of control. These things
don't appear to be going out the gate. They don't appear to be ulti-

mately lost. But we're not controlling them well. There's no ques-
tion about that. And that is a problem. Because when you don't

control them well, then you are vulnerable for them to go out the

gate or for them to be pilfered or stolen.

So we recognize that we've got a problem. But I see the problem
right now not just having good data, not having adequate controls.

Mrs. Thurman. So since what we had seen in the past was it just
seemed to be standard practice that you wouldn't track down those

missing things, are you suggesting to us today that, in fact, you
think that ought to be implemented, that we do go look for these

things?
General Durham. Well, one of the—one of the governing prin-

ciples that I talked about in my testimony in regard to corrective

actions is wall-to-wall inventory. There must be a baseline inven-

tory established. There must be a periodic follow-on inventory es-

tablished so we can have accountability and control of all the items
that we're talking about.

It is a very straightforward and simple process, and I just don't

think we've had the systems in place, the discipline in place, the

concern, with all candor, by management in place to make it hap-
pen. And what we're trying to do with our change in business prac-
tices and with our reform is to put some teeth in all of those areas
so we can have proper accountability for our equipment.
Mrs. Thurman. OK, Mr. Durham, on June 27, 1994, an article

appeared in "The Washington Post" entitled. Stemming Waste at

Rocky Flats. I guess that's supposed to be at Rocky Flats. With
unanimous consent, I will insert this article into the hearing
record. This is exhibit four.

[The article referred to follows:]
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The Uashington Post Monday, June 27, 1994 A19

FEDERAL PAGE

Stemming Waste at Rocky Flats

Energy Department to Impose 'Rule ofPersonal Accountability'

By Stephen Barr
Wuhjnition Pom Suff Wntn

Hoping to correct long-standing management
problems and stop valuable federal property from

disappearing, the Energy Department plans to imple-
ment a "rule of personal accountability" at the agen-

cy's Rocky Flats nuclear plant.

"You lose it, you pay for it," Deputy Energy Secre-

tary William H. White said in describing the effort to

hold managers and workers personally responsible
for any equipment they misplace. He said the new

policy would take effect Sept. 1.

The Rocky Flats plant, a defunct nuclear weapons
facility northwest of Denver, has been criticized re-

peatedly for poor internal controls and incomplete re-

cords.

The department's inspector general found 5.900

pieces of equipment worth $33 million missing from
the plant, while a General Accountmg Office survey
showed $12.8 million of

equipment missmg and anoth-

er $16.5 million that could not

be accounted for, according to

a Senate Governmental Af-

fairs Committee report.

The inspector general re-

ported that thousands of dol-

lars of government furniture,

computers and maclune tools

were nimed or at risk because

they had been stored out-

doors. The General Account-

ing OfBce said missing equip-
ment included a semitrailer, forklifts, cameras, desks

and computer monitors and keyboards.

Figures compiled in December 1993, based on a

"wall-to-wall' inventory taken by the current contrac-

tor, show that 4,249 items valued at about $10 mil-

lion remain missing.
White and Thomas P. Crumbly, assistant secre-

tary for environmental restoration and waste man-

agement, said the contractor, EG&G Inc.. would be

asked to reimburse the government approximately
$3.5 milUon for lost equipment.

That amount could change because the depart-
ment contmues to review property management at

Rocky Flats under EG&G and under Rockwell Inter-

national, which ran the plant until 1989.

Gnunbly estimated that 77 percent of the equip-
ment identified as missing by the department's inspec-
tor general had been kxated m recent mventones.

Although members of Congress have questioned
whether equipment was being stolen by employees at

Rocky Flats, White and Grumbly said theft had been
found to play a minor role m the inventory problem.

White and Grumbly, key aides to Secretary Hazel

R. O'Leary, outlined their evolving plans for Rocky
Fbts in an interview at the department's headquar-
ters on Independence Avenue.

They said that they can only speculate about why
Rocky Flats workers fell into wasteful habits that re-

WILUAM H. WHITE

suited in good or usable equipment being left out in

the open air to ruin.

Some of the abusive practices, they suggested,

probably grew out of post-World War II decisions to

throw biUions of dollars into national defense and

grant enormous leeway to contractors managing
plants devoted to building nuclear weapons.
When 'it's the hfe or death of avilization, people

start being sloppy about some other things," White

said.

Grumbly said that while the free rein granted de-

fense plants produced "techmcaJ brilliance and excel-

lence," it also produced "a total lack of accountability
on the dollar side of the fence."

The department's effort to hold employees at

Rocky Flats responsible for their workplace actions

comes at a time when White and Grumbly are over-

haulmg the department's large management and op-
erations contracts.

The department has historically maintained long-

term relationships with its big contractors, repeated-

ly extending contracts rather than seeking competi-
tive proposals from other companies. The agree-
ments traditionally relieved contractors of most
financial risk and allowed Uttle oversight by the de-

partment or Congress.
But practices that made sense during the Cold War

era, when the department worried about security and

speedy weapons production, now appear to be at

odds with Energy's newest mission, the environmen-

tal cleanup of nuclear plants like Rocky Flats.

Rather than allowing one contractor to control or

perform virtually all the work at a plant. White and

Grumbly said they vrant to see several compames or

teams do the work, especially companies that have a

track record in waste cleanup.

The contract at Rocky Flats, for example, will be

put out for bid within the next two weeks, with the

winner to be announced by October 1995. The de-

partment proposes to hire an "integrating contrac-

tor" who would subcontract nearly all the work to

specialized companies.
The Rocky Flats contract solicitation will be the

fu'st to follow changes recommended by the depart-
ment's Contract Reform Team, which in a report

earber this year called for more fixed-pnce contracts

based on precisely defined goals and tasks.

At sites like Rocky Flats, the environmental clean-

up challenges are daunting. About 14 tons of plutoni-

um are stored at various places on the Rocky Flats

reservation and will have to be safely moved and

housed at one plant site. An FBI mvestigation at the

plant in 1989 found that toxic waste had leaked from

outdoor containers, contaminating the ground.
The current contractor inherited a number of envi-

ronmental and management problems, and Grumbly
acknowledged that the transition has been rough on

EG&G. He praised the contractor for recently bring-

ing in its "first team" to address the department's
concerns.
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Mrs. Thurman. Now, this article quotes Bill White, the Deputy
Energy Secretary, as indicating that DOE plans to implement a
rule of personal accountability that would hold agency workers and

managers personally responsible for lost property. Mr. White sum-
marized this rule as, "You lose it, you pay for it."

Now we have spent some time kind of talking about those mil-

lions of dollars of taxpayer-owned property that DOE contractors

can't find. In short, they lost it. Are any of these contractors going
to be required to pay for any of that lost property?

Greneral Durham. This is a legal question that we are looking at

right now on whether—I go right back again—whether these tools

that we've had at all of our earlier—whether contractors—contracts

will provide us the means to do that. I would like to provide a more
detailed answer to that question for the record.

[The information referred to follows:]

Contractors' liability for lost property must be analyzed on a case-by-case basis,
and depends, in part, on the language of the relevant contract provisions, the status

and quality of the property management system at issue, and the specific facts sur-

rounding the loss of the property. DOE personnel responsible for administration of

the individual management and operating contracts are enhancing their efforts to

improve property management systems, as well as seeking reimbursement where

appropriate. The Department's review of its current contract provisions and policies
has led it to conclude that changes can be made which will increase contractor ac-

countability for property. This is the reason for the proposed changes to the Prop-
erty clause which are under consideration for rulemaking action.

Mrs. Thurman. When you do that, would you—^because we have
understood that we may have asked a Rocky Flats contractor to re-

imburse Government approximately $3.5 million. But what I'd like

you to do is also note that, evidently, according to GAO or IG, how-
ever, that there was substantially more missing.

But, also, if there's any other sites in fact where we know this

practice to have taken place and to let us know of any other con-

tractors who also might be reimbursing us.

So if you could give us that information in more detail, we'd ap-

preciate it.

Contractors are responsible for the disposition of excess property,

property that is surplus and no longer needed for its original pur-

pose. While the deliberate disposal of Government property as ra-

dioactive waste as in the Fernald case might be an exception, the

improper storage of excess Government property is not, as repeat-

edly documented by the Inspector General and the Department's
own property management reviews.

For example, the 1993 review of Pantex found excess property
that could be reused or surplused, furniture and boxes of equip-
ment being destroyed because it was improperly stored outside.

The 1992 review of Livermore labs found excess equipment stored

outside, some with delivery tags dating back to 1976.

The 1993 review of the Y-12 facility found heavy equipment, ma-
chine tools and furniture deteriorating outside. This same review
team also found evidence that processing of excess property was so

poor throughout the Oak Ridge complex that excess property arriv-

ing at Y-12 from other Oak Ridge sites was already damaged from

being stored outside before it even arrived for disposition. The 1994
review of Sandia on Augiast 9, 1994, found over 7,500 items of ex-
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cess equipment valued at more than $255 million in storage, some
for as long as 28 years.
To quote from the DOE report, these valuable Government assets

worth millions of dollars are becoming technically obsolete while

sitting in storage with no benefit received. Sandia can't even iden-

tify all of the facilities where the equipment—computers, electronic

test equipment, power supplies
—was being stored. Sandia also had

computer equipment, furniture or electronic equipment stored out-

side.

Mr. Durham, are you familiar with these reports?
General Durham. I am not familiar with that particular report.
Mrs. Thurman. OK. I ask unanimous consent that exhibit 5 be

made part of the record.

[Exhibit 5 follows:]
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Photo Exhibits - CPPSR Report SNL-NM, April 1994

Manzano #36 - One of dozens of locations where millions of
dollars of common-use computer & electronic test equipment become

technologically obsolete while in storage for years

Idle Common-use Computer and Electronic Test Equipment
Out-of -sight .. .out-of -mind in closed mobile containers

stored 2/91 in Manzano #37

8-11
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Photo Exhibits - CPPSR Report SNL-NM, April 1994

Both pictures - Morgan Building 970B

Dozens of idle common-use Electronic Test Instruments and Power

Supplies, and Laser Optics Components

Numerous Morgan buildings throughout the SNL complex have similar

stockpiles o£ common-use computer & electronic test equipment
becoming technologically obsolete while in storage for years

8-12
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Photo Exhibits - CPPSR Report SNL-NM, April 1 994

Computer and Electronic Equipment Left Outside
South of Building 892

Computer and Electronic Equipment Left Outside
South of Building 892

8-15
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Photo Exhibits - CPPSR Report SNL-NM, April 1994

Electronic Components and Misc Items Left Outside
9th and G Streets, near Building 846

Furniture and Pallet of Computer Equipment & Software
Left Outside - South of Building 820

8-16
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Mrs. Thurman. There are pictures included in the report on
Sandia conducted in April. This is not some problem that happened
in the deep, dark past. These pictures were taken less than 5

months ago. They were taken a year after the pictures taken dur-

ing the IG's February, 1993, investigation, which were introduced

earlier.

What would we tell our constituents about how well the Depart-
ment of Energy property management program is protecting their

tax dollars?

General Durham. Well, I think the first thing that I would tell

them, in going back to Congressman Skaggs' comment, is that take

care of the post, I believe he said, and all properties in view, make
sure that it's accounted for. The first thing I would tell him is

that's exactly what, at least this team that's on board, is doing

right now.
And you asked a series of questions in regard to things that have

happened over time. And I can tell you having 52 contracts and
over 15 billion dollars worth of equipment, which might equate to

hundreds of thousands of line items, it is—the scope of it is a tre-

mendous undertaking. And we're biting that elephant one bite at

a time.
But we feel that the first things that we need to do, which we

have done, is institute contract reform, then start to lay out the

foundation of a good, sound property management program with
the principles that I have outlined in my testimony.
And the implementation process is multifaceted. It is not only

going to be in the contracts, but it is also going to be in the incen-

tives that I have talked about.

So there's a whole tool box, if you will, of remedies that we plan
to bring to bear. And I would let the taxpayer know that we are

aware of the problem, that we're doing something about the prob-
lem, that it's going to take time for these to take hold and take ef-

fect. In fact, I've heard testimony even by the GAO that there it

might take 7 to 10 years. We are more optimistic than this.

Mrs. Thurman. Good.
General Durham. We think we will get results in a lot sooner pe-

riod of time than that. It is not something that will happen over-

night.
I think the most important thing that I can leave with this com-

mittee is that we are committed to change. We are committed to

changing our business practices. We're committed to doing a better

job at property management. And we are committed to putting in

place the tools that will make that happen. And most of those tools

will apply to bringing incentives for the contractor as well as the

Federal manager. Both the contractor and the Federal manager to

do a better job. And that's where I think the weakness has been
in the past.
Mrs. Thurman. I just have to get this out to you, that this is as

late as April, 1994. The other part of this is Sandia laboratory has

actually
—DOE has been overseeing them for decades. It has been

performing these reviews of the property management system for

years, as recently as March, 1991.
As recently as March 1991, the Albuquerque operations office

considered the Sandia system approved, but the IG was there writ-
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ing them up in 1993. So we're concerned that it's not just enough
to say that we've just discovered these problems because these

things have been going on for a long period of years.
OK. We're almost there.

As we discussed with Mr. Lajdon, contractors that lose or dam-
age Government property or from whom Grovernment property is

stolen are responsible for reporting and investigating those losses

or thefts. Is that correct?

General Durham. The/re supposed to report—the contractor,

you're talking about. They are supposed to report that to the site

manager and, in turn, should be reported to the local law enforce-

ment as well as to the inspector general and perhaps the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.
Mrs. Thurman. ok. DOE's recent 1994 review of the Sandia

property management system found that there were no routine in-

vestigations of thefts and that Sandia didn't have any procedures
for conducting these investigations. Do you know why?

Greneral Durham. I do not know why.
Mrs. Thurman. Would you find out?
General Durham. Yes, I will, for the record.

[The information referred to follows:]

The Department's April 1994 property review of Sandia documented problems in

this area and requested that Sandia submit a corrective action plan. Sandia's correc-

tive action plan dated September 13, 1994, states that their procedures were not

adequately detailed for the investigations required, and a new procedure was writ-

ten to clarify current investigation procedural deficiencies and to ensure that follow-

up efforts are conducted, documented, and made part of the retirement action. The

Albuquerque Operations Office is currently reviewing Sandia's corrective action plan
for adequacy and completeness.

Mrs. Thurman. Now, as we discussed with Mr. Layton, when the

subcommittee requested records of property thefts, the Albuquer-
que operations office, which is responsible for Sandia, responded it

did not have any records of criminal investigations of property
thefts. Albuquerque also stated that it was not informed by the IG
or any other DOE office about the outcome of theft investigations.

Albuquerque's responses or exhibits are contained in exhibits 2 and

3, which we discussed earlier with Mr. Layton.
First of all, Mr. Layton indicated in his testimony that DOE field

offices are informed. DOE order 5639.3, violations of laws, losses

and incidents, requires field offices to maintain a close and continu-

ing liaison with the cognizant office of the inspector general, to sub-

mit reports of losses to headquarters and to conduct preliminary in-

quiries of theft.

Despite this clear requirement, Albuquerque doesn't seem to be

doing it. Do you know why?
General Durham. Do not know why, but we will provide an an-

swer for the record.

[The information referred to follows:]

Albuquerque maintains a liaison with the cognizant Office of Inspector General,
submits reports of losses to Headquarters, and conducts preliminary inquiries of

theft which are reported to the cognizant Office of Inspector General, and in accord-

ance with applicable Departmental guidance. However, regarding incidents of re-

ported theft, Albuquerque intends to take
steps

to develop a working relationship
with the cognizant Office of Inspector General, and to request the Albuquerque is

made aware of developments in cases involving criminal investigations of property
thefts.
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In addition, the Headquarters' Office of Contractor Management and Administra-
tion is working with the Office of Inspector General to investigate the establishment
of a Departmental reporting system to provide greater management-level informa-

tion to Departmental decisionmaking.

Mrs. Thurman. Albuquerque signs the M&O contract and serves

as the contracting officer. Is that correct?

General Durham. Say that again, please?
Mrs. Thurman. Albuquerque signs the M&O contract and serves

as the contracting officer.

General Durham. That's correct.

Mrs. Thurman. And the contracting officer in Albuquerque or

any other field office must sign off on adjustments to contractors'

inventories, review and approve of their property management sys-

tems, approve award fees for for-profit contractors. Is that correct?

General Durham. I understand that to be correct.

Mrs. Thurman. Under both property regulations and under indi-

vidual M&O contract property clauses, contractors are generally
held responsible for protection of Government property. And some
contractors, such as the Pantex contractor, can be held directly re-

sponsible under the accountability rule. Is that true, for Pantex?
General Durham. I'm not sure whether that particular contractor

is under the accountability rule or not. I don't have personal knowl-

edge of that. It is. It is.

Mrs. Thurman. So it would be hard for a field office, such as Al-

buquerque, to carry out these functions without knowing how well

its contractors are handling the theft of Government property,
wouldn't it?

General Durham. It would.
Mrs. Thurman. And the outcome of criminal investigations?
General Durham. I would agree with that.

Mrs. Thurman. And what has been referred to the IG. Do you
know?
General Durham. Do not know.
Mrs. Thurman. So do you have an explanation as to why Albu-

querque apparently does not have this information and doesn't

seem to have a system to make sure that it gets it?

General DURHAM. I cannot answer that question. I will have to

provide it for the record.

[The information referred to follows:]

As previously stated, Albuquerque does maintain a liaison with, and submits re-

ports of theft, to the cognizant Office of Inspector General, in accordance with appli-
cable Departmental Guidance. The Management and Operating contractors are re-

sponsible for Government property under their control. Therefore, when the contrac-

tor custodians believe Government property is stolen, they report directly to the ap-

propriate law enforcement agency.
In addition, when the IG investigates, Albuauerque receives a written report

called an Abstract Report of Investigation when the investigation identifies systemic
problems and results in recommendations to prevent recurrence. Also, the Office of

Inspector General verbally notifies Albuquerque management when an investigation
results in an indictment or successfiil prosecution.
Albuquerque Operations Office intends to take steps to develop a closer relation-

ship with the cognizant Office of Inspector General to ensure that Albuqueraue is

aware of developments in cases involving criminal investigations of property thefts.

Mrs. Thurman. DOE's contractors are responsible for more than
11 billion dollars' worth of Government-owned property paid for by
the taxpayers. Don't you think it would be a good idea if those of
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you at DOE headquarters who are responsible for property man-
agement knew the extent to which thefts of this property were oc-

curring and what was happening?
General Durham. Theft of the property?
Mrs. Thurman. And where it was happening.
General Durham. I listened with interest throughout the hearing

about theft. I must tell you, in all honesty, that we have not been
aware that there's been a large incidence of theft.

We certainly are aware that there's been a large incidence of dis-

appearance or not having an ability to account for property. But
not for theft. That has not been brought to our attention by the in-

spector general, for example, as being a systemic problem for or a

problem that is one of the prime reasons that we are not able to

account for Government property.
Now, that does not necessarily mean that there are not isolated

examples out there because of the scope and magnitude of the pro-
gram. I'm sure that there are. But that has not been identified as

being a major problem area.

Mrs. Thurman. The subcommittee asked whether DOE compiled
theft reports. We were told it did not. We were told they were the

responsibility of the field offices. But, based on Albuquerque's an-

swer, it doesn't appear that the field offices are required to analyze
thefts. If DOE doesn't collect and analyze this data, we aren't going
to know how big of a problem it is, are we?
General Durham. I would agree that we should roll that infor-

mation up, centralize it.

Mrs. Thurman. At the subcommittee's request, the IG provided
the tabulation of property thefts reported to them. I ask unanimous
consent that the information exhibit 20 be made part of the record.

Without objection.
[Exhibit 20 follows:]
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Mrs. Thurman. Now, we know that the IG is not apprised of

every theft. For fiscal 1993, the IG received reports of 232 alleged
thefts involving over half a million dollars of Gk)vernment property.
As we discussed with Mr. Lajrton, the subcommittee analyzed the

reports from these field offices that provided reports.
What is your explanation as to why field offices like Oak Ridge

reported 50 investigations of theft from—at its contractors over the

past 5 years, yet Idaho reported that there were none? In fact,

Idaho reported that there were no criminal investigations of theft

in the past 10 years involving any of its contractors. Given that
Oak Ridge reported 50, do you find the information from Idaho
even remotely plausible?
General Durham. Well, I would give the same answer that you

did. Could well be the good folks of Idaho are doing a better job.
Mrs. Thurman. And that's what we prefer.
General Durham. But it would be pure conjecture or speculation

on my part. I have no—no answer for that discrepancy.
Mrs. Thurman. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory re-

ported 492 onsite thefts and 97 off"site thefts for the past 10 years,

totaling half a million dollars. Up the road at Lawrence Berkeley,
another DOE laboratory in California, also administered by the
Oakland operations office and also run by the University of Califor-

nia with virtually identical property management contract clauses,

they don't even know how many criminal investigations of theft

they have had. In fact, the only two they have records of are one
in 1992 and one in 1993. How do you explain the wide discrepancy
between the two?
General Durham. I have no explanation.
Mrs. Thurman. DOE's 1990 property management review of Los

Alamos found such a small volume of theft incident reports that

the review team concluded it is uncertain all suspected incidents

are being reported. In the absence of some sort of definitive analy-
sis by the Department, would it be fair for us to conclude, as your
reviewers did at Los Alamos, that the absence of theft investiga-
tions and reports does not demonstrate a lack of such problems?
General Durham. Would you repeat that question?
Mrs. Thurman. If we don't know, or because we've not had re-

ports, how do we know and what can we do about problems of

theft?

General Durham. As I mentioned to you before, it seems that

one of the things that we should be doing is rolling that informa-
tion up so we can have a centralized way of analyzing it, see if

there are trends or that we do have a problem.
Mrs. Thurman. OK. We're going to go to review of contractors'

management of systems.
DOE's property management regulation, PMR 109-1.5203, re-

quires that a contractor's property management system be re-

viewed within 1 year of the execution date of the contract and that

DOE approve or disapprove the system in writing. But the sub-

committee's review shows that this requirement is not always met

by DOE.
At this time, I ask unanimous consent that exhibits 21 through

26 be made part of the record. Without objection.

[Exhibits 21-26 follow:]
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The Secretary of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

February 25, 1993

The Honorable John C. Layton
Inspector General
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Layton:

I have received your report entitled "Disposal of Excess Capital

Equipment at the Fernald Environmental Management Project,

Fernald, Ohio." Your findings indicate deficiencies in the

disposal of Government property.

The appropriate departmental officials have been tasked to review

your report and advise me concerning the proper course of action

in response to the specific recommendations.

Thank you for your ongoing efforts to help improve management at

the Department.
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Department of Energy
Fftrnald Environmental Managament Project

P.O. Box 398705
Cincinnati, Ohio 45239-8705

(513) 738-6367

OCT 4 1993

OOE-3159-93

fr.

N. C. Kaufman. President
ernald Environmental Restoration

Management Corporation (FERMCO)
. 0. Box 398704

Cincinnati, Ohio 45239-8704

Dear Mr. Kaufman:

APPROVAL OF FERNALD ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION MANAGEMENT CORPORATION WRITTEN
PROPERTY CONTROL SYSTEM

The review of the revised Written Property Control System that was submitted
September 30, 1993, has been completed. Based upon that review, approval Is

granted upon the submission of the following addenda:

\li3J\£3-'Motor Vehicle Management 12/01/93
Precious Metals 12/31/93
Calibration of Property 12/31/93-
Cannibal Izatlon of Property 12/31/93
Supply Management 03/31/94
Utilization and Maintenance ^I'VS^ 06/30/94
Repair of Government Property 06/30/94,

If the above milestones cannot be met, please advise Kevin Rore*- by October
14, 1993. The approval of this system removes the suspension for the sale of
government property Initiated on December 10, 1992.

If you should have any questions, please contact George R, Gartrell at 648-
3111.

Sincerely,

J. Phi^ Hfmric fy^
FN:Rorer Manager

^^ Recycled and Recyclable
'
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
OFFICE OF CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

FERNALD FIELD OFFICE
FACSIMILE

TQi^t^ Ia:\.>v^ DATE:_l^UiLiiS.

FAX#I6'g=>03^C>-H^LS LOCA"nON:^±td±:^

PAGES (EXCLUDING COVER SHEET): L

PROM: Kt>i;,^l^rv^ PHONE: &<a!>CM3>' 3(w»

REMARKS:

FACSIMILE # COMMERCIAL (613) 648*3078

VBOFICATION # COMMERCIAL (613) 848-3028

•FERNALD ENVIRONMENTAL MANAQEMBVT PROJBCT*
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OOHnUUJVOB PmoriBTY HOLOZMOf

(a) Nan* and addrasa of contractor i

Farnald Envlronaantal Raatoratlon Managamant
Corporation (PERNCO)
P. O. Box 398704
Cincinnati, Ohio 45239-8704

(b) Contract Nuaibarat

DB-ACOS-9201l2197a

(e) Data contractor 'a proparty control ayataa waa approvad:

Octobar 4, 1993

(d) Data of meat currant appraisal t

An appraisal la tantatlvaly sohadulad for January
1994 with Oak Rldga Fiald Offlea aaalating.
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OOE F 1385 »
|5-«3|

United States Government Department of Energy

memorandum "'"'°""

MAR 2 3 1994
°*^^

DOE- 1286-94

REPLY TO

ATTN OF;

SUBJECT

TO

FN:Rorer

RESPONSE TO GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORT

Stephen J. Michel sen, HR-525, 1E-002/F0RS

This is in response to your memorandum, "Congressional Hearing on Lost

and/or Missing Property," dated March 15, 1994.

Fernald Environmental Restoration Management Corporation (FERMCO) is an

Environmental Restoration Management Contractor (ERMC) and has been

operating on this site since December 1, 1992. The local office approved
their written property control system on October 4, 1993, based on the

submission of seven addenda to adequately address the scope of property
management. Some of these addenda are undergoing internal approval within
the contractor's organization, while others are being rewritten prior to

internal review.

Attached are copies of two Department of Energy, Property Management Reviews
at Fernald. The July 9-20, 1990 report was based on the Westinghouse
Materials Company of Ohio and might be applicable on findings/observations
of a repeat nature, since many of the same personnel who worked for

Westinghouse now work for FERMCO. The January 31-February 11, 1994 report
is applicable to the present situation not only as the most recent, but the

change from contract type from Management & Operating (M & 0) to ERMC, and

the mission from production to environmental restoration. A response to the

latest, draft report will be submitted by April 12, 1994.

These are the only reports maintained on-site that concern property
management reviews, status of property systems, or corrective actions to a

property management review. Prior to July 1992, the Oak Ridge Field Office
had responsibility for the oversight of property management at Fernald.

If you should have any questions, please contact Kevin Rorer at (513)
648-3143.

Mona S. Snyder, Director
Procurement & Contracts Division

Attachment: As Stated

^n Recycled and Recyclable '^^
M-733 DOI (REV a/6/»2) A Q S14 PR'l
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QUESTIONS FOR DAVE BERICK (Representative for Congressman Synar)
Reference: May 2, 1994 letter

Personal Property Management

Question: 13a and 13b.

Answer: Attached please find responses to these questions,

Prepared by: Kevin Rorer
Date: May 4, 1994
Office Symbol: Fernald Environmental Management Project
Office Phone: 513-648-3143
Reviewed by: J. Phil Hamric

49-514 98-7
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13a t Th« FERMCO property nanag«n«nt system was approved based on
the submission of addenda on Octobsr 4, 1993. The tystea
cannot be considered approved or disapproved. The following
are the addenda required:

Real Property Management June 1, 1994
inventory Management August 1, 1994
Vehicle Management JulyL1994
CannibaliEation August 15, 1994
Util. & Maint. of AOPE September 30, 1994

The DOE-FK request for a Calibration procedure is no longer
valid (See the April 28, 1994 letter).

These addendayere included into the award fee ending March
1994. SimciT'fhey were initially due earlier than the above
dates (see October 4, 1993 letter). FERMCO was not timely on
the subnission of these addenda. The CPPSR, completed
February 1994,' corrective action response initiated these
modified dates.

An informal review was completed by FERMCO and DOE-FN Property
Management in July 1993; which was prior to the October 4,
1993 letter. The official CPPSR was completed February 1994.

13bt The DOE-FN Property Manager forwarded the FERMCO corrective
actions to oak Ridge on April 19, 1994.
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DOE F lau *^

United States Government Department of Energy

fY\f^ Wyy fyVft l^rfl lin savannah River operations office

FEB 2 8 1990

DATE:

REPLY TO

ATTN Of: ACP (Walker/239-3054)

SUBJECT: Rsqusst for Deviation

TO: George R. Haymond, Director, Office of Review and Analysis (MA-403), HQ

The DOE PMR 109-1.5203 states that "a contractor's properly management system should

be reviewed by the properly administrator within one year after the execution date of the

contract." DOE PMR 109-1.110-50 further states that "deviations from DOE PMR may be

authorized by the Headquarters organization having functional responsibility."

Our new Savannah River Site Management and Operating (M&O) Contractor, Westinghouse
Savannah River Company (WSRC) was awarded their contract as of April 1 , 1 989;

therefore, regulations require a review of their property management system prior to

April 1, 1990. We request a deviation to this requirement for the initial review of WSRC
property management system. We propose to begin our review during February of 1991

and issue our final report on or before July 31, 1991.

We had performed reviews of our previous M&O Contractor, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and

Company in phases during the periods of 1 987, 88 and 89. All three phases identified an

unsatisfactory property management system in place. WSRC inherited this system. Thus if

we performed our review within the year specified, we would find many of the same

practices still in use, and we believe, our review would indicate an unsatisfactory system.

WSRC is making positive changes, i.e., bringing on board new property management
personnel; combining all property groups under one supervisor; preparing site wide

procedures; and retraining all personnel to recognize that property management is a vital

part of everyone's job. Revised consolidated procedures are scheduled to be issued during

the 2nd Quarter of CY90. We anticipate that sitewide training and implementation of the

improved system will take approximately six months. The WSRC improvement schedule

dictates our proposed review schedule of February 1991.

All of our other contractor reviews, both on site and off site, are current and will remain so.

Your approval is requested for a deviatnn to extend the initial WSRC appraisal from twelve

months to approximately twenty-eight months.

Any questions you or your staff may have can be directed to Tom Walker at FTS 239-3054.

D. C. Drennon, Director

APC:TCWlaw Contracts and Services Divisnn

boc: SR Reading RIe
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Mrs. Thurman. As an example, let's look at Fernald. FERMCO
took over Fernald on December 1, 1992. Two months later, on Feb-

ruary 10, 1993, the DOE IG issued a report documenting serious

problems at the site involving the previous contractor.

The February, 1993, IG report states Fernald employees were

mixing uncontaminated equipment with contaminated equipment,
destroyed the equipment without DOE approval and shipped the

equipment to the Nevada nonproliferation test site for burial. The
IG documented destruction of a quarter of a million dollars of Gov-
ernment equipment.
The IG report goes on to say that,

We estimate about $15 million of excess capital equipment could be destroyed or

improperly disposed of during site cleanup if Fernald does not establish adequate
supervision and internal controls over disposal actions.

On February 25, 1993, Secretary O'Leary writes to Mr. Layton—
DOE IG exhibit 21—acknowledging that the report indicates defi-

ciencies in the disposal of the Government's property, is that cor-

rect?

General Durham. Correct.

Mrs. Thurman. Then, despite the 1993 IG report and the Sec-

retary's letter and the requirement that DOE complete a review of

the contractor's property management system, DOE's field manage-
ment never actually conducted the review but informed the con-

tractor on October 4, 1993, that its written property management
system was approved upon the submission of seven additional ad-

denda, which is exhibit 22.

And then on October 14, 1993, 10 days later, DOE field manage-
ment reported to headquarters in its fiscal year-end report that the
FERMCO property management system was approved, which is ex-

hibit 23. Not conditionally approved, not approved upon the ex-

pected submission of additional written procedures, but approved.
Is that correct?

General Durham. It's correct.

Mrs. Thurman. Now in the year-end report, we just discussed
where the DOE field manager reports the date for the most current

appraisal. It doesn't give a date for an appraisal that has already
been done, does it?

General Durham. I don't believe so.

Mrs. Thurman. It says that an appraisal will be done in January
1994. It is also clear from the documentation obtained by the sub-

committee, exhibits 24 and 25, no formal appraisal was conducted
of this contractor's system as required by section 5203. Is that cor-

rect?

General Durham. I'm going to have to provide that for the

record.

[The information referred to follows:]

An onsite formal appraisal (Contractor Personal Property System Review) was
conducted January 31 through February 11, 1994, by the Oak Ridge Operations Of-

fice. Upon issuance of the final report, a copy will be submitted to the Committee.

Mrs. Thurman. These exhibits, which address specific questions
raised by the subcommittee, indicated that no formal review as re-

quired by 5203 was ever done. They also indicate that FERMCO
did not submit the addenda on schedule and that DOE today
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doesn't consider the contractor's system either approved or dis-

approved.
Now, in February 1994, DOE finally got around to conducting a

review and found the FERMCO system might not be protecting
Government property.

In March and April 1994, the DOE IG conducted an investiga-
tion. They found exactly the same sorts of problems occurring that
it had warned about in its February, 1993, report. This new IG in-

vestigation is documented in a June 17, 1994, report which we dis-

cussed with Mr. Layton and showed that FERMCO employees are

continuing to dispose of excess government property as radioactive

waste, even though it could be reused or sold as surplus. This is

back in exhibit 1.

Why wasn't the FERMCO property management system sub-

jected to a complete, formal review as required by your own regula-
tions?

General Durham. It was scheduled for review. The review has
not been conducted as of yet.
Mrs. Thurman. Why wasn't the original review done then, the

one they have to do for new contracts?
General Durham. We'll have to get the answer to that question,

Mrs. Thurman, for the record.

[The information referred to follows:]

The original review was conducted January 31 through February 11, 1994, exactly
14 months after FERMCO assumed responsibility of government property. Nor-
mally, the original (initial) review is conducted within the first year; however, a lack
of available resources caused the review to be performed two months late.

Mrs. Thurman. The subcommittee and GAO found a number of
other cases where the Department has essentially ignored or tried
to ignore the requirements of section 5203. For example, EG&G
took over Rocky Flats' contract in December 1989. A review of the
old contractor's system, Rockwell, was done April 1989, but none
has ever been completed for the new contractor's, EG&G's, property
management system, has it?

Would you like me to repeat that?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. The answer to that, the system was dis-

approved.
Mrs. Thurman. Would you tell me who you are?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. My name is Stephen Michelsen. I am the Direc-

tor of the Office of Contract Management and Administration.
Mrs. Thurman. This is a new contract, is that not correct?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. The EG&G property management system has

just been disapproved.
Mrs. Thurman. Since?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. When was it disapproved? Last week.
Mrs. Thurman. And when was—when was the contract awarded?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. I believe it was awarded in 1991.
Mrs. Thurman. OK. As we heard earlier—so it wasn't done with-

in a year.
Mr. MiCHELSEN. No, it was not.

Mrs. Thurman. OK. As we heard earlier from the GAO, EG&G
was unable to locate millions of dollars worth of property and actu-

ally removed approximately 1 million dollars' worth of Government
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property from its data base without being able to confirm if those
deletions were correct.

Why weren't the Department's requirements to review and ap-
prove EG&G's property management systems under section 5203
followed? And why hasn't a formal review of the EG&G system
been completed even today?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. The formal review has been completed. The full

answer is that there was an inventory done initially in 1992. There
was a reconciliation that went through March. There was a rec-

onciliation that was done. And as a result that reconciliation in the
assessment of the failings that were noted in the report, the system
has been disapproved.
Mrs. Thurman. If you're going to continue to answer these, I'm

real concerned because we need to make sure that it gets picked
up on the mike. It's probably best that you come forward. And if

you would, for our purposes, please state your name.
Mr. MiCHELSEN. Stephen Michelsen.
Mrs. Thurman. What I'm understanding is, according to your

rules and regulations, you are supposed to do that within a year.
Mr. MiCHELSEN. That's correct.

Mrs. Thurman. And that's not what is happening in this in-

stance.

Mr. MiCHELSEN. There's an interpretation of the regulations that
has to be clarified. The accountability rule requires, in fact, that
there be—a baseline inventory be done within 12 months after

award. The inventory, in fact, was done.
The way one performs a complete inventory is once you identify

missing and lost equipment you do a followup inventory that takes

approximately a year to reconcile what has been misplaced. And,
in fact, at many of our sites, we identify equipment as part of that
reconciliation. So the process is really a 2-year process.
Mrs. Thurman. However, we're not talking about inventory. We

are talking about their system.
Mr. MiCHELSEN. Right. That's correct. And the contractor pro-

poses a system that's evaluated at the time of award, and it takes
a certain period of time to assess the system as it has been imple-
mented onsite. In this case, it did not—was not completed within
1 year.
Mrs. Thurman. So what you're telling us is that it did not follow

the section 5203 of your own regulations—and if that's so, if you're

finding that to be true, what we have to go by or what the IG or

the GAO has to go by is your own rules and regulations.
Mr. MiCHELSEN. That's correct.

Mrs. Thurman. So maybe that is something to be looked at.

Westinghouse took over the Savannah River contract on April 1,

1989. On February 28, 1990, essentially just 1 month before the 1-

year deadline for completing the review and approval of the new
contractor's property management system required again by section

5203, DOE's Savannah River operations office requested a devi-

ation from this requirement, which is exhibit 26.

The request states that because the old contractor's system was
unsatisfactory DOE Savannah River expects to find many of the
same procedures being used by the new contractor, Westinghouse,
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and that a review would likely find the Westinghouse system to be
unsatisfactory.

Section 5203 specifically considers the possibility that a new con-
tractor's system would be disapproved, doesn't it?

Mr. MiCHELSEN. It does.

Mrs. Thurman. And in such cases the remedy is to develop a cor-

rective action plan to fix the defects found in that review. Is

that
Mr. MiCHELSEN. That's correct.

Mrs. Thurman. And Savannah River wanted to delay the review
from the required 12 months to 28 months, or February 1991, is

that correct?

Mr. MiCHELSEN. That's correct.

Mrs. Thurman. We were told that headquarters denied Savan-
nah River's request for deviation. Is that correct?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. That's correct.

Mrs. Thurman. So by April 1, 1990, the review and approval was
to have been completed, but the record shows that, in fact, a review
of the Westinghouse property management system was not even
begun until April 1991, and the report was not completed until

September 1991, ^Vi years after Westinghouse took over. And, de-

spite continued shortcomings, the Westinghouse system was ap-
proved. A skeptical person could conclude that a de facto deviation
from section 5203 was granted, couldn't they?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. What type of person?
Mrs. Thurman. They might be a little skeptical.
Mr. MiCHELSEN. A skeptical person could conclude that.

Mrs. Thurman. We're going to move on.

In addition to the review requirement we just discussed, DOE
PMR 109-1.5204 also requires that DOE periodically review the
contractor's system at least every 2 years, with a maximum period
of 3 years. I realize Grovernment regulations are not routinely writ-
ten in plain English and that you inherited these, but this require-
ment really strains the imagination. It can't be at least every 2

years and a maximum of 3 years at the same time, could it not?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. That's the way the regulation is worded.
Mrs. Thurman. Your office is supposed to be responsible for set-

ting these policies. Which is it supposed to be, 2 years or 3 years?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. Three years is the outside limit.

Mrs. Thurman. How would your field offices—how would they
know how to interpret this?

Mr. MiCHELSEN. Well, they coordinate with our offices annually
as to which reviews are being scheduled. And those—the reviews
that create the greatest vulnerability to the Department based on
past contractor performance are scheduled to be more frequently
done.
Mrs. Thurman. If you're holding people accountable for property

losses, then, how would we—I mean, you need to help me through
here.
Mr. MiCHELSEN. What is the question?
Mrs. Thurman. If those are contractors that are good or bad, you

know, you're telling me one thing. Hold on just 1 second.
The question, I guess, really is if we're waffling or it seems to

be that we've got this 2- or 3-year period of time in there which
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is hard for them to identify, how do we keep them accountable
then? How do we say to them we're going to make you accountable
when we're not even being
Mr. MiCHELSEN. Well, contractor oversight is performed on many

levels. We have—periodic reviews are done in accordance with this

2- to 3-year schedule. But each of our field offices conducts ongoing
surveillances of our contractors in real time on a daily basis,

surveyance not only of our contractor performance but also follow-

up with regard to corrective actions on reviews that were either
done by my office or their office or the IG or GAO.
Mrs. Thurman. From our review, it is obvious that a number of

field offices simply haven't been conducting these reviews on either
a 2- or 3-year schedule. For example, I ask unanimous consent that
the exhibit 27 be made a part of the record. Without objection.

[Exhibit 27 follows:]
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Mrs. Thurman. According to this chart, which was prepared by
the Department at the subcommittee's request, Chicago waited 4

years before conducting its 1990 review of Argonne lab and, accord-

ing to information provided to the subcommittee, DOE has not con-

ducted another review of Argonne since that 1990 review.

Chicago waited 4 years before conducting its 1990 review of

Fermi, and according to information provided to the subcommittee
DOE has also apparently failed to conduct a review of Fermi since

the 1990 review.

Chicago waited 4 years before going back to Brookhaven in 1991,
is that correct?

Mr. MiCHELSEN. I would have to look at the exhibits.

In fact, the Department has had a spotty record with regard to

the conduct of these reviews, historically. But since October 1992,
with the establishment of our central oversight function at head-

quarters, I think our record has been exemplary. There are few ex-

amples of those reviews not being accomplished within that 3-year
schedule. And, in fact, all of our contractor systems have either

been approved, conditionally approved, disapproved, or in a pend-
ing status, which is a departure from pre-1992.
Mrs. Thurman. Could you give us a list of those for the record,

as well?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. Certainly.
[The information referred to follows:]

The attached hst identifies the contractor systems which have been approved, dis-

approved or pending since 1992.
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Mrs. Thurman. Some of these, though, have not been done since

1990 and I guess are still not done.

Mr. MiCHELSEN. They are—I would have to see which ones you
are specifically talking about. But I would think they are scheduled
for this year.
Mrs. Thurman. Argonne, is it done?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. I'm being told it was done in June. We can give

you an updated schedule, updated record.

Mrs. Thurman. It is 4 years. But I think for the line of question-

ing that we're going through we certainly would like to see this in-

formation because it's

Mr. MiCHELSEN. We'll make it available.

[The information referred to follows:]

A Contractor Personal Property System Review was conducted of Argonne Na-
tional Laboratory—East, May 2 through May 13, 1994. A draft report was issued

and Argonne has submitted a Corrective Action Plan. By letter dated August 24,

1994, the Office of Contractor Management and Administration concurred in Chi-

cago Operations Office's recommendation for a conditional approval of the Argonne
National Laboratory's property management system based in Argonne's Corrective

Action Plan and Argonne's efforts in completing the actions identified. A copy of the

letter dated August 24, 1994, and Argonne's draft report and Corrective Action Plan
is submitted for the record. The vast majority of the review was accomplished since

most of Argonne's personal property is located at Argonne-East, with only a small

portion of its personal property located at Argonne-West. A Contractor Personal

Property System Review of Argonne National Laboratory—West, located in Idaho

Falls, Idaho, is scheduled for completion by December 1994. After evaluation and

acceptance of Argonne-West's Corrective Action Plan, a final report will be issued,

and a copy of the final report forwarded to the Subcommittee.
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HR-525.1 (J. Langenhorst, 6-8745)

Personal Property Management Systems - Argonne National Laboratory

Director, Information Management and Support Division, Chicago Operations
Office

This memorandum is in response to the Chief, Contractor Oversight Branch,
letter dated July 29, 1994, requesting an extension in completing the

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)
- West portion of the review and a

conditional approval of the ANL-East personal property management system
until ANL-West can be reviewed.

Your staff requested an extension to complete the ANL-West portion of the
Contractor Personal Property System Review (CPPSR) because the Idaho

Operations Office is unable to do the review this year; however, they may
be available to perform the review the first part of 1995. The Office of
Contractor Management and Assistance (OCMA) requests that reviews with

multiple sites be completed within six months to assure the Department has

timely reviews of personal property management system for the contractor.
We understand your circumstances of limited staff and budget constraints
but having adequate controls on personal property within the Department Is
also important. Therefore, we are extending the ANL-West portion of the
review until the end of December 1994.

Your staff also requested that OCMA concur with a conditional approval of
ANL-East until ANL-West could be reviewed. We have reviewed the Corrective
Action Plan, based on your assurance that ANL-East is actively working
toward completion of the observations in the CPPSR and the expectation the
ANL-West portion of the CPPSR will be conducted, we concur with your
request for a conditional approval of ANL-East. As stated in the
Contractor Purchasing and Personal Property System Review Surveillance
Handbook conditional approvals have a 6-month limitation with one 6-month •

extension. A copy of your letter granting conditional approval should be
sent to OCMA.

As a reminder, the Contractor Purchasing and Personal Property System
Review Surveillance Handbook, Interim Final, Volume 2, May 1994, Chapter 2B,

paragraph C, states that surveillance plans are required to be submitted to
the OCMA within 60 days after receipt of the contractor's corrective action

plan, and annual updates thereafter. Semiannual Surveillance Reports are also

required six months after the date of the final CPPSiR report, as outlined in

Chapter 28, paragraph D of the Handbook.
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If you have any questions or need any assistance, please contact Ms. Julie

Hannan, of qy staff, on (202) 586-1435.
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PREFACB

DOE Property Management Regulations (DOE-PMR) 109-1.5203 and 5204
establish the requirements to periodically review the personal
property management systems of DOE's management and operating (M&O)
contractors.

Accordingly, a combined systems and transactions review of the
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) was conducted from May 2 to May 12,
1994, by representatives from the Office of Contractor Management and
Administration (OCMA) , Office of Procurement, Assistance, and Program
Management, Headquarters, and individuals from the DOE Chicago
Operations Office. This was a partial survey and consisted of

reviewing ANL-East, but not ANL-West, Idaho Falls, Idaho. ANL-West
will be reviewed by the DOE Chicago Operations Office within the next
6 months and the report will be forwarded to OCMA for inclusion in
the final report .

Except as discussed herein, we conducted our review in accordance
with the Contractor Personal Property Systems Review Handbook, Volume
1, Interim Final, July 1993. The Handbook requires that such review^
be planned and performed so as to obtain a reasonable assurance about
whether (1) the property management system is efficient and
effective; (2) appropriate administrative and management controls are
in place and operating as designed; (3) the necessary support is

provided to the programs at a reasonable cost; (4) sufficient
personnel resources exist (both in terms of quantity and quality) to
execute the property management mission; (5) the property system
operates in conformance with applicable statutes, regulations, prime
contract requirements, and DOE-approved ANL Property Management
Procedures; and (6) the personal property management system protects
the interests of the Government.

The on-site assessment of contractor operations involves the » '
;;

examination, on a test basis, of evidence suppcrting the systems'
descriptions, procedures and transactions, and 3cn evaluation of
whether approved practices were consistently followed. Reviews
conducted under this program of contractor oversight and assessment
provide a reasonable basis for the conclusions and observations
contained in this report .
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This report sets forth the results of the review in the following
format :

(1) Executive Summary - The Executive Summary addresses: (i)
assessments having the greatest impact on achieving overall
performance objectives; (ii) summary status of repeat
recommendations, if any; and (iii) discusses areas where the
contractor is performing in an exemplary manner. This
information is presented in sufficient detail that a reader can
understand the volume and significance of the assessments
contained in this report;

(2) Discrete Reviews - The Discrete Review sections set forth
the regulatory and contractual requirements, team assessments,
and supporting assessments; and . .

(3) Summary - This section lists the CPPSR observations. The
Final Report will also include the Contractor's Response to the
Draft Report (if received) and the CPPSR Team's comments on the
Contractor's Response to the Draft Report.
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS
ii'i]ioft'rffr]'"T

ADPE Automatic Data Processing Equipment

CAP Corrective Action Plan
CDO Cognizant DOE Office
CFA Cognizant Federal Agency
CFR

'

Code of Federal Regulations
CG Comptroller General
CO Contracting Officer
CPPSR Contractor Personal Property System Review
CPSR Contractor Purchasing System Review

DEAR DOE Acquisition Regulation
DOD Department of Defense
DOE Department of Energy
DOE-PMR DOE Property Management Regulations

EHFFP Equipment Held For Future Projects
EOQ Economic Ordering Quantity
ERLE Energy-Related Laboratory Equipment

FAR Federal Acquisition Regulation
FIRMR Federal Information Resources Management Regulations
FIS Financial Information System
FPMR Federal Property Management Regulations ^

GAO General Accounting Office
GSA General Services Administration

HCA
HQ

IDP
IFMS
16

M&O
MUFFIN

OCMA
OCMO
OGC
OIG
OMB
OPMO

Head of Contracting Activity
DOE Headquarters

Individual Development Plans
Interagency Fleet Management System
Inspector General

Management and Operating
Multi-Use File for Interagency News

Office of Contractor Management and Administration
Orgarizational Contracts Management Officer
Office of General Counsel
Office of Inspector General
Office of Management and Budget
Organizational Property Management bfficer
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY .

PURPOSE OF THE REVIEW;

The review was performed in accordance with the Department of Energy
Property Management Regulation (DOE-PMR) 109-1.52, and the DOE
Contractor Personal Property System Review Handbook, Interim Final,
Volume 1, July 1993, for the purpose of:

(1) Evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of the ANL
property management system;

(2) Assuring conformance to the prime contract
requirements, as well as compliance with applicable
statutes, DOE and Federal regulations, good business
management practices, and any DOE -approved ANL property
management instructions; and

(3) Providing information to the Head of the Contracting
Activity that can be considered in making a determination i

of system status.

SYNOPSIS:

The Office of Contractor Management and Administration, Office of
Procurement and Assistance Management,. Headquarters, has conducted an
on-site review of the ANL property management system at the ANL- East
site. ThiS on-site review was conducted from May 2 to May 12, 1994.
As a result of this activity, it has been found that the property
management system may not always provide the necessary assurance that
the interests of the Government are being protected and that related
activities are conducted in accordance with applicable statutes,
regulations, contract terms and conditions, and good business

, , _,:

management practices, while efficiently and effectively supporting
the missions assigned to the contractor. However, a final
determination cannot be made until the remaining ANL-West site in
Idaho Falls, Idaho, has been reviewed by the DOE Chicago Operations
Office and the results forwarded to OCMA for inclusion in the final
report. .

The review indicated several areas where significant improvement
and/or increased management attention is needed. In these areas, the
issues raised are to be viewed as critical near-term problems,
immediate resolution of which is mandatory, and others are viewed as

long-term problems, whose solution may require the addressing of
related root reuses not reasonably resolvable in the short term.
However, even the long-term issues must have near term "fixes" which
address to the maximum extent practicable the deficiencies noted in
this report .
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This CPPSR Report documents Team observations summarizing variances
from the standards, rather than specific recommendations for
corrective actions. This is a departure from past CPPSR practices.
In each case, ANL is to determine the root cause of the assessments
which were observed and provide DOE Chicago Operations Office with a
Corrective Action Plan (CAP) to eliminate the assessments. CAPs
should not be limited to the corrective action to be taken to correct
the variances frotr: standards, but should also address the underlying
reasons for the existence of these variances.

The details of the property management areas are discussed in the
Discrete Review section of this report. An overview of these
findings and needed improvements is provided below.

The report contains 14 observations, which are summarized below by
the areas to which they apply:

Controls Over Subcontractor Held Property - ANL does not maintain an
acceptable program to identify, track, and control personal property
in the possession of subcontractors.

t

Walk-through Program - ANL's walk-through program requires management
support in order to identify possible idle, excess or equipment to be
held for future use.

Operating Procedures - ANL is not obtaining required approvals from
DOE for new and revised property management procedures.

Loaned Property - Approximately 40% of all loans have been extended
for more than four years.

Sensitive Item Inventories - ANL's procedures for performing
sensitive item inventories do not meet the requirements of DOE-PMR
109-1.5106-5. , *,-

Physical Inventory Write-Otfs - ANL is not receiving approval from
DOE prior to adjusting records for physical inventory results.

Equipment Held for Future Projects - There is no program to identify
and control equipment held for future projects.

Reutilization - ANL does not have an effective equipment purchase
planning program which documents utilization of property available at
the Laboratory and from other DOE/Federal agencies.

Employee Development - Personal property management personnel have
not been afforded the necessary professional development training
opportunities.

Internal Assessment - ANL does not have a property management
internal assessment program.
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storage Practices - ANL is not observing proper housekeeping and
storage practices.

Motor Vehicle Management - Motor vehicle utilization goals have not
been readjusted nor periodic utilization reviews performed for
justifying retention, reassignment, pooling, and disposition of
under-utilized vehicles.

Other Motor Equipment Management - ANL's other motor equipment
program, lacks adequately documented utilization reviews.
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SUMMARY

In total, while the CPPSR Team believes that ANL has improvements to
make in the areas listed above, the overall property management
system is not always responsive to, the protection, accountability,
and control of government personal property. The most important
areas of concern are identification of EHFFP equipment; management
attention to the walk-through program; controls over subcontractor
held property; property loans; and motor vehicle and other motor
equipment management. The impact of these findings could potentially
increase operating costs and inventory levels. In a period- of
declining budgets, and program and staff reductions, it is imperative
that close attention be given to the size and levels of inventories
of personal property, motor vehicles and other motor equipment.
Formal management reviews of personal property functional areas could
lead to a potential reduction of equipment inventories and associated
reduction of program dollars expenditures.
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CPPSR SUMMARY SHEET DEFINITIONS

The following defined terms were used to express the opinion of the
CPPSR Team regarding the condition of ANL's personal property
management system.:

DEFINITIONS

ACCEPTABLE: The contractor's management has demonstrated its
commitment to continuous improvement and uses sound business
practices. Overall performance meets expected levels. The
contractor's property system is Validated by sustained performance in

compliance with all statutory requirements and Departmental
regulations. Based upon our review, there was no evidence of
deviations from the standards which lead to significant cost,
schedule, legal, or program impacts on Department programs.

h4ARGINAL: The contractor does not meet many of the applicable
Departmental regulations, statutory requirements, prime contract
terms and conditions, requirements of the approved property system,
and/or good business practices; and based upon our review, without

,

significant corrective action, the deviations from the standards
noted could lead to cost, schedule, legal or program impacts on
Departmental programs. Laudatory areas of contractor performance in
the management and execution of the property program are outweighed
by the findings described in the review documentation.

UNACCEPTABLE: The demonstrated quality of the property system is
below acceptable levels, and based upon our review, deviations from
the standards exist which cause significant cost, schedule, legal or

program impacts on Departmental programs.

CRITICAL FAILURES: A Critical Failure is any failure of the
contractor's property system which has major cost, contract '..',.

compliance or legal impact. Some examples of areas where Critical .

Failures could occur are: determinations of subcontractor
responsibility, possible fraud situations, and compliance with law
and DOE regulations.

MAJOR DEFICIENCIES: Deviations from the standards which may cause

significant cost, schiedule. legal or program impacts on Departmental
programs, but which are not of such importance as to be considered
critical failure.

STRENGTH: This is a level of rare, high-quality performance which
substantially exceeds the expected level of performance. Not only
loee the contractor meet or exceed all performance standards in the
CPPSR Handbook and conducts business in accortlance with sound
business practices, the contractor is also in full compliance with
all Departmental regulations and statutory requirements. The
contractor has demonstrated consistent performance at this high level
of achievement by all property personnel.

11
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STRENGTHS and WEAKNESSES

STRENGTHS :
.

. •>

While the review resulted in identifying areas of ANL's property
system that should be improved, a number of strengths were noted:

o ANL's Property Management system is a relational
database running under ORACLE. Data input such as
employee badge number, account number, and building
number are all verified for accuracy as the data is
input into the system, greatly reducing the amount of
erroneous information in the database. The relational
database can easily be queried on any complete or
partial data field to allow easy access to summary
information. Since the system is available laboratory
wide, the division property representatives can easily
change some fields such as current location or
availability to other organizations.

WEAKNESSES :

The following property areas are considered to need immediate
management attention to ensure the overall effectiveness, efficiency
and quality of the property system:

o Inadequate program to identify, track, and
control personal property in the possession of
subcontractors.

o Walk-through program requires top management support in
order to effectively identify idle and excess property. «. «

..

o Performance of sensitive item inventories needs to comply
with DOE-PMR 109-1.5106-5.

o A significant number ot loans been extended for more than
four years with inadequate justifications.

o Personal property management personnel are not being
afforded training opportunities.

o Lack of an effective program to identify equipment held for
future projects.

12
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTATIONS

The draft report was provided to Mr. R. L. Teunis, Chief Operations
Officer, ANL, at the exit conference.

ANL's comments will be carefully considered, responded to as
appropriate, and included in the final report.

Final reports will be distributed on a limited basis in accordance
with established procedures.

13
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DISCRETE REVIEWS

CONTRACTOR PERSONAL PROPERTY SYSTEM REVIEW (CPPSR)

14
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SUBPART A

DISCRETE REVIEWS

The scope of the CPPSR for ANL was determined based on (1) DOE
personal property system review standards, (2) results of previous
GAO, IG, and CPPSR reviews, (3) site visit to the contractor, (4)

review and analysis of the contractor's procedures,. <5) interviews
with contractor pers.onnel and (6) discussions with property
management personnel.

Based on this information, the following major areas were identified
for review:

a. General Management

b. Property Management Operations

Each of these areas is addressed in the following sections.

15
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SECTION 1

GENERAL MANAGEMENT

Management is the process of controlling and directing activities of
the organization. General management encompasses the interface of
all functional elements, systems, and practices having organization-
wide application. This review area will cover, but is not limited
to, (i) management controls over work; (ii) property management
procedures, (iii) delegations of authority; (iv) interrelationship of

organizations concerned with property management activities, e.g.,
procurement, finance, property, program, etc.; (vi) informational
systems; and (vii) personnel related matters.

The general management review included an assessment of the following
topics:

a. Operating Procedures (System Standard 1)

b. Organization and Staffing (System Standard 2)

c. Employee Development (System Standard 3)

d. Quality Attainment and Checks and Balances (System Standard
4)

e. Controls over Subcontractor-Held Property (System Standard
5)

These topics were assessed through a review of property management
procedures, property files, management records, and/or interviews
with management and staff personnel.

16
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a. OPERATING PROCEDURES (System Standard 1)

REVIEW STANDARD

The contractor has developed written procedures describing its
property management system of accounting for and control of,
utilization, maintenance, repair, protection, preservation and
disposition of Government property. Formal procedures which
address all aspects of property management and which ensure
application of statutes, laws, regulations, and sound business
practices are being followed. The procedures reflect DOE and
other Federal policy and guidance. Overall procedural guidance
has been provided to those organizations involved in personal
property management. A library of property management -related
publications is maintained.

ASSESSMENT

DOE-PMR 109-1.52 requires that contractors shall maintain their
personal property management system in writing on a current
basis. It also states that any changes to the approved property
management system made after the original review and approval i

should be reviewed by the property administrator and
approved/disapproved as appropriate.

o ANL's property management procedures were approved during
the 1990 CPPSR conducted by the Chicago Operations Office.

o Since 1990 several new property management procedure^ have
been issued and a significant number of the existing
property management procedures have been revised.

o There is no documentation to indicate that either the new
procedures or the revised procedures were approved by DOE
Chicago Operations Office prior to implementation by ANLi

'
.'

OBSERVATION NO. 1

ANL is not obtaining required approvals from DOE Chicago
Operations Office for new and revised property management
procedures prior to issuance and implementation.

Motor Vehicle Management Procedures

o Plant Facilities and Services' policies and procedures have
not been updated to reflect new operating procedures for
both motor vehicles and other motor eguipm_iit.

OBSERVATION NO. 2 ,

ANL's motor vehicle procedures require updating and
approval of DOE Chicago Operations Office.

17
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gMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT (System Standard 3)

REVIEW STANDARD

The contractor has an established employee development program
which effectively promotes career development and provides the
skills needed to manage and administer an effective and
efficient personal property management program.

ASSESSMENT

Review of the Materials and Services Division's employee
training records indicated that all employees received the

required on-site training in the ES&H areas and in a few other
areas such as computer protection. The Divisional Property
Representatives (DPR) are provided training seminars taught by
staff members of the Materials and Services Division. However,
the property staff has had relatively no property management
training. The CPPSR team found that:

o - The only training being provided is on-the-job training at *

the time there is a change in work assignments.

o ANL's senior property specialists and other related

property management personnel have not been afforded
necessary personal property management training
opportunities.

o Individual employee development plans have not been
formalized for property management personnel.

OBSERVATION NO. 3

Review of this area by the CPPSR team showed a lack of

property management training and employee development
plans. Inadequately trained personnel have the potential
for causing significant problems in the management and

oversight of property management functions.

18
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d. QUALITY ATTAINMENT AND CHECKS AND BALANCES (System Standard 4)

REVIEW STANDARD

The contractor has an effective program for monitoring,
evaluating, documenting, and improving the quality of the
organization's performance in personal property management, and
for ensuring the maintenance of sufficient checks and balances
in these activities. Management improvement objectives are
established to ensure improvement of overall personal property
management practices. Independent review procedures ensure the
accuracy, efficiency, and integrity of the operation.
Interrelationships with all organizations with personal property
management responsibilities are effectively maintained to meet
personal property management priorities within the organization.

ASSESSMENT

There is no internal self -assessment program within ANL's
property management functions to accomplish the internal
controls necessary to properly monitor, evaluate, and document
property management performance and to ensure continuous process
improvements. A self -assessment program may have identified and
precluded many of the observations noted by the CPPSR team.
This program should include, but not be limited to, such areas
as follows:

o Periodic assessment of all property management functions.

o Written reports that include results of the assessment, any
findings/observations, and required actions.

o A follow-up system to ensure corrective actions have been
accomplished in a timely manner.

OBSERVATION NO. 4
;

"

ANL does not have a property management internal self-
assessment program.

19
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CONTROLS OVER SUBCONTRACTOR-HELD PROPERTY (System Standard 5)

REVIEW STJ^NDARD
' '

.

"

The contractor has a system in operation which provides for the
control of Government property held by subcontractors in
accordance with regulatory provisions and guidance of the DOE

contracting officer. Subcontractor property systems are

appraised, equipment acquisitions are property approved, capital
equipment holdings are included in the M&O contractor's
financial/property accounts, and excess property is promptly
reported and disposed of in accordance with applicable
regulations.

ASSESSMENT

DOE-PMR 109-1.5201 (c) states that contractors shall require
those subcontractors provided Government property to establish
and maintain a system for the management and control of such

property. As a minimum, the subcontractor's system should
include the requirements of DOE-PMR 109-1. 5201 (c) (1) through »

(9) . The CPPSR team found the following during their review:

o ANL's property management records of subcontractor-held

property are not current. Property Management's list of
subcontracts with property (approximately 95) does not

agree with the list provided by the Procurement
Subcontracts Manager (approximately 41, 21 active and 20 in

closeout) .

o Property management records indicate. many subcontracts not
listed on the procurement list and, conversely, the

procurement list indicated subcontracts not on the property
records list. * ' k

o ANL Supply Procedure 3.09, 06/01/88 and Procurement
Procedure "71 are not being followed. Exhibit 1, of
Procurement Procedure 71, "Control of Government -

Contractor Requirements", is not always being attached to
the subcontract.

o Property management database information indicates only 15

items in statuF code 7, the designation for property
located at a subcontractor's site. The three subcontracts
associated with these 15 items are not on the list of
active subcontracts with property which was provided by
Procurement . ,

o Property management files do not contain inventory results
with total acquisition value of Government property in

possession of subcontractors or copies of annual reports of

subcontractor held property.

20
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ANL is not performing functions as required in DOE-PMR 109-
1.5201 which include such things as periodic reviews of
subcontractors to ensure that property is being managed in
accordance with established procedures.

Coordination/communication appears to be lacking between
the procurement sub-contracts area and the property
management area.

OBSERVATION NO. 5

ANL does not maintain an acceptable program to identify,
track, and control personal property in the possession of
subcontractor .

THIS IS A REPEAT FROM THE PRIOR TWO CPPSRs.

21
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SECTION 2

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS

Property management operations is the process of efficiently and
effectively managing and controlling Government property from

acquisition through- disposition in accordance with applicable
statutes, laws, regulations, and sound business practices. This
review area includes, but is not limited to, (i) receipt and control
of equipment and supplies; (ii) identification; (iii) records
maintenance; (iv) identification of idle equipment; (v) physical
inventories; (vi) management of motor vehicles and other motor
equipment; and (vii) other required property management actions.

The property management operations included an assessment of the

following topics:

a. Management and Control of Equipment (System Standard 6)

b. Management of Supplies and Materials (System Standard 7)

c. Storage and Warehousing (System Standard 8)

d. Reutilization and Disposal (System Standard 9)

e. Motor Vehicle Maiiagement (System Standard 10)

f . Other Motor Equipment Management (System Standard 11)

These topics were assessed through review of property management
files, property transaction documentation, physical verification,
and/or interviews with management and staff personnel.

22
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a. MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OP EQUIPMENT (System Standard 6)

REVIEW STANDARD

The contractor has an effective program for the acquisition,
management, and control of equipment, including receiving,
marking, records maintenance, the conduct of physical
inventories, identification of idle equipment, and other
required actions.

ASSESSMENT

Sensitive Item Physical Inventorv

The DOE-PMR 10-9-1.5106-5 states that a physical inventory of
sensitive items will be conducted on an annual basis and that
checklists without actual verification do not meet the
requirements of a physical inventory. However, annual
verification inventories by a third party with a 10% physical
inventory on a random basis is authorized when approved by DOE.

o ANL'E Supply Procedure 3.03, Control of Sensitive Items,
dated 8/31/92, indicates that a physical inventory of
sensitive items requires the custodian's signature on the
inventory form verifying the item(s) is still in the
custodian's possession. Then a 5-10% random sampling of
sensitive items is physically inventoried to check the
accuracy of the verification inventory.

o Annual sensitive item verifications do not require a third
party validation.

o ANL is only conducting a 5% random sampling of sensitive
items for physical verification! »..

'

o The sensitive item inventory is not performed on a cyclic
basis, but performed at a set time during the year.
Conceivably, an off-site sensitive item signed for in
January 1994 could not be inventoried for almost two years
if the next annual inventory was not performed until late
1995. This does not meet tYie requirements of an annual
inventory.

.23
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o ANL Form No. 126C, Shipping Order, is used to record
custodian's signature, and justification for sensitive
items that are off -site for home use. However, this form
does not require the custodian to sign' a certification that
the Government property will be used "For Official iTse

Only".

OBSERVATION NO. 6 .

ANL's procedures for performing sensitive item inventories
do not meet the requirements of DOE-PMR 109-1.5106-5.

Physical Inventory Verification - Capital. Sensitive and Stores

DOE-PMR 109-1.5106.5 requires contractors to identify and
inventory property at scheduled intervals. The CPPSR team
selected a random sample of 58 capital, 60 sensitive, and 60
store items. During the physical inventory of these items,
another 14 capital, 17 sensitive and 15 store items were sampled
from floor to records. Results of the inventory verification
showed an accuracy rate for physical location verification of *

this sample was 100%. All items were located, however,
approximately 20 property records had errors in manufacturer's
name or in other detailed information. Although there were a
few data base errors, ANL should be commended for the 100%
location accuracy rate.

Physical Inventory Write -Offs

DOE 2200. 6A, Chapter VI, Plant and Capital Equipment, paragraph
5.C., stipulates that a signed statement should accompany the
results of each physical inventory, stating when the inventory
was completed and whether the inventory agrees with the property
records. A listing will be provided showing differences (iteiti, •.•:

quantity, cost, and circumstances) . These inventory results ;

shall be forwarded to DOE Chicago Operations for approval prior
to adjusting the financial records.

OBSERVATION NO. 7 ,-:

ANL is not receiving approval from DOE Chicago Operations
Office prior to adjusting records for physical inventory
results.

Walk-Throuoh Program . •

DOE-PMR 109-25.109-1 requires management walk-through
inspections to be scheduled to provide coverage ot all operating
and storage areas at least every two years tp identify idle and
unnecessary personal property. A report of walk-throughs
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conducted, including participants, areas covered, findings,
recommendations, and results achieved shall be submitted to the
head of the laboratoiry or other facility involved. The CPPSR
team noted the following during the review of this area:

o Documentation indicated that ANL did not have an active
walk-through program prior to January 1994.

o Documentation indicates that ANL's management is not
actively involved in the walk-through program.

o Personal property found in storage cages during the team's
review of Buildings 203, 212, and 223, may have been
identified as excess or idle property if an aggressive
walk -through program had been utilized.

OBSERVATION NO. 8

Management support is required for the recently activated
walk-through program. Lack of management attention may
result in possible excess or idle equipment not being
identified as a potential source of supply for new
procurement .

THIS IS A REPEAT FROM THE PRIOR TWO CPPSRS.

Loaned Property

DOE-PMR 109.1.5104 specifies that property which would otherwise
be out of service for temporary periods (and not excess) may be
loaned to other DOE offices and contractors, other Federal
agencies, and to others for official purposes. Written loan
agreements shall include required information as specified in
the above reference and should not exceed one year. The CPPS5 ,

team reviewed ANL's loan agreements and found the following:

o . Of the 57 open loans, 40% have been open longer than four
years; some dating back as far as the 1982-1983 timeframe.

o Loans have been extended for fi^je or wore years even though
documentation revealed that the ANL progxam office had no
current use for tbe property.
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Justification for loan retention is inadecjuate . Loan

agreements should generally not exceed a year and should
have an annual rejustification by ANL prior to loan
renewal .

Observation No. 9

Deficiencies exist with the ANL loaned property program
that showed inadeguaoies in the justification and extension-
of loans.

THIS IS A REPEAT PROM THE PRIOR CPPSR.
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c. STORAGE AND WAREHOUSING (System Standard 8)

REVIEW STANDARD
.

•
-

The contractor has developed and operates an effective program
'

for the storage, preservation and protection of Government
property. Storage facilities are adequate and safeguarded with
controlled access. Generally accepted storage practices and
principles are observed. Reviews are conducted of stored items
to ensure justification for retention.

ASSESSMENT

Equipment Held for Future Projects (EHFFP)

EHFFP is equipment that is retained, based on approved
justifications, for known future use, or for potential use in

planned projects. Records for EHFFP shall be maintained by the
holding organization. Included shall be a listing of items with
original date of classification as EHFFP, initial justification
for retention, and documentation of reviews made by higher »

levels of management (DOE-PMR 109-27.51). The CPPSR team found
t that:

o EHFFP held for longer than one year was not reviewed at a
level of management at least two levels above that of the
individual making the initial determination.

o EHFFP retained for periods longer than three years had not
been approved by the head of the DOE Chicago Operations
Office or his designee.

o ANL's records indicate eight items in status code 11, held
for future use, seven of which are located at ANL-West. . ' ••

However, a review of several Division level storage areas
in Buildings 203, 212. and 223, ehowed property possibly
held for future projects or for potential use in planned
projects. Some of these items had tags with dates as far
back as 1986.

o Storage areas in buildings 208, F Wing, and building 310
contained itews being held for the Integral Fast Reactor,
one item which had been in storage for five years.

o EHFFP held for longer than one year was not reviewed at a

level of management at least two levels above that of the
individual making the initial determination.

o EHFFP retained for periods longer than three "years had not
been approved by the head of the DOE Chicago Operations
Office or his designee.
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o DOE-PMR 109-27.5107 requires, where practicable and
consistent with program needs, that EHFFP be considered as
a source of supply to avoid or postpone acquisition. Many
items found in the above mentioned storage locations had
been there for several years. The lack of an established
EHFFP program precludes the screening of these items prior
to new procurement .

QBSERVATION NO. 10-

%he review team found no working EHFFP program at ANL.
This precludes the appropuriate justification, reporting,
control, and utilization of such equipment.

Storage Practices

During a walk- through of Buildings 28, 203, 212, 223, the CPPSR
team identified the following:

o Storage areas in the above buildings were dirty, cluttered,
and contained property with tags dating back to 1979.

^

o Bookcases, file cabinet and boxes of records, some going
back as far as 1976, were commingled with stored property.

OBSERVATION NO. 11

Proper housekeeping and storage practices are not being
observed.
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REUTiLIZATION AND DISPOSAL (System Standard 9)

REVIEW STANDARD
,

'

The contractor has an effective and operational system for the
reutilization and disposal of excess and surplus personal
property. Excess personal property is identified and reported,
and surplus property is disposed of, in accordance with
regulations and in a cost effective and timely manner. An
active and effective excess property acquisition program is

operational. REAPS is utilized as required for the reporting
and screening (for purposes of acquisition) of excess personal
property.

ASSESSMENT

Acquisition of Excess Property

It is the policy of DOE to consider excess property as the first
source of supply. The objective of this policy is to obtain
maximum effective and economical utilization of property already
owned by the Federal Government . The CPPSR Team noted the *

following during the review of this area:

o Even though Division Property Representatives (DPRs) have
access to the internal automated property management system
to review inventory items in Status Code 04 (excess) , our
review of documentation indicated very little excess being
reutilized.

o DPRs do not have access to on-line REAPS, however, upon
request, property management personnel will screen DOE
REAPS and GSA MUFFIN. Limited requests have been received
from DPRs for potential reutilization. » •

..,

o ANL has no system in place to document that purchase
requisitions are reviewed against available excess prior to
new acquisitions.

o Documentation is not available to reflect savings achieved
through obtaining excess in lieu of new procurements.

OBSERVATION NO. 12 .

'

.
•

.'

ANL does not have an effective equipment purchase planning
program which documents maximum effective and economical
utilization of property available at the Ijaboratory and
from other DOE/Federal sources. •

THIS IS A REPEAT FROM THE PRIOR CPPSR.
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MOTOR VEHICLE MANAGEMENT (System Standard 10)

REVIEW STANDARD ,

The contractor conducts an effective motor vehicle management
program. Effective operating procedures are in effect and
followed, and acquisitions and disposals are conducted in
accordance with prescribed regulations and procedures.
Utilization practices are effective, with appropriate controls
on the use of vehicles established and enforced. Acquisition
plans are developed and with DOE allocations. Reports are
accurate and submitted as required.

ASSESSMENT
'

Motor vehicle management is a highly specialized and complex
area of personal property management where special requirements
and regulations have been prescribed to ensure the effective and
efficient acquisition, utilization, operation, maintenance and
disposal of these resources. Motor vehicles represent a

significant resource investment, receive high visibility, and '

provide a great potential for mismanagement. It is DOE policy
to keep the number of motor vehicles at the minimum needed to
satisfy program requirements. To assure attainment of this
goal, continuing attention shall be given to developing and
implementing controls and practices which will achieve the most
practical and economical utilization of vehicles. The CPPSR
Team noted the following areas that need attention:

o The type of preventive maintenance/safety inspections to be
performed on light weight vehicles and heavy equipment is
not specifically identified by type and class of vehicle on
the standard checklist even though inspection requirements ..

are different for each type. '''.:

o Standard utilization goals were not established for 1993
and approved by DOE Chicago Operations Office.

o There was no indication that ANL had conducted motor ;

vehicle utilization reviews, as required by DOE-PMR 109-
38.5001(c). This is needed in order to reassign, pool, or
dispose of under utilized vehicles.

^

OBSERVATION NO. 13

Problems exist in ANL's management of motor vehicles in the
areas of utilization and the use of a standard Vehicle
Preventive Maintenance Service OrdeV form for all types of
motor equipment .
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f . OTHER MOTOR EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT (System Standard 11)

REVIEW STANDARD

The contractor has an effective system in place for ensuring
that motor equipment other than motor vehicles are properly
acquired, utilized, and disposed of in accordance with

. prescribed regulations and procedures.

ASSESSMENT

ANL's heavy equipment is used for support for many projects and
represents a significant investment. Heavy equipment, like
motor vehicle management, is a complex area of personal property
management. The CPPSR team found the following during their
review:

o Utilization reviews of heavy motor equipment are not being
formally documented.

o Analysis of utilization information has not been performed ,

to determine the need to reassign, pool or dispose of under
' utilized equipment.

OBSERVATION NO. 14

ANL's motor equipment program lacks adequately documented
utilization reviews.
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ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
9700 SOUTH CASS AVENUE. ARGONNE. ILLINOIS 60439

Juty 19. 1994

Mr. A. L. Taboas
Area Manager
Argonne Area Ofilce

U.S. Department of Energy - CH
9800 South Cass Avenue

Argonne, IL 60439-4895

Dear Mr. Taboas:

SUBJECT: Responses to the Observations of the CPPSR conducted from May 2. 1994,
to May 12. 1994

Observation No. 1

ANL Is not obtaining required approvals from DOE Chicago Operations Ofllce for new and revised

property management procedures prior to issuance and Implementation.

ANL's Response:

ANL agrees with the finding. AD new and revised ANL Property Management procedures will be

provided to DOE-CH for approval prior to Implementation. We would request that you consider
an approach which appears to be more in line with the intent ofthe Contract Reform Report which
recommends a reduction In 6iC tlme-consuciilng review and approval process. From dur

"'

experience we can estimalff that pre-approval &x)m DOE-CH can lengthen implementation by at
least four (4] weeks and wlU require close administrative oversight to ensure that approval is

obtained and procedures are returned.

Observation No. 2

ANL's motor vehicle procedures require updating and approval ofDOE Chicago Operations Office.

ANL's Response:

ANL af^xa with the finding. AD existing, new and revised ANL Motor Vehicle Procedures wlD be

provided to DOE-CH for approvzd prior to implementation. • Please reference our comments
contained as part ofANL's response to Observation Ko. 1 concerning the lengthening of the time

required for approval.

Observation No. 3

Review of this area (training and employee development) by the CPPSR team showed a lack of

property management training and employee development plans. Inadequately tradned personnel
have the potential for causing signlflcant problems In the management and oversight of property
management functions.
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ANL's Response:

ANL agrees with the finding. An Initial training plan has been developed and will begin on June
6, 1994. An annual training plan will be maintained wherein those property meinagement
personnel requiring rc-tralnlng will be scheduled for training classes. New employees will receive
relevant training. The final training plan will be completed by September 1 . 1994, after we have
had time to evaluate the value of the Initial training plan. Cross-training may also be utilized as

part of the final training plan in order to give property personnel a well-rounded knowledge
concerning property management. We will provide DOE-CH a copy of the Final Training Plan by
September 1. 1994. The root cause to explain the lack of a training plan stems from a
management belief that training unique to our needs did not exist. We are currently evaluating
the usefulness of the GSA property training which we are attending.

Obserwatloh No. 4

ANL does not have a property management Internal self-assessment program.

ANL's Response:

ANL agrees with the finding. ANL vriil conduct an annual Internal self-assessment program,

utilizing the DOE-PMR 1 09- 1 .520 1 . Directives and Guidance Assessment criteria for management
and operating contractors as the internal self-stssessment criteria. The first self-assessment will

be conducted by June 1 . 1 995. and aimually thereafter. Our annual self-assessment will be kept
on file.

Obserratlon No. 5

ANL does not maintain an acceptable program to identify, track, and control personal property in

the possession of subcontractors.

ANL's Response:

ANL agrees with the finding. ANL Property Management and ANL Subcontract Management are

working diligently to correct this deficiency tmd be in compliance with DOE-PMR 109-1.5201(c).

The target date for assurance that all property In the possession of subcontractors Is fully

accounted for In the ANL Property Management database is Januaiy 1, 1995. The root cause of

this deficiency stems from the lack of management oversight.

Observation No. 6

ANL's procedures for performing sensitive item Inventories do not meet the requirements of DOE-

PMR 109-1.5106-5.

ANL's Response: •»

ANL agrees with the finding. The Materials& Services Supply Procedure wUl be revised and copies

provided to DOE-CH for approval prior to ImplemenUOon by July 1. 1994. The revised procedure

will be updated to Include two signatures required for verincaUon at Sensitive Item Inventory time.

ANL Property Management will also address the timing of the Inventory and the random sample

size by September 1. 1994. This error in the ANL procedure stemmed from an oversight on our

part
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Observation No. 7 ^ . -
"

ANL Is not receiving approval from DOE Chicago OperaUons Ofllce prior to adjusting records for

physical Inventory results.

ANL's Respotise: .
.

'

.

ANL agrees with the Dndlng. ANL wlU obtain the approval of DOE-CH prior to the adjustment of

property records. Please note our comments related to ANL's response to Observation No. 1
related to the lengthening of the approval process.

Observation No. 8

Management support Is required for the recently activated walk-through progrimi. Lack of

management attention may result In possible excess or Idle equipment not being Identlfled as a
potenUa] source of supply for new procurement

ANL's Response:

ANL agrees with the finding. ANL has a \vaIk-through program but agrees that It does not fully t

meet the requirements ofDOE-PMR 109-25. 109-1. ANL Is preparing a walk-through schedule for

the remainder ofcalendair 1994 which will bring ANL Into compliance with the DOE-PMR 109-
25. 109- 1 by Januaiy 1995. The root cause of this deficiency was the lack ofmainagement support
of this program.

Observation Mo. 9

Deficiencies txist with the ANL loaned property program that showed Inadequacies In the

Justification and extension of loans.

ANL's Response:

ANL agrees with the finding. ANL will update Its procedures to be In compliance with DOE-PMR
109-1.5104. ANL realizes that a strong management commitment to the loaned property function
Is essential. The current ANL k>an procedure allows for approval by a non-managemenl person.
In order to Increase management oversight over this area. ANL wll! add an additional level of

approval for Joans znd extensions. ANL wOJ update Supply Procedure 3.07, which covers the

property management loan function, to IncJo^ tfie Property Manager s;^ature before a loan

Justification or extension ofa loan Is approved. The updated procedure will be submitted to DOE-
CH for approval, prior to implementation, by September 1. 1994. ANL feels that a lack of

management oversight fs the root cause of this deficiency.

Observation No. 10

The review team found no working EHFFP program at ANL. This precludes an appropriate
Justification, reporting, control, and utilization pf such equipment

ANL's Response:

ANL agrees with the finding. ANL Property Management has re-lnstated this program and wlU

stress the Importance of E^FFP to the DPR's and Division Directors when doing a walk-through
of their storage areas. The policy will be revised and provided to DOE-CH for approval prior to

Implementation by October 1. 1994. The root cause of this deficiency is the lack of management
support and commitment to this program.
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Observation No. 1 1 '. .
.

Proper housekeeptng and storage practices are not beiog^served.

ANL's Response: - .

,

'

. .

ANL agrees In principle with the finding. Division Property Repr<aaQtatlves and Division Directors
will be instructed In proper housekeeping and storage practices so that file cabinets, boxes of
records etc.. are not mixed with stored property. Photographs will be utilized during <&alk-

throughs to help enforce housekeeping Issues.
*

Observation No. 12
*

-

ANL does not have an effective equipment purchase plaruiing program which documents
maximum effective and economical utilization of property available at the Laboratory and from
other DDE/Federal sources.

ANL's Response:

ANL agrees that our program Is not effective enough to meet the DOE-'PMR requirements. The
newANL Property Management Database allows ANL Divisional Property Representatives pPR's)
to view all excess Items before acquisition ofnew Items. The ANL DPR Is responsible for reviewing
all requests for new property and determining If excess property can be utilized. ANL Property

Management also has a "browse" time Monday through Friday for DPR's throughout the

Laboratory to review other DDE/Federal sources such as REAPS. Our procedure will be reviewed

and updated and a copy supplied to DOE-CH for approval prior to Implementation by October 1,

1994.

Observation No. 13

Problems exist In ANL's management of motor vehicles In the areas of utilization and the use of
'

a standard Vehicle Preventative Maintenance Service Order form for aU types ofmotor equlpmenL

^NL's Response:

ANL agrees with the finding. Ahand wrttten preventive maintenance work ivder form has been

developed for each spectf^c type of vehicle and heavy equipment The form includes

manufacturers PM requirements for each type of vehicle and equipment. The above

manufacturers PM requirement data, is presently being transferred to a new computerized
maintenance work order system program (Probe m). Updated procedures will be provided to DOE-
CH by August 1. 1994. for approval prior to implementation.

Standard utilization goals have been established for 1993 and approved by DOE Chicago

Operations Office.

The Fy93 and mid year Fy94 motor vehicle utilization review has been conducted. Review resiilts

have been documented end sent to DOE Chicago Operations Office.

Observation No. 14

ANL's motor equipment progrzun lacks adequately documented utilization reviews.
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ANL's Response;

ANL agrees with the HndUig. A review of this area found that utlllzaUon data Is not formally
documented and that procedures need to be formalized to reflect utlllzaUon practices. ANL also
found that the analysis of utilization needs to be formalized. Procedures will be updated to
reflect formal utilization reviews and analysis and will be submitted to DOE-CH for approval by
September 1. 1994.

Summary: "• '

. . . .

We want to thank the CPPSR reviewers for their professional conduct and helpfulness. ANL Is

committed to having a best-ln-class property management system. We feel that the prlmaiiy root
causes of the deOclpncles Identlilcd by the CPPSR team stem from alack ofmanagement oversl^t
of the property management function. Changes have been made In order to Increase the

magnitude ofmanagement oversight Other changes are being considered. In some cases we have
been lax In compliance with current DOE-PMR regulations.

ANL has recently Upgraded Its property management database. This databaise Is working
effecUvely as cN-ldenced by the sample of 178 items which were all located and Identlfled.

Nonetheless. ANL Is committed to correcting the balance of deficiencies Identified In the CPPSR. **'

Sincere^.

N. L.

Interim Director. Support Services

ct C. E. Kod

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY THE UNIVERSriY OF CHICAGO
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Mrs. Thurman. OK. Last set of questions.
As we have discussed, DOE contractors can be held responsible

for lost, damaged, or stolen government property, both through
DOE regulations and through the property clauses of their con-
tracts. But it also appears that contractors are routinely exempted
from this responsibility by DOE through deviations in their con-
tracts. The most obvious case of exempting the contractor from re-

sponsibility was the Sandia National Laboratory contract held by
AT&T, which was in effect from 1949 until 1993, which explicitly

exempted AT&T from any liability for damage, loss, or theft of

property.
This particular contract is no longer in effect, but other contract

deviations continue to exist. Of the 50 existing M&O contracts at

the Department, how many have deviations from the standard

property clauses?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. What do you refer to as a standard property

clause?
Mrs. Thurman. Exhibit 29.

Mr. MiCHELSEN. Exhibit 29 is drawn from the Department of En-

ergy regulations, and it is a clause that is the base clause from
which waivers or deviations can be granted. That clause has been
used in one form or another historically for years.
For instance, the example that you gave about Sandia, Sandia

was a contract awarded in the late 1940's. That contractor was per-

forming at little or no fee. And the reason they were exempted from

liability associated with lost property was because of the fact they
were earning no fee on the contract.

With regard to how this clause has been applied at our 52 other
contractor sites, there have been some minor deviations granted
with regard to the application for specific purposes based on the fa-

cilities that were being—that were involved. Certain facilities re-

quire
—have certain unusual risks in the Department of Energy

and required certain—that recognition of that risk in the clause.

Mrs. Thurman. How many deviations? Do you have any idea?

Mr. MiCHELSEN. Not specifically. I could get the exact number.
But there are many deviations.

Mrs. Thurman. And you will provide that for the record?

Mr. MiCHELSEN. Yes, we will.

[The information referred to follows:]

The attached list identifies contracts that have deviations to the Department of

Energy Acquisition Regulations standard property clause.
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MSO OCNIRaCTS VTCIH EgVIATICWS TO DEAR roPPERTT CLMJSB

ALBUQUERQUE OPERATIONS OFFICE

IMiversity of Califoniia - Los Alemos National Laboratory -
Contract Nb. W-7405-ENG-36

Sandia Corporation
Contract No. ES;-AC04-94AIi85000

CHICAGO OPERATIONS OFFICE

Associated Universities Inc. - Brookhaven National Laboratory -
Contract No; DE-AC02-76CH00016

University of Chicago - Argonne National laboratory -
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38

Universities Research Association, Inc. - Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory -

Contract No. DE-AC02-89ER40486

GOLDEN FIELD OFFICE

Midwest Research Institute - National Renewable Energy Laboratory -
Contract No. I»:-AC02-83CH10093

HEADCUAKIERS - OFFICE OP HEAJDQUARTERS PRDCUREMEMT OPERATICNS

Fluor Daniel Services, Inc. - Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserve in
Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming -

Contract No. DE-AC01-92FE62316

T^ Environmental Safety Systems, Inc. - National Civilian Radioactive
Waste Program -

Contract No. DE-AC01-91RK00134

IDAHO OPERATIONS OFFICE

Ixjckheed Idaho Technologies Conpany - Contract Nb. ra:-AC07-94ID13223

Westinghouse-West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc. -
contract No. EE-AC07-81NE44139

OAKLAND CS>ERATia^S OFFICE

Stanford University - Stanford Linear Accelerator Cfenter -
Contract No. aE-AC03-76SF00515

University of California - Lawrence Berkely Laboratory -
Cbntract No. ES:-AC03-76SF00098

University of California - Lawrence Liventore National Laboratory -
Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48
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University of California -
Laboratory of Radiobiology and Environmental

Health-
contract No. EE-AC03-76SF01012

OAK RIDGE OPERATIONS OFFICE

Martin Marietta Energy SystenS/ Inc. -
; .

Contract No. ra;-AC05-84CR21400

Oak Ridge Associated Universities -

Contract No. r»;-AC05-76OR00033

Southeastern Universities Research Association, Inc. - Continuous
Electron Becon Accelerator Facility -

contract No. DE-AC05-84ER40150

RICHLAND OPERATIONS OFFICE

Battelle Memorial Institute - Pacific Northwest Laboratory -

Contract No. EE-AC06-76RL01830

SUPERCONDUCTING SUPER OOLLII«R PRDOECT

Universities Research Association, Inc. -

Contract No. DE-AC35-89ER404a6
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Mrs. Thurman. I ask unanimous consent—we have already
talked about exhibit 29, the DOE property clause, be made a part
of the record.

[Exhibit 29 follows:]
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Department
of Energy
Acquisition
Regulation

i]:fi1:

Enclosure (1)
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970.5204-21 Property.
PROPERTY

(a) Furnishing of Government property. The Government reserves
the right to furnish any property or services required for the

performance of the work under this contract.
(b) Title to property. Except as otherwise provided by the

contracting officer, title to all materials, equipment, supplies, and

tangible personal property of every kind and description purchased by
the contractor, for the cost of which the contractor is entitled to be
reimbursed as a direct item of cost under this contract, shall pass
directly from the vendor to the Government. The Government
reserves the right to inspect, and to accept or reject, any item of
such property. The contractor shall make such disposition of rejected
items as the contracting officer shall direct. Title to other
property, the cost of which is reimbursable to the contractor under
this contract, shall pass to and vest in the Government upon (1)
issuance for use of such property in the performance of this contract,
or (2) conunencement of processing or use of such property in the
performance of this contract, or (3) reimbursement of the cost thereof
by the Government, whichever first occurs. Property furnished by the
Government and property purchased or furnished by the contractor,
title to which vests in the Government, under this paragraph are
hereinafter referred to as Government property. Title to Government
property shall not be affected by the incorporation of the property
into or the attachment of it to any property not owned by the
Government, nor shall such Government property or any part thereof, be
or become a fixture or lose its identity as personality by reason of
affixation to any realty.

(c) Identification. To the extent directed by the contracting
officer, the contractor shall identify Government property coming into
the contractor's possession or custody, by marking and segregating in
such a way, satisfactory to the contracting officer, as shall indicate
its ownership by the Government.

(d) Disposition. The contractor shall make such disposition of
Government property which has come into the possession or custody of
the contractor under this contract as the contracting officer may
direct during the progress of the work or upon completion or
termination of this contract. The contractor may, upon such terms and
conditions as the contracting officer may approve, sell, or exchange
such property, or acquire such property at a price agreed upon by
the Contracting Officer and the contractor as the fair value thereof.
The amount received by the contractor as the result of any
disposition, or the agreed fair value of any such property acquired by
the contractor, shall be applied in reduction of costs allowable under
this contract or shall be otherwise credited to account to the
Government, as the contracting officer may direct. Upon completion of
the work or the termination of this contract, the contractor shall
render an accounting, as prescribed by the contracting officer, of all
government property which had come into the possession or custody of
the contractor under this contract.

(e) Protection of government property-Classified Materials. The
contractor shall take all reasonable precautions, as directed by the
contracting officer, or in the absence of such direction in
accordance with sound industrial practice, to safeguard and protect
government property in the contractor's possession or custody. Special
measures shall be taken by the contractor in the protection of and
accounting for any classified or special materials involved in the
performance of this contract, in accordance with the regulations
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970.5204-21 (continued...)

and requirements of DOE.

(f) Risk of loss of government property. The contractor shall
not be liable for loss or destruction of or damage to government
property in the contractor's possession unless such loss, destruction
or damage results from willful misconduct or lack or good faith on the
part of the contractor's managerial personnel, or unless such loss,
destruction or damage results from a failure on the part of the
contractor's managerial personnel to take all reasonable steps to

comply with any appropriate written directive of the contracting
officer to safeguard such property under paragraph (e) hereof. The
term 'contractor's managerial personnel' as used herein means the
contractor's directors, officers and any of its managers,
superintendents, or other equivalent representatives who have
supervision or direction of (1) all or substantially all of the
contractor's business; or (2) all or substantially all of the
contractor's operation at any one plant or separate location at which
this contract is being performed; or (3) a separate and complete major
industrial operation in connection with the performance of this
contract; or (4) a separate and complete major construction,
alteration or repair operation in connection with performance of this
contract.

(g) Steps to be taken in event of loss. Upon the happening of any
loss or destruction of or damage to government property in the
possession or custody of the contractor, the contractor shall
immediately inform the contracting officer of the occasion and extent
thereof, shall take all reasonable steps to protect the property
remaining, and shall repair or replace the lost, destroyed, or damaged
property, if and as directed by the contracting officer, but shall
take no action prejudicial to the right of the Government to recover
therefor and shall furnish to the Government, on request, all
reasonable assistance in obtaining recovery.

(h) Government property for Government use only. Government
property shall be used only for the performance of this contract.

(i) Property Management. The contractor shall maintain and
administer a property management system, subject to the approval of
the contracting officer, of accounting for and control, utilization,
maintenance, repair, protection and preservation of Government
property in its possession under the contract. The contractor's
property management system shall be maintained and administered in
accordance with sound business practice, and in accordance with
Department of Energy Property Management Regulations and such
directives or instructions which the contracting officer may from time
to time prescribe.

(j) Additional responsibility for risk of loss of Government
property.

The following paragraph (j) shall be added in contracts with
profit making contractors:

Notwithstanding the limitation of liability described in

paragraph (f) above, the contractor and/or subcontractor shall be
liable, respectively, for direct costs and expenses resulting from
damage to, destruction of, or loss of Government property as a direct
result of contractor and/or subcontractor negligence or willful
misconduct where the costs which are to be borne by the contractor
and/or subcontractor are those incurred in effecting the repairs to,
or replacement of, Government property. These Avoidable Costs do not
include scrap, waste and other routine damages or losses which occur
as part of the cost of doing business and are reasonably anticipated.
Costs which shall not be reimbursable are the result of circumstances:
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970.5204-21 (continued...)

(1) Clearly within the contractor's and/or subcontractor's sole and
exclusive control and (2) resulting from acts or omissions of the
contractor and/or subcontractor, in which the exercise of reasonable
care would have avoided the loss or destruction or damage. In the
event that such direct costs and expenses resulting from damage to
Government property are also in part caused by third parties, other
than DOE, such costs and expenses will not be reimbursed by DOE. The
allocation of financial responsibility between the contractor and
such third party should be determined by the parties involved.
In addition, the contractor shall be liable for direct damage to,
destruction of, or loss of, Government property stemming from theft,
embezzlement, unauthorized use, or any other ultra vires activity by
any contractor or subcontractor personnel at any level. Under these
circumstances the contractor shall be required to bear the cost of
repairing or replacing the damaged or lost government property.

For purposes of this clause, negligence is the failure to exercise
that standard of care which a reasonable and prudent person would
exercise under the same or similar circumstances in an identical
or similar environment.
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Mrs. Thurman. I ask exhibit 30, the contract clause, be made a
part of the record without objection.

[Exhibit 30 follows:]
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Modification No. N 162
Contract No. OE-AC03-76SF00S1S

42. PRIITTING

(a) To tht txttnt that dupllcatlna or printing strvlcts miy bt

rtqulred In tht perfonianca of this contract, tht Unlvtrslty
shall provldi or stcurt such strvlcts In accordanct Mith tht
Govtmatnt Printing and Binding Rtgulatlons. Titit 44 of tht U.S.
Codt.

(b) In all subcontracts htrtundtr which rtquirt printing (as that
ttrm Is dtflntd In Titit I of tht U.S. Govtrnment Printing and

Binding Rtoulatlons), tht Unlvtrslty shall Includt a provision
substantially tht saaM as this claust.

aamnopcRTr

(a) Furnishing of Govtrnoitnt Proptrty Tht GovtrnMnt rtstrvts tht

right to furnish any Mttrlals, tqu1p«ent, aachlntry, tools or
strvlcts (txctpt ptrsonal strvlcts) rtqulrtd, and sultabit, for
tht ptrforaanct of tht work undtr this contract. It Is agrttd
that tht Unlvtrslty My Initially (and ptnding tht rtsolutlon of
a disputt undtr tht "Olsputts" cia'ust) rtjtct such proptrty or
strvlcts which art to bt Incorporattd or utillztd In tht National

Facility If thty art not, in tht btst JudgtMnt of tht

Unlvtrslty, of a sultabit typt and in a sat1sf!actory condition.
In tht tvtnt of a disputt bttwttn tht partlts as to suitability
or condition, tht 'Olsputts* claust shall apply.

(b) Titit to froptrty fnirto ill proptrty ftamlshod by tht
eovtmaMnt shall rtfealn 1n tht Covtmatnt txctpt Is tfthfrwlsf

:prov1dtd In this claust.: Exctpt as othtrwist provldtd by tht
Contractlna Offlctr, titit to all aattrlals. tqulpMnt, suppllts
and tang 1 bit ptrsonal proptrty of tvtry kind and dtscrlptlon
purchastd by tht Unlvtrslty, for tht cost of which tht Unlvtrslty
Is tntltltd to bt rtlaburstd as a dirtct Itta.of cost undtr this

contract, shall pass dirKtly froa tht vtndor to tht GovtrnMnt.
Tht GovtrnMnt rtstrvts tht right to Insptct, and to acctpt or

rtjtct, any Uta of such proptrty. Tht Unlvtrslty shall Mkt
suchdisoosltton of rtitcttd-Utas as tht Contracting Offlctr

4B|Jabuir«ab1t^t)icjadvtrs1tjundtr:iJUljES
JWrViiftrTirtAf GovtrnMnt upon (1) Issuanct for ust

jr«9trty'1» tht'ptrfortianct of this contract, or (2) coaatnctMnt^ ICOCtssIng or ust ofWcfrproptrty In tht ptrfonMnct of this

PRtract, or (3) rtlaburstMnt of tht cost thtrtof by tht

jSevtrnMnt, whichtvtr first occurs. Proptrty fumlsntd by tht

GovtrnMnt and proptrty purchastd or fumlshtd by tht Unlvtrslty,
titit to which vtsts In tht GovtrnMnt, undtr this paragraph art

htrtlnafttr rtftrrtd to as GovtrnMnt proptrty. Titit to

GovtrnMnt proptrty shall not bt afftcttd by tht Incorporation of

tht proptrty into or tht attachMnt of It to any proptrty not

owntd by tht GovtrnMnt, nor shall such GovtrnMnt proptrty or

any part thtrtof, bt or btcoM a fixturt or lost Us Idtntlty as

ptrsonalty by rtason of affixation to any rtalty.

. 73 -
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Modification No. N 162
Contract No. 0E-AC03-76SF00S15

(c) Idantlflcatlon To tht extent directed by the Contracting
Officer, the University shall Identify Govenwent property coming
Into the University's possession or custody, by Marking and/or
segregating In such a way, satisfactory to the Contracting
Officer, as shall Indicate Its ownership by the eovemaent.

(d) Disposition The University shall lake such disposition of
Government property which has coom Into the possession or custody
of the University under this contract as the Contractlno Officer

may direct during the progress of the work or upon completion or
termination of this contract provided that the University shall
not be required to dispose of Government property by public
auction or sale without Its full consent and agreement. The

University may, upon such terms and conditions as the Contracting
Officer may approve, sell, or exchange such property, or acquire
such property at a price agreed upon by the Contracting Officer
and the University as the fair value thereof. The amount
received by the University as the result of any disposition, or
the agreed fair value of any such property acquired by the

University, shall be applied in reduction of costs allowable
under this contract or shall be otherwise credited to account to
the Government, as the Contracting Officer may direct. Upon
completion of the work or the termination of this contract, the

University shall render an accounting, as prescribed by the

Contracting Officer, of all Government property which had cone
*

Into the possession or custody of the University under this
contract.

re) g[lsk
of Loss of Government Property The University shall not be

liable for loss or destruction of or damage to Government

property in the University's possession unless such loss,
\ destruction or damage results from willful misconduct or lack of

good faith on the part of any University Corporate Officer or
Director of the National Fac.lllty.. ^->[^ tCn^-^- • - -

(f) Steps to be Taken.Jn Event oY Con lijjii^'lbii happening of any' . /

loss or dejLtjiictio^ of or damage to C^vemi«nt property In the

possession or custody if tKe Unlversiiy, tht University shall

Immediately Inform the Contracting Officer of the occasion and

extent thereof, shall take all reasonable steps to protect the

property remaining, and shall repair or replace the lost,

destroyed, or damaged property, as necessary, but shall take no

motion prejudicial to the right of the Government to recover
tNrefor and shall furnish to the Government, on request, all

reasonable assistance In obtaining recovery.

(g) Government Property for Government Use Only Except as otherwise

approved by the Contracting Officer, government property shall be

used only for the performance of this contract.

74
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NodlflcUlon No. N 162
Contract No. 0E-AC03-76SF00S1S

(h) ProD<rty Management Tht UnlvtrsUy shall kttp up-to-datt tht
Mutually approved property sanagement systta of accounting for
and control, utilization, Mlntenance, repair^ protKtIon and
preservation of Government property In Its possession under the
contract. The University's property maaagement system shall be
maintained and administered In accordance Mith sound business
practice. ^

44. UNIVERSITY PROCUREMENT

(a) The University shall not, without the written approval of the

Contracting Officer, enter Into:

(1) any proposed cost, cost-plus-flxed-fee, lump-sum or

unit-price with price revision provision, time and material,
consultant except as otherwise agreed, Intra-unlverslty In
excess of $10,000, and Incentive-type subcontracts or
modification thereof; or

(2) any proposed fixed-price competitive subcontract or
modification thereof In excess of $250,000; or

(3) any proposed subcontract or modification thereof, not
specifically enumerated In (1) or (2) above In excess of
$100,000; or

(4) any arrangement for procurement of Items which the

Contracting Officer has specified In writing are to be
obtained from Indicated Covernment sources; or

(5) any proposed modification to a subcontract which raises the
accumulated dollar amount of the subcontract to over
$25,000,000.

The Individual dollar levels specified above may be

Incrementally increased and the amount of any such Increment
decreased in writU>g» from time, to time by the Contracting
Officer, withoui.executlpa of a fojml modlficaj^^lon to this
contract* dii'-' '»<'t-*«. *'-

(b) In connection with the commitments requiring Contracting Officer

approval, the Contracting Officer shall have the right and be

afforded an adequate opportunity to review and approve the plans,

specifications, agreements and other documents that will

constitute part of the University's agreement with vendors,

suppliers, constructors, and others.

(c) The University shall promptly convey to any of the UnlversUy's
subcontractors affected, the results of the exercise of any OOE

rights under this contract as may be pertinent.

75
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Modification No. H 162
^ Contract No. OC-AC03-76SF0051S

thi Unlvtrslty Mill bo rolabursod for tho costs rtftrrtd to above
with rtspoct to that part of tho work which Is ttnilnatod and
will contlnut to b« allowed costs and expenses In accordance with
the applicable provisions of the contract for the perforaance of
that part of the work which Is not teralnated.

(f) The obligation of the Govemaent to aake relabursoMnts to the

University under this contract shall be subject to any unsettled
claims In connection with this contract which the Governaent may
have against the University.

(g) The University and the OOE shall. If possible, agree upon the
whole or any part of the aaount or amounts, to be paid In

connection with and as a result of any total or partial
teml nation of the work hereunder and taking Into account any
clalns of the GovenuMnt against the University. Any agreement
so reached shall be evidenced by Modification to the contract
which shall be final and binding upon the parties as to their

respective clalas against each other. Taliure to agree on all or

any portions of such costs or clalas shall be subject to
resolution under the clause of this contract entitled 'Disputes*.

(h) No sett1e«ent under this clause shall prejudice the rights of the

parties with respect to clalas arlsfrig under this contract which
are unknown or undeteralned at the tlae of any such settleaent. *

(1) If either party detenilnes that It does not desire to extend the

contractual relationship beyond the current tera. It shall notify
the other party In writing at least three hundred sixty-five

(365) days prior to date of expiration, in which event the rights
and liabilities of the parties shall be detenilned as If the

contract had been tenilnated In accordance with this clause.

58. FOREIGN TRAVEL

Foreign travel, when charged dIrKtIy, shall be subject to the prior
approval of the Contracting Officer for each separate trip regardless
of whether funds for such tr<Ve1 are containedTn an approved budget.

Foreign travel is defined ar any travel outside of the United States,

Canada, Puerto Rico, ^aa, and Kwajallen Island and Najuro Island of

the
Marshall

Islands. n

59. PRIORITIES AND ALLOCATIONS

The contractor shall follow the rules and procedures of the Defense

Priorities and Allocations Systea (DPAS) regulation (15 CFR Part 350)

In obtaining controlled aaterlals and other products and aaterlals

needed for contract perforaance.*

60. GOVERNMENT SUPPLY SOURCES

The Contracting Officer aay Issue the Contractor an authorization to

use Governaent supply sources In the performance of this contract.

Title to all property acquired by the Contractor under such an

authorization shall vest In the Governaent unless otherwise specified

- 90 -
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Modification No. N 162
Contract No. OE-AC03-76SF0051S

In tht contract. Such proptrty shall not bo consldorod to bt
"GovtrnMnt-fumlshed property/ as distinguished froa 'Govemaent
property.'

61. SAVINGS FROM THE TERNIKATIOH OF A DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION PLAN;
HAIHTgKAKCE OF PAftTIALLV TERHINATED Oft HERgnTPDW

If the University during contract perfonwnce teralnates a defined
benefit pension plan In a transaction In tfhich pension plan assets
revert to the University, the contract cost shall be reduced. The
reduction shall be In the amount of the contract's allocable share of
a credit equal to the a»ount of the assets that revert to the
University. The entire credit shall bt assigned to the cost
accounting period In which the reversion occurs.

If the University serges the SRAP with another plan or if a partial
temlnatlon of the SRAP occurs, the Unlverlty shall salntaln the

accounting for Contract Service Assets and Contract Service
Liabilities as defined In Clause 62.

62. PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES FOR ACCOUNTING AND RECONCILIATION OF DOE
fDRPTWrOBimTIONS TO THE STANPOftP STXPP RETIREHEHT AHNUITV PLAN

"

TWPy
~

a) BACKGROUND

The adoption of these principles and procedures shall not be

deemed, nor are they Intended to create, rights In third parties,
nor abrogate existing rights of third parties. Including SRAP

participants who are or were University eaployees paid under
Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00S1S. These principles and procedures
shall have no effKt upon the vested rights and entitlements of
Individual members of the SRAP of the University, nor upon the
exercise of those rights and entitlements.

The parties recognize that matters dealt with in this Clause are

complex, and that applicable laws, accounting and actuarial rules
or other changing conditions or assumptions may dtange during the
term 'of the Contract. Accordingly, the l^arties agree that the

provisions of this Clause may be subJKt to the development of
further written protocols as mutually agreed to and signed by the

parties. Either party may Introduce subjects for protocols and

ucA party agrees to address In good faith the topics suggested

%f tht other party.

b) SCOPE

These principles and procedures shall apply with respect to the

SRAP of the University. Procedures and reports for tht

accounting of DOE's shart of University contributions to SRAP, as

specified In paragraph d below, shall apply as of January 1, 1988

and periodically thereafter. The principles for financial

settlement of pension funding obligations, as specified In

paragraphs e and f below, shall apply only to and upon
disaffiliation of SLAC from the management by the University.

- 91 -
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Mrs. Thurman. The property management clause of the contract

with Stanford University to operate the Stanford Linear Accelera-

tor allows Stanford to operate without even maintaining a property

management system in accordance with DOE property manage-
ment regulations. Is that correct?

Mr. MiCHELSEN. I would have to review the contract.

Mrs. Thurman. But you will get that for the record?

Mr. MiCHELSEN. I will.

[The information referred to follows:]

The current contract with Stanford University to operate the Stanford Linear Ac-

celerator Center does not contain the standard Department of Energy Acquisition

Regulations property management clause that requires compliance with applicable

Departmental regulations. However, all phases of the Stanford property manage-
ment system are maintained in accordance with Departmental guidance. Stanford's

property management procedures, which implement and supplement the Depart-
ment's Property Management Regulations, were reviewed and approved by the Oak-
land Operations Office.

Mrs. Thurman. We understand that only requires mutually ap-

proved systems
Mr. MiCHELSEN. Yes.
Mrs. Thurman [continuing]. Maintained in accordance with

sound business practice. So it seems fair to say that Stanford

hasn't had an especially stellar record of protecting Government

property. In fact, over the past 10 years they have written off more
than a million dollars in Government property that was stolen.

Mr. MiCHELSEN. They had property writeoffs.

Mrs. Thurman. Stanford has not even reported property losses

as theft, even to its onsite security organization. Is that correct?

Mr. MiCHELSEN. I'm not aware of any theft incidences being re-

ported, nor am I aware that there was any incidence that should
have been reported.
Mrs. Thurman. Because they are not reporting them.
Mr. MiCHELSEN. I don't know what the basis of it might be. But

I have had conversations with our inspector general that indicates

there is no persistent pattern of theft at any of our sites. Nor has
the FBI come to the IG and reported there are fencing activities

developing around any of our facilities.

Mrs. Thurman. Reviews of Stanford's property management sys-
tems since 1985, including three property management reviews, a

DOE safeguards and security review in 1991 and numerous other

DOE and DOE IG reports have all found serious problems with the

Stanford system.
Mr. MiCHELSEN. There are in—various reports have been critical

of the Stanford system and—including ours of last year.
Mrs. Thurman. So then the Stanford property management

clause which requires a mutually approved system has not been ef-

fective in ensuring that the contractor maintains an adequate prop-

erty management system, has it?

Mr. MiCHELSEN. I don't know what the measure of effective is.

We haven't been pleased with regard to the condition of the prop-

erty management system, and, as a result of our last review, Stan-

ford received a conditional approval of that system.
Mrs. Thurman. However, the Stanford clause holds all contrac-

tors responsible if losses result from willful misconduct or lack of

good faith on the part of managerial personnel or if the contractors'
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managerial personnel failed to take all reasonable steps to comply
with any appropriate written directive of the contracting officer.

The clause goes on to define managerial personnel, including rep-
resentatives or supervisors of separate plants, locations, major con-

struction, alteration or repair operations, is that correct?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. That's correct.

Mrs. Thurman. What I would like to do is ask, again with unani-
mous consent, is that exhibit 31 be made a part of the record with-
out objection.

[Exhibit 31 follows:]
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ARTICLE Vni. CL. 26 - FOREIGN OWNERSHIP, CONTROL. OR INFLUENCE OVER
SUBCONTRACTORS (APR 1989)

• - DEAR 952.204-74

The University agrees to insert tenns that conform substantially to the language of the clause set out in DEAR
952.204-74, including paragraph (g), in all subcontracts under this contract that will require access to classified

information or a significant quantity of special nuclear material. Additionally, the University shall require such

subcontractors to submit a completed certification required in DEAR 952.204-73 prior to avt«rd of a

subcontract. Information to be provided by a subcontractor pursuant to this subcontract clause may be submitted

directly to the Contracting Officer.

ARTICLE IX PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

ARTICLE IX. CL. 1 - PROPERTY (APR 1984) - DEAR 970.5204-21

(a) Furnishing of GoveromeDt property. The Govenunent reserves the right to furnish any property or services

required for the performance of the work under this contract.

(b) Title to property. Except as otherwise provided by the Contracting Officer, title to all materials, equipment,

supplies, and tangible personal property of every kind and description purchased by the University, for the cost

of which the University is entitled to be reimbursed as a direct item of cost under this contract, shall pass

directly from the vendor to the Govenunent. The Government reserves the right to inspect, and to accept or

reject, any item of such property. The University shall make such disposition of rejected items as the

Contracting Officer shall direct. Title to other property, the cost of which is reimbursable to the University

under this contract, shall pass to and vest in the Government upon (1) issuance for use of such property in the

performance of this contract, or (2) commencement of processing or use of such property in the performance of

this contract, or (3) reimbursement of the cost thereof by the Govenunent, whichever first occurs. Property

furnished by the Government and property purchased or furnished by the University, title to which vests in the

Government, under this paragraph are hereinafter referred to as Government property. Title to Government

property shall not be affected by the incorporation of the property into or the attachment of it to any property

not owned by the Government, nor shall such Govenmient property or any part thereof, be or become a fixture

or lose its identity as personalty by reason of affixation to any realty.

(c) Identification. To the extent directed by the Contracting Officer, the University shall identify Govenunent

property coming into the contractor's possession or custody, by marking and segregating in such a way,

satisfactoiy to the Contracting Officer, as shall indicate its ownership by the Govenunent.

(d) Disposition. The University shall make such disposition of Government property wliich has come into the

possession or custody of the University under this contract as the Contracting Oflicer may direct during the

• MoAfM to «k aalrad
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progress of the work or upon completion or termin«tion of this contrict. The University miy, upon such terms

nd conditions as the Contracting Officer may approve, sell, or exchange such property, or acquire such

pfx>perty at a price agreed upon by the Contracting Officer and the University as the fair value thereof. The

amount received by the University as the result of any diqiosition, or the agreed hir value of any such property

acquired by the University, shall be applied in reduction of costs allowable under this contract or shall be

otherwise credited to the account to the Govenunent, as the Contracting Officer may direct. Upon completion of

ttie work or the termination of this contract, the University shall render an accounting, as prescribed by the

Contracting Officer, of all government property which had come into the possession or custody of the

University under this contract.

(e) Protection of government property
— Classified Materials. The University shall take all reasonable

precautions, as directed by the Contracting Officer, or in the absence of such direction in accordance with sound

industrial practice, to safeguard and protect government property in the University's possession or custody.

Special measures shall be taken by the University in the protection of and accounting for any classified or

special materials involved in the performance of this contract, in accordance with the regulations and

requirements of DOE.

(0 Risk of loss of govenunent property. The University shall not be liable for loss or destruction of or damage
to government property in the University's possession unless such loss, destruction or damage results from

willful misconduct or lack or good futh on the part of the University's managerial personnel, or unless such

loss, destruction or damage results from a failure on the part of the University's managerial personnel to take all

reasoiuble steps to comply with any appropriate written directive of the Contracting Officer to safeguard such

property under paragraph (e) hereof. The term 'University's managerial personnel* as used herein means any ,

officer or officers of The Regents of the University of California or any person acting as Laboratory Director.

(g) Steps to be taken in event of loss. Upon the happening of any loss or destruction of or damage to

government property in the possession or custody of the University, the University shall inunediately inform the

Contracting Officer of the occasion and extent thereof, shall take all reasonable steps to protect the property

remaining, and shall repair or r^lace the lost, destroyed, or damaged property, unless otherwise directed by the

Contracting Officer, but shall take no action prejudicial to the right of the Government to recover therefor and

shall furnish to the Government, on request, all reasonable assistance in obtaining recovery.

(h) Government property for Government use only. Government property shall be used only for the

performance of this contract.

(i) Property Management. The University shall maintain and administer a property management system, subject

to the approval of the Contracting Officer, of accounting for and control, utilization, maintenance, repair,

protection and preservation of Government property in its possession under the contract. The University's

property management system shall be maintained and administered in accordance with sound business practice,

and in accordance with Department of Energy Property Management Regulations and such directives or

inslntctions which the Contracting Officer may from time to time prescribe.

81
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(f) Guidaoce regarding fair and reasonable rates for privately owned U.S.-flag commercial vecseli nay be

obtained from the Division of National Carjo, Office of Market Development. Maritime Administration. U.S.

Department of Transportation. Washington, DC 2Q590. Pbooe: 2024264610.

ARTICLE Vni. CL. 25 - GOVERNMENT SUPPLY SOURCES (APR 1984) - FAR 52.25 1-1

The Contrmcting Officer may issue the University an authorization to use Government supply sources in the

performance of this contract. Title to all property acquired by the University under such an authorization shall
-

vest in the Government tmless otherwise specified in the contract. Such property shall not be considered to be

'Govemment-fumisbed property.* as distinguished from 'Government property.* Tbe provisions of Article DC,

Clause 1, 'Property,* of this contract, except its paragraphs (a) and (b), shall apply to all property acquired

under such authorization.

ARTICLE Vin, CL. 26 - FOREIGN OWNERSHIP, CONTROL. OR INFLUENCE OVER
SUBCONTRACTORS (APR 1989)

• - DEAR 952.204-74

The Univeraity agrees to insert terms thai confonn substantially to the language of the clause set out in DEAR
952.204-74, including paragraph (g), in all subcontracts under this contract that will require access to classified

information or a significant quantity of special nuclear iruterial. Additionally, the Univeraity shall require such

subcontractore to submit a completed certification required in DEAR 952.204-73 prior to award of a

subcontract. Infonaation to be provided by a subconlnctor pursuant to this subcontract clause may be submitted

directly to the Contracting Officer.

ARTICLE DC PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

ARTICLE DC. CL. 1 - PROPERTY (APR 1984) - DEAR 970.5204-21

(a) Furnishing of Government property. The Govenunent reserves the right to furnish any property or services

required for the performance of the work under this contract.

(b) Title to property. Except as otherwise provided by the Contracting Officer, title to all nuterials. equipment,

supplies, and tangible persona] property of every kind and description purchased by the Univeraity. for the cost

of which the Univeraity is entitled to be reimbursed as a direct item of cost under diis contract, shall pass

directly from the vendor to the Government. The Government reserves the right to inspect, and to acc^t or

reject, any item of such property. The University shall make such disposition of rejected items as the

Contracting Officer shall direct. Title to other property, the cost of which is reimbursable to the University

under this contract, shall pass to and vest in the Government upon (1) issuance for use of such property in the

• M««IW tar »b aaanfl
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perfonntDce of this contract, or (2) conunencemeot of processing or use of such property in the perfonnince of

tfait cootract, or (3) reimbursement of the cost thereof by the Government, whichever first occurs. Property

fiimidied by the Covemment and property purchased or fureisbed by the University, title to which vests in the

Govenunent, under this paragraph are hereinafter referred to as Government property. Title to Government

property shall not be affected by the incorporation of the property into or the attachment of it to any property

Dot owned by the Government, nor shall such Government property or any part thereof, be or become a future

or lose its identity as personalty by reason of afTixaiion to any realty.

(c) Idenitfication. To the extent directed by the Contracting OfTicer, the University shall identify Government

property coming into the contractor's possession or custody, by marking and segregating in such a way,

satishctory to the Contractuig Officer, as shall indicate its ownership by the Government.

(d) Disposition. The University shall make such disposition of Government property which has come into the

possession or custody of the University under this contract as the Contracting Officer may direct during the

progress of the work or upon completion or termination of this contract. The University may, upon tuch terms

and conditions as the Contracting Officer may approve, sell, or exchange such property, or acquire such

property at a price agreed upon by the Contracting Officer and the University as the fair value thereof. The

•mount received by the University as the result of any disposition, or the agreed fair value of any luch property

acquired by the University, shall be applied in reduction of costs allowable under this contract or shall be

otherwise credited to the account to the Government, as the Contracting Officer may direct. Upon completion of

the work or the termination of this contract, the University shall render an accounting, as prescribed by.the

Contracting OfTicer, of all govenunent property which had come into the possession or custody of the

University under this contract.

(e) Protection of government property. The University shall take all reasonable precautions, as directed by the

Contracting Officer, or in the absence of such direction in accordance with sound industrial practice, to \

safeguard and protect government property in the University's possession or custody.
'

/Wi ^_ _ '.^,^, Z v^ '-'

(f) Risk of loss of government property. The University shall not be liable for loss or destruction of or damage
to government property in the University's possession unless such loss, destruction or damage results from >

willful misconduct or lack or good faith on the part of the University's managerial personnel, or unless such

loss, destruction or damage results from a failure on the part of the University's managerial personnel to take all

reasonable steps to comply with any appropriate written directive of the Contracting Officer to safeguard such

property luder paragraph (e) hereof. The term 'University's managerial personnel* as used herein uteaos any ^

officer or officers of The Regents of the University of California or any person acting as Laboratory Director.
yV',«,;

j ~*-^

(g) Steps to be taken in event of loss. Upon the happening of any loss or destruction of or damage lo

government property in the possession or custody of the University, the University shall immediately inform the

Contracting Officer of the occasion and extent thereof, shall take all reasonable steps to protect the property

remaining, and shall repair or replace the lost, destroyed, or damaged property, unless otherwise directed by the

Contracting Officer, but shall take no action prejudicial to the right of the Government to recover therefor and

shall furnish to the Government, on request, all reasonable assistance in obtaining recovny.

> t««<in«< hr Mil m il
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(h) Covemmeot property for CovemiDeot use ooJy. Government property tiull be used only for the

petfonnsDce of this contrsct.

(i) Property Manageinent. The University shall mAintaio and •dminister a property management system, nibject

to the approval of the Contracting OfTicer, of accounting for and control, utilization, maintenance, rq>air,

protection and preservation of Covemment property in its possession under the contract. The University's

property management system shall be maintained and administered in accordance with sound business practice,

and in accordance with Department of Energy Property Management Regulatioos and such directives or

instructions which the Contracting Officer may from time to time prescribe.

ARTICLE IX, CL. 2 - INTERAGENCY FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OFMS) VEHICLES AND
RELATED SERVICES (JAN 1991) - FAR 52.251-2

The Contracting Officer may issue the University an authoriation to obtain interagency fleet management

system (IFMS) vehicles and related services for use in the performance of this contract. The use, service, and

maintenance of interagency fleet management system vehicles and the use of related services by the University

shall be in accordance with 41 CFR 101-39 and CFR 101-38.301-1.

ARTICLE D(. CL. 3 - LEASING OF MOTOR VEHICLES - DEAR 970.7104-5

The University shall abide by the provisions of FAR 8.11 and 908. 1 1 in the leasing of motor vehicles.

ARTICLE D(. CL. 4 - TAGGING OF LEASED VEHICLES (APR 1984)
- DEAR 952.208-7

(a) DOE intends to use U.S. Government license tags.

(b) While it is the intention that vehicles leased hereunder shall operate on Federal tags, the DOE reserves the

right to utilize State tags if necessary to accomplish its mission. Should Sute tags be required, the Uitiversity

shall furnish the DOE the documentation required by the Sute to acquire such tags.

ARTICLE DC. CL. 5 - ACQUISITION OF REAL PROPERTY (APR 1984) DEAR 952.217-70

(a) Notwithstand'mg any other provision of the contract, the prior approval of the Contracting Oflicer shall be

obtained when, in performance of this contract, the University acquires or proposes to acquire use of real

property hy.

(1) Purchase, oo the Goverament's behalf or in the Univereity*s own tume. with title eventually vesting is the

Covemmeat.
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ARTICLE IX PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

ARTICLE IX. CL. 1 - PROPERTY (APR 1984) - DEAR 970.5204-21

(a) Furnishing of Govenunent property. The Govemmeol reserves the right to fvimisb any property or services

required for the perfomuDce of the work under this contract.

(b) Title lo property. Except as otherwise provided by the Contracting Officer, title to all materials, equipment,

upplies, and tangible personal property of every kind and description purchased by the University, for the cost

of which the University is entitled to be reimbursed as a direct item of cost under this contract, shall pass

directly from the vendor to the Government. Tlie Government reserves the right to inspect, and to accept or

reject, any item of such property. The University shall make such disposition of rejected items as the

Contracting Officer shall direct. Title to other property, the cost of which is reimbursable to the University

under this contract, shall pass to and vest in the Government upon (1) issuance for use of such property in the

performance of this contract, or (2) commencement of processing or use of such property in the performance of

this contract, or (3) reimbursement of the cost thereof by the Govenunent, whichever first occurs. Property

furnished by the Government and property purchased or furnished by the University, title lo uliich vests in the

Government, under this paragraph are hereinafter referred to as Govenunent property. Title to Government

property shall not be afTected by the incorporation of the property into or the atuchment of it to any property

not owned by the Government, nor shall such Government property or any part thereof, be or become a fixture

or lose its identity as personalty by reason of affixation to any realty.

(c) Identification. To the extent directed by the Contracting Officer, the University shall identify Government

property coming into the contractor's possession or custody, by marking and segregating in such a way,

satisfactory to the Contracting Officer, as shall indicate its ownership by the Government.

(d) Disposition. The University shall make such disposition of Government property which has come into the

possession or custody of the University under this contract as the Contracting Officer may direct during the

progress of the work or upon completion or termination of this contract. The University nuy, upon such terms

and conditions as the Contracting Officer may approve, sell, or exchange such property, or acquire such

property at a price agreed upon by the Contracting Officer and the University as the fair value thereof. The

amount received by the University as the result of any disposition, or the agreed fair value of any such property

acquired by the University, shall be ^plied in reduction of costs allowable under this contract or shall be

otherwise credited to the account to the Govenunent, as the Contracting Officer may direct. Upon completion of

the work or the termination of this contract, the University shall render an accounting, as prescribed by the

Contracting Officer, of all government property which had come into the possession or custody of the

University under this contract.

(e) Protection of government property
— Classified Materials. The University shall take all reasonable

precautions, as directed by the Contracting Officer, or in the absence of such direction in accordance with sound

industrial practice, to safeguard and protect government property in the University's possession or custody.

Special measures shall be taken by the University in the protection of and accounting for any classified or

• MWUM to Ikb c
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special materials involved in (he performance of this contract, in accordance with the regulations and

requirements of DOE.

(0 Risk of loss of government property. The University shall not be liable for loss or destruction of or damage
to government property in the University's possession unless such loss, destruction or damage results from

willful misconduct or lack or good faith on the part of the University's managerial personnel, or unless such

loss, destruction or damage results from a failure on the part of the University's managerial personnel to take all

reasonable steps to comply with any appropriate written directive of the Contracting Officer to safeguard such

property under paragraph (e) hereof. The term 'University's managerial personnel* as used herein means any

officer or officers of The Regents of the University of California or any person acting as Laboratory Director.

(g) Steps to be taken in event of loss. Upon the happening of any loss or destruction of or damage to

government property in the possession or custody of the University, the University shall immediately inform the

Contracting Officer of the occasion and extent thereof, shall take all reasonable steps to protect the property

remaining, and shall repair or replace the lost, destroyed, or damaged property, unless otherwise directed by the

Contracting Officer, but shall take no action prejudicial to the right of the Government to recover therefor and

shall fiimish to the Government, on request, all reasonable assistance in obtaining recovery.

(h) Government property for Government use only. Government property shall be used only for the

performance of this contract.

(i) Properly Management. The University shall maintain and administer a property management system, subject

to the approval of the Contracting Officer, of accounting for and control, utilization, maintenance, repair,

protection and preservation of Government property in its (possession under the contract. The University's

property management system shall be maintained and administered in accordance with sound business practice,

and in accordance with Department of Energy Property Management Regulations and such directives or

instructions which the Contracting Officer may from time to time prescribe.

ARTICLE IX, CL. 2 - INTERAGENCY FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (IFMS) VEHICLES AND
RELATED SERVICES (JAN 1991) - FAR 52.251-2

The Contracting Officer may issue the University an authorization to obtain interagency fleet management

system (IFMS) vehicles and related services for use'in the performance of this contract. The use, service, and

maintenance of interagency fleet management system vehicles and the use of related services by the University

shall be in accordance with 41 CFR 101-39 and CFR 101-38.301-1.

ARTICLE IX, CL. 3 - LEASING OF MOTOR VEHICLES - DEAR 970.7104-5

The University shall abide by the provisions of FAR 8. 1 1 and 908. 1 1 in the leasing of motor vehicles.

79
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Mrs. Thurman. These are the property management clauses of

the three major University of CaUfornia: Los Alamos, Lawrence
Livermore and Berkeley.

In these contract deviations, DOE has agreed to define manage-
rial personnel as an officer or officers of the regents of the Univer-

sity of California or any person acting as laboratory director. Now,
an officer or officers of the regents of the university or even a per-
son acting as a laboratory director is a fundamentally different

level of managerial personnel than the supervisor of a major con-

struction, alteration or repair operation, wouldn't that be correct?

Mr. MiCHELSEN. That's correct.

Mrs. Thurman. Mr. Durham, do you agree with that?
General Durham. Yes.
Mrs. Thurman. Would you agree in many cases it would be un-

likely that officers of the regents of the University of California
would have first-hand knowledge of many, if not most, of the prop-
erty management activities at a major DOE laboratory like Los Al-

amos or Livermore? General Durham?
General Durham. Would the—would the top level of manage-

ment have detailed knowledge?
Mrs. Thurman. The office of the regents of the University of

California.

General Durham. I don't think so.

Mrs. Thurman. Would probably not have first-hand knowledge.
So what this contract deviation does is fundamentally change the
level of responsibility or accountability to one that is almost impos-
sible to apply to a contractor. Would you agree?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. I believe General Durham has already testified

that that is a problem with the accountability rule when it is ap-
plied to our profit-making contractors.

Mrs. Thurman. So, in fact, at least 8 of the 18 contracts with de-

viations have changed the scope of responsibility by altering the
definition of managerial personnel, haven't they?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. The specific number, I can't testify to. But, in

concept, your question—^your point is right.
Mrs. Thurman. Eight including the University of California, sev-

eral others—Marietta, Oak Ridge, Southeastern University—may
result in changes of scope because they limit supervisory personnel
to a specifically defined group.
Even though the new Sandia contractor Martin-Marietta is a for-

profit contractor, the new Sandia contract signed last year does not
include the additional for-profit accountability rule property man-
agement clause J. That clause normally allows recovery by DOE for

losses that are directly attributable to contractor and/or sub-
contractor negligent or willful misconduct. Martin-Marietta runs
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and, under the contract, it is

subject to the accountability clause. Why isn't it subject to the ac-

countability rule under its contract at Sandia?
Mr. MiCHELSEN. The accountability rule was applied to a number

of contractors. Originally, the number was 17. Sandia was not tar-

geted. I'm not specifically aware of why Sandia was not targeted.
But it is, in fact, an intention in our contract reform to negotiate
provisions into all these contracts that would build performance
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baselines in the property managernent area and would also move
to a more FAR-like provision with regard to accountability.
Mrs. Thurman. The legal standard that we are talking about is

contractor and/or subcontractor negligence or willful misconduct. Is

it your judgment that because a contractor is doing defense work
that they should be excused from property losses that are the re-

sult of its own negligence or willful misconduct? General Durham.
I'm sorry.
General Durham. No. If I understand your question correctly, no.

Mrs. Thurman. DOE is in the process of reforming its contract-

ing practices and has stated it intends to renegotiate many of its

existing contracts, including the Stanford contract. Does the De-

partment intend to reform the property management clauses in its

M&O contracts, and, if so, how?
General Durham. Well, I testified to that earlier, and I think Mr.

Michelsen just touched on it. We want to move away from the ex-

isting clauses that are in the existing contracts and move toward
the provisions of the FAR. And we think that by doing so we're

going to have much better language that will give us the teeth we
need to hold the contractors accountable. This is not now available
in the language in the existing contracts.

Mrs. Thurman. Do you have draft language available?

General Durham. Draft language? For the FAR, you mean?
Mrs. Thurman. For the contract you just
General Durham. No. But we can certainly provide it for the

record. No, I don't have it in my notes.

[The information referred to follows:]

The Department is planning a rulemaking action which will substantially amend
the Property provisions in the Department of Energy Acquisition Regulation. Draft

provisions for that rule are currently under internal review, but are not yet ready
for coordination with the Office of Management and Budget or publication in the
Federal Register. Publication of the Notice of Proposed Rule should occur before the
end of this calendar year and the Department will advise the Committee of the
terms of the Department's proposal at that time.

Mr. Michelsen. As Members, the staff know, we have just un-

dergone an extensive revision of our property management regula-
tions to bring them in conformance with the laws that have

changed since 1987. We are about ready to initiate a task force ef-

fort to incorporate the five provisions that General Durham testi-

fied to: cradle-to-grave, personal responsibility, corporate respon-
sibility, better information systems, best practices. These are going
to be fundamental changes to the way we operate under our regu-
lations.

The first element of that effort will be done by November 1, and
we anticipate that some time after the first of the year we'll be pre-

pared to go into the rulemaking process with formal changes to our

regulations.
Mrs. Thurman. Let me ask something. You've just testified today

that you should be doing 20 contracts over the next 18-month pe-
riod of time. You're talking about not having something done prob-
ably until November on paper, and then going through rulemaking
process which is still a long period of time. I would question how
do we make these changes in these contracts that are going to be

coming up for review if we're not even started in the process?
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Mr. MiCHELSEN. Well, we certainly are started in the process. In
fact, we have been working with our Idaho office to make sure that

provisions were negotiated into the Idaho Lockheed contract that
allows the renegotiation of that contract to include certain changes
that we're developing now.

In addition, in advance of the publication of regulations, there
are formal procedures. There's been an agreement with the man-
ager in the Idaho Falls office to conduct a joint inventory between
EG&G and Lockheed so that we have a formal reconciliation of the

inventory at the transfer, if you will, of that inventory. We will
have established the liability of the outgoing contractor and estab-
lish a baseline for the incoming contractor.
That same practice is going to be done at Rocky Flats, with or

without formal regulations. So there's fully the intention and the
commitment on the part of the Department's senior management
to move as quickly as possible to bring to bear some of these new
changes we have with regard to the way we want to conduct busi-
ness in the future.
Mrs. Thurman. General Durham, do you have any other re-

sponse or
General Durham. No.
There's one recurring theme in your line of inquiry, that we need

to do it right now. We agree with that. And we're trying to do a
combination of those things that require changes to the contract as
well as those things that I would categorize as administrative that
we can—the list of incentives that I mentioned to you that might
bring results a lot sooner.

I happen to believe that if we get more top down from the leader-

ship—and I'm talking about both contractor and fed involved—that

they can make a lot of things happen even beyond the structural

changes that we're talking about over 18 months in the contract.
So there's a whole family of tools that we're going to bring to

bear against this—this problem. And some of them will take time.
The restructuring of the contracts will definitely take time. But
there are other things we can do, the incentives that I outlined ear-

lier, that are going to be, hopefully, taking effect in the first 6
months to a year.
So there's a whole group of remedies that we're going to bring

to bear against this issue. And some will be long term, some will
be near term.
Mrs. Thurman. General, I just would like to leave you with a

couple of parting thoughts.
General Durham. All right.
Mrs. Thurman. One is, I think all we have to do is look around

this room at the pictures of kinds of things that have happened
that are inexcusable, and they are even happening today. And I

don't want to have to face constituencies and people within this

country with these kinds of pictures in the future, to be quite hon-
est with you.

I trust your sincerity. I certainly appreciated your comments. I'm

very concerned that it's taking a lot longer than it should.
The problems have been identified. These are not new problems.

We can continue to go back to 1988 when all of the GAO and IG
reports have been giving us this information one after one after one
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after one, and nothing's happening. My hope is that under your
leadership that we will see these come to an end.

I would also say the GAO and the IG people and the Federal
Government really try to do good work in giving us good informa-
tion to correct problems, and I think we ought to take them very
seriously.
And what I would say, finally, is that you can be assured that

we have taken them very seriously and that we will continue to be

monitoring this from this committee because we want to have a
continued update of what is going on out there and dialog with you
because, as I said, I personally don't want to see these kinds of pic-
tures in the future.

And I'd like to see some of those computers being sold or given
to some of our children or other ways that we might be able to use
them instead of seeing these kinds of things happen with tax-

payers' money.
We look forward to more dialog, more discussions. I would hope

that you would keep this committee completely informed
General Durham. We will.

Mrs. Thurman [continuing]. As to the progress that you're mak-
ing.
To conclude, from Mr. Skaggs, although he is not here, and me,

we, too, understand what it is to be accountable, and we plan on
working on this together. So I thank you.
General Durham. Thank you. Madam Chairman.
Mrs. Thurman. This meeting is adjourned. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 4:58 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional information submitted for the hearing record follows:]
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Department of Energy
Washington. DC 20585

July 23, 199G

The Honorable William F. dinger, Jr.
Committee on Government Reform and Oversight
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On November 30, 1995, we sent you the answers to nine
questions from the January 19, 1994 hearing.

Enclosed is the answer to the remaining question to complete
the hearing record.

Let me apologize for the delay in forwarding this response
to the Committee.

Sincerely,

Robert M. Alcock
Acting Assistant Secretary
Congressional, Public, and
Intergovernmental Affairs

Enclosure

® Printed with soy ink on recycled paper
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QUESTIONS 'from REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 9J : During the hearing, Representative Thurman asked
DOE to confirm that Secretary O'Leary and other representatives
of the Department met with NRC Chairman Ivan Selin on February
11, 1994 and that, among other topics discussed, NARC identified
the Idaho sale as a concern. Neither Mr. Durham nor Ms. Dedik
had any knowledge of this meeting. Confirm whether Dr. Selin met
with Secretary O'Leary on February 11, 1994 and identify all
other DOE personnel in attendance. .^Iso provide all minutes and
notes of this meeting?

Answer

Secretary O'Leary and Dr. Selin attended a luncheon meeting on

Friday, February 11, 1994.

Additional participants were:

James Taylor, Executive Director of Operations, NRC

Kathryn Winsberg, NRC

Charlie Curtis, Under Secretary, DOE

Rich Rosenzweig, DOE

Dan Reicher, DOE

Dan Dreyfus, DOE

Bob Berls, DOE

Jack Keliher, DOE

Bob DeGrasse, DOE

Terry Lash, DOE

No minutes or notes of the meeting exist.
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

November 30, 199 5

The Honorable William F. dinger, Jr.
Committee on Government Reform and Oversight
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed are the answers to nine of the 10 questions from
the Subcommittee on Environment, Energy and Natural Resources'
January 19, 1994 hearing.

Also, enclosed are the three remaining inserts.

Let me apologize for the delay in forwarding these responses
to the Committee.

Siade^ely,

Carolyn Herr Watts
Acting Assistant Secretary
Congressional and Intergovernmental
Affairs

Enclosures

® Printed with soy ink on recycled paper
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question la) During the hearing. Representative Thurman asked
Mr. Durham several questions regarding the J\me 6, 1994, Phase IZZ
Personal Property Review Report on Los Alamos National Laboratory. Mr.
Durham stated that he was unfamiliar with this report, but indicated
that he would provide for the record an explanation of why Los Alamos
has apparently not followed DOE procurement and property inventory
requirements regarding the acquisition of cellular telephones. Please

provide an e^lanation of why Los Alamos did not follow DOE requirements
in this acquisition and in maintaining related inventory records and
describe what is being done to remedy procurement problems at Los Alamos
and other DOE sites, including reimbursement of the federal government
for excessive costs.

AL Response to Question la) : Prior to 1992, DOE did not require that
its contractors have internal justifications for the issuance of
cellular telephones. Similarly, prior to 1992, at Los Alamos National

L20:>oratory, (LANL) internal justifications for the issuance of cellular

phones from the Consnunications Stores Account, were not required. In

April 1992, DOE AL issued AL' s Policy on the Issuance and Use of
Cellular Telephones. Since the issuance of AL's policy, Los Alamos has
liJcewise implemented more strict controls requiring written
justifications for the purchase of cellular phones. Many of the 90

sample cellular phones that DOE examined during the Phase III review
were purchased prior to 1992. The Albuquerque Operations Office
personal property staff is evaluating Los Alamos' usage justification
practices and procedures for adequacy and coirpliance.

During the Phase III review, a cellular phone listing from the Los
Alamos communications group showed 26 more cellular phones than were
included in the property management organization's listing. Initially,
it was believed that the difference in numbers was the result of a
difference in the nomenclatures used in both listings. For exanple,
property management's listing of cellular phones resulted from a
database query for the liey word "cellular;" Vhereas, some of the phones
were described in the property database as "mobile." As documentation
that was previously submitted stated, Los Alamos officials were to
determine the reason for all differences in the number of phones
included in the two listings and report the results to DOE. Los Alamos
conducted this review with the following findings.

Minor deficiencies were the result of the confusion between cellular
versus other descriptions of telephones, i.e., mobile, cordless.

Additionally, some of the difference in numbers is attributed to the
fact that the comminicacxons group maintains a cumulative total of
purchases, not a net balance on their records. The lack of a current
balance inflates the actual number of cellular phones being used by
Laboratory eirployees, does not recognize phones that have been retired,
nor does the comminication listing distinguish between issues to the

Laboratory or other contractors.
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As documented in the Phase III report, Los Alamos Group leaders review
*11 cellular phone Invoices. According to Los Alamos policy, unofficial
calls made will be reiinbursed. AL reviewed files during Phase III of
the CPPSR and found evidence that this procedure is adhered to.

AL has not identified similar cellular telephone issues at other sites.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question lb: During the hearing. Representative Thurman asked
Mr. Durham several questions regarding the
procurement and management of motor vehicle
fleets, notably at Pantex, and the failure of the
Pantex contractor to follow DOE recommendations
and the findings of a study on using GSA vehicles.
Mr. Durham again stated that he was unfamiliar
with this information, but indicated that he would
provide for the record an explanation of why the
Pantex contractor failed to correct problems
identified by DOE reviews. Please provide this
explanation and describe what actions are being
taken to remedy the problem of inadequate
management of motor vehicle fleets at the
individual sites and within the Department
overall, including the reimbursement of the
federal government for excessive costs.

Answer: It is the opinion of the Department that the
management of our motor vehicle fleets at most
sites is adequate. In order to ensure optimum
utilization and cost effective operation at all
sites, DOE will develop and require from all field
offices the submission of site light vehicle
utilization plans. This will enable our offices to
easily determine the need for taking appropriate
actions to maintain our fleet inventory at the
minimum necessary. A feasibility study will be
performed to determine whether the Department could
use an existing vehicle management information
system or develop a new one in order to better
monitor vehicle utilization for the entire
Department. Our Organizational Property Management
Officers will be instructed to alert their
Contracting Officers of problems which may create
unnecessary cost resulting from a lack of adherence
to motor vehicle utilization objectives. Finally,
we will identify those offices which have not
performed recent cost studies of managing their
fleets, prioritize each sites' needs for such a

pti3dy, a"'^ participate in the determination of the
most economical method of managing each individual
fleet.
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QUESTIONS FR(»! REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 2a) During the hearing. Representative Thurman asked
Mr. Durham several questions regarding the extent to which government-
owned property was loaned to employees at Sandia, Los Aleunos and Mound.
Mr. Durham again stated that he was unfeimiliar with this information,
but indicated that he would respond for the record. Provide this
explanation and describe what is being done to remedy the problems of
property loans at these sites and within the Department overall,
including reimbursement of the federal government for excessive costs.

Answer :

AL Response to Question 2a) : Within AL, Sandia and LANL are the
only AL M&O contractors where findings and recommendations have
resulted from allowing employees to use personal property for at-
home use .

AL Response to Question 2a) Re: Mound: There have not been any
Mound employee loan recommendations/issues identified by AL.

AL Response to Question 2a) Re: Sandia: AL's April 1994 CPPSR of
Sandia identified significant problems in Sandia's practices and
procedures for managing and controlling loans of government
property to employees for home use. Sandia's corrective action
plan dated September 12, 1994, outlines the steps Sandia plans to
taJce to develop and implement practices and procedures for
improving the management and control of home-use equipment. On
September 7, 1994, Sandia issued a Corporate Policy and Procedures
Bulletin No. 94.8 which outlines responsibilities regarding home
use of government property. The bulletin requires managers to (1)
minimize the relocation of computers to employee homes by
encouraging the use of portable computers for dual home and office
use, (2) ensure that complete and specific justification (e.g.,
program, tas)c, duration) exists before approving the use of
property, that the duration of the relocation for home use is
appropriate for the stated need, (3) require strong justification
for the purchase of property when the primary purj>ose of the
procurement is to provide property for employee home use or when
multiple computers are to be used at home, and (4) ensure that
property is promptly returned at the completion of work-at-home
activities.

The bulletin also requires employees to ensure property is (1)
used for official p^irposes ouly, (2) that special precautions are
taken to prevent misuse and abuse, and (3) promptly returned at
the completion of work-at-home activities. Moreover, the bulletin
states that any property that is lost, stolen or damaged due to
employee failure to provide adequate physical protection of the
property while relocated for home use may result in the revocation
of the eraplcjco'i. I.^...w -«c privileges and could result in personal
liability.

Finally, it should be noted that AL is reviewing Sandia's
corrective action plan for adequacy and completeness. AL will
conduct follow up visits to Sandia to assure that these policies
are adhered to.

AL Response to Question 2a) Re: Los Alamos: - As a result of AL's
Phase III CPPSR of Los Aleimos which identified inadequate
justifications for home use of personal property to LANL
employees, LANL's Business Operations Division issued a memorandum
to each LAI>IL Group Leader with a list of property approved for at-
home use by employees and instructions to review the list and
determine if all approvals were absolutely necessary for the
conduct of the organization's business. Property that did not
meet the intent was to be returned to the Laboratory.
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Additionally, LANL's corrective action plan dated October 1994,
outlines the steps LANL will take to review all justifications fay

February 1, 1995; however, the milestones require revisions to
include the review of previously approved justifications. The
Phase III corrective action plan is currently under revision and
will be resubmitted to DOE for approval. LANL and DOE are in the
process of ensuring that, 1) all outstanding approvals of employee
home-use authorizations are reviewed for con^liance, and 2)
inadequate justifications on new approvals are not accepted.

Since June 1994, AL has reviewed on-site random seunples of
justifications for home use of personal property by lab eir^loyees.
LANL was briefed on the results of our review and instructed to
correct all identified deficiencies. Additionally, LANL's
property management instructor was provided copies to be used as
exairoples during personal property training classes. AL will
monitor LANL for six months and based on the results, determine
whether LANL should be directed to conduct a lab-wide assessment
of personal property approved for employee home use. LANL will
also be required to conduct ongoing surveillance and evaluation
2md report the results to DOE.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 2a: During the hearing. Representative Thurman asked
Mr. Durham several questions regarding the extent
to which government -owned property was loaned to
employees at Sandia, Los Alamos and Mound. Mr.
Durham again stated that he was unfamiliar with
this information, but indicated that he would
respond for the record. Provide this explanation
and describe what its being done to remedy the
problems of property loans at these sites and
within the Department overall, including
reimbursement of the federal government for
excessive costs.

Question 2a: Provide the explanation and describe what is being
(transposed) done to remedy the problems of
property loans within the Department overall,
including reimbursement of the federal government
for excessive costs.

Answer: Loans of Department of Energy personal property are
executed on DOE Form 4420.2, "Personal Property Loan
Agreement" which contains the terms and conditions of
the loan. Included under the terms and conditions is
the requirement for the borrower to reimburse the
Department at the current price of replacement or
repair for any loss or damage of property loaned.

The DOE-PMR 109-1.5104 (a) provides that the loan
period should not exceed one year and that the loan may
be renewed, however, it does not state for how long the
periods may be extended and does not require review or
justification for the extension. The DOE-PMR will be
strengthened to require that "extensions of loan
agreements for longer than one year shall be reviewed
and justified annually at a level of management at
least two levels above that of the individual making
the determination to loan the property. Loans for
periods longer than three years shall be approved by
the head of the DOE field office or his designee."
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QUESTIONS FRCm REPRESENTATIVE THRUMAN

Question 2b) IDuring the hearing. Representative Thunnan asked Mr.
Durham several questions regarding the Department's 1993 review of
Pantex, its 1992 review of Livennore, its 1993 review of y-12, and its
1994 review of Sandia emd the failure of those contractors to properly
manage excess government property at those sites.
Mr. Durham stated that he was not familiar with those reports. Describe
and document the actions the Department has taken to remedy the problems
at those sites and to recover losses of value of government -owned excess
property documented in these reports. Also describe what is being done
to remedy this problem within the Department overall.

Answer:

AL Response to Question 2b) Re: Sandia - The DOE Albuquerque
Operations Office (AL) conducted a Contractor Personal Property
System Review (CPPSR) of Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in
April 1994 which identified significant problems in roost segments
of the Sandia 's personal property management progreun including the
management of excess Government property. As a result, AL
formally disapproved Sandia' s Personal Property Management System
in August 1994, and requested that Sandia submit a corrective
action plan in response to the recommendations contained in the
CPPSR Report.

In addition, SNL has taken actions to remedy problems in
management of excess property. For instance, SNL has instructed
line organizations to cease the common practice of leaving excess
Government property e3^>osed to the elements, has erected a total
of six large tents to protect excess Government property from the
weather, has reduced the iunount of time required to pick up excess
items at line organizations, and so forth.

Regarding the recovery of losses of value of excess government
property, AL must first attempt to ascertain when any property
damage may have occurred in order to then exeunine the appropriate
contractual remedies available, the Sandia National Laboratories
contract with AT&T {DE-AC04-76DP00789) expired on September 30,
1993, and the new contract with the wholly owned subsidiary of
Martin Marietta Corporation, Sandia Corporation, (DE-AC04-
94AL85000) commenced on October 1, 1993. Due to the unique nature
of the AT&T contract whereby AT&T 'performed its obligations under
this no-fee, no-profit contract on a no-loss fully indemnified and
held harmless against every cost or expense...', recovery of any
costs for losses occurring prior to October 1, 1993, would be
extremely difficult. Also, the new contract contains a
Preexisting Conditions clause which states that any losses or
liability which may be incurred and arise out of emy act which
occurred before October 1, 1993, shall be deemed incurred under
Contract No. DE-AC04-76DP00789 and if it is not possible to relate
or reasonably a±iu<^at,c ^^liticular activities to individual
periods, the costs shall be presumed to have been incurred before
October 1, 1993. Therefore, AL must attempt to identify when
these losses may have occurred. However, AL is closely monitoring
Sandia 's progress in improving the management of excess government
property .

A memorandum dated September 23, 1994, from Mr. Richard A.
Marquez, Assistant Manager for Management and Administration,
Albuquerque Operations Office (AL) , to Mr. Archer L. Durham,
Assistant Secretary for Human Resources and Administration, DOE
HQ, provides a brief history of the AL personal property
management progriun. The memorandum also shows the additional
resources and emphasis that have been placed upon this functional
area by AL and describes plans for inproving the pr'ogram. A copy
of the memorandum is attached.
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AL has instituted quarterly management reviews of personal
property management performance in the form of briefings to AL by
Sandia National Laboratories. AL has also recommended the
surveillance review process to mirror the best practices of AL's
procurement surveillance program, which is acknowledged by HQ DOE
to be a successful process. Finally, AL has augmented the Federal
and contractor staffing support to align with AL's strategic
vision of continuous improvement and proactive management.

AL Response to Question 2b) Re: Pantex - The January 1993 review
of Pantex resulted in two recommendations issued in the
reutilization and disposal area. One pertained to outdated
disposal procedures. The other pertained to excess property not
adequately protected from the elements. Pantex personal property
disposal procedures were incomplete, inaccurate, and lacked
detail. In resjxanse to our recommendation, Pantex submitted
updated procedures to DOE in January 1993. DOE reviewed the
procedures and determined they were inadequate. Pantex
resubmitted revised procedures to DOE in July 1993. The
procedures have been reviewed and approved by AL.

The problem of property not being adequately protected arose due
to an overflow of excess property within a short period of time
and due to a lack of available storage space in the warehouse
area. To correct this problem, three storage containers were
purchased which have been in use since July 1993. The only value
of the excess property left out in the elements at Pantex was for
its scrap/salvage content; therefore, there were insignificemt
monetary losses identified in that particular Government property
as a result of being left out in the elements. Nonetheless, the
protection of all government property in or out of the elements is

being emphasized at Pantex.
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United States Government Department of Energy

memorandum Albuquerque Operations Office

MTE: SEP 2 3 tSMi

'^^Sf: FPMD:PMB:DAG

tuuECT: AL Personal Property Management Program

''^- Archer L. Durham, Assistant Secretary for Human Resouroes
and Administration, HR-1, HQ

For your information, attached is a brief history of the
Personal Property Management Program at the Albuquerque
Operations Office (AL) . It clearly shows the additional
resources and enphasis that has been placed upon this
functional area by AL and describes plans for improving the

program.

This function was assigned to ny office effective
August 1993. Since that tine X have instituted quarterly
management reviews of personal property management
performance in the form of contractor briefings to me by Los
Alamos National Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratories.
X have also pushed the surveillance review process to mirror
the best practices of AL's procurement surveillance program,
which is acknowledged by your office to be a successful
process. Finally, X have augmented the Federal and
contractor staffing support to align with our strategic
vision of continuous improvement and proactive management.

Xn view of the recent Congressional hearings on this
subject, one is teirpted to paint the current status of
contractor property management in worst case terms. The
good news is that there are positive trends and AL is fully
comnitted to the continued emphasis by your office.
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Archer L. Durham -2- ^ 23 m
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please call
Jerry Hairmond at (505) 845-5065.

nistration

Attachment

cc:
R. Hopf, HR-S, HQ
S. Michelsen, RR-525, HQ
J. Carpenter, HR-526, HQ
B. Twining, OOM, AL

49-514 98-10
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ALBUQUERQUE OPERATIONS OFFICE
PERSONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Before 1988:

Prior to 1988, the Albuquerque Operations Office (AL) had only two
persons assigned to conduct all required Personal Property
Management Reviews (PPMRs) and provide oversight of all AL's
contractors. Fev PPMRs were conducted and those conducted were
focused only on selected functional areas. Formal reports were not
issued for a majority of the PPMRs and minimal follow-up was done
on the status of PPMR recommendations. Follow-up on PFMR
recommendations was difficult because a manual tracking system was
used which at times required rewriting the entire recommendation
list. In addition, contractors responded slowly to PPMR
recommendations since their status was not well documented by AL.

1988 to present ;

In February .1988, two positions were added to the AL personal
property management staff. Formal training plans were developed
which consisted primarily of on-the-job training since DOE had not
established formal training requirements for personal property
management specialists.

Although the personal property management staff now consisted of
four specialists, limited PPMRs were conducted during the period
1988 to 1991 while the new staff meinbers were being trained.
Emphasis was placed on conducting PPMRs at the Management and
Operating (M&O) contractors, catching up on late personal property
management reports, and staff personal property management actions.
Thirteen PPMRs were conducted during this p>eriod. In February
1991, one of the four personal prop>erty management specialists left
AL and the position remained vacant until December 1991. At that
time, the vacant position was filled and a new personal property
management specialist position was added to the staff and filled in

February 1992. Both positions were filled with personal property
management specialists with extensive DOD experience.

During the period February 1992 to November 1993, 23 PPMRs (renamed
Contractor Personal Property System Reviews (CPPSRs) in August
1993) and Technical Assistance Visits (TAVs) were conducted of MCO
contractors. However, these reviews/visits were not as in-depth as

they should have been, and reviews of Off-Site Contractors were not
being done at all. As a result, the AL Facilities and Proc>ert7
Manag^nent Division (FPMD) acquired a support seirvlca contractor to
assist the personal property management staff in completing its
mission. Contractor support began in January 1994.
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8inc« January 1994, tha FFMD parsonal property management staff,
assisted by their support services contractor, has completed six
CPPSRs and one TAV. The CPPSRs were more in^epth and included all
functional areas because of the increased staff and their
experience in conducting prof>erty reviews. All CPPSR reports were
completed and issued to the contractor within eight weeks of review
completion. The reviews also included the first of an Off-Site
contractor. In July 1994, a personal property specialist with
extensive DOD experience %ras hired (to replace one who retired in
December 1993) and will report to FPMD in early October 1994.

Accomplishments ;

• Issued first guidance on loans in support of educational outreach
which was adopted by DOE HQ for DOE-wide use.

• Developed a new loan form for educational and nonprofit
organizations.

• Kas first to implement the Stevenson-Wydler Act in the form of
the AL Math £ Science Equipment Gift Program which is now in
effect at most AL sites and has been used as a model by other DOE
operations office educational outreach programs.

• Is the only operations office that requires contractors to manage
equipment (non-sensitive) with acquisition cost between $1,000
and $4,999 (Other Controlled Equipment) to ensure its effective
management (Equipment in this category comprises a significant
part of contractor inventories) .

• Has issued timely guidance to field activities on issues such as
donations to public bodies; loans to colleges C universities and
for wnployee home-use; subcontractor-held property; sensitive
item dollar thresholds; and other controlled equipment.

• Bas developed an Albuquerque Operations Office Property
Management Instruction (ALPMI) which supplements the DOE Property
Management Regulaticr. and provides AL si>ecific guidance on
requirements in numerous functional areas (currently being
revised)..

• Grants more Energy Related Laboratory Equipment (ERLE) to
colleges and universities than any other DOE office.
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• Has held four bi-annual Personal Property Management Conferences
and related training sessions; is the only DOE office to do so.

Current Program Highlights t

Philosophy ;

• AL strives to be proactive to prevent problems in order to ensure
that property is properly managed.

• AL strives to identify and prioritize customers; provide
customers timely resF>onses, reviews, technical assistance, p>olicy
guidance, and general property management support.

• AL provides top management attention to property management
issues and encourages contractor top management participation.
LANL and SNL are providing quarterly briefings to AL's Assistant
Manager for Management and Administration on the status of CPPSR
corrective actions.

Plans (To be accomplished by FY 1997, assuming no reduction in
resources) ;

• Develop reports to provide management with visibility of:

- Contractor acquired property on non-MtO contracts which will
assist AL in assessing which non-M&O contractors should receive
reviews .

- All contractor and direct op>erations personal property
holdings by type of property (i.e. Capital equipment. Sensitive
items. Other Controlled Equipment, stores, vehicles, heavy
motor equipment, etc.) which will assist in determining each
contractor's vulnerability for personal property management
problems and to ensure that proper resources are applied to
oversight activities.

- Physical inventory data to include site, baseline dat««
inventory date, date of suiranary report, type of inventory, list
of unlocated items and overages, and amount written off and
date. This r«>i>o^i. will •«sist in determining the contractor's
performance in the con^letion of physical inventories and
provide a mechanism for comparing their performance and track
the amount of property that is lost, damaged, or destroyed and
to apply adequate oversight resources.

• Enhance personal property management oversight by:
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- Developing an AL Department of Energy Aoq[uisition Regulation
(DEAR) Part 945 Supplement to provide *AL-8pecific" guidance to
Off-Site contractors.

- Developing an Off-Site Contractor Property Management System
Appraisal Guide to assist the staff in CPPSRs of contractors
required to manage their property in accordance with the
Federal Acquisition Regulation Part 45 and DEAR Part 945.

- Conducting baseline CPPSRs of all Off-Site Contractor
Property Management Systems to assess the adequacy of their
systems .

- Conducting TAVs at all Off-Site contractors to provide
assistance and follow-up on CPPSR recommendations.

Developing policy and guidelines addressing approval of
direct operations' property management systems and controls of
Area/Project Office held property.

- Updating internal procedures to address TAVs and formalize
various other operational aspects of personal property
management oversight.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMMI

Property Management

Question 2b) : During the hearing. Representative Thurman asked
Mr. Durham several questions regarding the
Department's 1993 review of Pantex, its 1992
review of Livermore, its 1993 review of Y-12, and
its 1994 review of Sandia and the failure of those
contractors to properly manage excess government
property at those sites. Mr. Durham stated that
he was not familiar with those reports. Describe
and document the actions the Department has taken
to remedy the problems at those sites and to
recover losses of value of government-owned excess
property documented in these reports.

Answer: Increased employee awareness at Livermore regarding the
availability of government excess personal property, as
well as increased employee accessibility to both the
DOE-REAPS and GSA-MUFFIN systems has significantly
increased the utilization of excess personal property
as a supply source. The utilization of exchange/sale
procedures has been expanded at Livermore as a means of
reducing new equipment procurement costs. In fact,
exchange/sale procedures have been included in current
draft of the University of California Procurement
Manual. There were no instances of lost, government-
owned excess property documented in 1992 Livermore
review. Consequently, there have been no actions to
recover costs.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THUBnAH

Qu*itlon 2b:

During the hearing. Representative Thuraan asked Hr. Durhaa •evcral question* regarding
the Department's 1993 review of Pantex, Its 1992 review of Llvermore, Its 1993 review

of y-12, and Its 1994 review of Sandla and the failure of those contractors to properly

anage exeat* governntent property at those sites. Mr. Durham stated that h* was not

familiar with those reports. Describe and document the action* Departnent ha* taken to

remedy the problem* at those sites and to recover losses of value of government-owned
excess property documented in these reports. Also describe what 1* being done to

remedy this problem within the Department overall.

Answer :

As a result of the FY 1993 Review, full approval of Y-12's property system was

withheld. Y-12 was directed to take immediate action to correct deficiency. Approval
of the system may be granted when Y-12 implements all actions necessary to close
obiarvations made by the review team.

There were three events identified as potential unallowable costs involving exceac

property. Two of the events have been settled with DOE receiving payments of $8,120
and $2,334 respectively. The third event Is currently pending.
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QUESTIONS FRCM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 2c) During the hearing. Representative Thurman asked Mr.
Durham several questions regarding the failure of
DOE'S MStO contractors to properly manage government-
owned property under the control of subcontractors.
Representative Thurman cited a July 11, 1994, GAO
report citing the inability of Martin-Marietta to even
identify which subcontractors had government -owned
property as well as DOE'S own 1993 review reports on
Pant ex. Mound, and Brookhaven. Mr. Durham replied
that these reports predate DOE initiatives to correct
such problems. Identify the specific initiatives that
the Department has taken to correct subcontractor
property mismanagement at Pantex, Mound, Brookhaven
and the Martin-Marietta contracts identified in the
1994 GAO report and 1993 DOE reviews and the dates
each of those initiatives were implemented.

Answer:

Martin Marietta - Not applicable for DOE AL. ^plies only to
Martin Marietta at Oak Ridge.

Pantex - Historically, Pantex has had a relatively small amount of

government -owned property at its subcontractor locations. Pantex
has only two major subcontractors. Because of this, there was a
lack of formal procedures in place to control government property
located at a subcontractor site. Since our January 1993 review,
Pantex has implemented procedures and a tracking system (which
have been validated by DOE) to better manage government property
in the hands of a subcontractor.

Mound - During AL's review of Mound in January 1992 a
recommendation was issued because Mound's property locator system
did not accurately reflect the actual location of property on
loan. The intent of the recommendation was to ensure Mound
maintains accurate record locations of property and not the
mismanagement of subcontractor-held property.

(See AL's comments in response to 6c below.) During a review of
Mound in October 1992, AL validated actions taken by Mound to
correct a recommendation issued by AL during a May 1988 review which
was issued requiring Mound to identify low value (<$1, 000) property
provided to a subcontractor. Our review determined corrective
actions had not been met. AL, therefore, upgraded it to a notable
deficiency and noted this ia our input to the FY 1993 Performance
Evaluation Reporting Period. Since then Mound has established a

procedure to ensure all equipsnent bought under contract and/or
shipped to vendor sites is DOE tagged via bar-code and also requires
that vendors ro^ i fv Mound property management when they receive
government property whether provided by Mound or acquired by the
subcontractor .
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Subcontractor Government-held Property

Question 2c: Identify the specific Initiatives that the Department has
taken to correct subcontractor property mismanagement at
Brookhaven contracts Identified In the 1993 reviews and the
dates each of those Initiatives were implemented.

Answer: 1. The Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) Manuals for
the Division of Contracts and Procurement 34. i, and
the Supply and Material Division SOP 360.4 were
revised to address the recommendation made in the
subject Appraisal Report. (August, 1993)

2. The initial Inventory of subcontractor-held property
was conducted during Fiscal Year 1993. Individual

property records have been established on the Property
Management Database to track and control
subcontractor-held property. (December, 1993)

3. As part of the Fiscal Year 1994 biennial inventory of
laygeJ pruperLy, Lhv Division uT Contracts and
Procurement and the Supply and Material Division
conducted the physical Inventory of subcontractor-held
property. (September, 1994)
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURKAN

Question 2c:

During Che htarlng, R*pret«nt«tive Thurnmn ««1ced Mr. Durhaa tavarAl quastlona regarding
cha failure of DOE'* M&O contractor* to properly manage government- owned property under
the control of aubcontractors. Repre*entatlve Thurman cited a July 11, 1994 GAO report
citing the Inability of Martin Marietta to even identify vhieh subcontractors had

government -owned property as well as DOE's own 1993 review reports on Pantex, Mound,
and Brookhaven. Mr. Durhaa replied that these report* predate DOE Initiative* to
correct *uch problem*. Identify the specific inleiativas that the Department has taken
to correct subcontractor property mismanagement at Pantex, Mound, Brookhaven and the

Martin- Marietta contracta identified in their 1994 CAO report and the 1993 DOE reviews
and the dates each of those initiatives were implemented.

Answer:

By letter dated June 6, 1994, Oak Ridge Operations Office directed
Martin Marietta Energy Systems to take immediate action to resolve issues concerning
subcontractor-held government-owned property. Energy Systems immediately developed
formal procedures to identify, track, and dispose of all subcontractor-held property.
A decision was made to 'outsource' the tasks needed to Implement the corrective
actions. A contract was placed on August 3, 1994 and the contractors staff was on
board by October 1, 1994. Property inventory Information has been developed for all
subcontractors and the information Is currently being verified and entered into an
automated data-base.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Contract Reform

Question 3(a)

Answer :

Provide the Department schedule for modifying all
current M&O contracts to include property
management controls or competing those contracts.
Confirm that the West Valley, Hanford, and WIPP
contracts will be modified within the next 90 to
120 days; and identify those 20 to be completed in
the next 18 months. Also describe the new
property management controls that will be included
in the West Valley, Hanford, and WIPP contracts.

Attached is a schedule for all current M&O
contracts showing the date for modifying or
awarding new competitive contracts containing the
new property management provisions. West Valley,
Hanford, and WIPP are in the final stage of
negotiations and contract modifications are
expected within the next two weeks. The first
twenty contracts shown are the 20 to be completed
within the next 18 months. Enclosed is a copy of
the new Property Clause to be included in the
three current contract modifications.
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DOE M&O CONTRACTS
SCHEDULE TO MODIFY/COMPETE

CONTRACT REFORM

AWARD/MOD
M&O FACILITY NAME OPERATOR DATE

Contract /mods to be completed within 18 months:

WIPP
HANFORD SITE
HANFORD ENVIRON
WEST VALLEY
NEVADA TEST SITE

SAVANNAH RIVER
KANSAS CITY PLANT
SAVANNAH RVR ECOL LAB
ARGONNE NATL LAB
BROOKHAVEN
CONTIN ELECTRON BEAM
ACCELERATOR

AMES LAB
LAB OF RADIOBIOLOGIC
AND ENVIR HEALTH
STANFORD LINEAR
ACCELERATOR

INHALATION TOXICOLOGY
RESEARCH INST

KNOLLS ATOMIC PWR LAB
ENERGY TECH ENGR CTR
ROCKY FLATS

WESTINGHOUSE
WESTINGHOUSE-HANFORD
ENVIR HEALTH FOUND
WESTINGHOUSE
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC
RAYTHEON SERVICES
EG&G
WESTINGHOUSE
ALLIED SIGNAL
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES
SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH
IOWA STATE

U OF CALIFORNIA

LELAND STANFORD, JR U

LOVELACE BIOMEDICAL RES
MARTIN MARIETTA KAPL
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
WACKENHUT

11/94
11/94
*•

11/94
9/95*

9/96
3/95
**

3/95
3/95

3/95
7/95

7/95

7/95

7/95

4/95

* The three contracts at the Nevada Test Site will be replaced
by one contract
** being discontinued as M&O contracts
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M&O FACILITY NAME

All Others:

NATL CIVILIAN RADIO
ACTIVE WASTE

NAVAL PETROL RESERVES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
ORNL/Y-12
MOUND PLANT
PANTEX
PRINCETON PLASMA

PHYSICS LAB
AMES LABORATORY
FERMI NATL ACCEL

PACIFIC NW LAB
PINELLAS PLANT
NAV PET RESERVES
OAKRIDGE INST OF

SCIENCE & ED
Y-12/ORNL/K-25
LAWRENCE-BERKELEY
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE
LOS ALAMOS
SECURITY SERV AT NTS
SUPERCONDUCTING
SUPERCOLLIDER

TERMINATED
STRATEGIC PET RES
SANDIA LAB
PARAMILITARY SECURITY
BETTIS ATOMIC POWER
NATIONAL RENEWABLE

ENERGY LAB
BARTLESVILLE RESEARCH

IDAHO NATIONAL LAB
SPECIFIC MANUF CAP

OPERATOR
AWARD/MOD
DATE

TRW
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QUESTION ON SEPTEMBER 19, 1994 HEARING ON PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Property Management Clause Revision

Question 3b: Chairman Thurman asked the Department to
provide the Department's revised standard
contract language containing improved
property management controls. The Department
stated that the revised language was
currently in draft form, and that this draft
contract language would be provided for the
record. Provide the Department's schedule
for completion of revised contracts, provide
the draft language, and provide the final
language when available.

Answer : The standard property management provisions

are being revised as part of a larger rule-

making effort which is now in the internal

review process. Although we cannot now

project the date it will be published as a

Notice of Proposed Rule-making in the Federal

Register for public comment, the Department

will provide the Committee a copy of the

Notice of Proposed Rule when published in the

Federal Register and a copy of the final

provisions when they are published. We have

been negotiating Improved property management

provisions Into contracts on a case-by-case

basis, and are providing the clause recently

included In a Request fot Proposals issued by

the Department.
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RFP No. DE-RP08-95NV11718

|e. or misappropriation; ail encumbrances and costs thatt are incurred under
sntract and fees that are earned are in compiianoAvith applicable

claOl^^and other cun-ent terms, conditions, and intefled purposes; all

collectH^^ccruing to the Contractor in
connectio^Tith the work under this

contract. a^|nditures,
eUid all other

treunsactions^rcl
assets are properly

recorded, magged, and reported; and
financi^JFatistical,

and other reports

necessary to ms^n accountability and mai^^ial control are accurate,

reliable, and
timel^Hjie systems of control^mployed by the Contractor shall

- be documented and^nsfactory to DOE.. Much systems shall be an integral

part of the Contractor's%|nagement fi^nons, including defining specific

roles and responsibilities ra^ach levMof management, and holding

employees accountable for tl|^decpK7 of the management systems and
controls in their areas of

assig^^^ponsibility.
The Contractor shall, as part

of the internal audit program re<y^ elsewhere in this contract, penodicaliy
review the management systen^aj^^ontrols employed in programs and
administrative areas to ensus^iat th^kare adequate to provide reasonable

assurance that the
objecti^^of

the sysM^ are being accomplished and that

these systems and
contpjs

are working e^^vely.

(b) The Contractor sh^y^^responsible for maintan^^ as a part of its operational

responsibilities,^^Keline quality assurance prog^^othat implements
documented^^rmance, quality standards, and con^and assessment

techniques^

1.93 DEAR 970.5204-21 PROPERTY (JULY 1991) (MODIFIED)

(a) Furnishing of Government property. The Government reserves the right to

furnish any property or services required for the performance of the work
under this contract

(b) (MODIFIED) We to property. Except as otherwise provided by the Contracting

Officer, title to all materials, equipment, supplies, and tangible personal

property of every kind and description purchased by the Contractor, for the

cost of which the Contractor is entitled to be reimbursed as a direct item of

cost under this contract, shall pass directly from the vendor to the

Government. The Government reserves the right to inspect, and to accept or

reject, any item of such property. The Contractor shall make such disposition

of rejected items as the Contracting Officer shall direct Title to other property,

the cost of v^ich is reimbursable to the Contractor under this contract under

the cost reimbursement portion of the contract or purchased for the

performance of work under the fixed price portion of the contract, shall pass
to and vest in the Government upon (1) issuance for use of such property in

the performance of this contract or (2) commencement of processing or use of

such property in the performance of this contract, or (3) reimbursement of the

cost thereof by the Government, whichever first occurs. Property furnished by

M44
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the Government and property purchased or furnished by the Contractor, title to

which vests in the Government, under this paragraph are hereinafter referred to

as Government property. Title to Government property shall not be affected by
the incorporation of the property into or the attachment of it to any property
not owned by the Governmenf, nor shall such Government property or any
part thereof, be or become a fixture or lose its identity as personeUity by reason
of affixation to any realty. The above requirements do not apply to items

purchased with Contractor's corporate funds in compliance with the contract

clause entitled "Promise and Commitments'.

(c) Identification. To the extent directed by the Contracting Officer, the Contractor
shall identify Government property coming into the Contractor's possession or

custody, by marking and segregating in such a way, satisfactory to the

Contracting Officer, as shall indicate its ownership by the Government.

(d) Disposition. The Contractor shaJi make such disposition of Government

property which has come into the possession or custody of the Contractor

under this contract as the Contracting Officer may direct during the progress of

the work or upon completion or termination of this contract. The Contractor

may, upon such terms and conditions as the Contracting Officer may approve,
sell, or exchange such property, or acquire such property at a pnce agreed
upon by the Contracting Officer and the Contractor as the fair value thereof.

The amount received by the Contractor eis the result of any disposition, or the

agreed fair value of any such property acquired by the Contractor, shall be

applied in reduction of costs allowable under this contract or shall be
otherwise credited to account to the Government, as the Contracting Officer

may direct. Upon completion of the work or the termination of this contract,

the Contractor shall render an accounting, as prescribed by the Contracting
Officer, of all Govemment property which had come into the possession or

custody of the Contractor under this contract.

(e) Protection of govemment property-Management of high-risk property and

classi^j materials.

(1) The Contractor shall take all reasonable precautions, as directed by the

Contracting Officer, or in the absence of such direction, in accordance
with sound business practice, to safeguard and protect government
property in the Contractor's possession or custody. Policies, practices

and procedures for management of property, and in particular high-risk

property and classified materials, are contained in the Department of

Energy Property Management Regulations.

(2) The Contractor must ensure that adequate safeguards are in place, and
adhered to. for the handling, control and disposition of high risk

property throughout its life cycle.

1-145
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(3) High-risk property is property that the loss or transfer of which could

pose risks to the public, the environment, or the nationsd security

interests of the United States, and includes proliferation-sensitive,

nuclear-related or dual-use, export controlled, chemically or radioactively

contaminated, hazardous, and specially designed and produced
property, including property on the militarily critical technologies list.

(f) (1) Risk of loss of Government property. The Contractor shall be

responsible and compensate the Government for the loss or destruction

of, or damage to. Government property unless the Contractor

establishes to the reasonable satisfaction of the Contracting Officer that

such loss, damage or destnjction was not caused by any of the

following:

(i) willful misconduct or lack of good faith or failure to exercise due
care or failure to exercise prudent business judgment on the part

of the Conti'actor's managenal personnel; or

(ii) failure of the Contractor to manage Government property in

accordance with sound business practice and an approved

property management system; or

(iii) failure of the Contractor to comply witii any appropriate written

direction of the Contracting Officer to safeguard such property
under subparagraph (e) of this clause; or

(iv) failure of the Contractor to establish or properly maintain or

administer an approved property management system in

accordance with subparagraph (i) of this clause.

(2) For purposes of subparagraph (f)(1) of this clause, the value of

Government property shall be determined as follows:

(i) For damaged property, the value of the property shall be the cost

of repairing such damaged property, together with any costs

incurred for temporeuy replacement of the damaged property.

However, the value of repair costs shall not exceed the fair

market value of the damaged property. If a fair market value of

the property does not exist, the Conti'acting Officer shall

determine the value of such property, consistent will all relevant

facts and circumstances.

(ii) For destroyed or lost property, tine value of the property shall be

the fair market value of such property at the time of such loss or

destruction, together with any costs associated with the

1-146
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disposition of destroyed property. If a fair market value of the

property does not exist, the Contracting Officer shall determine

the value of such property, consistent with all relevant facts and

circumstances.

(3)
The cost of insurance obtained by the Contractor to cover the risk of

loss referred to in subparagraph (f)(1) of this clause is not allowable.

(g) Steps to be taken in event of loss. Upon the heippening of any damage
destruction, or loss to Government property in the possession or custody of

the Contractor, the Contractor shall immediately inform the Contracting Officer

of the occasion and extent thereof, shall take all reasonable steps to protect

the property remaining, and shall repair or replace the damaged, destroyed, or

lost property in accordeuice with the written direction of the Contracting Officer,

but shall take no action prejudicial to the right of the Government to recover

therefore and shall furnish to the Government, on request, all reasonable

assistauice in obtaining recovery.

(h) Use of Government property. Government property shall be used only in

accordance with the terms of this contract.

(i) (MODIFIED) Property Management.

(1) The Contractor shall maintain and administer an approved property

management system of accounting for and control, utilization,

maintenance, repair, protection and preservation of Government

property in its possession under the contract. The Contractor's property

management system shall be approved by the Contracting Officer and

meuntained and administered in accordance with sound business

practice and in accordance with Department of Energy Property

Management Regulations and such directives or instructions which the

Contracting Officer may from time to time prescribe. The Contractor's

performance will be evaluated on meeting or exceeding agreed upon

expectations.

(2) In order for a property management system to be approved, the

Contractor shall be obligated to employ and maintain a property

management system that incorporates the best business practices and

methods The system shall provide for:

(i) comprehensive coverage from the requirement identification,

through its life cycle to final disposition;

(ii) employee personal responsibility for Government-owned property;

1-147
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(iii)
full integration with the Contractor's other administrative and

financial systems; and

(iv) maintenance of a reliable method for implementing continuous

improvements established by "best in class" performers.

Additionally, in order for a property meuiagement system to be

approved, the Contractor shall: within six months after execution of the

contract, and upon such dates as required by the Contracting Officer,

complete a beiseline inventory covering all items of property furnished

by the Government; and upon completion of the contract, and to

establish the liability of the outgoing Contractor, conduct a joint

reconciliation of the property inventory with the incoming Contractor.

(3) In the event the Contractor fails to establish or maintain an approved

property management system, or fails to administer its property

management program in accordance with the approved property

management system, any damage, loss, or destruction to property
which occurs thirty (30) calendar days after the Contractor receives

wntten notfication of such event by the Contracting Officer (by certified

mail, retum receipt requested, addressed to one of the Contractor's

managenal personnel), shall be presumed to have occurred as a result

of willful misconduct or lack of good faith on the part of the Contractor's

managenal personnel, unless the Contractor can establish by clear and

convincing evidence that such damage, destruction, or loss either did

not result from the Contractor's failure to establish, maintain or

administer an approved property management system, or occurred

while an approved program or system was maintained by the

Contractor.

(j) The term "Contractor's managerial personneC as used in this clause means the

Contractor's directors, officers and any of its managers, superintendents, or

other equivalent representatives who have supervision or direction of.

(i) all or substantially all of the Contractor's business; or

(ii) all or substantially ail of the Contractor's operations at any one facility or

separate location to which this contract is being performed; or

(iii) a separate and complete major industrial operation in connection with

the performance of this contract; or

(iv) a separate and complete major constaiction. alteration, or repair

operation in connection with perfonnance of this conti'act; or
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(v)
a separate and discrete major task or operation in connection with the

performance of this contract

DEAR 970.5204-22 CONTRACTOR PURCHASING SYSTEM (OCT 19S

(a) ^khe Contractor, shall develop euid implement formal policies; practice«nd

jcedures to be used in the award of subcontracts, which purchaspg system
an™r:ethods shall be fully documented and acceptable to DOE, io^rccordance
withnbe policies set forth in DEAR 970.71. DOE reserves the

ri^#at any time

to reqiJmthat the Contractor submit for approval any or all pu«ases under

this cont^^ The Contractor shall not purchase any time ^^rvice that

purchase o^hich is expressly prohibited by the written c|Ktion of DOE and

shall use sucl^^eciai and directed sources as may b^^^ressly required by
the DOE Contrao^g Officer.

(b) The obligations of thl^ontractor
under

paragrapj^a) above, including the

development of the pu^asing system and meipDds, and purchases made

pursuant thereto, shall no^elieve
the Contraamoi any obligation under this

contract (including among q^er things, the^pligation
to properly supervise,

administer, and coordinate tlVwork of
Si^Kontractors).

Subcontracts shall be
in the name of the Contractor, q([d shalj^ot bind or purport to bind the

Government.

(c) In addition to. and without derog^j^Lof any nghts under paragraph (a) of this

clause and any other provision iKnis^ontract. the Contractor shcdl require all

Subcontractors to furnish cost^^pricing^ata under those conditions and in

accordance with the requirements set for^Jn FAR 15.804, and shall include in

such subcontracts the apptwriate clause sq^forth in 970.5204-24 except as

otherwise directed or appjMed by DOE.

(d) Purchase or transfer o|K]uipment, matehals, su^ies, or services from a

Contractor-affiliated worce shall be treated in acc^ance with DEAR
970.7105.

(e) Proposed awar|#to firms or individuals on either the g1^ Consolidated List of

Debarred, SujKnded, and Ineligible Contractors or the (^E Consolidated List

of Debarred^Rjspended, Ineligible, and Voluntarily Exclud^Awardees shall

be foryvardn to DOE for approval notv^thstanding any prior p^chasing
system |Jceptance.

(f) The Jpitractor shall provide advance notice of proposed subcontri^Lawards
in ^cordance with DEAR 970.7109; shall document purchase in writink and

sjn establish and maintain subcontract files which present an accurate%(^
Tequate record of all purchasing transactions.

1-149
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 3c: Mr. Mlchelsen stated that the Department was
currently modifying Its property management
regulations with the "first element" to be
completed in November with a rulemaking expected
to be conducted next year. Provide the
Department's schedule for the revision of its
property management regulations and the current
draft of those revisions. Also provide the final
proposed version and final version when completed.

Answer : A second revision to the DOE-PMRs is underway to
incorporate provisions of high risk property. The
revisions will be completed by the end of January
following a meeting with our Organizational
Property Management Officers. The anticipated
date for proposed rulemaking is June 30, 1995,
with the final version available by August 30,
1995.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 3(d) Provide the Lockheed contract and identify and
describe the new property management controls that
it contains .

Answer: A copy of the Lockheed INEL contract is attached.
The modified property clause is included on pages
1-106 through I-llO. This modified clause
reverses the presumption of liability for loss of
Government property stating that the contractor is
responsible for the loss or destruction of, or
damage to. Government property except under
specifically described situations. It includes a
rebuttable presumption of liability if the
contractor has not established or maintained an
approved property management system.
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(d) In all subcontracts hereunder which require printing (as that term is defined in

Title I of the U.S. Government Printing and Binding Regulations), the Contractor

shall include a provision substantially the same as this clause.

1.83 DEAR 970.5204-20 MANAGEMENT CONTROLS (FEB 1993)

(a) The contractor shall be responsible for maintaining, as an integral part of its

organization,' effective systems of management controls for both administrative

and programmatic functions. Management controls comprise the plan of

organization, methods and procedures adopted by management to reasonably

ensure that: the mission and functions assigned to the contractor are properly

executed; efficient and effective operations are promoted; resources are

safeguarded against thefl, fraud, waste, and unauthorized use; all encumbrances

and costs that are incurred and fees that are earned under the contract are in

compliance with applicable clauses and other current terms, conditions, and

intended purposes; all collections accruing to the contractor in connection with

work under this contract, expenditures, and all other tncisactions and assets are

properly recorded, managed, and reported; and financial, statistical, and other

reports necessary to maintain accountability and managerial control are accurate,

reliable, and timely. The systems of controls employed by the contractor shall be

documented and satisfactory to DOE. Such systems shall be an integral part of

the contractor's management functions, including defming specific roles and

responsibilities for each level of management, and holding employees accountable

for the adequacy of the management systems and internal controls in their areas

of assigned responsibility. The contractor shall, as part of the internal audit

program required elsewhere in this contract, periodically review the management

systems and internal controls employed in programs and administrative areas to

ensure that they are adequate to provide reasonable assurance that the objectives

of the systems are being accomplished and that these systems and controls are

working effectively.

(b) The contractor shall be responsible for maintaining, as a part of its operational

responsibilities, a baseline quality assurance program that implements documented

performance, quality standards, and control and assessment techniques.

1.84 DEAR 970.5204-21 PROPERTY (JUL 1991) (DEVLVTION)

(a) Furnishing of Government property. The Government reserves the right to furnish

any property or services required for the performance of the work under this

contract

UTC 1-106
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(b) Title to property. Except as otherwise provided by the contracting officer, title to

all materials, equipment, supplies, and tangible personal property of every kind

and description purchased by the contractor, for the cost of which the contractor is

entitled to be reimbursed as a direct item of cost under this contract, shall pass

directly from the vendor to the Government. The Government reserves the right to

inspect, and to accept or reject, any item of such property. The contractor shall

make such disposition of rejected items as the contracting officer shall direct

Title to other property, the cost of which is reimbursable to the contractor under

this contract, shall pass to and vest in the Government upon (1) isstiance for use

of such property in the performance of this contract, or (2) commencement of

processing or use of such property in the performance of this contract, or (3)

reimbursement of the cost thereof by the Government, whichever first occurs.

Property furnished by the Government and property purchased or furnished by the

contractor, title to which vests in the Government, under this paragraph are

hereinafter referred to as Government property. Title to Goverrunent property

shall not be affected by the bcorporation of the property into or the attachment of

it to any property not owned by the Government, nor shall such Government

property or any part thereof, be or become a fixture or lose its identity as

personalty by reason of affixation to any realty.

(c) Identification. To the extent directed by the contracting officer, the contractor

shall identify Government property coming into the contractor's possession or

custody, by marking and segregating in such a way, satisfactory to the contracting

officer, as shall indicate its ownership by the Government.

(d) Disposition. The contractor shall make such disposition of Government property

which has come into the possession or custody of the contractor under this

contract as the contracting officer may direct during the progress of the work or

ufKjn completion or termination of this contract. The contractor may, upon such

terms and conditions as the contracting officer may approve, sell, or exchange

such property, or acquire such property at a price agreed upon by the contracting

officer and the contractor as the fair val\ie thereof. The amount received by the

contractor as the result of any disposition, or the agreed fair value of any such

property acqui/ed by the contractor, shall be applied in reduction of costs

allowablt under this contract or shall be otherwise credited to account to the

Government, as the contracting officer may direct Upon completion of the work

or the termination of this contract, the contractor shall render an accounting, as

prescribed by the contracting officer, of all Goverrunent property which had come

into the possession or custody of the contractor under this contract

(e) Protection of goverrunent property—Classified Materials. The contractor shall take

all reasonable precautions, as directed by the contracting officer, or in the absence

UTC 1-107
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of such direction in accordance with sound industrial practice, to safeguard and

protect government property in the contractor's possession or custody. Special
measures shall be taken by the contractor in the protection of and accounting for

any classified or special materials involved in the performance of this contract, in

accordance with the regulations and requirements of DOE.

(f) (DEVIATION)

(1) Risk of loss of Government property. The contractor shall be responsible
for the loss or destruction oC or damage to. Government property unless the

contractor establishes to the reasonable satisfaction of the contracting
officer that such loss, damage or destruction was not caused by any of the

following: (i) willful misconduct or lack of good ifaith on the part of the

contractor's managerial personnel, or (ii) failure of the contractor to manage
Government property in accordance with sound industrial practice, or (iii)

failure of the contractor to comply with any appropriate written direction of

the contracling officer to safeguard such property under subparagraph (e) of

this clause, or (iv) failure of the contractor to establish or maintain an

approved property management system in accordance with subparagraph (i)

of this clause.

(2) For purposes of subparagraph (1) immediately preceding, the value of

Govenunent property shall be determined as follows:

(i) For damaged property the value of the property shall be the cost of

repairing such damaged property, together with any costs incurred for

temporary replacement of the damaged property. However, the value

of repair costs shall not exceed the fair market value of the damaged

property. If a fair market value of the property does not exist, the

contracting officer shall determine the value of such property,

consistent with all relevant facts and circumstances.

(ii) For destroyed or lost property, the value of the property shall be the

fair market value of such property at the time of such loss or

destruction, together with any costs associated with the disposition of

destroyed property. If a fair market value of the property does not

exist, the contracting officer shall determine the value of such

prooertv. consistent with all relevant facts and circumstances.

(3) The cost of insurance obtained by the contractor to cover the risk of loss

referred to in subparagraph (0(1) of this clause is not allowable.

UTC 1-108
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(g) (MODIFIED) Steps to be taken in event of loss. Upon the happening of any

damage, destruction, or loss to Government property in the possession or custody
of the contractor, the contractor shall immediately inform the contracting officer

of the occasion and extent thereof, shall take all reasonable steps to protect the

property remaining, and shall repair or replace the damaged, destroyed, or lost

property in accordance with the written direction of the contracting officer, but

shall take no action prejudicial to the right of the Government to recover therefore

and shall fimiisb to the Government, on request, all reasonable assistance in

obtaining recovery.

(h) Government property for Government use only. Government property shall be

used only for the performance of tlus contract

(i) Property Management The contractor shall maintain and administer a property

management system, subject to the approval of the contracting officer, of

accounting for' and control, utilization, maintenance, repair, protection and

preservation of Government property in its possession under the contract The

contractor's property management system shall be maintained and administered in

accordance v^th sound business practice, and in accordance with Department of

Energy Property Management Regiilations and such directives or instructions

which the contracting officer may from time to time prescribe. In the event the

contractor fails to establish or maintain an approved property management system,

or fails to administer its property management program in accordance with the

approved property management system, any damage, loss, or destruction to

property which occurs thirty (30) calendar days after the contractor receives

written notification of such fact by the contracting officer (by certified mail,

return receipt requested, addressed to one of the contractor's managerial

personnel), shall be conclusively presumed to have occurred as a result of willful

misconduct or lack of good faith on the part of the contractor's managerial

personnel, unless the contractor can establish by clear and convincing evidence

that such damage, destruction, or loss (i) did not result from the contractor's

failure to establish, maintain or administer an approved property management

system, or (ii) occurred while an approved program or system was maintained by
the contractor.

(j) (DEVIATION) The term "contractor's managerial personnel" as used in this

clause means the contractor's directors, officers and any of its managers,

superintenfients. or other equivalent representatives who have supervision or

direction of (i) all or substantially all of the contractor's business; or (ii) all or

substantially all of the contractor's operation at any one facility or separate

location to which this contract is being performed; or Oii) a separate and complete

major industrial op>eration in connection with the performance of this contract; or

UTC 1-109
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(iv) a separate and complete major construction, alteration, or repair operation in

connection with performance of this contract; or (v) a separate and discrete major
task or operation in connection with the performance of this contract

1.85 DEAR 970.5204-22 CONTRACTOR PURCHASING SYSTEM (Mar 1994)

(DEVIATION)

(a) Lockheed Idaho Technologies Company, shall develop, implement and maintain

formal policies, practices and procedures to be used in the award of subcontracts,

which purchasing system and methods shall be fully documented, consistently

applied, and acceptable to DOE. The contractor's purchasing system shall result in

procurements which are consistent with and achieve the same fundamental policy

objectives embodied in law and regulation applicable to Federal Procurements.

The contractor shall not purchase any item or service the purchase of which is

expressly prohibited by the written direction of DOE and shall use such special

and directed sources as may be expressly required by the DOE contracting officer.

However, the contractor's purchases are not Federal procurements, and the

contractor is expected to utilize the flexibility, creativeness and efficiencies

inherent in the best commercial purchasing practices. The contractor shall be

obligated to maintain the most effective balance between Federal objectives and

the best commercial practices and methods, such that the purchasing system:

(1) Provides fair and equitable subcontracting effected in a manner most

advantageous to DOE's mission considering price, quality, and timely and

efficient performance of the contract;

(2) Achieves fair and objective competition, with the comparative evaluations

, of competitive proposals and offers;

(3) Establishes the propriety of placement of the order at the price paid;

(4) Provides for a "Tiigher standard of care" for those actions above the

established "Small Purchases' threshold; and

(5) Ensures a fair proportion of supplies and services are purchased from Small

Business, Siaall Disadvantaged Business and Labor Surplus Areas..

(b) The obligaticio of Lockheed Idaho Technologies Company under paragraph (a)

above, including the development of the purchasing system and methods, and

purchases made pursuant thereto, shall not relieve the contractor of any obligation
under this contract (including among other things, the obligation to properly

sup>ervise, administer, and coordinate the work of subcontractors). Subcontracts

uTc mo
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QUESTIONS ON SEPTEMBER 19, 1994 HEARING ON PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Property Management Clause DevlationB

Question 3e: Describe In general, what changes the Department
Intends to make In both Its regulations and In Its
contracting practices regarding the granting of
deviations from standard property management
contract terms and regulations. Also describe
specifically how It Intends to modify the 18
existing M&O contracts with property management
deviations, such as the Stanford and University of
California contracts.

Answer : The regulations currently provide that deviations

be requested and Justified on a case-by-case

basis. The Department does not believe the

regulations are deficient and, thus, has no plans

to revise the regulations regarding the granting

of deviations from standard property management

contract terms and regulations. As regards the

Department's standard contracting terms,

deviations are expected to be rare and DOE Heads

of Contracting Activities or designees (within

their delegated dollar authority) or the

Procurement Executive will be required to review

and approve any deviation. DOE Is developing a

new standard property management clause for

existing and future M&O contracts. Once

developed, the Department will seek to negotiate

this clause Into the existing contracts.
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Question 3£:

Answer:

QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Notwithstanding the Department's intention to add
incentives to the M&O contracts to motivate
contractors to manage government-owned property
more effectively, the contractors (with the
exception of Stanford) are required by their
contracts to follow DOE property management
regulations. Clearly, numerous contractors are
not abiding by the Department

' s property
management regulations. Describe what actions the
Department is taking to ensure that its M&O
contractors abide by these requirements and what
steps it is taking to reimburse DOE for the
economic losses incurred as a result of the
violation of DOE property management regulations

^ by its M&O contractors.

The Department is focusing more management attention on
contractors' personal property management systems
through the CPPSR program and strengthened contractor
surveillance activities by the Headquarters and
operations/field offices. The DOE Property Management
Regulations are currently being revised to strengthen
guidance and implementing contract clauses to clearly
set forth the critical elements required in a
contractor personal property management system, without
which DOE will not approve the system. A matrix of
personal property management performance criteria and
measures have been developed and are being incorporated
into the Department's operations for tracking
contractor performance and compliance with regulations.
Attached is a chart showing the latest estimate of
costs recovered or in the 'pipeline" for recovery.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Property Management

Question 3g)

Answer:

For the Stanford MfiO contract, identify the
actions that the Department has taken to recover
excessive contractor property management costs due
to improper property management activities over
the past five years.

There have been no actions taken by the Department
in the past five years to recover any costs from
Stanford. It has never been determined that there
were any excessive management costs incurred as a
result of improper management of property at the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC).
Accordingly, it should be noted that there have
been recent, significant improvements to SLAC's
personal property management program. In fact,
SLAC recently developed and implemented a DOE-
approved personal property management procedures
manual, which reflects Departmental policies and
practices.
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QUESTIONS ON SEPTEMBER 19, 1994 HEARING ON PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Property Manaoement Clause

Question 3h: The DOE's standard property management clause
holds the contractor responsible for losses
resulting from failure of managerial personnel to
comply with any appropriate written directive of
the contracting officer. Until recently, property
management reviews under PMR 109-1.5203 and 5204
resulted in specific written recommendations that
contractors were expected to address. Both
sections also require compliance with corrective
action plans that must be approved by DOE.
Provide a legal opinion on whether these written
review recommendations and approved correction
action plans constitute written directives of the
contracting officer for the purposes of contractor
responsibility under the standard contract.

Answer ;

Department of Energy Acquisition Regulation (DEAR)

section 970.5204-21 states that contractors should

protect government property as directed by the

contracting officer. The clause also states that

contractors will be liable for the loss or damage

to government property If contractor management

fall to take reasonable steps to comply with

written directives of the contracting officer.

While the facts of a particular case may differ,

written review recommendations and approved

corrective action plans typically do not

constitute written directives of a contracting

officer. These items are viewed as management

tools used to assist DOE management and contractor

management to better account for and safeguard

government property. However, contracting
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officers may decide to Issue written directives as

contemplated by the DEAR as a result of review

recommendations. In such situations, liability

for loss or damage to government property may

ensue should the contractor fall to Implement the

directive and a loss results.

49-514 98-11
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QUESTIONS ON SEPTEMBER 19, 1994 HEARING ON PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Property Management Clause

Question 3±: In the past few years. In the Interest of
establishing more objective oversight of
contractors, responsibility for conducting
property management reviews has been centralized
in the Office of Contractor Management and
Administration (OCMA) at Headquarters. In some
cases, OCMA actually conducts the reviews. OCMA
has promulgated new review procedures and
reporting formats such that property management
reviews and reports no longer make written
recommendations; they only make observations.
Given the fact that contractors are responsible
for government property based on written
directives from DOE, provide a legal memorandum on
the issue of whether or not the new review and
reporting formats constitute written directives
for the purposes of contractor responsibility
under the standard contract clause and existing
deviations .

Answer: Department of Energy Acquisition Regulation (DEAR)

section 970.5204-21 states that contractors should

protect government property as directed by the

contracting officer. In absence of such

direction, contractors are required to protect

government property In accordance with sound

industrial practices. In accordance with the

contract language, written directives must be

Issued to contractors by contracting officers. In

contrast, property management review reports are

prepared by OCMA and Issued to DOE field offices.

The purpose of these reports is to note property

management deficiencies to DOE and contractor

management. These reports are used by field
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office nanageaent together with other sources like

Inspector General's reports and General Accounting

Office reports to determine whether to approve or

disapprove a contractor's property management

program. Accordingly, standing alone without

trrltten Instructions from the contracting officer

to the contractor, these reports are not

considered to be m-ltten directives within the

meaning of the standard property management

clause .
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Question 3i)

QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Also describe what procedures have been or are
going to be put in place to make sure that the
findings of the DOE " s property management reviews
are translated into written directives for the
purpose of insuring contractor responsibility.

Answer: The Department established the Office of Contractor
Management and Administration to provide Headquarters

'

oversight of contractors' purchasing and property
management systems. Through the intensive efforts of
this newly created unit at Headquarters, and predicated
on teaming arrangements established with our
Operations/Field Offices, a significantly higher
standard of contractor oversight has been achieved.
Some of the efforts to tighten the Department's
stewardship over contractor property management systems
include: (1) requiring that contractor system
determinations receive Headquarters' concurrence; (ii)
Headquarters' independent validations of

Operations/Field Office activities; (iii)
standardization of review programs and report; and (iv)
a strengthened contractor surveillance program.

We are currently in the processing of overhauling our
Departmental Personal Property Management Regulations
to strengthen guidance and implementing contract
clauses to clearly set forth the critical elements
required in a contractor personal property management
system, without which DOE will not approve the system.

Personal property management performance criteria have
been developed and the Department is beginning to
incorporate them into Departmental operations. In

addition, the Associate Deputy Secretary for Field
Management and the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Human
Resources are working to modify Operations/Field Office
Managers' performance standards to address the issue of

compliance with Departmental directives in such areas
as personal property management.
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QUESTIONS ON SEPTEMBER 19, 1994 HEARING ON PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Recovery of Losses of Government-Owned Property From Contrpctprs

Question 3J: In response to Representative Thuman's question
concerning an article In the Washington Post

regarding DOB's decision to make contractors pay
for losses of government-owned property, Mr.
Durham stated that t)w Issue raised legal Issues

concerning whether such losses could In fact be
recovered. He went on to say that he would need
to provide a more detailed ans%fer for the record.
Provide a legal memorandum describing the

Department's ability to recover losses of

government-owned property from former and existing
contractors ani any limitations thereto.

Answer: The Department of Energy's ability to recover for

losses of govemment-oimed property Is addressed

In its standard property clause found at

Department of Energy Acquisition Regulation (DEAR)

970.5204-21. Until recently, two liability

standards applied to DOE's management and

operating (M&O) contractors. The first standard

applied to all M&O contractors. This standard

provides that contractors are liable for loss,

destruction or damage to government property if

such loss, dastrtictlon or damage resulted from the

willful misconduct or lack of good faith on the

part bf contractor managerial personnel or If

contractor managerial personnel failed to take

reasonable steps to comply with written directives

of the contracting officer. Since 1991, profit-

making M&O contractors have also been subject to
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the Department's "accountability rule" provisions

which Bake the contractor liable for losses or

damage to government property If the property was

within the contractor's sole and exclusive control

and the damage or loss resulted from acts or

omissions that the exercise of due care would have

avoided. With regard to this "accountability

rule" area of liability for profit-making MGiO

contractors, their liability Is limited to the

award fee and basic fee earned In the period when

the damage or loss took place. The Department Is

negotiating Improved property management

provisions Into contracts on a case-by-case basis.

These Improved provisions enhance the Department's

ability to recover costs associated with damaged

or loss of governmental property caused by

contractor personnel.
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Question 4a)

QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Mr. Durham testified that in the last year the
Department has instituted a new performance system
for DOE senior field managers where those managers
would be held accountable for contractors'
personal property management among other contract
administration functions. Under this system,
managers' performance ratings would be affected as
well as bonuses. Mr. Durham also stated that
field managers are subject to salary reviews which
could be used to hold field managers accountable.
Identify all performance and salary reviews of
field officials where accountability for property
management has been specifically considered and
describe what action was taken as a result.

Answer: Speaking only for those field office managers which
report directly to the Office of the Associate Deputy
Secretary for Field Management, no specific performance
standard dealing with contractors' personal property
management were in place for FY 1994. The Office of
the Associate Deputy Secretary for Field Management is

working with Executive Resources Division, Assistant
Secretary for Human Resources and Administration and
the field managers to have such a performance standard
in place for FY 95.

The Executive Resource Division, Human Resources and
Administration, is addressing this question as it
relates to the field managers not under the cognizance
of the Associate Deputy Secretary for Field Management.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURHAN

Question 4a) "Mr. Durham testified that in the last year, the Department
has instituted a new performance management system for DOE

senior field managers where those managers would be held

accountable for contractors' personal property management
~

among other contract administration functions. Under this

system, managers' performance ratings would be affected as

well as bonuses. Mr. Durham also stated that field managers
are subject to salary reviews which could be used to hold

field managers accountable. Identify all performance and

salary reviews of field officials where performance and

salary management has been specifically considered and

describe what action was taken as a result."

Answer: The Assistant Secretary was addressing the issue that the new DOE

personnel performance system would permit the inclusion of

evaluation elements for property management and other contractor

administration issues. The Associate Deputy Secretary for Field

Management and the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Human Resources

and Administration are working to modify Operations/Field Offices

Managers' performance standards to recognize the issue of

compliance with Departmental directives in such areas as personal

property management. In addition, the Department is now in the

process of modifying its Personal Property Management Regulations
to strengthen guidance and implementing contract clauses to

clearly set forth our expectations for contractor performance in

the management of personal property. In advance of the

formalization of our regulations the most recently awarded

contracts at three of our sites have included a clause which

establishes that a primary consideration in the approval of award

fee, if any, and contractor salary requests, salary adjustments
and awards for certain designated officials may be performance of

personal property administration.

To date there have been no salary reviews of Operations/Field
Office Managers that have been significantly affected by the

performance of personal property administration. The Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Human Resources was speaking prospectively

regarding changes effecting future evaluations.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN QUESTIONS

Question 4b) The Department's own recent reviews, as well as
those of the DOE Inspector General and the General
Accounting Office, indicate that serious property
management problems currently exist at Fernald,
Los Alamos, Pantex, Sandia, Rocky Flats and
Stanford. Identify and describe the actions that
have been taken to hold DOE field managers
accountable for these problems and resulting
economic losses.

Answer: Speaking only for those field offices which report
directly to the Office of the Associate Deputy
Secretary for Field Management, Don Pearman made known
the nature of the problems encountered and asked that
each office relook at their situation. As stated in

question 4a., the question of management accountability
is being addressed in FT 1995.

The Executive Resource Division, Human Resources and
Administration, is addressing this question as it
relates to the field managers not under the cognizance
of the Associate Deputy Secretary for Field Management.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURHAN

Question 4c) ..."Identify and describe the actions that have been taken

to hold DOE headquarters managers and oversight personnel,

including the Office of Contractor Management and

Administration (OCMA), accountable for these problems."

Answer: The performance standards of affected Headquarters personnel
involved in property management and oversight have been modified

to include critical elements related to management factors that

are under their control and are related to personal property.
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QUESTIONS FROM MPRXSXNTATZVX TBUIMMI

Quastion 5») Provid* thm contractor's ^iprovad corractiv* action plan
In rasponsa to tha April 1994 proparty Banagamant raviaw
of Sandia.

AL Kasponaa to Qaastion 5a) DOI Albuquarqua Oparations Offiea has not

approvad Sandia 'a corractiva action plan. Whan tha corractiva action plan
is approvad it will torn providad to tha Coondttaa.

Praparad by: Margarat Corraa
Offiea: Albuquarqua Oparations Offioa
Offiea Phona: (505) 845-543*)

Data: Novaoibar 18, 1994
Coordinatad with: Oarald L. Brownlow
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMMT

Quttstion 5b) Provld* th* contractor' s approved correctiv* action

plan in responsa to tha 1993/1994 thraa-phasa proparty
managament raview of Los Alamos.

AL Responsa to Quastion 5b) - A copy of Los Alamos' approvad corractiva
action plans for Phasa I and II ara attachad. Tha corractiva action

plan submitted by Los Alamos for Phasa III was reviewed by DOE and
returned to Los Alamos for revisions. The Phase III corrective action

plan is currently under revision by Los Alamos and is expected to be
submitted to DOE by early January 1995.
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Attachment 2:

CORRECTIVE ACTION PLANS

PHASE I and Phase II

for

Los Alamos National Laboratory
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C*n«ettv« Acttoa Pba r*n PkMc I CPPSR
Appr«lMl Datev X3-A«g-93 • l*-Sepl-93

RctpMiAk OrguiuHM: BUS-(

A. Rcc«inincB4atkB lt-1

LANL should review and update motor vehicle instructions and procedures to ensure compliance with FPMR,D^-
PMR. and ALPMI guidelines.

B. CarrccHvc Ac4lMi/Reif«Bac

Although LAML does have written procedures for motor vehicle management, many of these procedures are not

current or are no longer valid. To correct this, BUS-6 has up-dated existing procedures and has established many
new procedures which cover motor vehicle management at the Laboratory, X^I, and DOE for both GSA-owned and

DOE-owned vehicles. These procedures have been included as a separate chapter in the Property Management
Manual (PMM) entitled 'Motor Equipment'. To ensure compliance and provide additional backgroiud information,

every written procedure references the applicable CFR siting. In addition, detailed information has been incorporated

into each procedure and in some cases, such as the iostruction for completing Form 206D (Request for Additional

Vehicles), step-by-step instruction has been created in the form of a desk-top procedure which will be provided to

the Property Administraton who will have oversight responsibility of motor vehicles and other motor equipment in

their respective division(s). (See attached for desk-top procedure sainple).

This section of the PMM will replace all motor vehicle management procedures referenced in the Laboratory MMM
and will be used to vpdMle motor vehicle management procedures in the Laboratory Administrative Manual.

In addition to updating existing and establishing new motor vehicle management instructions and procedures, BUS-6

has also created a Vehicle User's Guide for the DOE-owned motor vehicles. This guide, which references many
subjects covered in the PMM, is very similar to the Vehicle User's Guide provided by GSA for all GSA-owned
vehicles. These 2 guides will be in every vehicle and available to all operators. NOTE: Vehicle User's Guides arc

already provided in each GSA-ow-ned vehicle (see attached samples)

C Scheduk

Draft of PMM to DOE for review

Obtain DOE comments

Target

Jan 94

CompletioB Date

ta>94

To be determined at 6/3 meeting Aug 94

(DOE/BUS)

DOE comments incorporated ft revised PMM to CIS for

distribution to Laboratory, Kl, A DOE management and PA"*

Vehicle User's Guide to CIS for distribution to Laboraloiy,

JCI, Property Administrators, and DOE Management

15 worlcing days after

receipt of DOE approval

Jul 94 (revised dale requested)

D. CooUet

Tun Morgan, BUS4 Policy Specialist, S-S7SI

(10/94)
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C*rrwtKc Actka Pba P*n PHASE I CPPSR
Apfnltal Dates: 23-Aa(-93 • 1»-Scft-93

Retp«atlbk Orsututtoa: BUfr4

A. ReMHMCBdattoa lt-2

LANL ibould ic-«valuate the Fleet User*! Committee to determine opportunities for more eflective motor vehicle

managemeoL

B. Carrectfvc Actfom/Rctpeasc

Januaiy 1987, DOE approved the formation and use of a Fleet User Committee at LANL to assist in providing

policy and review oversight of the CSA-owned motor vehicle fleet and the DOE-owned motor vehicle fleet. At the

tame time, a charter was established for this committee to follow which consisted of eight specific duties and

rcsponsibiUties. From January of 1987 through approximately June of 1991, motor vehicle management at the

Laboratory was operating within set guidelines. With the exception of three (3) of the eight (8) criteria, this

charter was followed by this committee. In October of 1991, the Laboratory was notified of the scheduled TIGER
TEAM visit. The increased requirements and specialized demands for vehicle support became overwhelmingly

significant and for a period the committee ceased to carry on the criteria established in the charter. January of 1993,

it was recognized that the committee needed to once again become active and supportive of motor vehicle

management In March of 1993, a new committee was formed. This new committee was comprised of

representation from each of the Associate Directorates This new committee met approximately five (S) times when
the announcement come that the Laboratory would be undergoing a major restructuring eflective November 1994.

Needless to say, this committee disbanded in October 1994.

In November of 1994, the motor vehicle management operation transferred from MAT-3 to BUS-6, the Laboratory's

Property and Transportation group. Vehicles and other motor equipment are now being considered and handled

under many of the same guidelines as other 'property* at the Laboratory. Because of the restructuring at the

Laboratory and the disruption it has crested in the motor vehicle maDsgement operation, management believes it

is more important now than ever that a team be formed to assist the Fleet Management Section and the property

administrators in establishing a more eflective and efficient motor vehicle management program at the Laboratory,

JCI, and DOE.

BUS-6 will be forming a Vehicle Advisory Team (VAT). A memorandum to each of the LANL Division Directors,

X^l, and PTLA will be prepared and distributed. Each Division Director will be asked to appoint a high level

individual who has a knowledgeable uoder^tanding of vehicle needs and requirements in the respective division as

well as a Laboratory -wide perspective on all vebiclt issues put before this team. This appointee will also be in a

position to make and enforce decisions rendered by the VAT on behalf of the Laboratory (see attached memo).

Prior to the first meeting of the VAT, a new charter will be established for this team to follow. The charter will

include the eight cri\cita uoui Um tyoi ciuutei in addition to the four (4) criteria outlined in the finding of

Recommendation 10-2.

The committee, through the formation of CQl teaou. will be responsible for enhancing procedures already in place
•nd developing procedures where lacking. The new coomiittee will be tasked with forming CQI teams to address

many of the Phase I Recommendations.
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Distribution of memormadum to each Division Director requesting

ppomtment of division represcDtative to the VAT

Due date for aO division appointees to be named

Completion of VAT Charter

Approval of VAT Charter

First Committee Meeting (minutes to be copied to TXiE)

D. CMteet

^ffl Morgan. BUS-6 Policy Specialist, 5-8781

Brian Talley/Marina Salazar, BUS-6 Fleet Management Section. 7-1282

Tufrt
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C*rrc«lfv« AcHoB PUa F«n PkMc I CPPSR

Apprmkal Dates; M-Aug-M • 1«-Scpt-M

RctpoBilbIc OrfaaiuHaa: BUS-C

A. Rcc«DimcB4«tioa 1*^

LANL thould immediately cease leasing vehicles, for periods of 60 days or more, prior to obtaining the required

AL Organizational Property Management OTTicer's approval.

B> Cerrcctivc AcHoa/Responsc

LANL has ceased leasing IFMS vehicles in excess of 60 days.

The particular instance which was noted in this Trnding was the Laboratory's past history of arranging leases with

GSA for OSA-ov^Tied vehicles for peak periods in excess of 60 days without obtaining prior approval from the local

DOE Property Management Officer.

A policy has been established and is referenced in the PMM, page XI 1-7, which provides instruction on obtaining

additional vehicles in excess of 60 days.

The Laboratory did bring itself into compliance this past February by submitting a written request to DOE for

approval of temporary vehicles for the upcoming pealc period summer months (see attached memo).

C Scbcdulc

Establish policy for leasing vehicles in excess of 60 days

Incorporate policy into PMM

Train Property Administrators on policy

D. CMtact

Jim Morgan. BUS-6 Policy Specialist, S-8781

Ruby Ann Feraanoez, Bli»-^ riuperij Tiaioing Specialist, S-8781

Target
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C*rrMlK« AcMm Pba r*n Pku* I CPPSR

Appnlial Da(««: l^Aag-N - 10-S«pt-M

RMpoBtlbl* OrgubaHea: BUS-C

A. ]Uc*HB9Cfl4att«a l*-4

LANL ibould tssure fluil vehicle openton aod representative* are apprised of aad trained regarding reqtoniibilitiet

for veBicle use and the reporting of accideott.

R Carrtcthc AcHoB/RctpoBac

It is important to note that since the motor vehicle operation transferred to BUS-6 Property and Transportation it

has been decided by management that the Property Administrators will be responsible for oversight of motor

equipment just as they are for all other property. Therefore. Property Administrators will replace the Vehicle

RepresenUtives in each organization (see atuched memo). Although the PA's became effective in this role on

March 1, 1994. the formal change over will take place June 1. 1994, after attendance at the formal training course.

The PA's role will encompass the current responsibilities of a vehicle representative and additional responsibilitiea

as defmed by the BUS-6 Property Management Section. Every PA will be required to attend mandatory training

sessions on the PMM, including the section that addresses motor equipment activity. They will also be trained on

each specific desktop procedure. Every PA and their assigned Division/Group Manager will receive a copy of the

PMM. Accident Reporting procedures and the use of credit cards have been specifically defmed in the PMM but

will also be addressed during the mandatory training. JCl Property ai>d/or Vehicle representatives will be included

in this trsvning as to ensure consistency of procedures across the motor vehicle fleet at the Laboratory.

NOTE; According to CFR 101 39 401. all accidents must be immediately reported to the local GSA OfTice, the

FMS, the local police office, and the employees s\^>eTvisor and appropriate accident report forms filled out and

forwarded to the GSA Office and supervisor. This practice is in place and will be emphasized during the PA

training and in the Vehicle User's Guide. However, there appear to be no set guidelines for reporting accidents to

DOE/LAAO. The FMS would like to meet with DOE and esublish a procedure for this reporting.

In addition to creating the PMM and providing training, BUS-6 has developed a Vehicle User's Guide for DOE>

owned vehiclet This guide will be placed in each DOE-owned vehicle by the FMS and will conuin information

regar(fing the responsibility of the driver when operating a EXDE-owned vehicle. A guide similar to this is provided

by GSA for all GSA-owned vehicle*. The local GSA ofCce ensures that this guide is located in each GSA-owned

vehicle.

Laboratori', X;i, and DOE vehicle operators will be apprised <»f vehicle operation procedures and responsibilities

Ihrougb the distribution of the PMM and the Vehicle User's Guide.

To ensure that all potential Laboiaioiy, Ki, and DOE vehicle operators receive formal training on vehicle operation

procedures and responsibilities, will require coordination with the Laboratory's and KVt Training Offices. This will

be an issue thai the Vehicle Advisory Team (VAT) will be Usked to addren.
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C ScWiaie

Vehicle U*er'« Gui<le for OSA-owned vehicle*

. to be pUc«<) in vehicles

Memo to VR't A PA'i •nnouncing change io functional

responsibilities

Distribution of PMM to tU PA%

Mandatofy Training for PA'f

VAT to meet with DOE to esublitb procedure

for reporting accidents to LAAO

Vehicle User's Guide for DOE-owned vehicles

to be placed in vehicles

Distribution of PMM to all Managers

Meeting by the VAT and Laboratory/JCI Training

Office to coordinate laborator>'-wide training program

Implementation of training program

Tnrict

Oct 86

Mw94

Jul 94

Jul 94

All 94

CeBiplcHonDate

OctS6

Mw94

lul94

Jul 94

Aug 94

Jul 94 (revised date requested)

Aug 94 (revised date requested)

Aug 94 Aug 94

Oct 94 (revised date requested)

D. C«ntact(s)

Jim Morgan, BUS-6 Policy Specialist, 5-8781

Brian Talley/Marina Salazar, BUS-6 Fleet Management Section. 7-1282

(l»/»4)
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C*ri«cHvc ActloB Plu F*r Pfca** I CPPSR
AppndMlDatM: 29-Aag-93 • It-S«pl41

RctpMilbk OrgaBlzattM: BUS4

A. RcMHucadariea It-S

Loit or Kolen license Ugt ibould be reported in accorduce with DOE PMR I09-3>.305.S1.

B. Cerrectivc Aetfon/RcspoaM

To ensure compliance with the referenced PMR. the procedure for reporting a lost or stolen licenae

tag for GSA-owned and DOE-owned vehicles is addressed in the PMM. page XII-12. the Vehicle User's Guide

and will be addressed in the property administimtor training in May 1994.

Review and accountability of license tags will also become a criteria for the Property Administrators in their

legulaiy scheduled audita.

C. Scfcc4mk

Procedure referenced in the PMM

Criteria added to PA audit checklist

Procedure referenced in the Vehicle Users Guides

Procedure presented io PA training class(et)

Target
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(.•rrccnvc acimb run r*R raajc i crrsK
ApprmlM) DatcK U-Aa(-93 • 10-Scpt-M

RcipoBtlkk OrgulutloB: BUS-C

A. Rec«MMca4«HM !•-<

LANL ibould tssurt that aU billing ftatements received from GSA are reviewed and validated by appropriate ftafT.

B. Carrecrivc Actton/RcipvBtc

Currently, the billing proceu for Kl and GSA on costs for GSA-owned vehjclet hat been inconsident One iasue

that contribute) to this inconsistency is the fact that there arc various mechanisms used in capturing the 'true* costs

associated with a vehicle. GSA's Form 494, the monthly odometer reading statement, is currently forwarded to each

division vehicle representative (June 1st the Property Administrators will begin receiving this Form). The Form 494

initiates information contained in the 'monthly billing statement' which is compiled by GSA and forwarded to BUS-1

(Finance). This statement provides costs associated with the monthly rental, fueling, preventative maintenance and

repairs on the particular vehicle. NOTE: Costs incurred for accident damage and/or above normal wear and tear on

a vehicle is also included on the 'monthly billing statement' but not in detail. Detailed information is captured on

GSA's Form 2SS6 which is sometimes reviewed by the manager but many times not. In addition, if a vehicle requires

work bandied by XI's Heavy Equipment shop or by CICs radio shop, these costs are not reflected on the 'monthly

billing statement* at all. These expenses are captured on the managers general ledger through the small job ticket

To correct this inconsistency, the BUS-6 Fleet Management Section will be meeting with BUS-I. GSA, and X:i to

investigate and evaluate all means of billing that could possibly be associated with a vehicle. Working with this

team of people, a system will be implemented that will ensure that all managers receive a copy of the necessary

documents that will provide them t clear picture and documented account of the expenditures for their vehicle fleet

on a monthly basis. Managers, or a designee, will be responsible for verifying and approving the 'monthly billing

itatement*. ^

A procedure for billing exists in the PMM. page XII- 13, but will need to be expanded upon once the above

meeting(t) takes place.

The VAT. at part of it's charter, will be required to conduct anniul review of costs associated with motor vehicle

management

C Sche4uk Target Camplctton Date

Meeting to discuss billing process May 94 May 94

Implement new billing process Sept 94 Sept 94

Update existing billing procedures and distribute Sept 94 (revised date requested)
Id PA's/Manageis

Update PMM/Provide training to PA's Oct 94 Jul 94

Evaltiate and document the results to assure the Mar 9S

new procedures are working as intended

D. CoaUct

Jim Morgan, BUS-6 Policy Specialist, S-S7>1

Brian Talley/Marina Salazar. BUS-6 Fleet Management Section, 7-1282

(10/94)
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C«rrMtKt AcIIm Pha F*n Hmm I CPFIK
Arpralul DateK 23-Aag-M • 1»-Sc^4

FMTMtftk OrfulMtiM: BUS-(

A. lUMMMMiattea l«-7

LANL ibould eootiaue it* aMcnment of the coal to openU ht motor vehicle fleet to ideoliiy

opportuDiticf to nvc moaey.

B. CerrecHvc AcHoa/RctpoaM

In the put nunagen have itot received a copy of the actual mootUy billisg ftatcmesl aiaocialed with vchick coda

is tbcir organization nor have they ever been asked to review and verify vehicle expenditurei incuxred by the

respective divitioiL With the planned aetion in Recommendatioa 104, managen will be provided the infonnatioa

aeceuaiy for them to become aware of these cost*. Having this information will provide managen with the

Dccessaiy statistics to be knowledgeable and aware of vehicle cost* within their organization.

During the past several years there have been aiulysis conducted and studies prepared which have addressed motor

vehicle costs at the Laboratory:

. Shuttle Bus Feasibility Study 11/17

. Report of Taxi Service Task Force 07/92

. Proposal to Transfer Maintenance A Repair 01/93

from Xri to GSA

Unfottnaatcly the findings aad/or recommendations identified in these studies have aot been vigorously aeted upoa.

The VAT will be provided with the studies mentioned above to nae in the continued asaessmcnts of the cost to

operau the OSA-owned aiotor vehicle fleet

C Sche^ale

rtescat RecommeikdatioB 10-7 to VAT

Rcpost of planned aclioa by <hc VAT to DOE

D. Cealact

Brian Talley/Marina SaltTRT, ^?* * "•-- M'sejeiDent Seclioa. 7>I2t2

Jim Morgaa. BUS4 Policy Oflkc. 54711

TarfM
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C*rrc«lfvc AcHoa PUa F*n PliaM I CPPSR
Appralul Dalci: 23-Aag-93 - l«-5cpt-93

Retponilbic OrfuizaHon: BUS-(

A. RcccmmeBdAtloB 16-9

LANL (bdlild Uke prompt action to address the recommendationi provided in the July 20. 1992 Taxi Study Task

Force report.

B. Corrective AcHon/Retponic

A free-to-user taxi service went into efTect on March 1, 1994 (see attached announcement). This service has been

made available to all Laboratory, JCI, and DOE employees. It is also being used to shuttle incoming/outgoing
visitors to and from the Los Alamos Airport. X^I intends for this to become a permanent service which they

provide. To date, the increased usage has necessitated the hire of two additional drivers. JCI is also tracking usage

by each division. This information has and will continue to be used by the FMS and the VAT in future justifications

for vehicle assignment/recalls.

This service has been publicized in the Laboratory's Newsbulletin and will continue to be periodically re-pubUahed
to renew interest and usage.

C Scfceduk

Implementation of Free-to-User Taxi Service

Publication in Laboratory Newsbulletin

Re-publicatioo in Laboratory Newsbulletin

D. CMtMt

Claude Ue, JCI Motor Pool, JCI. A 199

Brian Talley/Marina Salazar. BUS-6 Fleet Management Section. 7-1282

Tarfct
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C«iTc«Hvc AcHoB PUb P»r. Ph««« I CPPSR

ApprelMl Dates: 2J-Aag-99 • 10-Scpi-M

Kctpoatlbk Orsaabattea: BUS4

A. R*c*aBMi4allea 1*4

LANL abould ctubliih nton realistic local nae objcctivci that arc bbor in line with DOE-PMR I09-38J003.

B. C*rr«ctKc Aettem/Rc»p«Bec

It ia veiy apparent that the Laboratory will never be able to meet the criteria at outlined in 109.38.S003. However.

BUS-6 hat taken (teps toward addressing this issue. The use of trip logs was rc-institutcd in accordance with

CFR 109-38.5002 and 109-38.3003. This will provide the VAT needed stoU to track trip usage vs. mileage. Also,

with the planned 5% decrease in the motor vehicle fleet ceiling, we anticipate that increased mileage will occur

naturally. In addition, there arc usage records that exist presently that the VAT will be required to review and

evaluate in establishing new use objectives.

Tbc VAT win be tasked with addressing the use objectives and utilization practices as one of its first actions.

Appropriate tentative use objectives will be developed to assure maximum practical vehicle utilizatioa.

In addition to this, the Fleet Managemeat Section of FMS will establish ink lop pracedurcs for

. Reviewing quarlcriy usage Hatisiics and effectively rotating vcbicle*

. Reviewing trip logs to ensure consiftcnt Mtiligation

Use ebjectivct win be reviewed annually to ensure set criteria is being act At the same tine, if appropriate, cfiieria

«in be a^iuaied Mcordingly. DocuBMSIatioB wiU be maintainwt

CvapbllMC SekeMa
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C*iTcc(Kc Action PUa Far. Pkuc I CPPSR
ApprmUal Date*: 2>-A«c-93 • 1*-Scpl-M

ReipaDtlbk OrgaatxaMoa: BUS-C

A. RcMHiBCBdaHoB l»-ia

Pending other efTorts to reduce the LANL motor vehicle fleet ceiling, LANL ihould immediately reduce iu

general purpose fleet by S percent

B. Carrcctlvc Acttoa/Rcipontc

The Labontory will reduce its vehicle fleet by 5% as requested by DOE. The reduction will consist or

approxinutely 73 vehicles which will be obtained from the Laboratory, JCl, and DOE. A memorandum and

•upporting documentation for each Division Director has been prepared (see attached for memo) and will be

distributed upon approval.

Upon completion of the 5% , the VAT will be tasked with reevaluating the assignment of the balance of the fleet.

Justifications for retention of all vehicles will be required from the using organization and reviewed by the

committee. The new use objective criteria, as addressed in Recommendation 10-8, will be used as one criteria to

determine reassignment as will other factors which will be obtained from each divisioiu justification

memorandums.

C Scbedak

Obtain signature from Controller on recall memo

Distribute Memo

Clow out recall window

Memo to using organization requesting rejustificatioD

of their vehicles

Complete reassignment of vehicles by VAT Feb 9S

D. Crataci

Brian TaOey/Marina Salazar. BUS-6 Fleet Management Section, 7-)282

Target
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C*rrMtK« ActiM Ptu F*R Phut I CPP8R
AppralMl DatM: X>-Aag-M • It-Scyl-fS

RctpoBilkk Orguiuttea: BUS-C

A. IUc*«MM4«rtM 11-1 * U-S

LANL ihould implemeni comprebensivc procedurei for the ouaagemen^ and eobtrol of olber motor c<|uipfneiiL

LANL dwuld enfurc that other motor equipment ii preicrved and protected &om the elements.

B. Cerrcctiv* Actl»n/Rc(p*MC

The BUS-6 Property Management Team writes and implements policies and procedures Tor the management and

control of all property. Other motor equipment is managed like any other type of property. The existing policies

have been revised, new policies have been established and a training program established. BUS-6 will dtMign and

conduct an tvaluation cf tki control and protection of other motor equipment 90 days after completion of ike

training In addition, utilization reviews will be conducted every two years to ensure proper control and protection

of other motor equipment

C Schedak

I>aft of PMM to DOE for teview

ObUin DOE commenU

DOE comments incorporated & revised PMM to CIS for

distribution to Labontoiy, JCl. A DOE maoagement and PA's

PA training

Evaluate control/protectioet ..

D. ConUct

TuD Morgan. BUS-6 Policy Specialist, 5-8781

Target Complctton Date

Jan 94 Jan 94

To be determined at 6/3 mtg Aug 94

I S worVing days after

receipt of DOE ap{«oval

Jul 94

Oct 94

Jul 94

(10/94)

•!•
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CarrecHvc AcHoh Plan F*r PHASE I CPPSR
Appraisal Datet: IS-Aag-fi • 10-Scpt-M

Rc(p*BtIbk Or(aaUatteB: BUS-C

A. RccaMBcaJaHoa 11-3

LANL should ensure that written policies, procedures, and practices for implementing use and requiiement standards

for other motor equipment be completed as scheduled and that JCI's standards are consistent with LANL*!.

B. Carrcctivc Ac(foB/Resf«asc

As indicated in criteria 10-2. a VAT will be established to address issues like this. Use and requirement standards

were established on April 8, 1993, for DOE approval. A copy of these standards will be distributed to all potential

users. P&T is responsible for establishing and implementing policies and procedures that address utilization.

Policies and procedures will be written to implement use and requirement standards for other motor equipment. A
modified database will be developed to track usage of other motor equipment. Reports will be generated and

distributed to potential users and procurement specialists quarterly to encourage the utilization of the motor

equipment not meeting the standards and to discourage the purchase of additional motor equipment

C. Scfceiok

Distribute policies and procedures approved by the VAT

Distribute standard*

Develop modified database to track usage

Distribute reports

Target

Oct 94

Dec 94

Dec 94

Dec 94

Compic(ton Dale

D. CaBtM<

Tun Morgan, BVS-6 Policy Specialist, 5-S781

Marina Salazar/Brian Talley, BUS-6 Fleet Management Section. 7-1282

•2-
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Orrccttvt ActtoB PUa r*r PfcsM I CPPSR
Appralul Datec 23-Aag-93 - l*-Scpl-»3

R**pM«lbk OrtaabaHM: BUft4

A. lUc*aM«a4«HM 11-4. 11-S, ami ll-<

LANL ibould implement • lyitem that ensures preventive maintenance is performed on a regular basis for all

government heavy mobile equipment, apecial purpose vehicles, aad powered carta, and which is consistent

throughout LANL and its maintenance eontiactera.

LANL should ensure that standardized accurate maintenance history records arc maintained for each cijuipment unit

LANL should ensure that standardized preventive maintenance schedules arc established for each unit ofequipment

& Carrecrivc ActtoB/RcspoBsc

A policy has been established in the Emergency Management and Safety Manual, Section AR 13-I and AR 13-2

for preventive maintenance. The policy reads that all line supervisors are responsible for obtaining maintenance on

equipment accountable to their divisions. To ensure that the Laboratory is in compliance with AR 13-1 and AR
13-2 criteria for the maintenance system will be addressed on the section of 'Other Motor Equipment* of the PMM.
In addition the maintenance system records will be included in the 'Utilization Review' which is conducted every

two years, on page VI-3.

The BUS-6 Property Team will meet with the contract specialist and review the policy AR-13-1 which requires that

the contractor be provided a list of all property needing mainlenaacc. The Property Team will write a procedure

that will be included in the 'Other Motor Equipment* Section of the PMM.

The BUS-6 Property Team will conduct a complete evaluation of the 3CI maintenance records system and

maisteosnce program. It will be a LANL requirement for X^l to provide written procedures that describe bow their

maintenance program is being performed in oeeordcmee with th* PklM. JCI will be included in the Utilization

Review every two yean.

Distribution of the policy will be reviewed and distribution will be completed.

C Schedak Target CamplettoB Date

Establish policy to ensure compliance of the maintenaaee 09/94

system AR-13-2 in the PMM

Meet with the contract specialist 08/94

Procedure referenced in the PMM for maintenance systca 09/94

Procedure referenced in the PMM to address records 09/94

Develop a daUbase for E-plate vehicles/equipment (JCI) 10/94

Evaluate JCI mainteaanee program 12/94

Obtain BVS-6^pprov*d froctdurt$from JCI 01/95

Submit for approval to BUS-6 Group Leader 01/9S

Include Dew policy and procedures in the PMM 02/95
• -3-
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Sckc^ok Target C»MpktionDalc

Inclement new policiei tod procedures

Evaluate efTectiveneu of new policies and procedurei

and report the lesulls

03/95

(tee attached schedule)

D. Contact

Patricia Blount, Property and Transportation ([BUS-6)

Note: In accordaDce/agreement between the University of California aikd the Laboratory's Facilities Managment
Division, a master plan for maintenance of all laboratory property and equipment (which includes other motor

equipment) was developed and agreed upon. This Corrective Action should be transferred to the laboratory's

FSS Division.
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Corr«ctiv« Action Plan For: Phas* II CPPSR
Appraisal Data: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993
Raaponsibla Organization: BUS-6

A. RaeoBBandatieBS 8-1 and S-a

2-1: LANL should ansura that tha LANL Property Management Manual

(LPMN) and operating desk procedures (where applicable) are
finalized as expeditiously as possible.

2-2: LANL should submit its LPMMs for DOE approval as quickly as

possible.

B. Cerraetiva Aotion/Raspoasa

The Laboratory completed its consolidation of the Property
Management functions. This includes the Property Administrators
being assigned to Business Operations Division. The Laboratory's
Property Management Manual (PMM) has been re-written and
submitted to DOE/LAAO for their review and approval. The manual
compliments and references the FPMR's, DOE/PMR's, AL/PMI's and
the UC Joint Property Management Policies and Procedures where
applicable. Additionally, appropriate desktop procedures have
been developed and implemented to use at all aspects of Property
Management. The manual and the desktops are now being used as a

training aid for the Property Administrators basic course which
began its first class on May 16, 1994.

C. Schadula Target
Date

1. Draft of PMM to DOE/LAAO for review: Jan 1994

Mar 1994
2. Draft of desk procedures for

DOE review:

3. Issue desk procedures:

4. Obtain results of DOE/LAAO
review of PMM:

D. CoBtaet

Jin Morgan, BUS-6 Property, 665-S781

Apr 1994

To be deter-
mined on 6/3
eeting

Completion
DA^S

Jan 1994

Mar 1994

Apr 1994

Aug 1994

Rev. 10/94
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Corrective Action Plan For: Phase II CPPSR
Appraisal Date: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993

Responsible Organization: BUS-6

A. Recommendation 3-1

Training modules and/or courses for LANL Managers, Property
Management Specialist, Property Administrators, and subcontractor

employees, such as those proposed by the Property and

Transportation (BUS-6) group, should be adopted and formalized by
the Business Operations Directorate.

B. Corrective Action/Response

The Laboratory and Business Operations has adopted and formalized
the training plan for the property management staff, which
includes the Property Administrators and the core BUS-6

personnel. The Property Managmenet Training Plan Implementation
Schedule (attached) has met all current milestones and it is

anticipated that future milestones will also be met. The first

Property Administrators course began on May 16, 1994. This will
continue until all Property Administrators and appropriate staff
have attended the course.

C. Schedule

As attached.

D. Contact

Ruby Ann Fernandez, BUS-6 Property, 665-3719

Rev. 10/94
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Corrective Action Plan Por: Phase II CPPSR

Appraisal Date: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993

Responsible Organization: BUS-5

A. RaooBBendation ?•!

LANL should ensure that software packages received at the JIT

receiving dock be packaged in such a way as to deter potential

pilfering (DOE-PMR 109-1.5106-3).

B. Corrective Action/Response

Appropriate action has been initiated to ensure that software

packages received at the JIT receiving dock are packaged in a

Banner to deter potential pilfering.

C. Schedule Target Completion
Date Date

1. Notify the contractor, C. J.

Enterprises, that software
packages be packaged to deter

potential pilfering Dec 1993 Dec 1993

2. Observe and evaluate software

packages received at the JIT
receiving dock to deteraine
whether requirenents are mmt Peb 1994 Peb 1994

0. CoBtaet

John Passarelli, BUS-5 Procurenent, •67-6081
JiB Bergauer, BUS-6 Property, 667-8309

Rev. 10/94
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Attachment B

AMENDED ACTION PLAN

August 19, 1994

Los Alamos National Laboratoiy

Assessment Program

Action Plan for Fiiiding Number:

Appraisal Name:

LANL Appraisal Numben

Appraisal Dates:

Location (TA, Building, Room):

Responsible Organization:

Prepared By:

A. Finding/Recommendation:

Recommendation 7-2

Phase II CPPSR

Phase II CPPSR

November 15 -24. 1994

TA-3, SM-30, General Stores Operation

BUS-4

Carlos E. Chacon

Team Leader

Phone: 667-4406

Recommendation 7-2

LANL should ensure that the reporting requirements of stores physical inventory results to

DOE be incorporated into the applicable desk top procedures.

Corrective Action/Response:

Amend "Cycle Count Work Procedure" to ensure reporting inventory results to DOE per

ALPMI 109-1.5106-S. The work procedure was amended to address the root cause of the

finding.

Schedule:

Cgmpl^ited »nd Pl^nntd Attion;

1. Amcuu Cycie Count Work Procedure

2. Submit amended Work Procedure, with

response, to BUS-6.

3. Assign reporting requirement to Stores

Supervisor

Milestone Dates:

Completed 2-2-94

Completed 2-7-94

Completed 2-7-94

49-514 98-12
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AtUcbraenl B

C^piplefcd and Planned Actioii: MJtetOnC Ppf«;

4. Amended work procedure to include rqxnt Completed 8-31-94

requirements to DOE via BUS-6. Rq»rt
format was provided by BUS-6. The

implementation of the reporting requirements

were evaluated as effective and easily

accomplished.

Weakness: The DOE form that was provided did not acconunodate Current Use

Stores inventory results. Ifs intended purpose was for reporting property inventories

and as such, many ofthe questions did not apf\y.

Line item funding estimates (for DOE assessment only):

None.

RcfcreDcc Information (optioaal):

Attachment Cycle Count Desktop Procedure, reference paragraph 7-1 S.
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COMPLETED ACTION PLAN
AUGUST 5, 1994

Los Alamos National Laboratoiy
Assessment Program

Action Plan for Finding Number:

Appraisal Name:

LANL Appraisal Number:

Appraisal Dates:

Location (TA, Building, Room No.):

Responsible Organization:

Prepared By:

Recommendation 7-3

Phase nCPPSR

Phase nCPPSR

November 15 -24. 1994

TA-3, SM-30, General Stores Operation

BUS-4

Carlos E. Chacon Phone: 667-4406

Team Leader

A. Finding /Recommendation:

Recommendation 7-3

LANL should ensure that the FY-93 Physical Inventory of Stores material is completed,

reconciled, and reported in accordance with ALPMI 109-1.S106-S; and that future inventories

are completed within the time frame required 0" the DOE 109-1.5106-S).

B. Corrective Action / Response:

Complete remaining FY-93 inventory and FY-94 inventory. Perform both inventories

simultaneously to ensure 100% coverage and reconciliation.

Schedule:

Comnltted and Planned Action

1. Request BUS-7, Stores Data Section to prepare

systems for cycle count implementation.

2. Hire additional manpower to assist until inventory is

completed.

3. Count and reconcile randomly selected line items until

inventory is completed, document results.

4. Report inventory completion to DOE via BUS-6, per

Cycle Count Work Procedure.

5. Conduct random review of inventory to determine if

Stores Information Management Systems (SIMS) has

recorded last Livci'.;;>iy dale, report results to BUS-6.

Milestone Dates:

Completed 1/31/94

Completed 2/14/94

Completed S/4/94

per Attachment 3

Completed 5/27/94

per Attachment 3

6. All inventory requirements to be completed.

7. Mike Chrissinger, BUS-6, requests that Carios E. Chacon

memo, Cloung Recommendation 7-3, be reformatted.

Submit inventory reconciliation results on form titled,

'Reconciliation ofProperty Inventory" for Inventory Cycle

ending September 30, 1993.

8. Report completed aitd submitted to Mike Chrissinger.

BUS-6.

Completed 5/27/94

per Attachment 3

Completed 5/27/94

per Attachment 3

Completed 8/3/94

Completed 8/5/94
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D. Line Item Funding Estimates (for DOE assessment only):

None.

E. Reference Information (optional):

Anachments:

1. Summary for All Audit Gasses dated May 4. 1994

2- Random Location Selection for Carousd 8

3- Memo to Mike Chrissinger and Joe Roybal dated May 27, 1994

Pm*i
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Corrective Action Plan For: Phase II CPPSR
Appraisal Date: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993
Responsible Organization: BUS-6

Ji. ReeoBBeadatioB 7«4

LANL should ensure that each precious netal user location is
audited for compliance with DOE-PMR 109-27.5304-7 during physical
inventories.

B. Corrective ActioB/Respeiisc

BUS-6 has provided appropriate operating requirements to Property
Specialist and Precious Metals Custodians to ensure that each
precious netal user location is maintained and audited for

compliance with DOE-PMR 109-27.53 during physical inventories.

The draft PMM, Chapter XIII - Special Materials, (pages 10 t 11)
describe the policy and procedures for inventories and audits of

precious metals.

C. Schedule Target Completion
P9%9 Qfi^S

1. mM to DOE/LAAO for review Jan 1994 Jan 1994

To be deter-
mined on
6/3 meeting

2. DOE/LAAO review of PHM To be deter- Aug 1994
mined on

3. Establish a schedule for
review of organization's
precious metals and begin
inventory of precious metal
users Jun 1994 Jun 1994

4. Finish inventory of precious
metals users and report
results to DOE/LAAO Dec 1994

5. CoBteet

Dennis Martinez, BUS-6 Property, 667-8444

Rev. 10/94
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Corrective Action Plan For: Phase ZI CPPSR
Appraisal Date: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993
Responsible Organization: BUS-4

A. RecoBmeBdatloB 7-5

LANL should implement a program that ensures the scheduling and
conduct of semiannual inventories of precious netals stores

required by DOE-PMR 109-27.5304-5.

B. Corrective Action/Response

BUS-4 will include the scheduling and conduct of semiannual
inventories of precious metals stores required by DOE-PMR
109-27.5304-5 into its desktop procedures.

C. Schedule

1. Review desktop procedures

2. Conduct semiannual inventory

3. Evaluate necessary recpiirements
and establish schedule to
comply with DOE order

4. Rewrite desktop procedures
as necessary and issue

D. Contact

Jesse Vigil, BUS-6 Property, 667-7804

Target
Date
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Correctiv« Action Plan For: Phas* ZX CPPSR
Appraisal Data: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993

Responaibla Organizations: Bns-6/JCI RtM

A. AaeoBBaBdatioB 9-1

lANL should ansura that JCl's 28-00-00 Property Nanaganant Instructions, R&N

Operating Instructions and Property Accounting Custodian Manual pertaining to

personal property reutilixation and excess personal property aanagenent are

conprehensive and current.

B. Corrective Action/Xespoase

The property nanagenent instructions and nanuals have been analyzed and

compared to the current LANL Property Management Manual and applicable
DOE/GSA regulations. Nhere deficiencies were identified, procedures will be

changed and training will be inplenented.

C. Cchedule

1. Analyze lANL Property Managenent
Manual and DOE/GSA regulations

2. JAO for Automation of Excess
Property system

3. Consolidate and revise JCI
Property Management Instructions,
Property Custodian Manual in
accordance with lANL Property
Manual

4. Train JCI Property Custodians
to new JCI Instructions

5. Automated Excess Property System
operational and R&M Operating
instructions revised accordingly

6. Complete training of R&M personnel
on Operating Instructions and
automated excess system

7. BUS-6 will iaiiblautt pxocess/
procedures for an annual review of
JCI manuals to ensure that they
remain comprehensive and current

Milestone
Date

Mar 1994

Apr 1994

Jul 1994

Jul 1994

Completion
Date

Mar 1994

Apr 1994

Jul 1994*

Jul 1994**

Aug 1994***
Delayed to Jan 1995

Sept 1994***
Delayed to Jan 1995

Sept 1994***
Delayed to Jan 1995

B. Coataet

JCI: Michael J. Shepherd, 667-2109/Claude Lee €67-2106

BUS-6: Joe Roybal, 667-5217
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PDCOMMENDATION 9-1 PAGE 2 OP 2

COBB«nta/R«viaioas to Aotioa Plans 10/04/94

* JCI Property Management Instruction Index, Exhibit A. Copy of
procedures have been passed to Jin Morgan, BUS-6, for his review and
comparison with LANL's Property Management Manual.

RUf personnel have been trained in all procedures, attendance roster.
Exhibit B. JCI Property Custodians will be retrained after
introduction of automated systems.

Automated R&M system to began testing in September, 1994, screen
samples. Exhibit C. Full implementation, including procedures, to be
completed in January, 1995. CIC-13, who is responsible for
programming, has encountered delays due to LANL sensitive inventory
requirements. BUS-6 review procedures will be based on automated
system.

**

***

Rev. 10/94
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Corrective Action Plan For: Phase II CPPSR

Appraisal Date: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993

Responsible Organization: BUS-6

A. Recommendations 9-2, 9-3 and 9-4

9-2: lANL should establish formal policies and procedures that

provide for auditable acquisition screening of available excess

personal property for reutilization in lieu of procuring new

items.

9-3: LANL should establish practices and procedures that provide
for auditable acquisition screening of all avai lable excess

personal property, regardless of cost, for reutilization in lieu

of procuring new items, or provide DOE with documentation if it

is not cost effective to do so.

9-4: LANL should establish practices and procedures that provide
for auditable acquisition screening transactions of JtgPIS

recorded in PAIRS cost center 626800.

B. Corrective Action/Response

Formal policies and procedures have been provided in the UC Joint

Property Management Policies and Procedures, revised March 17,

1994. Specific policies and procedures addressing LANL are

included in the Property Management Manual, Excess Property -

Chapter XIV. This identifies excess government property as a

primary source of supply to the Laboratory. The Purchase Request
contains a signature block indicating that excess lists have been

reviewed by the requester.

The new Property Accounting and Inventory Record System (PAIRS)
will contain an on-line excess list module, the Swap Shop, to
allow all employees to review available excess items recorded in

cost centers 626800 and 626900.

In addition, BUS-6 will perfom a study, using benchmarking
techniques, to determine the dollar value that the Excess

Property Acquisition Coordinator should review Purchase Requests.
The study will be submitted to DOE/LAAO for review and comment.
We will revise, as necessary, our policy and procedures to
conform with the results of the study.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 9-2, 9-3 AND 9-4 PAGE 2 OF 2

C. SohAdula

1. Draft PMM •ubnittad to
DOE/LAAO for review

2. DOE/LAAO review of PMM

Benchnark study begins

Swap Shop available on PAIRS

Submit study for DOE/LAAO
connents

Conplete benchnarlcing study
and submit to DOE/LAAO

Revise policy and procedures
as necessary

Revise desktop procedures and
iapleaent new practices end
procedures

CoBteet

Target
Patt

Jan 1994

To be deter-
mined at 6/3
meeting

Aug 1994

Aug 1994

Oct 1994

Dec 1994

Jan 1995

Jan 199S

Completion
Date

Jan 1994

Aug 1994

Oct 1994

oe Roybal, »OS-« Property, 6«7-5217
Debbie Herrera, BUS-« Property, «<7-9004

Rev. 10/94
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Corrective Action Plan For: Phase II CPPSR
Appraisal Date: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993

Responsible Organizations: BUS-6/JCI RfcM

A. SacoBaasdatioB 9-S

LANL should establish practices and procedures that provide for the
adequate storage and preservation of excess property while in the disposal
cycle.

B. Corrective Action/Respoose

R&H has reviewed and revised its receiving and storage processes in regards
to electronics, machinery, furniture, and non-usable items in accordance
with applicable DOE/GSA regulations

C. Schedule:

* Milestone Completion
Date Date

1. Relocated machinery, electronics,
and reusable furniture to inside Nov 1993 Nov 1993
storage

2. Assigned full-time yard person to
ensure that reusable furniture and
and all electronics/machinery are
stored or wrapped until release to
another agency or public sale Dec 1993 Dec 1993

3. Revise R&H Operating Instructions
to ensure proper storage and
protection of property May 1994 Jun 1994*

4. Train R&M personnel in revised
storage procedures Jun 1994 Jul 1994**

5. Conduct follow-up inspection to
ensure that new pra::tices and
procedures are working as planned Dec 1994

D. Contact

JCI: Michael Shepherd, 667-2109/Claudc Lee, 667-2106
BUS-6: Joe Roybal, 667-5217
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RECCMMENDATXON 9-5 PACE 2 OP 2

CoBB«ats/m«visiens to Aotioa Plans ie/04/»4

• Copy of Storag* Proc«dur«, Exhibit D.

•* Copy of Training Rostar, Exhibit B.

Rav. 10/94
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Corrective Action Plan For: Phase II CPPSR
Appraisal Date: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993

Responsible Organizations: BUS-6/JCI RU(

X, ReeoBmeDdation 9-C

LAKL should establish practices and procedures to ensure that tine frames
for stocked items held for redistribution are established and monitored to
ensure prompt disposal of unneeded assets.

B. Corrective Action/Response

The stocked items held for redistribution tracking processes of Sandia,
Allied Signal, as veil as other DOE/DOE operations are being researched to
determine a method that will interface with R&H's current system, as well
as future automated excess property system.

C. Schedule:
Milestone Completion

Date Date

1. Reviewed current inventory
and removed all non-controlled
property older than 30 days
based on receiving date Jan 1994 Jan 1994

2. Collect data from other DOE
facilities as to how laboratory
non-controlled property is
tracked, including DOE Property
Conference workshops/networking Jun 1994 Jul 1994*

3. Meet with BUS-6 and
computer programmers to
determined if automation
of non-controlled property
is feasible with PAIRS system Jun 1994 Jul 1994**

4. Prepare procedures and train for
interim system of color coding
of non-controlled property •• it
is received/stored to ensure
timely rele>>«* Jul 1994 Jul 1994***

5. If automated systea is determined
feasible it will be introduced
vith automated excess property Sept 1994****
including procedures and training Delayed to Jan 1995
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tlECOKMENOATION 9-6

6. UJTL will develop inventory
review processes and procedures
to ensure that the inventory is
released at required by federal
regulations

D.

JCI:
BUS-6:

CoBtaet

PAGE 2 OF 2

Milestone
Data

Completion
Date

Sept 1994****
Delayed to Feb 1995

Michael J. Shepherd, 667-2109/Claude Lee 667-2X06
Joe Roybal, 667-5217

Comments/Revisions to Action Plans 10/04/94

* Met with Lavnrence Livermore and collected data as to their accounting
control of non-controlled property. In summary, program is very
labor-intensive with very little return, not best business practice.

** Meeting of BUS, CIC, and R&M decided that we could track reusable non-
controlled property using the PAIRS system, but this would be a second
phase after the systems for bar coded equipment was completed.

*** Color code system determined to be far too labor-intensive. Currently
experimenting with storage by month system used by Department of
Defense, as outlined in Storage Procedures, Exhibit D, Section 3.
Additional facility modifications required for full implementation.

**** Automated system for tracking reusable non-controlled property to be
introduced with full lab automated excess property system. BUS method
of review will be determined after full implementation.

Rev. 10/94
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Corrective Action Plan Fort Phase II CPPSR
Appraisal Date; Nov. IS - 34, 1993

Responsible Organizations: BUS-6/JCI RUI

A. KecoBBeBdatioB 9-7

lANL should establish practices and procedures to ensure that excess itea
are not unnecessarily delayed when one or Bore itens listed on an EMPT
require further processing or certification prior to pickup by JCI RUI.

B. Corrective Actioa/Respease

A review of the current EHPT fora and process was conducted to determine
the reasons for delays in the current systems.

C. Schedule I

Milestone Completion
Date Date

1. Review of current EMPT form
and process Mar 1994 Mar 1994

2. Revision of RfcH's current
. manual EMPT review system
to release for pickup or
reject ENPT's due to environmental
concerns within one week of
receipt Mar 1994 Mar 1994

3. JAD for automation of excess
property system Apr 1994 Apr 1994

4. Introduce single line item
Excess Property Information
Sheet which requires Property
Custodian to supply knowledge
of process, prior to transfer
of property jun 1994 Jun 1994*

5. Update internal RfcK Operating
Instructions to reflect actions
in #2 above Jul 1994 Jun 1994**

6. Automation of excess property
system including training of Sept 1994***
R&M pttrsonnex Delayed to Jan 1995

7. LANL will initiate processes
to evaluate and document the Sept 1994***
new practices and procedures Delayed to Feb 1995'

D. Ceataet

JCI: Michael J. Shepherd, 667-2109/Claude Lee, 667-2106
BUS-6: Joe Roybal, 667-5217.
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Coaaaats/RavisleBS to Aetloa Plan 3.0/04/94

• Excess Property Information Sheet, Exhibit E, va* introduced to
Property Administrators through Prop-Update. This format will replace
the current EMPT when the system is automated.

•* RtM property monitor has been instructed to return any EMPTs, with a
cover letter, in which an environmental/safety/security issue cannot/
is not addressed by the Property Administrator in one week. Disposal
of Excess Property-v Section 5, Exhibit F.

*** Automated excess property system implementation has been delayed until
January 1995, which has direct impact on BUS-6'8 oversight procedures.

Rev. 10/94
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Corrective Action Plan For: Phase II CPPSR
Appraisal Date: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993

Responsible Organizations: BUS-6/JCI R&M

A« ReeomBeadation 9-t

LANL should esteUslish practices and procedures to ensure that
PAIRS disposal transaction document dates are accurate.

B. Corrective Aetion/Respensc

Manual transaction document date process reviewed and corrected,
automated excess property will electronically update database via
bar-code readers.

C. Schedule t

Milestone
Date

1. Phone and written notification
to BUS-1, LANL Property Acct.,
to use date EMPT was received
by them as the transaction
date

2. Verification on R&M 6268
inventory reports verified
correction

3. JAD for automation of excess
Property System

4. Equipment, procedures and
training for automated excess
property system in place
including bar-code readers
for receiving\shipping at R&M

5. LANL will establish a review
processes to assure accuracy
under the new procedures

D. CoBtacts

Nov 1993

Jan 1994

Apr 1994

Completion
Date

Nov 1993

Jan 1994

Apr 1994

Sept 1994*
Delayed to Jan 1995

Mar 1995*
Delayed to Feb 1995

JCI: Michael Shepherd, 667-2 109/Claude Lee, 667-2106
BUS-6: Joe Roybal, 667-5217
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RECOMMENDATION 9-8 PAGE 2 OF 2

Coui«Bta/R«Ti«ieBa to Action V1«B 10/04/94

* Automation of Excess property system, procedures and BUS-6

review delayed until early 1995 due to CIC delays caused by
LANL sensitive inventory requirements.

Rev. 10/94
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Corractlv* Action Plan For: Phase XI CPPSR
Appraisal Date: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993

Responsible Organizations: BUS-6/JCZ R&M

A. ReeoBmeadatioa 9-9

liANIi should establish practices and procedures to ensure that the JCI aetal
scrap yard Is maintained In an orderly nanner, and to prevent unauthorized
entry and storage.

B. Corrective Actioo/Respoase

Scrap metal collection, storage and removal methods have been reviewed and
corrective actions taken.

C. Scbedulei
Milestone

Date

1. Scrap metal subcontractor
remove noted accumulation

2. Install eight foot fence
with key control access.

3. Subcontractor to Install
collection containers to
assure separation of metals
and control release of rain
water and other liquids

4. Develop procedures for key
control access and segregation
of metals by type into
collection containers

5. Train personnel in new
collection and release system
procedures and processes

6. LANL will develop processes/
procedures for semi-annual
inspection by BUS-6

Dec 1993

Dec 1993

Completion
Date

Dec 1993

Dec 1993

Jun 1994

Jun 1994

Jun 1994

Jul 1994
(BUS-6 Action)

Jun 1994*

Jun 1994**

Jul 1994***

D. COBtaets

JCI:
BUS-6:

Coi

Michael Shepherd, 667-2109/Claude Lee, 667-2106
Joe Roybal, 667-5217

eats/RevisioBS to Actios PIbb 10/04/94

Collection bins installed, photos attached. Exhibit G.

Storage Procedures, Section 3F, Exhibit D.

**• Training Roster, Exhibit B. .

R«v. 10/94

. *•
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Corrective Action Plan For: Phase II CPPSR

Appraisal Date: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993

Responsible Organizations: BUS-6/JCI R&M

A. KecomneBdatioB 9-XO

LANL should establish practices and procedures to ensure that the

85-2 Report "Utilization and Disposal of Excess and Surplus
Personal Property," is accurate and complete.

B. Corrective Actlea/Response

BUS-6 and JCI processes have been reviewed and compared to DOE

regulations and instructions for preparation of 85-2 Report, as

well as processes used at different facilities.

C. Schedulet
Milestone Completion

Date Date

1. JCI Property Accounting
supplied corrected copies
of FY9 3 report to BUS-6
and DOE/AL Nov 1993 Nov 1993

2. Topic of discussion at
DOE Property Management
Conference to standardize
reporting requirements for
DOE/AL facilities Apr 1994 May 1994*

3. Revise JCI Property Manag.
Instructions and training
in accordance with item #2
above Jul 1994 Oct 1994**

4. BUS-6 will establish
procedures and practices to
ensure that the 85-2 Report
is complete and accurate Jul 1994 Oct 1994**

D. Cobteets

JCI: Tony Martinez, 665-0069/Claude Lee, 667-2106
BUS-6: Joe Roybal, 667-5217
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RECOMMENDATION 9-10 PAGE 2 OF 2

Coaaants/KavlaloBS to Aotiea tlaa 10/04/94

• Procedures discussed, DOE/AL developing software to collect
data for OOE/HQ review and direction.

** DOE/AL passed Z<otus software package and instructions.
Exhibit H, for collection of infomation for 85-2 report.

Rev. 10/94
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Corrective Action Plan For: Phase II CPPSR
Appraisal Date: Nov. 15 - 24, 1993

Responsible Organizations: BUS-6/JCI R&N

A. Recomnesdation 9-11

LANL should establish practices and procedures to ensure

compliance with the certification and requirements of DOE-PMR
109-45.302-50 regarding the sales of DOE and contractor
employees.

B. Corrective Action/Response

R&M has taken steps to improve notification to public buyers to
assure compliance with noted DOE order.

C. Schedule:
Milestone Completion

Date Date

1. All buyers at public Auction
are required to sign disclaimer
statement prior to being issued
a buyer number at the auction
(Copy of disclaimer attached) Dec 1993 Dec 1993*

2. Sales receipt disclaimer added
to opening announcements for
on-site public sale Dec 1993 Dec 1993**

3. Restrictions/Requirement for
Purchase of Government Property
signs posted at public action
warehouse and Rfi.M facility Jun 1994 Jun 1994***

4. Update of JCI Property Manag.
Instructions and auction Jul 1994****
subcontract addendum Delayed to 10/94

D. Contacts

JCI: Michael Shepherd, 667-2109/, Claude Lee, 667-2106
BUS-6: Joe Royb-1, €57-5217
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RECOMMENDATION 9-11 PAGE 2 OF 2

CoBB«ata/It«vlsieBa to AetioB Plan 10/04/94

* Copy of Disclaimer, Exhibit Z. Signature required before
obtaining bidder number.

•* Public Sales Announcements, Exhibit J.

•** Photograph of posted disclaimer notice. Exhibit K.

**** Copy of procedures. Exhibit L, Section 6. Subcontract is
currently being rewritten to include required notice of
disclaimer signature and posting.

tev. 10/f4
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVETHURMAN

Question 5c) Provide a description of the action being taken response to the June 1994

DOE Inspector General property management report on Fernald.

Answer:

The Ohio Field Office has prepared a preliminary departmental position and

submitted a management response^ which address the issues identified in the Audit of

Shipment of Low-level Waste to the Nevada Test Site. This information has been

provided in the attachment.

The following list summarizes the actions taken:

• Management Letter to contractor requesting formal corrective action;

• Letter recommending FERMCO implement a procedure to control waste containers,

and waste packaging inspection officials act as a check point to prevent the improper

disposal of property;
• Avoidable Cost submittal;

• Implementation of a Container Control Procedure by FERMCO;
• Constructed Container Distribution Facility;

• Evaluated in the FERMCO Award Fee as a significant deficiency.

Prepared by:
Office:

Office Phone:

Date:

Coordinated with:

Jacquie Shoulders

Office of Chief Financial Officer. Financial Review Group
513-847-5283

Der^mNr 5, 1994

Julie Harmon

Supervisor: Ollie M. Darby.
jQi£lLmJp&d^

Date /3<r-~9V
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United States Government Department of Energy

memorandum .™»-«o«c

"*"^ DOE- 1942-94

•«^^^°
FN: Shoulders

ATTN or:

SUftilCT:

Tft

FERNALO FIELD OFFICE RESPONSE TO THE OFFICIAL DRAFT OF THE OFFICE OF
INSPECTOR 6ENERAL REPORT "SHIPMENT OF LOW-LEVEL HASTE TO THE NEVADA TEST
SITE"

Wllllan J. Costello, Eastern Regional Manager, Office of Inspector General

The Fernald Field Office (FN) has reviewed the draft report "Shipment of
Low-Level Waste to the Nevada Test Site," and does not have any additional
comments regarding the contents of the report findings. However, comments
with regard to Implementation of previous responses are discussed below.

The FN has taken further measures to prevent the misuse, waste, loss and
abuse of government property. Specifically, as stated In previous
responses, the following measures have been Initiated: an avoidable cost
occurrence report was filed with the Accountability Rule conmlttee for
determination of avoldablllty and consequent unallowablllty; the container
control procedure for the Fernald Environmental Management Project is
currently being drafted; FN has received the corrective action plan froa
the Fernald Environmental Restoration Management Corporation (FCRHCO),
which Is attached; and, ground breaking for the construction of the
Container Distribution Facility Is underway.

In addition, all other actions noted In previous FN responses are
currently In progress or have been scheduled for Implementation.
Accordingly, the FN concurs with the recoanendatlons In the official draft
report.

If you have any questions, please cootact'jacgHie Shoulders at
513-648-3147.

^

/^;^WC
JL J.y^l Haorlc

afrager

AttacfMmit: As Stated

cc M/e att:

R. J. Hansen, DOC-Fli

0. N. Rest. OOE-FN
R. K. Rorer. OOE-OH
N. S. Snyder. OOE-OH
T. L. Brendllnger. IG

^ttacyekdm^ tUerelabk^
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^
United States Government Department of Energy

memorandum •"'""""'•

MTC
APR 05 1994

OOE-1420-94
nm.yro
ATTNOF: FN:Shoulder$

tuMCT: RESPONSE TO THE MANAGEMENT ALERT ON SHIPMENT OF PROPERTY TO NEVADA TEST
SITE

TO:

Gref H. Friedman. IG-33. FORS

The Fernald Field Office (FN) has reviewed the management alert on

'Shipment of Property to the Nevada Test Site.'

FN has initiated corrective actions necessary to proactlvely address the
concerns discussed In the management alert. Particularly, a management
letter (Attachment 1) was directed to the Fernald Environmental
Restoration Management Corporation (FERHCO) requesting a formal corrective
action plan and a listing of all inventory which has been shipped during
Fiscal Year 1994. A second letter (Attachment 2) to FERNCO. from the
Contracts and Procurement Staff, recommended that FERMCO implement a

procedure to control waste containers, and that waste packaging inspection
officials act as a check point to prevent the improper disposal of

property.

Corrective actions planned by FN Include: conducting a management control
evaluation during Fiscal Year 1995, considering additional weight on the
award fee plan for the current period, and conducting an avoidable cost
evaluation under the accountability rule. However, to effectively
complete the avoidable cost evaluation, FN will need relevant Information

pertaining to the items Identified in the management alert, including:
date of pictures, sealand shipping container numbers, and projected dollar
amounts. Please provide the necessary Information to FN as soon as

possible.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Jacquie Shoulders tt
513-648-3147.

Phil Hamric
Manager

Attachments: As Stated
cc w/att.:

R. J. Hansen. OOE-FN
D. N. Rest, OOE-FN
R. K. Rorer, OOE-FN
M. S. Snyder. 'OOE-FN
W. I. Winn. OOE-FN
T. Brendllnger. OOE-IS
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Department of Energy
Ptrnald Environmental Managtmcnt Project

P.O. Box 398705
Cincinnati. Ohio 45239-8705

(513) 738-6357

MAR 3 1994

DOE- 1281-94

Mr. Don Ofte, President
Fernald Environmental Restoration

Management Corporation
P.O. Box 398704

Cincinnati, Ohio 45239-8704

Dear Mr. Ofte:

nANAGEMENT ALERT ON SHIPHENT OF PROPERTY TO THE NEVADA TEST SITE

The Office of Inspector General (016) has alerted the Fernald Field Office

(FN) management to matters requiring Immediate attention In regards to the

shipment of property to the Nevada Test Site (NTS). The ongoing audit of

Property Management disclosed the reported concerns.

In response to a previous report, 'Audit on Disposal of Excess Capital
Equipment at the FENP," the FN suspended sales and required shipments to be

approved by the FN in order to correct the deficiency. Since then, the OIG
has found additional instances in which property has been Improperly
transported.

The identified findings purport that the Fernald Environmental Restoration
Management Corporation (FERHCO) buried usable items without determining
whether they were contaminated and did not pack the containers to minimize
void space. The financial inpacts of these instances are applicable under
the Accountability Rule.

DOE recommends that the practice of shipping uncontaminated furniture,
equipment and usable naterials to the NTS for burial be discontinued
immediately. AUo, lU vgluntes of low-level waste shipped to the NTS should
be reduced by shreddino wood pallets and compacting ell naterials prior to
packaging if economically feasible.

Please provide to this office an action plan to correct the noted deficiencies
by April 18, 1994; including a summary of all Inventory shipped to NTS during
fiscal year 1993 to present.
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If you have any questions, please contact Jacqule Shoulders at 648-3147.

Sincerely,

FN: Shoulders

cc:

Phil Hamric

Manager

0. N. Rast. DOE-FN
M. S. Snyder, OOE-FN
S. P. Van Lentc, DOE-FN
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Department of Energy
ftmatd Environmtntai Managemtnt Projtct

P.O. Box 398705

CiriCinntti, Chio 45239-8705

(513) 738-6357

MAR 3 1 1994

00E-128S-94

Hr. Gall Phillips
Vict Prtsldtnt, Acquisition
Ftmald Environmental Rtstoratlon

Nanagtmont Corporation
P. 0. Box 398704

Cincinnati. Ohio 45239-8704

Otar Mr. Phillips:

CONTAMINATED HATERIALS, SEA LAND PACKING AND SHIPPINS

Tht Ftrnald Environmental Restoration Managemtnt Corporation (FERMCO)
Prtsldent, Don Oftt. has received a letter froa the Site Manager on tht

Dtpartntnt of Energy, Fernald Field Office (DOE-FN) expectations for tht

packing and shipping of Sea Lands. Tht Offlet of Inspector General (016) has
Identified preliminary findings on Its follow-up audit of property nanagement
under the Fernald Environmental Restoration Management Corporation (FERMCO)
Environmental Restoration Management Contract at the Department of Energy,
Fernald Field Office (DOE-FN). These findings raise serious questions about

present measures used by FERMCO to Inspect shipments bound for disposal at tht
Ntvada Ttst Sitt. It appears that further actions are required to Identify
Items properly for shipment, to eliminate Inappropriate packaging of Items for

shipment, and to prepare a detailed inventory of all containers prior to thtir

shipment. •

First, OIG findings Indicate that usable materials (t.g., piping, fumiturt,
storage cabinets) were packed and shipped for disposal rather than being
decontaminated and returned to use. It is essential that FERMCO develop
inspection and storage procedures that will preclude packing of any materials

until/unless documentation Is processed which clearly identifies tht

attrials, dtfines the level of contamination, determines the most cost-
effective mode of dealing with the contamination, and Includes the signature
of a cognizant FERMCO manager who has concurred with any recommendation to

dispose of the materials. This package must be reviewed by FERMCO Property
Management, Excess Property Manager, Bill Miller to determine If a Property
Disposal (S63), and radiological survey forms are attached showing tht

Eroperty
as contaminated. This must be reviewed prior to sealing of any Sea

ands. This office recommends that you implement a procedure to control waste
contalntrs and that wastt packaging inspection officials can act as a chtck

point to prtvent the Improper disposal of property.
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Second, 016 findings indicate that as much as 55% of container volume may be
a1r-f111ed due to the practice of filling containers with materials which have
not been compacted or shredded to reduce volume. This practice appears to be

continuing despite the fact that appropriate equipment may be available on-
site to perform the compacting and/or shredding functions prior to packing.
Documentation cited in the previous paragraph should also Include the
Instructions for prepacking activities that must be performed to minimize
volume and maximize available container space. The cognizant FERMCO officials
should Inspect the containers and certify that contents are packed
appropriately.

Third, because of inadequate logging procedures, OIG was unable to determine
with any certainty the numbers and types of furniture shipped to Nevada for

disposal. Using the documentation system described earlier In this report,
FERHCO must identify not only a generic category, such as "desks,* but Itemize
the number and type of desks, e.g., 4 metal double pedestal desks, 2 wooden

single pedestal desks, 3 metal single pedestal typing desks. The only
exception to this requirement is for highly contaminated materials, which
would be difficult to inventory accurately. For such materials, FERMCO should
take at least 4 Polaroid-type photographs of the materials from different

angles, secure a management inspection and certification of the photographs,
and quantify as accurately as possible the nature and volume of the materials

prior to packing.

By April 12, 1994, submit copies of your plan to accomplish careful

stewardship of Government property and hazardous materials as they relate to
decontamination and/or disposal actions. The following Government officials
should receive copies:

Site Manager
Contracting Officer

Operable Unit Managers
Hazardous Material Disposal Officer

Property Officer

Include the timetable for implementation of the plan. During the same period,
the Government will perform inspections to deteniilne the current level of

stewardship that FERHCO is employing in the areas Identified by 016. Since
this Is the second OIG report to Identify inappropriate furniture management
and hazardous material disposal practices, the Initial perception is that

negligence lay be attributed to FERMCO management. If further Investigation
results In a determination that gross negligence occurred, associated costs
will be disallowed in accordance with Clause H.24 of the contract.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact ne at
648-3180 or Robert Mendelsohn at 648-3130.

Sinter

Mona S.NSnyder
FN: Snyder Contract titg Officer

,S1ncfrt1y,

I

i
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cc:

0. Ofte, FERMCO
J. HcGulrt. FERMCO
S. Klemko. FERMCO
H. Ballty. FERMCO
J. Hamric, Site Manager
J. Relslng. Acting Assistant Manager. Environmental Restoration

0. Rast, Chief, Waste Managemnt Branch

R. Mendelsohn, Contract Specialist
R. Rorer, Property Officer
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PRAFT
DEPARTMENTAL POSITION

OFFICE OR GENERAL REPORT ER-B-94-07

"AUDIT OF SHIPMENT OF LOW- LEVEL WASTE FROM FERNALD TO THE

NEVADA TEST SITE"
FERNALD AREA OFFICE-

Shlpment of Low-level Waste from Fernald to the Nevada Test Site

We recommend that the Manager. Fernald Field Office:

1 RECOMMENDATION

Direct the Fernald Corporation to:*

a. Immediately discontinue the practice of shipping furniture and

other usable materials to the Nevada Test Site for burial:

b. Reduce the volume of low- level waste shipped. to the Nevada

Test Site by shredding" wood pallets and "compacting all

materials prior to packing: and

c. Fully comply with Departmental regulations in the disposal of

excess property.

DEPARTMENTAL POSITION

Concur :

a. The Fernald Environmental Restoration Management Corporation
(FERMCO) was directed by letter (DOE-1281-94. from Hamric to

Ofte. March 30. 1994. "Manaoement Alert on Shipment of

Property to Nevada Test Site") to discontinue this

unacceptable practice of shipping usable materials to the

Nevada Test Site.

b. Fernald Environmental Management Project currently does not

have a shredder system with the- capability to shred wood

pallets. However. In light of this finding, wood pallets are

Beino mixed with other waste materials to maximize weight and

usable volume.

c. To emphasize the importance of meeting this requirement.
FERMCO's co(iH)l lance with Departmental Property regulations Is

monitored by the award fee process. During the first award

fee period (October 1993- March 1994). FERMCO was given a

sionificant deficiency on this issue. This deficiency was as

follows. "Property that has been dispositioned as

excess/surplus is not promptly removed from the site.

Personal property has been dispositioned into SeaLand
containers prior to and during the CPAF period by FERMCO Waste
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Management. It appears that from the preliminary Office of

Inspector General findings that proper documentation showing

property as contaminated was never completed, not maintained

or otherwise available. FERMCO Waste Management did not

follow the correct personal property disposition procedures.
FERMCO Property Management does not have direct control over

these operations since they are of a Waste Management Nature".

RECQMMSNPATIQN

Advise the contracting officer to disallow costs associated with the

unauthorized and improper disposal of Government property.
Including, but not limited to costs Identified 1n this report.

DEPARTMENTAL POSITION

Concur:

The Contracting Officer has been advised to review the allowability
of certain costs associated vnth the unauthorized/inw^per disposal
of property. Avoidable costs in the amount of $44.0oO have been
submitted to the Accountability Rule Conriittee. The determination

process to determine allowability of costs Is still ongoing.

RKQMMENPATIQN

Require Departmental program managers to closely monitor the low*

level waste container packing practices of Fernald Corporation.

DEPARTHSNTAI POSITION

CfiQCUC:

To meet this requirement. Fernald Area Office 1S conducting a review
of shipments made vihthin the last six months until present: These
reviews will continue to be conducted on an ongoing basis. In

addition, container control has been improved. Container
utilization procedures have been updated-) as welKto improve
container packing procedures.

'

Cost Savings

Fernald Corporation could save an estimated S6.5 million by
shredding wood pallets before shipping items to the Nevada Test Site
as low- level waste. .

49-514 98-13
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DRAFT
DEPARTMENTAL POSITION

Nonconcur:

FN program managers have previously provided supporting
documentation on the "Audit of Waste Management Program at the
Fernald Environmental Management Project", to the Office of

Inspector General concerning the limitations of the existing
shredder system. Additional procurement of a shredding system with
wood pallet shredding capabilities is not warranted due to site-wide
reduction in the use of wooden pallets. Therefore the cost savings
derived from shredding wood pallets in -house prior to shipment to
Nevada Test Site, as stated in the report, is not a true savings
given the cost-benefit factors considered of the additional funding
v^ich would be necessary to procure a system with such capabilities.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 6a): Mr. Michelsen testified that the Department would
provide a list of the status of all contractor
systems. Provide this list and describe the basis
for the reported status, i.e., field office
review, field office report annual report, OCMA
review, field office judgement, etc.

Answer:. Attached is a listing of showing the personal property
system status of each of the Department

' s management
and operating contractors. In addition to system
status, the listing also provides the date the last
Contractor Personal Property System Reviews (CPPSR) was

performed, who conducted the review, and the date the
contractor was notified of system status.

Operations/Field Offices contracting activities are

responsible for the approval, conditional approval, or

disapproval of a contractor personal property
management system. However, prior to notification to
the contractor of system status, the recommendation for

approval, conditional approval, or disapproval is
submitted to the Office of Contractor Management and
Administration for coordination and concurrence.
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Preoarty RevSawt Not Comp1»t>d

Question 6b: Confirm that the Chicago Operations Office's (CH) MiO

contractors Argonno National Laboratory (ANL) and Fermi

National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) vrere not

completed within the time period required by DOE PMR 109-

1.5204 and that a waiver was not granted by HQ. Explain why

the reviews and reports were not completed within the

prescribed time period and describe what actions have been

taken. Including personnel performance reviews and other

personnel actions, to ensure that the field office complies
with this requirement.

Answer: CH does not have a waiver from the 2-3 year review

requirement. ANL and fermilab reviews hav« been completed.

CH partially attributes the scheduling delay to the 1992

transition of the Contractor Personal Property System Review

oversight responsibility from the Field Offices to HQ-OCMA.

OCMA and the Field Offices are Jointly working to ensure

that all MAC reviews and surveillance are scheduled and

completed in the required time period. Due to recent

retirements, the CH Property Management staff has been

changed and are diligently striving towards oversight

compliance.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAM

Question 6b) Confirm that the Chicago Operations Office's

(CB) M&O contractors Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL) and Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) were not

completed within the time period required by
DOE PMR-109-1.5204 and that a waiver was not

granted by HQ. Explain why the reviews and

reports were not completed within the

prescribed time period and describe what
actions have been taken, including personnel
performance reviews and other personnel
actions, to ensure that the field office

complies with this requirement.

Answer: There were no personnel performance reviews or other

personnel actions taken against the field for not

complying with this requirement. However, it is our

understanding that the Associate Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Field Management and the Deputy Assistant
for Human Resources are working to modify
Operations/Field Office managers' performance standards
to address the issue of compliance with Departmental
directives in such areas as personal property
management .
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QUESTIONS FRC»( REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 6c) The Subcommittee found that even though a 1988 review
of DOE'S Mound Laboratory resulted in 18

recommendations, DOE's Albuquerque Operations Office
did not conduct another review until early 1992 — 4

years later. This early-1992 review only covered part
of program and Albuquerque Operations personnel had to
make a second trip late-92 to complete the review.

Albuquerque waited seven years, until 1992, before
conducting a periodic review of the Inhalation and
Toxicology Research Institute. (An interim 1987 site
review by the Albuquerque Internal Review Division
only looked at one aspect of the property management
system -- the handling of excess property.).
Albuquerque apparently waited five years before
conducting an incon^slete, or in the words of the
review team --a limited appraisal,' of General
Electric 's Pinellas Plant in 1990. The review team
didn't even rate GE's property management system,
because the review was so limited. Albuquerque waited
five years — from mid-1985 to mid-1990 — beforte

conducting a ccai^lete property management review of
the Los Alamos National Laboratory. Albuquerque
conducted a review of Pantex in 1987, two years after
the preceding review, but never formally issued a

report. The next formal review was in 1989, but that
review was limited and did not cover all of the
property management functions. The next Albuquerque
review of Pantex, in 1992, again covered only a
limited number of areas — 7 out of 11 functional
areas. In 1993, Albuquerque conducted another review,
but again only examined a limited number of functional
areas — only 3 of the 11 functional areas.

Confirm whether or not Albuquerque obtained waivers
from Headquarters from PMR 109-1.5204 for emy of these
reviews. Also explain why PMR 109-1.5204 was not

being followed by Albuquerque.

AL Response to Question 6c - Albuquerque did not obtain a waiver frco
DOE Headquarters to defer or limit personal property reviews during the

period of 1985 - 1992. A Bemorandun dated September 23, 1994, front Mr.
Richard A. Maxcguez, Assistzmt Hanager for Management and Administration,
Albuquerque Operations Office <AL) , to Mr. Archer L. Durh£un, Assistant
Secretary for Hunem Resources and Administration, DOE HQ, provides a
brief history of the AL personal property management program. The
memorandum also shows the additional resources and emphasis that have
been placed upon this functional area by AL and describes plans for and
actions taken to improve the program.

It should be noted that a full in-depth review of a major DOE
multiprogram laboratory property management system requires at least 6-8
reviewers for 4-6 weeks. For instance, AL's latest CPPSR of LANL was
conducted in 3 t%«o-week phases, each phase being conducted by 4-7
reviewers, resulting in the identification of a number. of segments of
LANL' 8 property system having significant deficiencies for managing and
controlling $1 Billion of government -owned personal property.
Similarly, 10 review staff were involved in the latest (April 1994)
CPPSR of Sandia National Laboratories during a 4-week review period.
The review identified numerous significant deficiencies in Sandia's
property management system for managing $1.2 Billion of government -o%imed

personal property. In both cases, these reviews were probably the most
con^lete and in-depth property reviews that DOE has ever conducted of
these sites and reflect the increased emphasis that AL is placing on
personal property reviews. A copy is attached for ease of reference.
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Al Response to Question 6c for Pantex - (See AL's comments in response
to 6c above.) In April 1992, three staff from DOE AL conducted a one-
week review at Pantex. Since time and resources were limited, a full
review of seven functional areas was conpleted as well as a partial
review of another area (Standard 8, Storage and Warehousing, see

pg 21 of the 9/92 CPPSR Report). DOE AL revisited Pantex in January
1993, again with three staff, and reviewed the remaining three
functional areas. Paragraph three of the preface to the March 1993

CPPSR Report states that the January 1993 review 'completes the

requirement for the system appraisal which will determine system
recertif ication' . Although our reviews were conducted in two phases, AL
determined they constituted a complete CPPSR. AL recognizes that
Standard 8 was not completed during January 1993 and will include a

thorough review of this Standard during the next CPPSR of Pantex
scheduled for April 1995. Additionally, AL will conduct a Technical
Assistance Visit at Pantex during February 1995.

The current status at Pantex - DOE AL recommended a conditional approval
for Pantex; letter sent to DOE Headquarters on 9/22/94. There are two
recommendations open which are currently in the closure cycle awaiting
verification. DOE Headquarters has scheduled a CPPSR at Pantex from

April 4-15, 1995. AL will participate in this CPPSR; however, should the

Headquarters' schedule change, AL staff will complete the review.
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United Slates Government Department of Energy

memorandum Albuquerque Operations Office

MIC:

MEPIYTO
ATTN Of:

SEP 23 19MI

FFMD;FMB:DAC

ausjECT: AL Personal Property Management Program

TO: Archer L. Durham, Assistant Secretary for Human Resources
and Administration, HR-1, HQ

For your information, attached is a brief history of the
Personal Property Management Program at the Albuquerque
Operations Office (AL) . It clearly shows the additional
resources and emphasis that has been placed upon this
functional area by AL and describes plans for improving the
program.

This function was assigned to my office effective
August 1993. Since that tinte I have instituted quarterly
management reviews of personal property management
perfonnance in the form of contractor briefings to me by Los
Alamos National I.aboratory and Sandia National X<aboratories .

Z have also pushed the surveillance review process to mirror
the best practices of AL's procurement surveillance program,
which is acknowledged by your office to be a successful
process. Finally, I have augmented the Federal and
contractor staffing support to align with our strategic
vision of continuous iirprovement and proactive management.

In view of the recent Congressional hearings on this
subject, one is tempted to paint the current status of
contractor property management in worst case terms. The
good news is that there are positive trends and AL is fully
comnitted to the continued emphasis by your office.



Archer L. Durham
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-2- SB> isim
It you have any questions regarding this natter, please call
Jerry Hamnond at (505) 645-5065.

nistration

Attachment

cc:
R. Hopf, HR-5, HQ
S. Michelsen, HR-525, HQ
J. Carpenter, HR-526, HQ
B. Twining, OOM, AL
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ALBUQUERQUE OPERATIONS OFFICE
PERSONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Before 1988:

Prior to 1988, the Albuquerque Operations Office (AL) had only two

persons assigned to conduct all required Personal Property
Management Reviews (PPMRs) and provide oversight of all AL's
contractors. Few PPMRs were conducted and those conducted were
focused only on selected functional areas. Formal reports were not
issued for a majority of the PPMRs and minimal follow-up was done
on the status of PPMR recommendations. Follow-up on PPMR
recommendations was difficult because a manual tracking system was
used which at times required rewriting the entire recommendation
list. In addition, contractors responded slowly to PPMR
recommendations since their status was not well documented by AL.

1988 to present ;

In February 1988, two positions were added to the AL personal
property management staff. Formal training plans were developed
which consisted primarily of on-the-job training since DOE had not
established formal training requirements for personal property
management specialists.

Although the personal property management staff now consisted of
four specialists, limited PPMRs were conducted during the period
1988 to 1991 while the new staff members were being trained.

Emphasis was placed on conducting PPMRs at the Management and
Operating (M&O) contractors, catching up on late personal property
management reports, and staff personal property management actions.
Thirteen PPMRs were conducted during this period. In February
1991, one of the four personal property management specialists left
AL and the position remained vacant until December 1991. At that
time, the vacant position >ras filled and a new personal property
management specialist position was added to the staff and filled in

February 1992. Both positions were filled with p>ersonal property
management specialists with extensive DOD experience.

During the period February 1992 to November 1993, 23 PPMRs (renamed
Contractor Personal Property System Reviews (CPPSRs) in August
1993) and Technical Assistance Visits . (TAVs) were conducted of M&O
contractors. However, these reviews/visits were not as in-depth as

they should have been, and reviews of Off-Site Contractors were not
being done at all. As a result, the AL Facilities and Property
Management Division (FFMD) acquired a support service contractor to
assist the personal property management staff in completing its
mission. Contractor support began in January 1994.
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Since January 1994, the FPMD personal property management staff,
assisted by their support services contractor, has cort^leted six
CPPSRs and one TAV. The CPPSRs were more in-depth and included all
functional areas because of the increased staff and their

experience in conducting property reviews. All CPPSR reports were

completed and issued to the contractor within eight weeks of review

completion. The reviews also included the first of an Off-Site
contractor. In July 1994, a personal property specialist with
extensive DOD experience was hired (to replace one who retired in
December 1993) and will report to FPMD in early October 1994 .

Accomplishments ;

• Issued first guidance on loans in support of educational outreach
which was adopted by DOE HQ for DOE-wide use.

• Developed a new loan form for educational and nonprofit
organizations .

• Was first to implement the Stevenson-Wydler Act in the form of
the AL Math £ Science Equipment Gift Program which is now in
effect at most AL sites and has been used as a model by other DOE

operations office educational outreach programs.

• Is the only operations office that requires contractors to manage
equipment (non-sensitive) with acquisition cost between $1,000
and $4,999 (Other Controlled Equipment) to ensure its effective

management (Equipment in this category comprises a significant
part of contractor inventories) .

• Has issued timely guidance to field activities on issues such as
donations to public bodies; loans to colleges & universities and
for employee home-use; subcontractor-held property; sensitive
item dollar thresholds; and other controlled equipment.

• Has developed an Albuquerque Operations Office Property
Management Instruction (ALPMI) which supplements the DOE Property
Management Regulation and provides AL specific guidance on
requirements in numerous functional areas (currently being
revised)..

• Grants more Energy Related Laboratory Equipment (ERLE) to

colleges and universities than any other DOE office. ^
.
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• .Has held four bi-annual Personal Property Management Conferences
and related training sessions; is the only DOE office to do so.

Current Program Highlights ;

Philosophy ;

• AL strives to be proactive to prevent problems in order to ensure
that property is properly managed.

• AL strives to identify and prioritize customers; provide
customers timely responses, reviews, technical assistance, policy
guidance, and general property management support.

• AL provides top management attention to property management
issues and encourages contractor top management participation.
lANL and SNL are providing quarterly briefings to AL' s Assistant

Manager for Management and Administration on the status of CPPSR
corrective actions.

Plans (To be accomplished by FY 1997, assuming no reduction in

resources) ;

• Develop reports to provide management with visibility of:

Contractor acquired property on non-M&O contracts which will
assist AL in assessing which non-M&O contractors should receive
reviews.

- All contractor and direct operations personal property
holdings by typ>e of property (i.e. Capital equipment. Sensitive

items. Other Controlled Equipment, stores, vehicles, heavy
motor ecjuipment, etc.) which will assist in determining each
contractor's vulnerability for personal property management
problems and to ensure that proper resources are applied to

oversight activities.

- Physical inventory data to include site, baseline date,
inventory date, date of summary report, type of inventory, list
of unlocated items and overages, and amount written off and
date. This re(>ort will assist in determining the contractor's
performance in ths ccr^lction of physical inventories and
provide a aiechanism for comparing their performance and track
the amount of property that is lost, damaged, or destroyed and
to apply adequate oversight resources.

• Enhance personal property management oversight by:
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- Developing an AL Department of Energy Acquisition Regulation
(DEAR) Part 945 Supplement to provide •AL-specifiC guidance to
Off-Site contractors.

- Developing an Off-Site Contractor Property Management System
Appraisal Guide to assist the staff in CPPSRs of contractors

req\iired to mahage their property in accordance with the
Federal Acquisition Regulation Part 45 and DEAR Part 945.

- Conducting baseline CPPSRs of all Off-Site Contractor

Property Management Systems to assess the adequacy of their

systems .

- Conducting TAVs at all Off-Site contractors to provide
assistance and follow-up on CPPSR recommendations.

- Developing policy and guidelines addressing approval of
direct operations' property management systems and controls of

Area/Project Office held property.

- Updating internal procedures to address TAVs and formalize
various other operational aspects of personal property
management oversight.
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QXnSSTIOll PROM REPRESBNIiVTXVB TBURKAM

Question 6c:
°

The Subcoromittee found that even though a 1988 review of
DOE'S Mound Laboratory resulted in 18 recommendations, DOB's
Albuquerque Operations Office did not conduct another review
until early 1992 — 4 years later. This early-1992 review
only covered part of program and Albuquerque Operations
personnel had to make a second trip late-92 to complete the
review. Albuquerque waited seven years, until 1992, before
conducting a periodic review of the Inhalation and
Toxicology Research Institute, (An interim 1987 site review
by the Albuquerque Internal Review Division only looked at
one aspect of the property management system -- the handling
of excess property. ) Albuquerque apparently waited five
years before conducting an incomplete, or in the words of
the review team — "a limited appraisal," of General
Electrics Pinellas Plant in 1990. The review team didn't
even rate GE's property management system, because the
review was so limited. Albuquerque waited five years —
from mid-1985 to raid-1990 — before conducting a complete
property management review of the Los Alamos National
Laboratory. Albuquerque conducted a review of Pantex in
1987, two years after the preceding review, but never
formally issued a report. The next formal review was in
1989, but the review was limited and did not cover all of
the property management functions. The next Albuquerque
review of Pantex, in 1992, again covered only a limited
nujnber of areas — 7 out of 11 functional areas. In 1993,
Albuquerque conducted another review, but again only
examined a limited number of areas — only 3 of the 11
functional areas.

Confirm whether or not Albuquerque obtained waivers from
Headquarters from PMR 109-1.5204 for any of these reviews.
Also explain why PMR 109-1.5204 was not being followed by
Albuquerque and what actions, if any, were taken by
Headquarters to correct this situation including any
personnel performance review or salary reviews actions.

Answer! Ko waiver was granted by this office <

Mo action was taken by the Department to hold field
managers accountable since no specific performance
standards dealing with personal property management
were in place in FY 1994. However, the Office of the
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Asaociate Deputy Secretary for Field Manageneat is

working with the Executive Resources Division, Hunan
Resources and Administration, to bave such a standard
in place for FT 1995.
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QUKSTZONS PROM RKPRESENTATZVE TBURMAM

Question 7a:

Answer :

As discussed during the hearing, DOE'S Property
Management regulations (PMR 109-1.5203) require
that a contractor's property management system be
reviewed within one year of the execution date of
the contract/ and that DOE approve or disapprove
the date of the contract, and the DOE approve or
disapprove the system in tnriting. Despite
warnings from the DOE Inspector General about
problems at Fernald involving excess property
disposition, a formal review required by this
regulation was apparently not conducted. Mr.
Durheun said that DOE would confirm whether or not
this was the case. Provide this confirmation.
Also provide an explanation why a formal review
was not completed pursuant to PMR 109-1.5203,
including whether a waiver was granted. Finally
explain what action was taken, if any, to hold DOE
field management accountable for this failure ana
for the continuation of the problems identified by
the DOB inspector General in the 1993 and 1994
reports .

A formal on-site review of the Fernald contractor was
conducted between January 31 and February 11, 1994.
Oak Ridge realizes that the review should have been
completed during the first 12 months of the contract,
however, due to scheduling conflicts with other reviews
and the reassignment of the termination of the
Superconducting Super Collider Project to the Oak Ridge
Operations Office, the review was not initiated until
the 13th month of the contract. A Corrective Action
Plan was submitted by the contractor within the sixty
day time frame was subsequently approved by Oak Ridge
and the Ohio Field Office. The Ohio Field Office is

currently performing a follow-up review to verify the
contractor's corrective actions from the February 1994
review and a system status determination is expected by
January 1995.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 7b) In response to questions from Representative
Thurman, Mr. Michelsen acknowledged that the
review of the Westinghouse Savannah River property
management system was delayed even though a waiver
from PMR 109-1.5203 was denied. Explain why this
requirement was not followed and what action was
taken, if any, to hold DOE field management
accountable for this failure?

Answer: Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC) took over from
a contractor that had been in place since the late 1940s.
WSRC took over a personal property inventoiry in excess of
$500 million and personal property records that were very
suspect. Within a year it became apparent that
performing a complete inventory and reconciling the
property records was going to be a very big task based on
the volume and complexity of the operations at WSRC.
There were early discussions between WSRC, Savannah
Operations Office and Headquarters concerning the
magnitude of this task. At the time, the Department had
no comparable experience on which to base the performance
of such a large inventory.

The Committee's question is an issue of process and the
normal process would have required that we disapprove
WSRC '

8 system and require a corrective action plan to
correct the deficiencies. This disapproval would have
been based on the inadequacies of the prior contractor's
system and records and not on WSRC's current operations.

There were no actions taken against the management of
Savannah River Operations Office resulting from the
consequences of this delay since the length of time taken
to perform the inventory and the reconciliation was
considered justified. This ultimately resulted in a

improved property management system and a better working
relationship with the contractor.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 7c In response to questions from Representative Thurman, Mr.

Michelsen acknowledge that the EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. Rocky
'

Flats property management system was not subjected to the review

required by Property Management Regulation 109-1.5203 and that

the EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. property management system was not

disapproved until ^ast week." A copy of the disapproval letter dated

September 15, 1994, and received by the Subcommittee subsequent
to hearing, states that the disapproval was based on a periodic

review of the previous contractor conducted pursuant to Property

Management Regulation 109-1.5204. Explain why the requirements

of Property Management Regulation 109-1.5203 were not followed

by Department of Energy and why the required review of the new

contractor's property management system has still not been followed.

Also, identify whether a waiver from Property Management

Regulation 109-1.5203 has been granted and what actions have been

taken, if any, to hold Department of Energy field management
accountable for the failure?

Answer: EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. took over from Rockwell International on

January 1, 1990. When Management and Operating contractors turn over,

the work force, procedures, practices and systems that are in place continue

until the new contractor has time to review, revise and implement

appropriate changes. As has been identified by the Department of Energy
and reported by the General Accounting Office, EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc.

assumed responsibility for a very poor property management system. The

Albuquerque Operations Office had completed a review of Rockwell

International's property management system in 1989. That review report

was issued in January 1990, and EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. assumed

responsibility for implementing a corrective action plan to address those

findings and recommendations.

The responsibility for the Rocky Flats personal property program rested

with the Albuquerque Operations Office until April 1991. The Rocky Flats

Field Office Federal staff at that time amounted to less than one half man-

year of effort directed at property management activities. In early 1991,

the Rocky Flats Field Office unsuccessfully requested assistance from

Department of Energy Headquarters and other field offices to conduct a

baseline review of EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. in accordance with the

Department of Energy Property Management Regulation 109-1.5203.

In July 1991, the Property and Information Management Branch was

formed at Rocky Flats Field Office and a Branch Chief with personal

property management experience was hired. This individual was the team
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leader during the 1989 Albuquerque review of Rockwell InteraationaL In

August 1991, the Branch Chief received detailed briefings on every facet of

the EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. property management program and the

current status of the Albuquerque review recommendations. Also, walk

through surveillance inspections of EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. property

management activities were conducted. It was quickly determined that

essentially the same property program and procedures which were in place
under Rockwell International were still being utilized by EG&G Rocky
Flats, Inc. Further EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. was still working to resolve

the same findings and recommendations that Albuquerque had reported.

EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. and the Department of Energy agreed it would be

more beneficial to utilize scarce resources to address the major issues of

establishing a baseline inventory and resolving other system problems,
rather than to conduct another property review which would result in the

same or similar findings and recommendations previously identified by

Albuquerque.

Additionally during 1990, a new Management and Operating contract bad

been awarded to Wackenhut Services Inc., Rocky Flats Plant . A higher

priority was placed on conducting a property review of Wackenhut

Services, Inc. in accordance with the Department of Energy Property

Management Regulations (109-1.5203). Wackenhut Services, ^nc. was

determined to be a higher priority because Rocky Flats Field Office had no

basis for determining the new contractor s program while the 1989

Albuquerque review report still served as a viable evaluation document for

EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. The Wackenhut Services, Inc. review was

conducted in September 1991. The Department of Energy Headquarters
Director of Property and Equipment Management Division was

telephonically consulted regarding the decision to give priority to

conducting the review of Wackenhut Services, Inc. This decision was

reflecied in the annual contractors property system status reports to

Headquarters.

The Rocky Flats Field Office began a Contractor Personal Property System
Review of EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. in March 1993, which was placed on

hold in order to complete the validation and verification of EG&G Rocky

Flats, Inc. 1952/1993 inventory. That inventory validation, the review

aaivity conducted in March 1993, the subsequent follow-up review of the

1989 recommendations, the Office of Inspector General Report and the

General Accounting Office Report provided the basis for the Rocky Flats

Field Office's assessment of the EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. property

management program in accordance with the Department of Energy

Property Management Regulation 109-1.5203. The primary unresolved

issue and the basis for the disapproval of EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. system
is the need to implement a new property management database. EG&G
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Rocky Flats, Inc. has been and is continuing to make substantial

improvements to its program. It is anticipated that conditional approval of

EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. property management system will be warranted

once the contractor's new database is implemented.

A waiver to Property Management Regulation 109-1.5203 was never

requested since Headquarters was kept apprised of the reviews and the

status of the contractor's system. There was no action taken against the

management of the Rocky Flats Field Office because available personal

resources were limited and the office had to prioritize the competing tasks

to be performed. Since EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. and the Department of

Energy accepted the 1989 review as the basis for assessing and prioritizing

the outstanding actions which needed to be completed, the decision to

concentrate on priority corrective actions rather than conduct another

review resulted in the faster implementation of improvements to the

property management program-

Since the arrival of the current Manager of the Rocky Flats Field Office,

personal property management has received much greater attention and

support. This is reflected by the establishment of a site-wide Task Force

and Corrective Action Flan and additional Federal and support services

contractor property positions.
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Question 7c)

QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Identify whether a waiver (for EGSG Rocky Flats
property management system) from PMR 109-1.5203 has
been granted and what actions have been taken, if

any, to hold DOE field management accountable for
this failure.

Answer: The Office of Property Management, HR-526, has no record
of a waiver being granted. No actions have been taken by
this office to hold field management accountable.
However, it is our understanding that the Associate
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Field Management and the

Deputy Assistant for Human Resources are working to

modify Operations/Field Office managers' performance
standards to address the issue of compliance with

Departmental directives in such areas as personal
property management.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 7d: The Subcommittee has also been told by DOE that,
although PMR 109-1.5203 explicitly states that a
contractor ' s property management system should be
reviewed and approved or disapproved in writing
within one year after the execution date of the
contract, DOE does not apply this requirement to
existing contractors who successfully compete for,
or are administratively granted, new contracts at
the same site. PMR 109-1.5203, as it is written ,

does not exempt existing contractors from the
requirement for approval or disapproval of their
systems. Confirm that this is the case and
confirm that DOE does not apply this requirement
to existing contractors even when a new contract
is awarded and explain why. Further, explain how
the Department's stated Intention to improve
contractor performance through the modification of
contract terms and requirements in future
contracts, and to increase competition for
contracts, is consistent with a policy of not
conducting PMR 109-1.5203 reviews for existing
contractors.

Answer: It is accurate to say that DOE does not review a
contractor's property management system within one
year when the existing contractor Is awarded a new
contract at the same site. Although current rules
do require this review, it has not been enforced
because this regulation has always been applied to
mean new contractors as opposed to a new contract
awarded to the same contractor. Given the fact
that the same contractor personnel and personal
property management system elements would continue
with a new contract, a review outside of the
normal two-to-three-year review cycle as is
currently written in DOE-PMR 109-1.5204 would be
an additional review. Our revised DOE-PMRs an
additional review address this issue by not
requiring such a review if the new contract is
awarded to the same contractor.
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QUESTIONS FRON REPKESENTATIVK THinOAN

Question ?•) Th* Pantcx contract was conpeted in 1990 and th* n*w
contract was awarded to th* existing contractor in
October 1991. A FMR 109-1.5203 review was not
conducted. As discussed in question 6d, a complete
review under FMR 109-1.5204 has not been conducted
since 1985. Explain why DOE has not conducted a

conplete review under 5203 or 5204 of the Pantex
contractor since 1985 and what steps the Department is

taking, in light of documented deficiencies at Pantex.
Also explain what steps the Department is taking to
hold field managers accountable for not having
completed a full review of Ptmtex since 1985 and for

property management problems at Pantex.

AL Re3i>cnse to Question 7e for Pantex - As stated in AL' s response to
6c, in April 1992, three individuals from the DOE AL staff conducted a
one-week review at Pantex. Since time and resources were limited, only
a review of seven functional areas was completed as well as a partial
review of another area (Standard 8, see pg 21 of the 9/92 CPPSR Report).
DOE AL revisited Pantex in January 1993, again with three persons, and
reviewed the remaining three functional areas . Paragraph three of the

preface to the March 1993 CPPSR Report states that the January 1993
review "conpletes the requirement for the system appraisal which will
determine system recertification" . Although our reviews were conducted
in two phases, AL determined they constituted a conf>lete CPPSR. AL
recognizes that Standard 8 was not conpleted during January 1993 and
will include a thorough review of this Standard during the next CPPSR of
Pantex scheduled for April 1995. Additionally, AL will conduct a
Technical Assistance Visit at Pantex during February 1995.

The current status at Pantex - (See AL's connents in response to 6c
above.) DOE AL recommended a conditional approval for Pantex; letter
sent to DOE Headquarters on 9/22/94. There are two recommendations open
which are currently in the closure cycle awaiting verification. DOE

Eeadquarters has scheduled a CPPSR mt Pantex from April 4-15, 1995. AL
will participate in this CPPSK; however, should the Headquarters'
schedule change, AL staff will complete the review.

Mo action was taken by the Department to hold field managers accountable
since no specific performance standards dealing with personal property
management were in place in FY 1994. However, the Office of the
Associate Deputy Secretary for Field Management is working with the
Executive Resources Di.vi.sion, Eum&n Resources and Administration, to
have such a standard for field managers in place for FT 1995
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRZdENATIVE THUBtAN

Question 8«) In response to questions from Representative Thurman

concerning the finding in the 1994 review report on
Sandia National Lal>oratory that the Sandla contractor
did not perform routine investigations of thefts or

missing property and that Sandla lacked procedures to
conduct these investigations, Mr. Durham comnitted to

provide an explanation as to why these requirements
were not being met. Provide this explanation.

Answer to Question 8a) re: Sandla - DOE'S April 1994

property review of Sandia documented problems in this area and requested
that Semdia submit a corrective action plan. Sandla 's management did
not Interpret the DOE property management regulations to require
detailed investigations of thefts. Sandia' s corrective action plan
dated September 13, 1994, states that their procedures were not

adequately detailed for the investigations required, and a new procedure
was written to clarify current Investigation procedural deficiencies and
to ensure that follow-up efforts are conducted, documented, and made

part of the retirement action. The Albuquerque Operations Office la

currently reviewing Sandia' s corrective action plan for adequacy and

completeness and will be providing comments to Sandia by November 22,
1994.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 8b) In response to questions from Representative Thurman
concerning the failure of the DOE Albuquerque
Operations Office to maintain a liaison with the
Office of the Inspector General concerning
investigations of theft of government -owned property
and its failure to collect emd maintain information
concerning the disposition of investigations of the
theft of government -property under the control of
contractors it managed, Mr. Durham committed to

providing explanations of these failures. Provide
these explanations.

AL Response to Question 8b) - The Albuquerque Operations Office does
maintain a liaison with the cognizant Office of Inspector General,
submits reports of losses, «md conducts preliminary inquiries of theft
which are reported to the cognizeuit Office of Inspector General, in
accordance with DOE Order 5639.3. However, Albuquerque intends to ta)ce

steps to develop a closer relationship with the cognizant Office of

Inspector General to ensure that Albuquerque is aware of developments in
cases involving criminal investigations of property thefts.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 8c: In response to questions from Representative
Thurman concerning the failure of the Department to
collect and analyze data on the theft of
government-owned property managed by contractors,
Mr. Durham indicated that centralized collection
and analysis of such data would be appropriate.
Describe what steps the Department is taking to
develop and implement this capability.

Answer: The Department is modifying the Contractor Personal
Property System Review data base to include the
annual status, by field office, of the number of
reported incidents of theft of property and the
total dollar value of the property stolen. The
modified system will be up and running during the
next fiscal year.
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QUESTIONS FROM SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT,
ENERGY, AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Question 9a): In response to a question from Representative Mica, Ms. Dedik stated that, based

on a review of her office's records, her office was notified of the British Defense

Ministry information pertaining to the possible export of reprocessing equipment

from Idaho Provide copies of fax transmissions, telephone logs, and any other

record of receipt by the Department ofEnergy of information from the U.S.

Department of State and the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission concerning the

potential export of the Idaho reprocessing equipment from August 3, 1993 to

August 3, 1994 and the documentation of the review cited by Ms Dedik

Answer: The following documents are enclosed:

8/9/93 Robin DeLaBarre, Department of State (DOS) fax to Betty Wright,

Licensing Officer, Office of International Programs, Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC), regarding information received from

the British Government concerning a US. firm's offer to sell salvaged

Department of Energy (DOE) equipment.

8/10/93 Betty Wright, NRC, fax to Beth Bilson, DOE, Idaho Processing and

Special Activities Division, Germantown, MD, regarding DOE scrap

reprocessing equipment export. (Cover page enclosed only.)
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Question 9a Continued:

8/24/93 Robert Einhom, Acting Assistant Secretary of State, Bureau of

Political-Military Affairs, DOS, letter to John G Keliher, DOE

Director, then Office of Intelligence and National Security reports

Frontier Salvage offer to sell DOE surplus reprocessing equipment to

British Nuclear Fuels, Ltd.

8/25/93 Ron Hauber, Assistant Director, Export Security and Safety

Cooperation, Office of International Programs, NRC, letter to Mr

Johansen, Frontier Salvage indicating the equipment purchased from

EG&G Idaho is subject to export controls •

9/1 5/93 John M. Rooney, then Director, Office of Export Control and

International Safeguards, DOE, response letter to Einh9m, DOS,

notes U.S export controls would have prevented transfer to a

proliferant but DOE is taking measures to address proliferation issues

posed by surplus disposal.

9/16/93 Victor Aiessi, then Director, Office ofArms Control and

Nonproliferation, DOE, Memorandum to John Keliher, Director, then

Office of Intelligence and National Security, DOE, regarding

response to Einhom.
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Question 9a Continued:

1/28-

2/1/94 DOE/Export Control Division learns that technical data eg.,

blueprints etc. have been released to Mr. Johansen by a phone call

from the Department of State.

DOE/Export Control Director, Trisha Dedik, tasks Oak Ridge

National Laborator)' technical expert to gather and review the

available information on the sale of the equipment to determine

sensitivity/export control classification.

2/3/94 The Export Control Division receives letter from Oak Ridge National

Laboratory technical expert summarizing information received

regarding the equipment.

2/4/94 Fax from Trisha Dedik, Director, Export Control Division to Ron

Hauber, NRC, providing a copy ofthe weekly note.

2/25/94 NRC Chairman Ivan Selin letter to DOE Secretary OT-eary states

concerns about the Frontier Salvage case.

3/3/94 John M Rooney/OflRce of Arms Control and Nonproliferation, DOE

letter to Mr. Johansen cautions that export of surplus reprocessing

equipment would require license or authorization by DOE, NRC,
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Question 9a Continued:

and/or Department ofCommerce This follows several DOE Export

Control Division staffand DOE laboratory conversations with Mr.

Johansen regarding export licensing/nonproliferation aspects ofthe

sale of such equipment.

7/5/94 Secretary OTeary's response to NRC Chairman Ivan Selin notes

DOE has put Frontier Salvage on notice regarding export licensing

requirements.

49-314 98-14
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DATE: AiMjusi 9 1fl93
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PRONTl Ki< SALVAGE
P.O. BOX 4081
POCATBLLO, tDABO 8 3 7.0^

J^
S L/m -rAf^KS

o.

m JTSi cft«» Pucl PrQiTtisiiing Roatoration Facility at

the Idaho National E.n^i-rt'eering Laboratory (INEL) located
out of Idaho Falla , ,-rdaho, started a now Fuel Proceaaing
llestorntion Projcp-t'. AJ 1 tl»c componenta, auch as concentrate
tanVa , ^Sa^^SSs*!^. «vaporacor vcssela. ext.raction colunns,
scrub coluans, atrip columns, carbonate wash columns, ucid
wash colonna, anular tanks, decanters, act, w«r« stored
at a facility whirh used to bo the -Navel Gun Plant in Pocatell

Th«y stored them r.he.'C until thoy could completa the n«w

building facility ut the INEL SITE for this project.

Ju.rt cecL-ntJy the INEI- compla^-ed the building, and
the proved, was stopped. The components that were stored
are utill in the same facility. Our company purchased them

July fl, 1993. We havr enclosed a List of what we have.
And also a few photos. Thea«* Ir.emn Ar& all new and ha^e
been 8e.^led. rxcrpt the few we have unwrapped for picture
purpose:^ . ..

If you h.Tve any inrerest in any of these items, please
contacT u.«i A.'TAP, for wo have a short time period to have
it removed from rhi:i f/iciJ ity. If you know of anyone who

might be interoared, we would appreciata the contact. Othorwii;a

we will dl^pcje of It for salvage purposes.

THANK you VERY MUCa FOB YOUR TIME

SincBt«ly ,

TOK JOHAUSEN
(/ \

K JOHAUS
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FACSIMILE COVER SHEET

OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, DC 20555

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS FAX NO.:

301/504-2395
FTS: 964-2395

USNRC MAIN FAX NO. (24-HOUR): 301/492-7617
VERIFICATION NO.: 301/492-7000

DATE: August 10, 1993 PAGE 1 OF 10

TO:BETH BILSON FAX NO. : (301)903-6282

U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY
IDAHO PROCESSING & SPECIAL
ACTIVITIES DIVISION

GERMANTOWN, MD TEL NO. : (301)903-6114

FROM: BETTY L. WRIGHT TEL NO. : (301)504-2342

EXPORT/ IMPORT LICENSING OFFICER
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

BETH: FAXED FOR YOUR INFORMATION IS A COPY OF THE FAX WHICH I

RECEIVED FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE REGARDING DOE SCRAP

REPROCESSING EQUIPMENT EXPORT. PLEASE CALL ME AFTER YOU HAVE HAD

AN OPPORTUNITY TO REVIEW THE INFORMATION. THANKS
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ASSISTANT SeCDClARr OF STATC

August 24, 1993

Dr. John G. K«liher
Diractor
Office of Intalligence and National Security
Department of Energy

Dear Or. 4celiher:

Recently the British Ministry of Defense brought to our
attention an attenpt by a U.S. company to sell nuclear fuel
reprocessing equipment, purchased as scrap from the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory, to British Nuclear Fuels
(BNFL) . The British noted that BNFL was not interested in the
equipment but "wondered if Saddam Hussein et al night be".

At our request, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission advised
the U.S. company. Frontier Salvage of Pocatello, Idaho, of the
need for an NRC license for export of this equipment and the
sensitivity regarding the export of reprocessing equipment. We
also provided copies of the documents received from the British
Government to the DOE Office of Nonproliferation Policy. The
NRC advised DOE'S Idaho Processing & Special Activities
Division of the matter and asked that office to check into
contractual conditions that govern disposition of surplus
nuclear equipment.

Ke understand that the equipment in question has never been
used and includes many essential components of a reprocessing
plant, including slab tanks, concentrate tanks, evaporator
vessels, extraction columns, wash columns, anular tanks,
decanters, etc. We believe that DOE management should review
the question of disposal of sensitive nuclear equipment from
DOE facilities and consider measures to be taken to ensure that
such items are not misused.

Sincerely,

^-f-
Robert Einhorn, Acting
Bureau of Political-Military
Affairs

Attach.ment: Documents from UK HOD
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. O.C. 30SSS-0001

AUG 2 5 1993

Mr. Tom Johansen
Frontier Salvage
P.O. Box 4081

3725 Poleline Road

Pocatello, ID 83205

Dear Mr. Johansen:

This is further to Betty Wright's telephone call regarding the nuclear fuel

reprocessing equipment which you recently purchased from EG&G Idaho, Inc.

and offered to sell to British Nuclear Fuels, Ltd. Such equipment is

subject to strict export controls and, in my opinion, would not be readily
approved for export to any country, even to the United Kingdom.

I have enclosed a copy of our regulations for the export and import of
nuclear equipment and material. You will note in §110.8 of the regulations
the list of nuclear facilities and equipment under NRC export licensing
authority; §110. 8(d) lists plants for the reprocessing of irradiated

nuclear reactor fuel elements and specially designed or prepared assemblies
and components for these plants. Appendix has an illustrative list of

reprocessing plant components.

If equipment constituting a reprocessing plant is being exported, the

transaction must be pursuant to an Agreement for Cooperation with the

country of destination, pursuant to Section 123 of the Atomic Energy Act.

The U.S. does In fact have such an agreement in place with the United

Kingdom and several other countries, but there are many countries with

which we have no such agreement, with no prospect of having one in the

foreseeable future. Further, export of a reprocessing plant would require

preparation of an environmental document pursuant to Executive Order 12114.

The second enclosure to this letter is an NRC Form 7, "Application for

License to Export Nuclear Material and Equipment," which would be used if

yoL decided to seek such a license. An application processing fee would

need to be submitted with the form. This fee, because of the several

levels of review required by law and regulations for proposed exports of

sensitive nuclear equipment, would be relatively high, currently $8,600.
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-

AUG 2 5 1993

-...»4"innc renardina our rules and regulations, please call

L'trwH9"trrt2""?Jg° Offuer'SS'tSrorfice of IntLatloa.. Progr.n., ,t

301/504-2342.

Sincerely, ..

Ronald D. Hauber, Assistant Director

Exports, Security, and Safety Cooperation
Office of International Programs

Enclosures:
1. 10 CFR 110 (3/31/93)
2. NRC Form 7

SepCopy: . ^ ,.
Don Thorton, Rocky Mountain Recycling

pjSTRIBUTION (W incoming)

B. Bilson, DOE

T. Hart, DOE

S. Dhir, DOC

G. Brubaker, ODD

M. Rosenthal, ACDA

bcc w/ Incoming:
CStoiber, OIP

JShea, OIP/PPD
JMBecker. 06C •

JMTaylor, EDO

NMSS
OIP r/f
OIP File

RDeLaBarre. DOS/PH/NEC

^JRooney,
USDOE

(R-^FypQRTSVREPRO.REVy r\)^ ^.^^^^^f^'^^i^. ^ Jj;
OFF? oip/Essc oitWla: ^}-\^i*^}i^^
*»^^' BLWright:eh RDIMiher JBecker ROeLaBafTi*

M\i?. wit

NHE: BLWright:eb RDji^er JBecker

DTE: OS/JO /9?. 08/4993 08//y /93 08//<r/93
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

SEP 15 1993

Hr. Robert Einhorn

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Non-Proliferation

U.S. Depar:ment of State

Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Mr. Einhorn:

Dr. Keliher has asked me to respond to your August 24, 1993,

letter bringing to his attention the offer by a U.S. firm to sell

Department of Energy (DOE) surplus nuclear fuel reprocessing
equipment to British Nuclear Fuels Ltd. This is most disquieting,
and I thank you for the information. As the British noted, the

customer could have been a proliferant, though we believe U.S.

export control review would have prevented this.

Nevertheless, the incident highlights a potential weakness in DOE

surplus disposal practices that my office had already been

addressing. In this case. Frontier Salvage of Pocatello, Idaho,
should have been made aware that export of the surplus equipment
it had acquired was subject to Nuclear Regulatory Commission

licensing. Had it sought the license, the resulting interagency
review would have quickly disclosed the sensitivity of the

equipment and barred its export to any sensitive country.

However, DOE officials should have been aware that this equipment
was subject to export licensing and should have informed

purchasers of the export licensing requirements.

To guard against such dangerous lapses, my office is cautioning
DOE Headquarters and field offices that may become involved in the

disposal of surplus from U.S. nuclear activities to be alert to
the potential impact on U.S. nuclear nonproliferation objectives.
They are being reminded that officials handling such matters must
familiarize themselves with the export control requirements that

may apply to surplus equipment and make sure that buyers are fully
cognizant of their obligations to obtain required licenses for any
exports.

Again, thank you for bringing the Idaho case to my attention.

Sincerely, y^

ohn M. Rooney, /
Director
Office of Export Control

and International Safeguards
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SEP 15 893

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN G. KELIHER, DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF INTELLIGENCE AND NATIONAL SECURITY

FROM: VICTOR E. ALESSI, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF ARMS CONTROL
AND NONPROLIFERATION

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO LETTER FROM DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF STATE ROBERT EINHORN

Recently, Robert Einhorn, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for

Nonprol iteration, wrote to you expressing concern over an attempt
by a U.S. firm to sell Department of Energy surplus nuclear fuel

reprocessing equipment outside the United States without prior
U.S. Government export license review (Tab A). In response to the

Department of State, John Rooney thanked Mr. Einhorn for bringing
the matter to our attention and informed him that we would alert
DOE /feadquarters and field offices of our nonproliferation concern
and to insure that any transfers of surplus equipment is in

compliance with U.S. laws, regulations, and orders (Tab 8).

In order to fulfill this commitment, I recommend that you sign the

attached memorandum (Tab C).

ISTRIBUTION
so: Addressee

Ibcc: IS-40/EC&IS Rdr.

Ibcc: IS-40

ZHollander:62125:2h/rj:9/14/93: (einhorn)
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MARTIN MARIETTA ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC. J^T.^S'tSS^S jtuj

February 3. 1994

Ms. Trisha E)edik, Director

Expon Control Operauons Division

Office of Export Control & International Safeguards
U.S. Depanment of Energy
IS-40. GA-045 (FORSTL)
Washington, D. C 20585

Dear Ms. Dcdilc

Surplus Reprocesing Bquipment at Idaho

The purpose of ibis letter is to summarize the results of my telephone conversation on Februiary 1

with a representative of the EG&C Property Division at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(INEL) concerning a sole of surplus reprocessing equiptnent. In response to your request, I called

Ms. Tracy Taylor (Manager, Property Division, (208) 526-1664). She was unavailable at the time but

I was referred to Mr. Ben Hcnson (works for Taylor, (208) 526-2624). Mr. Henson had significant

(though not complete) knowledge of the circumstances surrounding the sale and provided the

following:

— The equipment in question was from a cancelled construction project at the Idaho

Chemical Processing Plant, which is operated by Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
(WINCO) and principally reprocesses spent naval rcaaor fuel cores. A new Fuel

Processing Facility (FPI^ was under construction as part of the Fuel Processing
Restoration (F7R) project; this was planned for operation around FY-2001.

— The equipment had been delivered to the site but was never installed. The biggest share

of surplus equipment was transferred to DOE sites at Los Alamos and Oak Ridge.

— Mr. Hcnson estimates that the equipment sold to Mr. Tom Johansson of Frontier Salvage
was roughly 10% of the total equipment surplused. Equipment sold to Frontier was as

follows:

• Slab tanks (several, approximately lS-20 inches high by 40-50 feet long)
• Concentrator unks
• Evaporators
• Columns (approximately one dozen total, consisting of four types: extraction, scrub,

strip and wash)
• Decanters

All of this equipment is constructed of 304 L stainless steel or other corrosion-resistant

materials.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Ms.Dcdik

Page 2

Frontier Salvage was sold only the process vessels/equipmeat noted above. Associated

piping, vaMng and instrumentation was retained at the site.

Henson said that Johansson tried to get the "blueprints and operating manuals* from
EG&G but was toid EG&Q didn't have them. Henson said that Johansson then opined
that he would get them "through the Freedom of Information Act or &om the contractor".

Parsons Engineering (of San Diego) was the construction contractor on the FPR project
under contract to WINCO.

Conclusions

From tiie partial though useful description provided by Mr. Henson, 2I! equipment sold to Frontier

Salvage is arguably especially designed or prepared (EDP) for nuclear fuel reprocessing operations.

Any proposed export of this equipment is therefore encompassed under NRC regulations nationally
and trigger list controls and obligations internationally. The slab tanlcs and the columns as described

are clearlv EDP equipment as these are expUcitly mentioned in the reprocessing trigger list (entries

3.2 and 3.3, respectively, of INFCIRC254/Rcv.l/Part 1). It remains unclear as to whether or not

Frontier Salvage actual^ received drawings and manuals, or, if so, exactly what kind of drawings and

manuals are involved.

Please advise if Oak Ridge can be of further assistance to your office on this matter.

Sincerely,

J. J. Bedell, Manager
Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessments

National Security Program Office

JJB:swq

cc: FiIc-JJB-NoRC

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Department of Energy
WMftington. DC 20585

U.S. OepartBwnt of Energy
Broil

f^e L
y^ /^f^

Office of Arms Control end Nonproilferatlon

1000 Independence Avenue, S.U.

Vashlngton, O.C. 20585
Unclassified Fax: (202) 586>1348

To; fxk) thuJf^e. V^ ZJ^^'

Fro,:.' Thljh<^ O^ll^

Subject Fy^hc/L. Hlv^ fUl'tl^y^^

Comments:
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On Julv 8 1993. Frontier Salvage, purchased Items from a cancelled Fuel

P?oce«1nQ Faci Ity at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. The

MmH? share of surplus equipment was transferred to OOE sites at Los

A !m"aSdo!jcR1dSJ. Frontier Salvage 1$ estimated to have purchased

abSSt 10 oercent of the total equipment surplused. The equipment

JoSslsts Sf sl!b tanks. concent?atSr tanks, evaporators, columns, ind

decanters .-111 of which is arguably "peclally designed or prepared

for nuclear fuel reporcessing operations and would require an NRC

i?r^S« f!r IxDort Associated piping, valving and Instrumentat on was

JeHJnld St JhS me. ? s uncfekr it this time If Frontier Salvage

h« obUlned conltructlon drawings or design reports. The
compajy

noted

nonprollferatlon policy Is not violated and that all

licensing/regulatory obligations are met.

(J. Boyd, IS-40.4A. 6-2143)
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NUCLEAR HEtiULATORY COMMISSION
WASHIMITON.aC.:

February 25, 1994

CHAIRMAN

The Honoriible Hazel R. O'Leaxy
Secretary of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary O'Leary:

A situation has cone to my attention which, if left unattended,
could undercut our efforts to control exports of sensitive
nuclear eguipnent and technology.

I an told that a great anount of reprocessing eguipnent purchased
for use in the Fuel Processing Restoration Facility at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory was sold last year as excess
Government property. As described to us, the eguipnent appears
to be specially designed and prepared for reprocessing use and
should be strictly controlled for export purposes.

The sale was nade to two D.S. salvage companies, with no
restrictions on resale or use of the eguipnent. The NRC export
licensing staff has received telephone calls from one of the
salvage conpanies and fron prospective buyers of the eguipnent
concerning its possible export. Our staff has Also learned that
blueprints and technical manuals were sold to the salvage
company.

Even though the NRC export control group has exchanged infoma-
tion with counterparts in your Department and in the Department
of State's Bureau of Politico Military Affairs, we are concerned
that soneone nay export sensitive itens without authorization.
We recojnraend, therefore, that the Department of Energi' taJie

pronpt and direct steps to prevent any diversion to unauthorized
use, including repurchasing the ec^iipment from the salvage
companies, if necessary.

Sincerely,

Ivan Selin
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March 3, 1994 .

Mr. Tom Johanson
*

Frontier SaTvage
P.O. Box ^081

PocateTlo, Idaho 83205

Dear Mr. Johanson:

It has recently come to my attention that In July 1993, your firm

purchased from EG&G Idaho equipment that was to have been used in the New
Fuel Processing Facility at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. It is

our understanding that the equipment you purchased was especially designed
and fabricated for use In this plant and consisted of sTab and
concentration tanks, evaporators, columns, and decanters. We also
understand that you purchased blueprints, flow charts, x-rays, and

operating manuals, among other things, relating to this equipment's
installation and operation.

You should be aware that the export of nuclear fuel reprocessing
facilities, specially designed components therefore, and related

technology, including technical information (i.e operating manuals,

blueprints, etc.), are closely controlled by the United States Government

for nuclear nonproliferation reasons.
. Should you wish to sell or dispose

of any items of this equipment or technology including the operating
manuals and blueprints in a manner constituting an export, specific
approvals would have to be sought from the U.S. Department of Energy
pursuant to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations Part 810, or the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission pursuant to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations
Part no, and possibly from the U.S. Department of Commerce pursuant to

their Export Administration regulations (Title 15, Code of Federal

Regulation Parts 730-790).

If this equipment is to be scrapped and sold within the continental limits
of the United States, no U.S. Government approvals, as noted above, would
be required.

Should you have any further questions regarding this matter, please do not

hesitate to contact Mr. John Boyd at 202-586-2143.

Sincerely,

> John M.

Director
Office of Export Control

and International Safeguards
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Th« Steretary of Emrgy
Washington. OC 20585

.July 5, 1994

The Honorable Zvan Selin
Chaizman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chairman:

We share the concern expressed in your February 25, 1994,
letter regarding the sale of surplus Department of Energy
reprocessing equipment. The Department has acted to prevent
harm being done in the Idaho case and to preclude future

• risks.

The Department has put the purchaser. Frontier Salvage of
Pocatello, Idaho, on notice that while this equipment and
technical information may be scrapped or sold within the
United States, to sell it abroad would require a Nuclear
Regulatory Commission export license, a Department of Energy
specific authorization, a Department of Commerce validated
license, or a combination of these. It has been made clear
to the firm that approval of such a sale to a nuclear end-
user would be unlikely.

The Director of the Office of Nonproliferatiori and National
Security has cautioned all Department of Energy Operations
Offices and National Laboratories on the need for
sensitivity to U.S. nuclear nonproliferation objectives in
disposing of surplus equipment. In future surplus
disposals, prospective purchasers are to be explicitly
informed on relevant export licensing requirements.

If you ha\'e any further questions on this matter, please
contact me, or have one of your staff contact Mr. John Boyd,
Export Control Operations Division, on (202) 586-2143.

Hazel R. O'Leary
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE SYNAR

Question 9b: Pursuant to directives from Secretary O'Leary and
Under Secretary Curtis, DOE is currently reviewing
its policies on handling information and excess

property to determine the adequacy of current
controls on proliferation-sensitive materials and

improvements. Provide the results of these
reviews .

Answer: The Department is currently conducting two reviews

regarding control and management of the

Department's surplus property. One review
involves the Department's system of property
controls with emphasis on the disposition of

surplus materials and related information that may
pose proliferation risks or fall under export
control restrictions. This effort is being
coordinated with the Department of State,
Commerce, and the Treasury, and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. The second review involves
all Department of Energy nuclear-related property
and associated information sold or released to the
public since 1989. The purpose of this review is
to determine the nature of such property and
information and the circumstances under which it
was sold or released. We expect to complete these
reviews in the near future and will provide the
results to you then.
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QUESTIONS FROM SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT,
ENERGY, AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Question 9c): During the hearing, the Department committed to providing a chronology of the

actions it has taken since the April 1991, hearings conducted by the Oversight

and Investigations Subcommittee ofthe House Energy and Commerce
Committee regarding the promulgation of additional orders and requirements

concerning the release of material and information that might constitute a

proliferation risk. Provide this chronology.

Answer: While there is no Department ofEnergy (DOE) order, there are "Guidelines on

Export Controlled Infomtation" which were first issued in 1989 and redistributed

in 1991 . The guidelines were issued and reinforced with orientation briefings at

the various field offices. The Export Control Division also provides a Nuclear

Nonprolifcration Senunar on a quarterly basis which is open to field

representatives and has published a DOE Technology Security Guide. This

guide is designed to educate D(£ and contractor personnel ofthe Department's

responsibilities in the nonproliferation area. AdditionaBy, the Director, OflBcc of

Nonproliferation and National Security, distributed a niemonuidum to DOE

program and field offices concerning nuclev proliferation in wrphu (fiaposai.

The Export Control Division has updtted and expanded the Export CoolroBed

liiluiinaiiuii Guidelines to encompass material and equipment. Thnc gimtfinci

were iawed in cvfyNovoribcr 1994. A new round ofbricfiags to the field wfl
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Question 9c Continued:

take place following issuance of the new guidelines In addition, the Department

is reconsidering the scope of its legal authority to control the dissemination of

Export Controlled Information.

The Office of Procurement and Assistance Management has also prepared

Guidelines for the Control and Disposition of Surplus Nuclear-Related

Equipment, Proliferation Sensitive, and Hazardous Materials and Associated

Documents The guidelines have been distributed to the managers of Operations

and Field Offices, as well as responsible contractor personnel
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 9d): Describe the extent to which the 1989 guidance was incorporated into the

Department's property management and information control systems and the extent

to wUch DOE'S Idaho Operations Office and Idaho contractor's incorporated this

guidance into their procedures and followed it in the case of the 1993 sale.

Answer: The 1989 Guidelines on Export Controlled Information (ECI) were sent to all

Department ofEnergy pOE) Operations Office managers, including the Idaho

manager, in January 1989 In the weeks following, the Export Control Division

presented orientation briefings on how to implement the guidelines at most DOE

sites, including Idaho, where S0-7S DOE and contractor employees attended.

Since the guidelines focused on handling of information of prolifieration concern,

most attendees were personnel dealing in information and proliferation issues and

f(Ew, if any, were property management personnel The 1989 guidelines were not

incorporated into property management systems at Idaho for the same reason.

Therefore, the 1989 guidelines were not followed in the 1993 Idaho sale of

equipment However, the DOE's Idaho Operations Office and the Idaho

contractors have incorporated the 1989 guidance into some of their information

transfer activities. The contractors, EO&G Idaho and WINCO, had procedures in

place for review of information such as classified or sensitive information,

including ECI review, prior to release. Their review determined that the

information to be provided to Mr. Johansen (i.e., vendor drawings) through the

FOIA process wu neither classified nor unclassified sensitive nuclear information

GJCNI) and, therefore, should be released because ECI may not be withheld if
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requested under the FOIA. However, the infonnation subsequently provided

voluntarily to Mr. Johansen by the WINCO Technology Transfer Section and the

Fuel Processing Restoration project construction team did not receive the required

review prior to release.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

SALE OF REPROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Question 9e): During the hearing, Representative Thurroan asked
Mr. Durham whether or not Exhibit 12 indicated
that actual sale of the reprocessing equipment to
Mr. Johansen was not completed until August 11,
1993 when final payment was made. Ms. Thurman
asked that this information be provided for the
record. Provide a chronology of the details of
the sale and transfer of physical control and

legal title of the reprocessing equipment. This

chronology should also include a description of
the arrangements made to maintain the reprocessing
equipment in place at the same warehouse used by
EG&G. Also explain how storage of the equipment
in the EG&G warehouse after the sale is consistent
with the required terms of the sale.

Answer: July 8, 1993
• Bids Opened

July 12, 1993
• Notice of Award prepared and sent to Mr.

Johansen
• Invitation for Bid special clause requiring

the successful bidder to have materials
removed from the warehouse 20 working days
from the date of award was reemphasized to
Mr. Johansen.

July 15, 1993
Check for $46,200.00 received from Mr.
Johansen

August 11, 1993
• Notice of Award signed by Mr. Johansen
• Check for $107,799.99 received from Mr.

Johansen

'August 12, 1993
• Mr. Johansen assumes legal title of the

reprocessing equipment, per the Notice of
Award.

August 13, 1993
• Warehouse owner notified that the EG&G lease

of the warehouse would expire on September
15, 1994. The lease contract required a 30

day written notification.
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• Mr. Johansen contacts INEL and the warehouse
owner in an attempt to extend the EG&G lease.
EG&G informed Mr. Johansen that their lease
expired on September 15, 1994 and he would
have to make arrangements with the warehouse
owner if he intended to leave the equipment
in place.

• The following information is provided
regarding EG&G allowing Mr. Johnasen to leave
the material in place:
1) EG&G intended to leave in place other
materials, already located is said warehouse,
through September 15, 1994.
2) EG&G could not break the lease without a
30 day notification.
3) Mr. Johansen had contracted with the
warehouse owner to lease the warehouse after
September 15, 1994.
4) The terms of the sale did not specify
that said equipment will/may be maintained in
the EG&G warehouse after the sale.

September 15, 1994
• Mr. Johansen provided the INEL a memorandum

stating that "as of September 15, 1993 he
assumed responsibility for the material and
lease of the warehouse".
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QUESTIONS FROM SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT,
ENERGY, AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Question 9f): During the hearing, Representative Thumum asked Ms. Dedik to explain why as

late as February 4, 1994 her office did not know what technical documentation

had been provided to Mr. Johansen. Representative Thunnan asked for a

chronology of all of the events surrounding release of information to Mr.

Johansen, communications between NRG and DOE, and the efforts of the Office

of Intelligence and National Security to determine what information had been

provided and what aaion needed to be taken. Provide this chronology including

the dates of transfers of any and all technical information from any and all DOE
contractors or DOE personnel to Mr Johansen This chronology should include

a description of the information (i.e., drawings, radiographs, etc ) and the

individual and organization providing the information

Answer: The Export Control Operations Division did not know that technical

documentation had been provided to Mr. Johansen until somewhere around

January 28 - February 1, 1994, when it was informed by the Department of State

that Mr. Johansen had received technical information, eg., blue-prints, flow-

charts. At this time, we still did not have complete knowledge ofthe exact

nature of the technical documentation. The following is a chronology of

documents surrounding the release of information to Mr. Johansen between the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Department ofEnergy (DOE):

2/25/94 NRC Chairman Selin letter to the Secretary states concerns about the

Frontier Salvage case.
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Question 9f Continued:

7/5/94 Secretary's response to Chairman Selin notes DOE has put Frontier

Salvage on notice regarding export license requirements.

The following is taken from the handwritten telephone log of John Boyd, Export

Control Operations Division.

Listing of applicable telephone conversations:

2/9/94 Conversation with Mr Johansen, Frontier Salvage
- conversation

very helpful
- Johansen received flow sheets, mechanical design

-

evasive as to where it came from - is willing to have equipment cut

up and sold as scrap metal. Contact somebody at Idaho Management

Offrce -
they need to get involved - audit trail -

inspect
- look at

drawing
- find out where he got these drawings

- who is calling about

them. If sale looks legitimate, why does he not just dispose of it -

Letter Zan - classification must review this kind of equipment for

export control - Idaho Operations Office

• Get in touch with Idaho suggest:

• Prepare letter to Mr. Johansen

• Advise Mr. Johansen of law

• Look at Part 810
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Question 9f Continued:

• NRC license issue

•
Possibly dual-use

• Contact Bob Newton, General Counsel

2/14/94 JefTBedell - re: INEL seU

No statement of intent in bid statement • end-use certificate - no

restrictions. Obtained components •
sought the bhieprints

• manual -

came about a month and a halfago.

Most Kkdy Mr. Jdiansen tdd Mr. Boyd the following, which was

then discussed with BcdeD: Shipping casks • used once • claimed to

be dean - someone sttd h had never been checked • eqiupmcnt not

supposed to be m yard per Mr. Johamen.

Acquired x-rays erf*equipment and ail certification (requirements) on

bid.
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Question 9fContinued:

2/16/94 Mr. Johansen - Recoverable costs - 7 months invested - time

invested, rent, other costs, still get to own equipment - sale now - to

a third party even after commissions, etc. Mr. Johansen expects to

make a reasonable amount of money. It looks like he wants the

Idaho Operations Office to pay for his rent.

2/25/94 Howard Cummings (QA specialist who issued March 4 report) of

DOE Idaho re: Frontier Salvage
- was calling me to see if I knew

anything he did not - in brief 1 . He feh that the sale to Frontier

had been conducted properly. 2. Mr. Johansen had obtained the

drawing thru the FOIA. 3. Material was not classified as sensitive.

4. The NRC has sent Frontier Salvage a letter saying that it would

cost $8,600 to have a license processed. Mr. Cummings did not

know about the x-rays & operating manual that Mr. Johansen had

purchased. Mr. Cummings said Frontier Salvage was planning to

hold a news conference in Idaho, perhaps with the Governor's office,

complaining about the fact that he was being held up by NRC and

DOE from selling equipment.

49-514 98-15
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Question 9f Continued:

Based, in part on the above telephone conversations, an understanding ofthe

equipment and information that Mr Johansen had acquired was obtained by DOE

DOE then decided to respond with the following letter.

3/3/94 John M Rooney/Office of Arms Control and Nonproliferation letter to

Mr. Johansen cautions that export of surplus reprocessing equipment and

technical information would require license or authorization by DOE,

NRC, and/or Department of Commerce.

Chronology oflnformation Transferred to Mr. Johansen by DOE-Idaho or its

Contractors:

7/20/93 Mr Johansen requests design drawings of the FPR equipment through

a Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) request.

8/9/93 After classification and UCNI review, the design drawings were

forwarded to Mr. Johansen from the DOE-Idaho Operations Office,

FOIA Office.

9/8/93 A copy of the International Fuel Cycle Fact Book was sent to Mr.

Johansen.
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Question 9fContinued:

1/5/94 Mr. Johansen was sent a draft version ofthe chapters concerning the

equipment purchased from the FPR Final Safety Analysis Report

(FSAR).

1/94 Three pallets ofweld radiographs on the equipment purchased were

picked up by Mr. Johansen.

Description of Information Transferred to Mr. Johansen by DOE-Idaho or its

Contractors:

• Design Drawings; These vendor drawings consist of physical dimension data of

some of the equipment purchased by Mr Johansen, including slab tanks, annular

tanks, decanters, separation columns, and evaporators. These vendor drawings

are copies of the ones sent to the manufacturer for production of the equipment.

• International Fuel Cycle Fact Book: An external DOE publication that provides

information on organizations and personnel involved in fuel cycle and waste

management facilities for use as a reference and compiled from open sources.
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Question 9f Continued:

• Final Safety Analysis Report. This document, which was not provided in its entirety,

contains analyses on the designs and processes for the purposes of determining

whether the facility could be operated in a manner considered safe to the workers and

public. The complete document consists of 12 Chapters Pages ii through xxi, 1

through 6, and 6-1 through 6-254 were sent to Mr. Johansen.

• Weld Radiographs: The radiographs are essentially negative "pictures" of the

welded joints on the equipment to help in assessing and certifying the quality

of the equipment manufacturing process.

Individuals, positions, and organizations in DOE-Idaho or it contractors

providing information:

• The design drawings requested through the FOIA process were released by Carl

Robertson, DOE-Idaho.

• Final Safety Analysis Report and the International Fuel Cycle Fact Book were

released to Mr. Johansen by Lloyd W McClure, from the Westinghouse Idaho

Nuclear Company Technology Transfer Section The weld radiographs were

released to Mr Johansen by the FPR construction team.
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QUESTIONS FROM SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT,
ENERGY, AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Question 9g): Provide a chronology of all communications from the Office ofIntelligence and

National Security to the DOE Idaho Operations

Answer: The following is taken from the handwritten telephone log ofJohn Boyd,

Export Control Operations Division.

2/17/94 Glenn Waugh, Department of Energy (DOE) Idaho said that Mr.

Johansen bought scrap. Glenn Waugh - most sales do not worry

about end-use of property.

2/25/94 Howard Cummings, DOE Idaho re: Frontier Salvage
- was calling me

to see if I knew anything he did not. In brief, (1.) he feh that the

sale to Frontier had been conducted properly, ( 2 ) that Johnasen had

obtained the drawing thru the FOIA, (3.) material was not classified

as sensitive, and (4.) the NRC has sent Frontier Salvage a letter

saying that it would cost $8,600 to have a license processed. Mr

Cummings did not know about the x-rays & operating manual that

Mr. Johansen had purchased. Mr. Cummings said Frontier Salvage

was planning to hold a news conference in Idaho perhaps with the

Governor's office complaining about the foct that he was being held

up by NRC & DOE from selling this salvage.
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Question 9g Continued:

3/2/94 Glenn Waugh - Tom Johansen call from him - Waugh wanted to

know the status of the letter.

3/2/94 Called Glenn Waugh back - said letter was just informing Mr.

Johansen that DOE was not trying to restrict his FOIA, but that he

would need to abide by any applicable export control regulations/laws

if he wanted to export these items out of the U.S.

3/3 1/94 Glen Waugh - Idaho Operations - would like a copy ofthe letter from

John Rooney to Frontier Salvage. I said I would try and fax him a

copy.
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QUESTIONS FROM SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT,
ENERGY, AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Question 9h): On September 22, 1993, Dr Keliher sent out a memo to Departmental

elements concerning non-proliferation risks in surplus property disposition.

The memo begins with the statement that "The Oflfice of Intelligence and

National Security has recently learned of instances in which Department of

Energy disposal of surplus equipment has raised potential nuclear

proliferation concerns
"

Identify and describe all of these instances.

Answer: Dr. Keliher's September 22, 1993, letter referred to two instances in which

disposal of Department ofEnergy (DOE) surplus equipment had raised

proliferation concerns One was the equipment sale to the Idaho salvage dealer.

The other was the proposed sale of unclassified nuclear weapons components

that DOE had determined were no longer useful for the weapons program to

Bask International, a Bothwell, Washington, firm that turns demilitarized scrap

into souvenirs it calls "Peace Dividends
"
Bask proposed to encase the

components in plastic and sell them in the form of wall plaques, desk

paperweights, and ornaments At the request of the Export Control Division,

technical experts from DOE's Pantex Plant and Sandia National Laboratories

reviewed the surplus components in September 1993 These experts

determined which components might be sold to Bask as is, without raising

proliferation concerns, and which must be shredded, crushed, or melted down

before disposal Secretary OLeary's suspension of all transfers of surplus

property pending a review and revision of surplus disposal procedures has

halted further action on the Bask proposal
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QUESTIONS FROM SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT,
ENERGY, AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Question 9i): Provide a chronology of all actions taken by the Office of Intelligence and

National Security, and its successor organization, to ensure that the guidance

promulgated in the September 22, 1 993 Keliher memo was implemented by all

Departmental elements and documents that this guidance has, in fact, been

implemented by all Departmental elements.

Answer: Dr. Keliher's September 22, 1993, memorandum, instructed Department of

Energy (DOE) sites needing further guidance on export control aspects of

surplus disposal to contact the Office of Nonproliferation and National

Security's Export Control Division. In response to requests from DOE sites, we

have provided more than 20 copies of the Nuclear Technologies Reference

Book, which is a tool for implementation of the guidance.

As noted earlier, new export control guidelines encompassing materials and

equipment as well as information have been issued to all DOE sites Parallel

with these "Guidelines on Export Control and Nonproliferation," all sites have

received another set of guidelines on the disposition of proliferation-sensitive

property Under Secretary Curtis has directed strict compliance with both sets

of guidelines throughout the DOE complex
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QUESTIONS FROM SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT,
ENERGY, AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Question 9k); Provide all correspondence routing, tracking, response and concurrence records

related to NRG Chairman Selin's February 25, 1994 letter on the Idaho sale and

the Secretary's July 5, 1994 response.

Answer: The following documents are enclosed:

• The Chairman Selin letter dated February 25, 1994

• U.S. Correspondence Control Form, Office of the Executive Secretariat,

dated April 26, 1994, showing that the letter from NRC Chairman Selin was

received at the Department ofEnergy on February 28, 1994, and controlled

from the Executive Secretariats's Office on March 2, 1994 Action

forwarded to the Office of Nonproliferation and National Security on

April 26, 1994.

The tracking form from the DOE Office ofArms Control and

Nonproliferation (IS-40) showing that IS-40 received the Chairman Selin

letter for action on May 4, 1994. The record also shows the letter was

signed by John G. Keliher, Director of the Office ofNonproliferation and

National Security and forwarded to the Executive Secretariat for signature

on May 23. 1994.
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Question 9k Continued)

The concurrence page showing that the draft letter to Selin went through

proper internal reviews. It received >JN-1 concurrence on May 20, 1994.

The Memorandum for the Secretary dated May 23, 1994, from Keliher, NN-

1, Director Office of Nonproliferation and National Security, though Under

Secretary Charles B Curtis recommending that the letter to Selin be signed

The Document Transmittal Form, sent May 24, 1994, from Keliher to Jeff

Hughes, Executive Assistant, Office of the Under Secretary Transmittal

Form was signed on May 25, 1994, and forwarded to Ann Lavin, Director,

Office of the Executive Secretariat The form was signed on June 8, 1994

The final letter to Selin from Secretary 0*Leary sent on July 5, 1994.
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NUCLtAH REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINCTON.O.C:

February 25, 1994

CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Hazel R. O'Leary
Secretary of Energy
Washington, O.C. 205B5

I

Dear Secretary O'Leary:

A situation has cone to my attention which, if left unattended,
could undercut our efforts to control exports of sensitive
nuclear equipment and technology.

I am told that a great amount of reprocessing equipment purchased
for use in the Fuel Processing Restoration Facility at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory was sold last year as excess
Government property. As described to us, the equipment appears
to be specially designed and prepared for reprocessing use and
should be strictly controlled for export piirposes.

The sale vas made to two U.S. salvage companies, with no
restrictions on resale or use of the equipment. The NRC export
licensing staff has received telephone calls from one of the
salvage companies and from prospective buyers of the equipment
concerning its possible export. Our staff has also learned that
blueprints and technical manuals were sold to the salvage
company .

Even though the NHC export control group has exchanged informa-
tion with counterparts in your Department and in the Department
of State's Bureau of Politico Military Affairs, we are concerned
that someone may export sensitive items without authorization.
We recoremend, therefore, that tl?.e Department of Energy' ts}:e

prompt and direct steps to prevent any diversion to unauthorized
use, including repurchasing the equipment from the salvage
companies, if necessary.

Sincerely,

Ivan Selin
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August 24, 1994

NOTE:

2/28/94 Received at DOE

3/2/94 Controlled from ES

5/4/94 Received in NN-40

5/11/94 Due date for response

5/23/94 Response from NN-40

5/25/94 To Hughes

6/2/94 To Curtis

7/1/94 Ok'd by Ryker

7/5/94 Signed by Secretary O'Learv

U S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
CORRESPONDENCE CONTROL FORM

OFTICE OF THE EXECtTHVE SECRETAJUAT

JVITY -r- "--- DO NOT DETACH FROM ORIGINAL CORRESPONDENCE
JRCECODE '3 r=-C.£DM_ OF-UTI^l
SPEC INT;

i">2 C5 ' ^^DATE CORR:
CONTROL NO.

DATE RECD:
LETTER: "'MEMO: TWX: OTHER:

DATE CNTRL: 03/OS ^<- DATE DUE: ' - '

TO: SECY: _ ' DEP SEC: UN SEC. OTHER:

lOM: SELIM. I ''ftp r„_-

CHAIRM<>hi

U; OOL I CV
'^DMlMISTPrtTTfJM =R(lli'=AMt

RECCriME:>IC THAT THE DE"^P'^'£N^
P'.'T ^?E3rFICT lOrir 7:^'^ PEE:m.E C?
USE CF c<CE = = 50 •E-~wr-l£:lT

ECU IP' IE! I

'

REMARKS:

FOR USE BV ACTION OFFICE ONLY
ACTION REFERRED TO

1
I

DATE
I

RETURN TO
|

"-

2 I

3

mON TO: MM TYPE ACTION: snare final reel
XIRRENCE;
RMATION: S D<i Di3 Hfi Lr PO E= :

ILECODE: '^O^'^C -EE^c.. .(.^7=^

SIC OF:

DO:

CONTROL ANALYST; J-.

ALL DOCUMENTS FOR THE OFnCE OF THE SECRETARY
n;ST BE FORWARDED TO THE OFTICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT FOR FINAL PROCESSING

®'^"'r"'~.. f^'Oi^^o
The sale was made to two O.S. salvage companies, with no

restrictions on resale or use of the equipment. The NRC exDort

DAT
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July 5, 1994

The Honorable Ivan Selin
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I share the concern expressed in your February 25, 1994, letter

regarding the sale of surplus Department of Energy reprocessing
equipment. Let me assure you the Department of Energy has acted

promptly to prevent any harm being done in the Idaho case and to

preclude future risks.

The Department has put the purchaser, Frontier Salvage of

Pocatello, Idaho, on notice that while this equipment and

technical information may be scrapped or sold within the United

States, to sell it abroad would require a Nuclear Regulatory
Commission export license, a Department of Energy specific
authorization, a Department of Commerce validated license, or a

combination of these. It also has been made clear to the firm

that approval of such a sale to a nuclear end user would be

extremely unlikely.

The Director of the Office of Nonproliferation and National

Security. has cautioned all Departmental field offices and

laboratories on the need for sensitivity to U.S. nuclear

nonproliferation objectiveis in disposing of surplus equipment. In

future surplus disposals, prospective purchasers are to be

explicitly informed on relevant export licensing requirements.

Your concern is appreciated and, as I said, shared. Please let me

know if you need more information on the matter.

Sincerely,

Hazel R. O'Leary

DISTRIBUTION
so: Addressee

Ibcc: NN-40.4 Rdr.

Ibcc: NN-40
2bcc: ES

ZHollander for Boyd:62125:gys/ks:5/10/94:(o'leary)
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

MAY 23 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR

THROUGH:

FROM:

ISSUE:

BACKGROUND:

THE SECRETARY

'

CHARLES B. CURTIS, UNDER SECRETARY

JOHN G(\KLfH£R, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF NONPROLIFERATION
AND mONAL SECURITY

ACTION :! LETTER FROM NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
CHAIRMAN IVAN SELIN

Ivan Selln, Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
wrote you on February 25, 1994, to express concern over the

possible export of Department of Energy plutonium
reprocessing equipment that was sold as surplus to a salvage
firm.

DISCUSSION: The proposed response to Chairman Selin states that you
share his concern, the Department has notified the

salvage firm that the equipment would need an export license

to be shipped abroad, and approval of a license is extremely
unlikely. It also notes that all Department field offices

and laboratories have been cautioned on the need for

sensitivity to U.S. nonproliferation objectives in disposing
of surplus equipment.

RECOMMENDATION: The Secretary sign the attached letter to Chairman Selin.

Attachment

J
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as. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
OFFICE OF THE EXECLITIVE SECRETARY

DOCUMENT TRANJSMITTAL FORM

CONTROL NO.
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ES
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The Secretary of Energy
Washington, OC 20585

.July 5, 1994

The Honorable Ivan Selin
Chairman
V.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

.Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chairman:

We share the concern expressed in your February 25, 1994,
letter regarding the sale of surplus Department of Energy
reprocessing equipment. The Department has acted to prevent
harm being done in the Idaho case and to preclude future

•risks.

The Decartment has put the purchaser. Frontier Salvage of
Pocateilo, Idaho, on notice that while this equipment and
technical information may be scrapped or sold within the
United States, to sell it abroad would require a Nuclear

Rec-jlatory Commission export license, a Department of "Energy
specific authorization, a Department of Commerce validated
license, or a combination of these. It has been made clear
to the firm that approval of such a sale to a nuclear end-
user would be unlikely.

The Director of the Office of Nonproliferatiori and National

Security h=s cautioned all Department of Energy Operations
Offices and National Laboratories on the need for

sensitivity to D.S. nuclear nonproliferation objectives in

disposing of surplus equipment. In future surplus
disposals, prospective purchasers are to be explicitly
informed on relevant e.xport licensing requirements.

If you have any further questions on this matter, please
contact me, or have one of your staff contact Mr. John Boyd,
Export Control Operations Division, on (202) 566-2143.

Hazel R. O'Leary.
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QUESTIONS FROM SEPTEMBER 19, 1994, HEARING

BEFORE THE HOUSE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

SUBCOMMIHEE ON ENVIRONMENT. ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES
REGARDING PROPERTY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

p«»wiPM of atomic Energy Act

Question 9^ The Department has also been conducting a review of the

Atomic Energy Act and the extent to which changes are

required in that Act to fulfill the Department's current

fiissions and requirements. Please provide the directive

and/or charter establishing this review and the current,
June 1994 draft of the findings of this review. Provide the

final version when complete.

Answer: By memorandum dated October 19, 1993 (attached).

Secretary O'Leary directed the Director, Office of

Intelligence and National Security, to conduct a thorough

review of the Atomic Energy Act to determine if any major

modifications were required as a result of the drastic

changes in world conditions.

A copy of the June 14, 1994, Action Memorandum, which

contains recommended actions concerning the Atomic Energy

Act, is attached. This Is the final version of this

memorandum and the recommendation to draft the necessary

legislation to implement the Category 1 recommendation was

approved by Secretary O'Leary on July 21, 1994.

The Category 1 recommendation has been completed to permit

expedited exchange of Restricted Data with other nations for

purposes of enhancing nuclear safety, counterterrorism,

nonprollferatlon, and transparency (amendment to the Atomic

Energy Act was contained In the National Defense

Authorization Act for FY 1995, dated October 5, 1994).
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Action on the remaining recommendations Is under study and

the recommended course of action w111 be submitted to

Department of Energy management for approvaj prior to

implementation.
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TM $*ertt«ry of Entrgy
WAsMngton. DC MSaS

October 1». 1991
*

MCHORANDUH FOR JOHN 6. KELIHtR
DIRECTOR. OFFICE OF iNTCLliGDl^AMp NATIONAL SECURITY

FROM: . HAZEL R

R. OFFICE OF
MTELIJGENj^/^W)

NATIONAL i

OLEARy^^{^^<i>^
SUBJECT: REINVENTING GOVERNMENT -- REVIEW OF ATOKIC ENERGY ACT

PROVISIONS REGARDING SAFEGUARDS AND SECURITY

Oijrfng the current review of Safeguards and Security, It Is ay desire thst
you conduct • ttiorouQh review of the relevant provisions of the Atonic
Energy Act. The review should deterolne. If In the post cold war *

environment, any Mjor modifications In the Safeguards and Security ar»a
are required to this Act. Among other things, I muTd cncsuraoe you to
examine the Act's provisions regarding Restricted Data and Unclassified
Controlled Nvclear Inforsatlon. Yeu should seek the assistance of
appropriate Oepartmental elements Including the Office of Ceneral Counsel,
affected program officii, other affected government agencies, and

Itongovernmental experts.

This will be a substantial undertaking; however, a report'with appropriate
recommendations should be completed by December 31, 1993.
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HEMORANOUN FOR

THROUGH:

FROH:

SUBJECT:

ISSUE: .

DISCUSSION:

Department of Eneirgy
Washington, DC 20585

. June 14, 19d4

THE SECRETARY

UNDER SECRETARY

JOHN 6. mllrfR', DIRECTOR
OFFICE

OFyjlONPROLIFERATION
AND NATIONAL SECURITY

ACTION 1 WENNESS AND REVIEW OF THE ATOHIC ENEREY ACT

To TBquest approval to proceed with the next phist of i

ravlBw of changes to the Atomic Energy Act to b*x1ib17«

openness, to Improve national security, and to Increase

government efficiency.

In response to your memorandum to me of March 28, 1994,

(Tib A) on the above subject, a meeting was held on

April 12, 1994, attended by representatives of your

staff, the Office of the General Counsel, and my

organization to determine the next steps to be taken in

the review of the Atomic Energy Act.

As a result of the meeting and a review of the

amendments recommended in the Atomic Energy Act Review

Study, it was agreed that the recommendations would be

prioritized in four categories as follows:

Cateoorv 1 Recommendations for immediate legislative
action;

Category 2 Other recommendations for legislative

action;

Category 3 Recommendations for possible future action

that could be done by policy changes,
without legislation;

Category 4 Recommendations requiring additional^^^"^"^
study, because they either do not support

openness AC require legislation and

further analysls-

Recoimendatlons In Categories 2, 3, and 4 will require

further discussion with stakeholders representing the

public, other parts of the Department, and other

Federal agencies.
»»

A listing of the specific recommendations In each

category Is it Tab B.
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Hetttlngs art plinned with stakeholderi from outslda

oroanlzitioni such as the American Civil LfbertUs
Union, tha Natural Resources Defense Council, tha Union

of Concarnad Scientists and Congressional commlttaa

staff Bembars In order to exchange views on possible

changes to the Atomic Energy Act. Ideas for additional

proposed changes will be solicited.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Reconmend that you approve:

Convening a drafting team consisting of

representatives from tha Office of tha General

Counsel, tha Assistant Secretary for Defense

Programs, and my organization to draft the necessary

legislation to Implement the Category 1

recommendation. Tha draft would be fully
coordinated within the Departncnt.

Attachments

APPROVED:

DISAPPROVE:

DATE: July 21. 1994

OONOJRRHJCESJ General Counsel JR.NordhausI 5 |18|94
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TAB A

Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20S8S

Mtrch 28. »M

MSKOSAMOUM rOX JOKK G. K£LXB£Jl
DZllfiCTOR, 0FFXC8 OP XVTBI.I.ZCSMCK
WTO MATIOMAL SBCTOIti I /I »

FROM: HASEL X. O'LKART

SUBJECT: OpenasiB a&d Xsviaw e< tb« Atouale tott^ Ae«

Ob 6etobttr 19, 1999, yau w«ra aifcad «d r*vl*tf tb« Atonic B&argy'

Act to detendo* if any major aodlfieatioaa would ba raauirad to
raflacc tha peat-Cold Kar ara, Oa Pabrutty 8. 1894, you providad
to aa a aaiDoreaduq raq[uaitiag tpproval to Inpiaaahc a fiunber of
raeoRnandatioaa aat fortb la tba Ba)&oy«adum. t kaov you, your
ataff , Aad otbara -bava put a lot of tis* aad effort lata thla
raviaw. Aftar ravlaviag your raquaat, bowavar, t am coaearaad
tbat aoma of tba raeonnaaaatloaa aay ba iaceaaiataat vitb tha
opaaaaaa iaitlatlvaa of tba Adniaittratioa end tbia Dapartnaat.
Plaaaa eonvaaa a saatiag vltb Bob Vordbaua, Oaa Xalehar, aad Bob
baCraaaa to eoaaidar bov tba afforta of your vorkiag group night
be refocuaad. Ona of tha tblaga that X would Ilka yea to
ooaeidar la bow aueb Xatltuda axiats nadar eurraat law to
iaplaneat the saw epancvia initiatlvae. Ha abould aaak aaw
lagiilatloa eoly if aoceataxy.
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TAB B

LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS BY CATEGORY

Recommendations .art labeled with the dtslgnitors us«d In tha January 25,
1994. report of the Atomic Energy Act review: Bilincln? Opannast and
it»t<nn»1 $fgui>1tv; Pi-opoted Amendments to the Atomic Encryv Act. These
designators characterize the recoranendatlons as pertaining to OPENness,
National SECurlty, or government EFFIclency.

Citegory-l

SEC-l:

Recoomendatlons for Imnedlate lealslatlve action. (Mill
require drafting of appropriate legislative language by
staff of the Office of Nonprollferatlen and National
Stcurlty (HN-l). the Assistant Secretary for Defense
Prograast and the Office of General Counsel.)

Perait expedited exchange of Restricted Data (RO) with
other nations' for purposes of enhancing nuclear safety,
counterterrorfsm, nonproliferation, and transparency.

Category Z

EFF-2:

SEC-5:

Other rocomendatlons for loglslttlvo action:

Delete the reference to the Civil Service Comlssien
fOfflee of Personnel Management) as the exclusive
Federal agency that conducts Investigations for the

Departflient's personnel security program.

Prevent the prollferitlon of naval nuclear propulsion
technology by codifying 1ong>stand1ng United States

policy against transfer of such technology.

tateyorv a

OPEN-1:

OPEN-2:

OPEN-S:

OPDi-4:

Recomendations for possible future action that could
bo accomplished by policy changes and admlni strativo
actions without legislation:

Assure the public availability of information related
to health, safety, and the environment, and ban misuse
of classification.

Broaden public access to Unclassified Controlled
Nuclear Information (UCNI).

Exempt from government control privately generated
Information meeting the definition of UCNI.

Establish a requirement for systematic declassification
review of documents.
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Category 4 Recoonendatlons requiring additional study because they
either do not support openness qz require further
analysis and. If pursued, legislation:

OPEN-5: Allow RD to be downgraded to less restrictive

categories as an alternative to full declassification.

OPEN-6; Allow the Department of Energy (DOE) to restrict
dissernination of declassified, economically valuable RD
to qualified United States interests for some period of
tine.

OPEN-7: Eliminate prohibitions against photographing DOE
Installations.

SEC-2: Allow classification of sensitive new Inforrnation in

previously declassified areas of RD vrtiere the. future

impact of the earlier declassification action was not
foreseen.

SEC-3: Better-define the scope and enforceability of UCNI.

SEC-4: Provide a legal basis for the DOE to protect Export
Controlled Information.

SEC-6: Update and expand penalties for unlawful trespass on
DOE property.

SEC-7: Impose criminal penalties against sabotage of DOE
nuclear facilities.

EFF-1: Authorize the Department to conduct criminal

Investigations with respect to protection of RD and the

safeguarding of DOE facilities.
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POST HEARING dUESTIONS

Question 10:

At the Subcomittee's request, the General Accounting OfTice prepared a report

examining the most recent inventory and property management review reports for 20
of the Department's 50 M&O contractors ("Department of Energy: Status of DOE's

Property Management Program" GAO/RCED-94-154FS). For each of the past five

fiscal years (FY^O through FY'94), for each M&O contractor, provide the total number
of items and values of property items missing, stolen, and damaged respectively; the

numbers and values of property items written off; the numbers and values of property
items for which DOE has Initiated action against the contractor to recover the value of

missing, stolen, and damaged property; and the numbers and values of mission,

stolen, and damaged for which DOE has actually recovered the value of such property
from the contractor.

Answer

The information for the National Renewable Energy Laboratory is summarized in the

table below.
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QUESTIONS FROM RBPRESENTATIVB THURMAN

Propercv Manaaeroent: Program

Quesclon 10:

Answer :

At the Subcotnmittee's request, the General
Accounting Office prepared a report examining the
most recent inventory and property management
review reports for 20 of the Department's 50 M&O
contractors ("Department of Energy: Status of DOB's
Property Management Program" GA0/RCED-94-154PS) .

For each of the past five fiscal years (FY' 90

through FY' 94), for each M&O contractor, provide
the total number of items and values of property
items missing, stolen, and damaged respectively;
the numbers and values of property items written
off; the numbers and values of property items for
which DOB has initiated action against the
contractor to recover the value of missing, stolen,
and damaged property; and the numbers and values of
missing, stolen, and damaged property for which DOB
has actually recovered the value of such property
from the contractor.

Please see the first enclosure for the data from
the West Valley Area Office.

The second enclosure is for the Fernald Area
Office. The accountability rule board has
documentation of missing, stolen and damaged
property, and this issue is being worked.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Quesdon 10) At the Subcommittee's request, the General Accounting Office prepared

a report examining the most recent inventory and property management
review reports for 20 of the Department's SO Management and

Operating contractors ("Department of Energy: Status of Department of

Energy's Property Management Program" GAO/RCED-94-154FS). For

each of the past five fiscal years (Fiscal Year 90 through Fiscal Year

SM), for each Management and Operating contractor, provide the total

number of items and values of property item missing, stolen, and

damaged respectively; the numbers and values of property items written

off; the numbers and values of property items for which Department of

Energy has initiated action against the contractor to recover the value of

missing, stolen, and damaged property; and the numbers and values of

missing, stolen, and damaged for which Department of Energy has

actually recovered the value of such property from the contractor.

Answer The information requested is not readily available in the databases that generate

the write off or the Management and Operating accountability data.

Accordingly the data which is provided on the attached charts is overstated

since the data available is part of a larger grouping than the data requested. In

the case of damaged items, the property daubase does not have a separate

write off code for damaged property. Damaged items which are not repairable

are written off as scrap. However, the majority of items which have been

written ofT as scrap, are the result of dismantling and disposing of obsolete or

contaminated facilities and operations. Consequently, the figures provided for

items written off as the result of damage are greatly oversuted since they

include all items written off as scrap. In the Management and Operating

accountability database, it is not readily discernible if the damage is to

controlled Government property, non-controlled Government property, leased

property or employee owned property. All those categories are listed together

in the data provided by the system. Therefore, there is no direct correlation

between the write off data which contains only controlled Government property

and the Management and Operating accounubility data.

Neither the property database nor the Management and Operating

accountability database distinguishes between missing and stolen property so

these figures are all reported as missing. Also, the property data available did

not separate the EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. write offs from the Wackenhut

Services Inc. or the Department of Eneigy write offs, since all three

organizations use the same property record database. All write off data is

reported under EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc.

Please be aware no data is available for Fiscal Year 1990. The prior property

system which was in place during 1990 did not generate year end summary
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reports and the manual records are not available to attempt to generate the data.

The Management and Operating accountability data for EG&G Rocky Flats,

Inc. includes information from April 1991 when the Accountability rule was

applied to the EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. contract Similarly, the data for

Wackenhut Services, Inc. began in Fiscal Year 1992.

Accordingly, we have provided the best information available in an attempt to

meet this request A time consuming manual e^ort would be required to

review retirement documents and their corresponding write off and each

individual Management and Operating accountability report in order to

generate clean and accurate data for the information requested.

The Rocky Flats Field Office is developing a new process and procedure that

will greatly assist in accumulating this information in the future. This process
will provide for ready cross references between the applicable databases and

will identify property as lost stolen, damaged or destroyed. Also, the new

property database being implemented by EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. will be able

to separate the various write off data into the categories requested.

The attached spreadsheet contains information currently available.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 10: At the Subcommittee's request, the General
Accounting Office prepared a report examining
the most recent inventory and property
management review reports for 20 of the
Department's 50 M&O contractors ('Department
of Energy: Status of DOE's Property
Management Program' GAO/RCED-94-154FS) . For
each of the past five fiscal years (FY' 90

through FY '94), for each M&O contractor,
provide the total number of items and values
of property items missing, stolen, and
damaged respectively; the nuiiibers and values
of property items written off; the numbers
and values of property items for which DOE
has initiated action against the contractor
to recover the Value of missing, stolen, and
damaged property; and the numbers and values
of missing, stolen, and damaged for which DOE
has actually recovered the value of such
property from the contractor.

Answer: Schenectadv Naval Reactors Office - See Attached.
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 10: At the Subcoininittee's request, the General
Accounting Office prepared a report examining
the most recent inventory and property
management review reports fot 20 of the
Department's 50 M&O contractors {'Department
of Energy: Status of DOE's Property
Management Program" GAO/RCED-94-154FS) . For
each of the past five fiscal years (FY '90

through FY '94), for each M&O contractor,
provide the total number of items and values
of property items missing, stolen, and
damaged respectively; the numbers and values
of property items written off; the numbers
and values of property items for which DOE
has initiated action against the contractor
to recover the value, of missing, stolen, and
damaged property; and the numbers and values
of missing, stolen, and damaged for which DOE
has actually recovered the value of such
property from the contractor.

Answer: Pittsburg Naval Reactors Office - See Attached.
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Papartmtnt of Energy .

ftalburgh Njvtl
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Ovputy Atllatant faeratary for Haval Raaeeara

HaadquAxur*

POBT'MBARlilO QUESTIOM

In raaponaa to your faoiivll* datad Oecabar II. 1994. anolofod la •

Hating of Govamaant proptrcy vhloh vaa Btaatni, stolan. d«aatod, m
writtan«aff fet tha paat fiva flaeal ytara for our unagaBant tad

eporatlng eontraeear, lacela Ateale favor tabaratory. VotClnghouao
llaetrle Corporation, tlnoa villful iaeondwot or lock of good faith on
tbo part ef Waatingheuaa, as provldad in tho proparCy elauaa ef tha prl»o
•anatoMnt and oporating eantraec, vaa not appatont, tha Plttabur^ Itaval

Kaaetora Offiea hat not takan actian to raeovar Cha valuo of tha taalag,
•tolon, and daaagad proparty.

T. J. eiook
Plraetor
raoilltloa BlviaioB

Ineleauro :

Af atata^

•c w/onal: .

i. L. •lohnaon/e. C. Olaon. IB
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 10: At the Subcommittee's request, the General
Accounting Office prepared a report exeunining the
most recent inventory and property management
review reports for 20 of the Department's 50 M&O
contractors ("Department of Energy: Status of
DOE'S Property Management Program" GAO/RCED-94-
154FS) . For each of the past five fiscal years
(FY '90 through FY '94), for each M&O contractor,
provide the total number of items and values of

property items missing, stolen, and damaged
respectively; the numbers and values of property
items written off; the numbers and values of

property items for which DOE has initiated action
against the contractor to recover the value of
missing, stolen, and damaged property; and the
number and values of missing, stolen, and damaged
for which DOE has actually recovered the value of
such property from the contractor.

Answer : Office of Headcaiarters Procurement Operations
Attachment A - Fluor Daniel Services, Inc.
Attachment B - TRW Environmental Safety Systems, Inc.

Bechtel Petroleum Operations submitted a negative
response.
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TRW Environmental Safety Systems, Inc.

DE-AC01-91RW00134

AnACHMENT B

Page 1 of 1

LOST, STOLEN, UNLOCATED ACCOUNTABLE
PROPERTY

2/91 THROUGH 10/94

DATE
REPORTED
TO DOE
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 10) : At the Subcommittee's request, the General Accounting Office
prepared a report examining the most recent inventory and
property management review reports for 20 of the
Department's 50 M&O contractors ("Department of Energy:
Status of DOE'S Property Management Program' GAO/RCED-94-
154FS) . For each of the past five fiscal years (FY'90
through FY'94), for each M&O contractor, a) provide the
total number of items and values of property items missing,
stolen, and damaged respectively; b) the numbers and values
of property items written off; c) the numbers and values of
property items for which DOE has initiated action against
the contractor to recover the value of missing, stolen, and
damaged property; and d) the nujnbers and values of missing,
stolen, and damaged for which DOE has actually recovered the
value of such property from the contractor.

Answer: RICHLAND OPERATIONS OFFICE

aj. Total nunb*r of Itwu and valu«a of property Itwna nlBalng, stolan,
aad damaged raspMctlvalyt

1990
WHC 1/

1991 1992 1993 1994

Phyalcal lav $3,428,345* $1,709,605 $921,262
# 513* # 510 « 426

$420,374 $124,912**
# 139 # 94**

Damaga
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Richland Op«r«tlons Offle*

19»0

H«HF y
Physical Zbt

199] 199a

$5,208
« 13

1993 1994

725
• 1

Danag*

Stolaa $ 3,000
« 1

PHL 1/

Physical Xnv $268,728 $923,523 $ 80,182
#77 • 201 # 47

$ 21,947 $ 2,027 $ 6,955
« 5 « 2 • 3

$ 2,254 $ 18,732 $ 22,659
« 1 • 8 « 12

tga

StolaD

$276,071 $1,757, 665***«
#76 « 188****

$ 2,493 $
« 3

$ 48,030 $
« 12

1,791
• 1

32,386
« 15

b) Huabara and valuaa of proparty itama vrlttan off i

WBC

ICF/

UIHP

PHL

$3
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Rlcblaod Op*ratlonB Offlca - 3

dl Rumbsra and valuaa of miaaing, atolan, damagad for which DOB baa actually
racovarad tha valua (HOTBt PAIR MARKET VALUE) of auch proparty froie tha
contractor i

Hlaalng/Stolan H/A

Damaga V/A

N/A

KA

/A

H/A

S 51,674
# 10

42,166
# 87

$ 45,937 $ 65,619
#27 « 102

l£ - WHC - Westinghouse Hanford Company
ICF/KEH - ICF Kaiser Engineers Hanford
HEHF - Hanford Environmental Health Foundation
PNL - Pacific Northwest Laboratory

* Fiscal Year 1990 figures represent initial inventory closure data.
•• Figures as of 10/24/94. Does not include data from eleven Fiscal Year

1994 Inventories that are awaiting close out documentation.
*** Figures as of 10/24/94. Does not include data from three Fiscal Year

1994 Inventories that are awaiting close out documentation.
•**• Values and numbers open pending final reconciliation.

49-514 98-17
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 10: For each of the past five fiscal years
(FY '90 through FY '94), for each M&O contractor,
provide the total nuinber of items and values of

property items missing, stolen, and damaged
respectively; the numbers and values of property
items written off; the total numbers and values of

property items for which DOE has initiated action
against the contractor to recover the value of

missing, stolen, and damaged property; and the
numbers and values of missing, stolen, and damaged
for which DOE has actually recovered the value of
such property from the contractor.

Answer: Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) - During the past five

years, the Strategic Petroleum Reserve has had two M&O
contractors: Boeing Petroleum Services through March
1993, and DynMcDermott Petroleum Operations Company
beginning in April 1993. The attached spreadsheet
summarizes the number of items and values for each of the

requested categories.

It should be pointed out that the value of property
written off is often offset by the value of property
inventory gains, e.g., missing property written in one

inventory year is subsequently found and an inventory
adjustment (gain) is made in the next inventory year.
For example, at the SPR in FY 1993, the $165,963 of

property written off was offset by $276,000 of property
gain in inventory for a net positive dollar gain of

$110,037. Similarly, in FY 1994 the $108,179 in write-
offs was offset by $208,000 in gains for a net positive
dollar gain of approximately $100,000.
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Question 10: At the Subcommittee's request, the General Accounting Office prepared a report

examining the most recent inventory and Property Management Review Reports

for 20 of the Department's 50 M&O contractors ("Department of Energy: Status

of DOE'S Property Management Program" GAO/RCED-94-154FS). For each of

the past 5 fiscal years (FY'90 through FY'94), for each M&O contractor, provide

the total number of items and values of property items missing, stolen, and

damaged resp>ectively; the numbers and values of property items written off; the

numbers and values of property items for which DOE has initiated action

against the contractor to recover the value of missing, stolen, and damaged

property; and the numbers and values of missing, stolen, and damaged property

for which DOE has actually recovered the value of such property from the

contractor.

Answer: See attached for requested information for the three SR M&O contractors.
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Question 10 Reply

•INFGRAMTiON PROVIDED BY NUMBER OF ITEMS AND DOLLAR VALUES. Attachment

SR HAS NOT INITIATED ACTION TO RECX3VER THE VALUE OF MISSING, STOLEN/DAMAGED PROPERTY.

INFORMATION FOR DAMAGES COMPILED FOR VEHICLE INCIDENTS ONLY.

WESTINGHOUSE SAVANNAH RIVER COMPANY
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAM

Question 10:

At the subeoouplttee'c request , the General Accounting Office prepared a report

examining the noft recent Inventory and property menagetsent review reporta for 20 of

the Department' • 50 K&O Contractors ("Department of Energy: Status of DOE' a Property

Management Program" CA0/RCED-94-154FS) . For each of the past five fiscal years (rS?'90

through rY'94), for each H&O Contractor, provide the total number of Items, and values

of property Items missing, stolen, and damaged respectively; the numbers and values of

property Items written off; the numbers and values of property Items for which DOE has

initiated action against the contractor to recover the value of missing, stolen, and

damaged property; and the numbers and values of missing, stolen, and damaged property
for which DOE has actually recovered the value of such property from the contractor.

Answer:
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SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION (Hissing and Damaged Property)
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 10: At the Subcommittee's request, the General
Accounting Office prepared a report examining the
most recent inventory and property management
review reports for 20 of the Department's 50 M&O
contractors ("Department of Energy: Status of
DOE'S Property Management Program" GAO/RCED-94-
154FS) . For each of the past five fiscal years
(FY' 90 through FY '94), for each M&O contractor,
provide the total number of items and values of
property items missing, stolen, and damaged
respectively; the numbers and values of property
items written off; the numbers and values of
property items for which DOE has initiated action
against the contractor to recover the value of
missing, stolen, and damaged property; and the
numbers and values of missing, stolen, and damaged
for which DOE has actually recovered the value of
such property from the contractor.

Answer: Nevada Operations Office - The requested information is
provided below:

NOTE: Potential Avoidable Cost Event (s) (PACES)

EG&G Energy Measurements FYs 1990-1994

a. PACES DEEMED AVOIDABLE
1. Twenty-seven Property Damage $ 48,673

b. PACES DEEMED ALLOWABLE
Eighteen (18) PACEs
1. One-Safe Secure Trailers $600,000
2. Seventeen Property Damage 27,835

C. PENDING PACES
1. Eight -Property Damage $ 54,000

Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Co., Inc. (REECo) FY 90-94

a. PACES DEEMED AVOIDABLE
Twenty One (21) Property Damage $103,646

b. PACES DEEMED ALLOWABLE
NONE

C. PACES PENDING
Three (3) Property Damage $ 22,631
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Raytheon Services Nevada (RSN) FYs 1990-1994

a. PACES DEEMED AVOIDABLE
One (1) Property Lost $ 25,809

b. PACES DEEMED ALLOWABLE
One (1) Property Damage $ 1,405

'c. PENDING PACES
Two Property Damage $ 9,600

Wackenhut Services Inc. (WSI) FYs 1990-1994

a. PACES DEEMED AVOIDABLE
Eight (8) Property Damage $ 7,564
Three (3) Property Loss $ 14,279

b. PACES DEEMED ALLOWABLE
Fifteen (15) Property Damage $ 7,012
Tvo (2) Property Loss $ 5,618

C. PENDING PACES
NONE $

Vn^ITE-OFFS

FY 1990

2 Items Lost Acq Cost $13,241
12 Items Written Off Acq Cost 93,646
14 Items Acq Cost $106,887

FY 1991

Items Lost Acq Cost $

1 Item Written Off Acq Cost $ 8,000
1 Item Acq Cost $ 8,000

FY 1992

Items Lost Acq Cost $

19 Items Written Off Acq Cost $237,782
19 Items

_
Acq Cost $237,782

FY 1993

24 Items Lost Acq Cost $ 29,069
17 Items Written Off Acq Cost $152,545
41 Items Acq Cost $181,614

FY 1994

9 Items Lost Acq Cost $12,015
16 Items Written Off Acq Cost $41,995
25 Items Acq Cost $54,010
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REYNOLDS ELECTRICAL AND ENGINEERING (REECo)

FY 1990

63 Items Lost

FY 1991

70 Items Lost
2 Items Stolen
29 Items Damaged

FY 1992

37 Items Lost
Items Stolen

22 Items Damaged

Acq Cost $1,144,995

Acq Cost $ 517,807
$ 15,178
$1,994,357

Acq Cost $1,536,129

$3,731,470

FY 1993

705 Items Lost Acq Cost $ 13,762,981
71*Items Lost 813,448

Property not written back on after-inventory. This is the true
write-off of capital property when write^ons were completed as a
result of re-inventory conducted FY 1994. Search for remaining
71 items continues.

FY 1994

15 Items Lost
1 Item Stolen
10 Items Damaged

Acq Cost $98,610
$ 5,159
$48,857

FY 1990- 1994 data reflects REECo, RSN and WSI input

Prepared by: Tom Senteney
Office: DOE/NV
Office Phone: (702) 295-7424
Date: 11/21/94
Coordinated with: Ivor L. Kilmer
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 10): At the Subcommittee's request, the General
Accounting Office prepared a report examining the
most recent inventory and property management
review reports for 20 of the Department's 50 M&O
contractors ("Department of Energy: Status of DOE'S
Property Management Program' GAO/RCED-94-154FS) .

For each of the past five fiscal years (FY '90

through FY '94), for each M&O contractor, provide
the total number of items and values of property
items migsing, stolen, and damaged respectively;
the numbers and values of property items written
off; the numbers and values of property items for
which DOE has initiated action against the
contractor to recover the value of missing, stolen,
and damaged property; and the number and values of

missing, stolen, and damaged for which DOE has
actually recovered the value of such property from
the contractor.

Answer: Idaho Operations Office - All property items identified
as m.issing, stolen, or damaged were written off for FY 90

-FY 93. FY 94 missing, stolen, and damaged property is
under review as part of the contractor close-out process
(The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory transitioned
from five M&O contractors to one on October 1, 1994).
Write-offs will occur upon completion of said close-out
process. Under the accountability rule, the contractors
were billed and paid a total of $10,918.91 through fiscal

year end 1994. Additional items are pending relating to
contractor closeout activities. The provisions of the
accountability rule were never incorporated in the PTI
and MK-FIC contracts. Attached is information regarding
the missing, stolen, and/or damaged personal property.
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Question 10: At thfl Siibconnlttee's request, the General Accounting Office

prepared a report examining the most recent Inventory and

property management review reports for 20 of the Departments
50 M&O contractors ("Department of Energy: Status of DOE's

Property Management Program" GA0/RCED-94-154FS). For each

of the past five fiscal years (FY'90 through FY'94), for

«ach M&O contractor, provide tha total number of it«ms and

values of property Items missing, stolen, and damaged

respectively; the numbers and values of property Items for

which DOE has Initiated action against the contractor to

recover the value of missing, stolen, and damaged property;
and the numbers and values of irirsing, stolen, and damaged
for which DOE has actually recovered the value of such

property from the contractor

Answer: Attachment 1 - ANL
2 - FERHILAB
3 - BNL
4 - PPPL
5 - AMES

Note: C!l M&O contracts presently do not have an Individual accountability

clause.

Prepared by: Ann Gruender
. Chicago Operations Office

(708) 252-2320

Coordinated with: Alan I. Smith, Director

Information Management and Support Division
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Question 10) At the Subcommittee's request, the General Accounting
Office prepared a report examining the roost recent
inventory and property management review reports for
20 of the Department's 50 M&O contractors ('Department
of Energy: Status of DOE's Property Management
Program' GAO/RCED-94-154FS) . For each of the past
five fiscal years (FY90 through FY94), for each M&O
contractor, (1) provide the total number of items and
values of property items missing, stolen, and damaged
respectively; (2) the niimbers and values of property
items written off, (3) the numbers and values of
property items for which DOE has initiated action
against the contractor to recover the value of
missing, stolen, and damaged property; and (4) the
numbers and values of missing, stolen, and damaged for
which DOE has actually recovered the value of such
property from the contractor.

AL Response to Question 10)

Some of the M&O contractors provided a combined total for loss, damaged,
and destroyed property; accordingly, the response to #1 for those
contractors will be consolidated.

EG&G Mound:
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VALUES
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3. ITEMS
VALUES
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of 1990. In accordance with records retention schedules, the Laboratory
no longer has these records for that period.

MARTIN MARIETTA SPECIALTY COMPONENTS. INC. (PINELLAS)

1.
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2. ITEMS
VALUES $2,
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QUESTIONS FROM REPRESENTATIVE THURMAN

Personal Property Management

Question 10: For each of the past five fiscal years
(FY '90 through FY '94), for each M&O contractor,
provide the total number of items and values of
property items missing, stolen, and damaged
respectively; the numbers and values of property
items written off; the total numbers and values of

property items for which DOE has initiated action
against the contractor to recover the value of
missing, stolen, and damaged property; and the
numbers and values of missing, stolen, and damaged
for which DOE has actually recovered the value of
such property from the contractor.

Answer: Oakland Operations Office - Total numbers of items and
values of property items missing, stolen and damaged:

n/a - data not available

ITEMS /VALUES

FY -9-0 FY-91

LLNL
LBL
SLAC
ETEC
UCSF

n/a
n/a/
28/$33,770 lost

n/a
n/a/$58,196 stolen
39/$74,500 lost

FY-92 FY-93

LLNL

LBL
SLAC
ETEC
UCSF

14 d3Jnaoed/$88,3(}l
7 lost/$43.236
8 stolen/$35,113

n/a/$34,715 stolen
19/$30,745 lost

2/$l,000 stolen

15 damaged/$250,632
3 lost/$2,919

17 stolen/$40,156
n/a/$21,141 stolen
9/$5,185 lost

FY-94

LLNL

LBL
SLAC
ETEC
UCSF

17 damaged/$348, 948
20 lost/$7,457
18 stolen/$57,389
n/a/$46,729 stolen
18/$14,501 reported year to date

l/$7,799 missing
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Total number of items and values of property items
written off:

ITEMS/VALUES

FY-90 FY-91

LLNL n/a 143/$270,369
LBL n/a/$647,000 131/$160,875
SLAC 61/$35,340 103/$61,942
ETEC 138/$255,245
UCSF

FY-92 FY-93

LLNL 672/$5,718,499 93/$182,961
LBL 383/$l,690,875 445/$3 , 863 , 000
SLAC 63/$28,073 112/$59,141
ETEC 3/$8,194
UCSF 2/$l,000

FY-94

LLNL n/a
LBL n/a
SLAC n/a
ETEC n/a
UCSF l/$7,799

DOE-OAK M&O contracts do not contain the Accountability Rule
provisions whereby contractors can be held financially liable for
lost or damaged property. Therefore, there have been no incidents
where this office has initiated actions to recover costs for lost,
missing or damaged property.

The LLNL inventory write-off of $5,718,499, resulting from the
1991/1992 inventory, includes approximately 150 (value not
available) unlocated items not previously written off from the 1989
•FLASH", wall-to-wall inventory conducted at LLNL. The "FLASH"
inventory was conducted in response to the GAO audit which was on-
going at LLNL during that period of time. All LLNL personal
property retirement documentation reflects information regarding
actions taken to locate property and other pertinent information.
Retirement document?*: ion is maintained by individual pieces of
retired property. All inventory results are coordinated with DOE-
OAK financial managers, as well as responsible contracting
officers, in accordance with DOE Order 2200.6.

The LBL write-off in FY 93 can be attributed to a couple of
circumstances. A major research facility at LBL, the Bevatron, was
closed down due to a lack of funding. It is conceivable that this
shut down resulted in a significant value of property which could
not be accounted for during the inventory period. However, this
office, as well as senior LBL management are concerned with this
unacceptable increase in unaccounted for property reflected during
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the inventory. (In fact, the Appendix F contract Performance
Measures, addressing inventory accuracy, rated LBL's performance in
this area as "needs improvement" for LBL during FY 94.
Accordinaly, efforts are continuing on-site at LBL to locate
.unaccounted for property from the inventory, and quarterly status
reports are to be provided to this office.
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COMMITTEE:
SUBCOMMITTEE:

DATE:
WITNESS:

HOUSE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
ENVIRONMENT, ENERGY AND
NATURAL RESOURCES
SEPTEMBER 19. 1994

ARCH DURHAM
PAGE 101, LINE 2308

INSERT FOR THE RECORD

EG&G Invitation to Bid No. 25-93, which included the surplus reprocessing equipment, indicates

that "no commitment will be made or implied by the seller until such time as the bidder is notified, in

writing, of acceptance of the offer
" An EG&G Notice of Award for the equipment, signed by the

Department's contracting officer, was issued on July 12, 1993, notifying Frontier Car Corral that it

had submitted the high bid for the equipment. The purchaser signed the Notice of Award on

August 11, 1993, indicating that he had received this written notification by at least that date. The

Genera] Sale Terms and Conditions accompanying the Invitation to Bid, however, specify that title

to the property would vest in the Purchaser when removal of the property was affected, and that the

Purchaser would be entitled to possession upon fijll payment of the bid price. Thus, assuming that

Mr. Johansen made his final payment and took constructive possession of the equipment on

August 1 1, as the Notice of Award indicates, the actual sale was completed on that date.

It is important to note that the Department ofEnergy knew at the time the sale was completed that

the purchaser would be notified by the appropriate federal authority (Nuclear Regulatory

Commission) that the equipment would be subject to export restrictions and an export license if he

planned to resell the equipment out of the country.
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COMMITTEE:
SUBCOMMITTEE:

DATE:
WTTNESS:

HOUSE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
ENVIRONMENT, ENERGY AND
NATURAL RESOURCES
SEPTEMBER 19, 1994

ARCH DURHAM
PAGE 106, LINE 2405

INSERT FOR THE RECORD

The Department ofEnergy (DOE) had been working with the Department of State (DOS) and the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) since we learned ofthe sale. We were informed by NRC
representatives that Mr. Johansen had been advised of the law regarding the export controls on the

equipment, both verbally, and in writing by the NRC. Since the export of this type of equipment is

licensed by the NRC, we felt this was the most appropriate form of notification. However, after

DOE staff received phone calls fi-om Mr. Johansen in February 1994 — calls in which he questioned

the need for an export license — and was told at that time of his acquisition of diagrams and

blueprints,
~ items subject to DOE export authorization — we thought it prudent to advise him in

writing of all relevant export control laws regarding nuclear information, equipment, or materials.

Mr. Rooneys March 3, 1994, letter did this. His use of the term "recently" was in reference to the

new information he had learned in February 1994.
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COMMITTEE:
SUBCOMMITTEE:

DATE:
WITNESS:

HOUSE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
ENVIRONMENT, ENERGY AND NATURAL
RESOURCES
SEPTEMBER 19, 1994

ARCH DURHAM
PAGE 109, LINE:2485

INSERT FOR THE RECORD

Chronology:

8/9/93

8/24/93

8/25/93

9/15/93

9/16/93

9/22/93

10/15/93

Robin DeLaBarre, Department of State (DOS) fax to Betty Wright, Licensing OfiBce,

Office of International Programs, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), regarding

information received from the British Government concerning a U.S. firm's offer to sell

salvaged DOE equipment

Robert Einhom, Acting Assistant Secretary of State, Bureau of Political-Military Affairs,

DOS, letter to Department of Energy (DOE) reports Frontier Salvage offer to sell DOE
surplus reprocessing equipment to British Nuclear Fuels Ltd.

Ron Hauber, Assistant Director, Export Security and Safety Cooperation, OfiBce of

International Programs, NRC letter to Mr. Johansen indicating the equipment purchased

from EG&G Idaho is subject to export controls.

John Rooney, then Director, OfiBce of Export Controls and International Safeguards,

DOE response letter to Einhom/DOS notes U.S. export control would have prevented

transfer to a proliferant but DOE taking measures to sensitize personnel to proliferation

issues posed by surplus disposal. (See Keliher Memorandum dated 9/22/93.)

Victor Alessi, then Director, OfiBce of Arms Control and Nonproliferation, DOE
Memorandum to John Keliher, Director, OfiBce of Intelligence and National Security,

DOE regarding response to Einhom Letter.

Keliher memorandum to DOE program and field offices cautions surplus disposal

personnel to familiarize themselves with export control laws and regulations and make

sure purchasers are aware of export control requirements.

DOE/Export Control Division to Distribution

Reference Book

New Edition of Nuclear Technology
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1/28-2/1/94 Department ofEnergy informed by Department of State that Mr. Johansen had received

technical information, e.g., blueprints, flow-charts.

1/28-2/1/94 DOE/Export Control Director, tasks Oak Ridge National Laboratory technical expert to

gather and review the available information on the sale of equipment to determine

sensitivity/export control classification.

2/3/94 Export Control Division received letter from Oak Ridge National Laboratory technical

expert summarizing the information received regarding the equipment.

2/25/94 NRC Chairman Ivan Selin letter to Department of Energy Secretary Oteaiy states

concerns about the Frontier Salvage case.

3/3/94 Rooney/OflSce ofAnns Control and Nonproliferation letter to Mr. Johansen cautions that

eaqxjrt of surplus reprocesang equipment would require license or authorization by DOE,
NRC, and/or DOC. This follows several DOE export control staflFand DOE laboratory

conversations with Mr. Johansen regarding export licensing/nonproliferation aspects of

any sale of such equipment.

7/5/94 Secretary's response to Selin notes DOE has put Frontier Salvage on notice regarding

export licensing requirements.

o '.
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